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5.19.

Skeleton with mixed classification: visible osteoblastic and osteolytic lesions.
[a] Multiple osteolytic foci with geographic and moth–eaten margins,
associated with new bone formation in the right os coxae (posterior view),
seen on dry bone and on X-ray. [b] Left scapulae (anterior view) with
geographic and moth-eaten margins seen on dry bone and on X-ray. Of note
that the area with moth eaten has new bone formation extending from within
(arrow head). [c] Proximal left femur with new bone formation. [d] Proximal
left humerus with an osteolytic lesion (geographic margins). [e] Right inferior
rib with “coral” bone proliferation associated with osteolytic activity in the
sternal end, visible on dry bone and on X-ray (arrow shows a fracture) (Sk.
no. 1298-MBISC, prostate cancer).
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5.20.

Percent value of each lesion typology observed, calculated within the total
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sample (n=131).
5.21.

Schematic representation of the main steps in a diagnostic tree (algorithm) to
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guide the identification of bone metastases in paleopathology, indicated by
the grey shapes. The white rectangles indicate necessary actions at each step.
The figure also represents a synthesis of the percent [%] of each typology of
lesion (white shapes) obtained in the present study (n=82). Definition of the
terms typical, highly consistent and consistent from Appleby & Buikstra
(2015).
5.22.

Illustration of woven bone (white arrow) and radiant spicules with “sunburst”
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typology (dark arrow) in the same area of the left scapula. Moderate osteolytic
activity is also noticed (Sk. no. 457-MBISC, rectal neoplasm).
5.23.

[a] Rat “prostatic carcinoma metastasis in the body of a lumbar vertebrae
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(arrowhead), causing disruption and expansion of the bone”. [b] “Prostatic
carcinoma metastasis in the distal femur. Note the lysis of the cortical bone,
with growth of the carcinoma into surrounding tissues” and periosteal
reaction (arrowhead). [c] Prostate carcinoma in a dog. “Two predominantly
osteoblastic and partially osteolytic bone metastases of prostate carcinoma in
the diaphysis (Ca) and metaphysis/epiphysis”. In the X-ray is visible layers of
new bone on the cortical surface near the osteolytic lesion (Ca).
5.24.

[a] Extensive area (43 x 36 mm) of woven bone located above an osteolytic
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process- moth-eaten- (arrow), in lateral region of the left ilium (anterior view).
[b] The posterior surface of the same bone shows moth-eaten lesions and a
layer of woven bone. [c] Right ilium with similar lesions (anterior view). [d]
Detail of the woven bone and osteolytic lesions (note that the whitish areas
are likely the result of woven bone loss due to taphonomic factors). [e] Left
clavicle (medial extremity) shows an interrupted new bone formation (woven)
surrounding a geographic osteolytic focus (arrowhead). [f] Vertebra T2
(inferior view) with multiple osteolytic lesions. (see also Figure 4.44-Chapter
4 depicting the ilium and the corresponding X-ray) (Sk. no. 340-MBISC,
leukemia).
5.25.

[a] Right os coxae with one large osteolytic focus (50 x 32 mm) in the
anteromedial region. Detail of the interior of the lesion with extensive
resorption of the trabeculae (right upper image) and detail of the osteolytic
process margins surrounded by woven bone (right lower image). [b] Left
greater sciatic notch (anterior view) with woven bone and small spicules (27x
22 mm). [c] Right pubic bone (lateral view) with a patch of new bone
formation. [d] Sacrum with areas of dense new bone formation (dark arrow
head) and an osteolytic process with woven bone in the margins (white arrow
head). [e] Disperse porosity in the middle diaphysis of the right femur. (Sk.
no. 402-CISC, uterine cancer).
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5.26.

Distal left ulna. X-ray seems to indicate areas of osteolysis (left image). CT
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scan disproved these interpretations, due to the presence of cortical alterations
(and absence of OL) possibly linked with an old fracture (Sk. no. 402-CISC,
uterine cancer).
5.27.

Prostate carcinoma in a dog (macroscopic photograph and radiograph of the
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caudal lumbar vertebrae and sacrum). The carcinoma invaded the pelvic
cavity and induced marked proliferation of periosteal new bone along the
ventral surface of the lumbar vertebral bodies and sacrum. There also was
invasion into the medullary cavity of the sacrum (best seen as an area of lysis
on the left of the images).
5.28.

[a] A thickened area (75 x 35 mm), with new bone formation, in the
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endocranium (anteriorly in the groove for the superior sagittal sinus). The
skull shows signs of autopsy. [b] Ribs (four left and three right) had a layer of
new bone formation in the visceral and vertebral region. Small patches of
woven/lamellar bone was noticed in the scapulas (<10 mm). (Sk. no. 222MBISC, right kidney tumor).
5.29.

Example of palatal OL in a skeleton with leprosy from the St. Jørgen’s
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Medieval leprosarium in the left picture (courtesy of V. Matos- image from
Matos [2009]). The image on the right depicts a palatal OL in an individual
with syphilis from the International Exchange Collection (IEC) (courtesy of
C. Lopes- image in Lopes [2014]).
5.30.

[a] Area (5 x 5 mm) of coalescent porosity (white square) in the left parietal
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bone, showing some trabecular coarsening (detail in right image). The frontal
bone exhibits a similar lesion (see also Figure 4.41-Chapter 4 for the
coalescent porosity in the left tibia). [b] Diffuse osteolytic activity in the base
of the skull, with moth-eaten and disperse cortical destruction. [c] Osteolytic
focus (23 x 8 mm) with trabecular coarsening in the manubrium (anterior
view). Two similar lesions were recorded in the left ilium. [d] Disperse cortical
destruction in the distal portion of the left humerus (posterior view). [e] Atlas
with osteolytic destruction, with loss of parts of the posterior arch, associated
with disperse cortical destruction, and new bone superimposed on the
trabeculae. Similar lesions were noticed in the cervical segment and in the L1.
Of note that three ribs also show destructive and proliferative lesions. (Sk. no.
1106-MBISC, breast cancer).
5.31.

Extensive destructive changes, termed disperse cortical (DISCORT), with
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thickening of the trabeculae, in the right os coxae. The radiography exhibits
a “mosaic” pattern. (Sk. no. 210-MBISC, uterine carcinoma).
5.32.

Right femur diaphysis with subtle disperse porosity (DISPOR). This lesion was
observed in the femurs and tibiae, whereas the spine, sacrum, and calcaneus
shows clearer areas of bone destruction. (Sk. no. 227-CISC, stomach cancer).
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5.33.

[a] Diaphysis of the left humerus (proximal) with disperse porosity (DISPOR)
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extending throughout the bone surface (anteriorly and posteriorly).
Geographic lesions were also observed (arrow). [b] 10th left rib (posterior) with
disperse porosity. [c] 7th right rib (visceral and vertebral end) with a small
patch of woven bone. [d] Disperse porosity and geographic lesions in the T4T5 (posterior view). [e] New bone formation on the left clavicle diaphysis.
Disperse porosity occurs also in the os coxae, sacrum, sternum, clavicles,
scapulas, long bones, vertebrae, and ribs. Osteolytic foci were observed in the
right os coxae, sacrum, right scapula, humeri, vertebrae, and ribs. Woven
bone was noticed in the scapulas, clavicles, and ribs. (Sk. no. 1641-MBISC,
breast carcinoma).
5.34.

4th right rib (posterior) with disperse porosity and geographic foci (arrow). The
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radiography (60 kV, 56 mAS) shows extensive sclerosis and radiolucency,
denoting a higher degree of severity than the external lesions would suggest.
Osteolytic and/or proliferative lesions were also observed in the clavicle,
sternum, scapulas, os coxae, sacrum, humeri, ribs, and vertebrae (Sk. no. 397MBISC, prostate neoplasm with urinary retention).
5.35.

Graphic representation of the relative frequency (%) of individuals with all
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osseous lesions and specific lesions by primary organ.
5.36.

[a] Left ilium (posterior view) with extensive osteolytic lesions (including antemortem loss of a significant part of the bone medially) and woven bonelocated above the OL- in the ilium, thicker near the iliac crest. The woven
bone thickness is less noticeable in the radiography (60 kV, 56 mAs) but the
large OL with geographic margins is only recognized in this modality. [b]Left
femur with OL-moth-eaten margins (arrow)- and adjacent woven bone
formation (white brackets) in the proximal extremity (anterior view). The
distal portion (medial view) has osteolytic lesion-geographic margin- as well
as and multiple areas of radiolucency seen in the X-ray (60 kV, 56 mAs). [c]
Thoracic vertebrae (T1-T3) with diffuse OL. [d] Left clavicle (medial
extremity) with woven bone formation in the cortical (arrow head) and
endosteal (arrow) surfaces, associated with osteolytic activity. The medial
region was lost ante-mortem. The individual also shows lesions in the tibiae,
sacrum, and ribs- see also Figure 4.43-Chapter 4. (Sk. no. 146-MBISC,
myeloid leukemia).
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ABSTRACT
Biological, sociocultural, demographic, and environmental factors are key determinants to the
contemporary burden of malignant oncological diseases. Albeit a currently well-known
epidemiological landscape, the historical and paleopathological sources deem these dreadful
conditions as rare in past human societies. The present research aimed to cogitate into the
significance of malignant neoplastic conditions in the past, through the integrated analysis of
historical, documentary, and skeletal sources. The main goals were to provide a quantification of
the paleopathological diagnosis limits (sensitivity) and contribute to diagnostic improvements in the
paleopathological context. These analytical approaches can bring new insights into the debate of
cancer antiquity. These goals were accomplished by analyzing the cause of death records in 2951
individuals from the Portuguese reference collections: Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection
(n=769), Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection (n=505), Medical School Collection (n=534), and
International Exchange Collection (n=1143). The temporal frame of the pooled collections ranges
from 1880 to 1974 for the year of death. Were surveyed records of 1524 males and 1427 females,
with age at death ranging from zero to 109 years. The skeletal remains of 131 individuals, from
the Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection and Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection,
corresponding to 40.5% (n=53) of males and 59.5% (n=78) of females, with age at death ranging
from 15 to 93 years, were evaluated macroscopically and in some cases with radiography. The
neoplasms ranked among the principal causes of death in the reference collections; recorded in
260 individuals (8.8%), and by excluding benign neoplasms this value shifts to 240 cases (8.1%).
Most of the malignant/unidentified neoplasm cohort had gastric (24.6% [59/240]),
uterine/ovarian (23.9% of the females [34/142]), and intestinal/colorectal (10.8% [26/240])
cancers recorded in the cause of death. A pattern that largely reflects the coeval Portuguese
mortality trends. The paleopathological survey showed that through the application of standard
diagnostic protocols, merely 17.6% (n=23) of the skeletons had unequivocal osseous signs of a
metastatic and/or neoplastic condition. Forty-five percent (n=59) had osseous changes,
nevertheless the lesion typology and anatomic distribution were not clearly indicative of a
neoplastic process. The remaining 37.4% (n=49) did not exhibit osseous abnormalities. Overall,
osseous changes predominated in the os coxae (40.0%, 52 of the 130 individuals), ribs (29.8%
[37/124]), scapulas (22.6% [28/124]), and vertebral column (21.9% [28/128]). Nonetheless, if
we take into account only the individuals with at least one lesion indicative of a neoplastic process
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(n=42; 32.1%), the anatomical allocation shifted. Albeit a predilection for the os coxae (71.4%
[30/42]), the following anatomical areas affected included the vertebral column (48.8% [20/41]),
ribs (43.9% [18/41]), sacrum (36.8% [14/38]), skull (33.3% [14/42]), scapulas (30.0% [12/40]),
and femur (28.6% [12/42]). Osteolytic processes consisted predominantly of osseous changes with
geographic (36.6% [48/131]) and moth-eaten/permeative (19.8%, n=26) margins. Coalescent
porosity (16.8%, n=22) and other forms of bone destruction were rare. Highest coefficients of
proliferative lesions occurred in the form of woven/mix new bone formation (48.9%, n=64) and
less frequently with other proliferative typology (“coral”, “sunburst”, and parallel spicules
combined represented 16.8% [n=22] of the sample). This study presents a quantitative estimate
of the paleopathological diagnosis sensitivity; as well as novel contributions to diagnostic
improvements. A theoretical reflection on the burden of cancer in the past emphasized the idea
that we need a paradigm shift while thinking about paleo-oncology’s future.

Key-words: Paleo-oncology, Cancer, Neoplastic, Bone Metastases, Reference Collections,
Paleopathology.
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RESUMO
Os fatores biológicos, socioculturais, demográficos e ambientais contribuem de forma decisiva
para o flagelo contemporâneo relacionado com as doenças oncológicas malignas. A atual
paisagem epidemiológica destas condições perniciosas é bem conhecida; porém, as fontes
históricas e paleopatológicas sugerem que as condições neoplásicas malignas eram raras em
populações do passado. Esta investigação ambicionou compreender e assimilar a importância das
condições neoplásicas malignas no passado, através da quantificação dos limites do diagnóstico
(sensibilidade), do aperfeiçoamento da capacidade diagnóstica, e do desvelamento de novos dados
relevantes para o debate da antiguidade do cancro, através de uma análise histórica, documental
e osteológica integrada. Este propósito foi cumprido analisando os registos de causa de morte de
2951 indivíduos que constituem quatro coleções Portuguesas: a Coleção de Esqueletos
Identificados do Museu Bocage (n=769), a Coleção de Esqueletos Identificados de Coimbra
(n=505), a Coleção das Escolas Médicas (n=534), e a Coleção de Trocas Internacionais (n=1143).
O período cronológico abarcado pelas coleções varia, para o ano da morte, entre 1880 e 1974.
Os registos de 1524 homens e 1427 mulheres, com idade à morte compreendida entre zero e 109
anos, foram observados. Os restos esqueléticos de 131 indivíduos da Coleção de Esqueletos
Identificados do Museu Bocage e da Coleção de Esqueletos Identificados de Coimbra,
correspondendo 40,5% (n=53) homens e 59,5% (n=78) mulheres, com idade à morte
compreendida entre 15 e 93 anos, foram observados macroscopicamente. Os neoplasmas
figuravam entre as principais causes de morte nas coleções, tendo sido registados em 260 (8,8%)
indivíduos; este valor decresce para 240 (8.1%) se excluirmos os neoplasmas benignos. A maioria
dos casos de neoplasmas malignos / não identificados foi causada por cancros gástricos (24,6%
[59/240]), uterinos / ováricos (23,9% das mulheres [34/142]), e intestinais / colorretais (10,8%
[26/240]). Este padrão reflete, em larga medida, os padrões Portugueses de mortalidade coevos.
A análise paleopatológica mostrou que, através da aplicação de protocolos estandardizados de
diagnóstico, apenas 17,6% (n=23) dos esqueletos exibiam sinais ósseos inequívocos de condição
metastática e/ou neoplásica, enquanto 45,0% (n=59) apresentavam lesões ósseas inespecíficas.
Os restantes 37,4% não exibiam qualquer anomalia óssea. As modificações ósseas predominavam
nos ossos coxais (40,0% [52/130]), nas costelas (29,8% [37/124]), nas escápulas (22,6% [28/124])
e na coluna vertebral (21,9% [28/128]). Não obstante, entre os 42 indivíduos que que
apresentavam pelo menos uma lesão indicativa de um processo neoplásico (32,1% [42/131]) a
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localização das lesões na topografia esquelética segue um padrão diferente, com 71,4% (30/42)
nos ossos coxais, 48,8% (20/41) na coluna vertebral, 43,9% (18/41) nas costelas, 36,8% (14/38)
no sacro, 33,3% (14/42) no crânio, 30,0% (12/40) nas omoplatas, e 28,6% (12/42) no fémur. Os
processos osteolíticos constituíam sobretudo modificações ósseas com margens geográficas (36.6%
[48/131]) e “moth-eaten”/permeativas (19.8% [26/131]). A porosidade coalescente (16.8%
[22/131]) e outras formas de destruição óssea eram mais raras. Os coeficientes mais elevados de
neoformação óssea ocorreram na forma de osso fibroso/misto (48.9% [64/131]) e menos
frequentemente com outra tipologia (combinados, os tipos “coral”, “sunburst” e espículas paralelas,
representavam 16.8% [22/131] da amostra). Este estudo apresenta uma avaliação quantitativa
da fiabilidade do diagnóstico paleopatológico das neoplasias; sugerindo ainda novas perspetivas
para melhor orientar esse diagnóstico. Por fim, a reflexão teórica sobre o flagelo do cancro no
passado contribuiu para a sugestão da necessidade de uma mudança paradigmática enquanto se
pensa sobre o futuro da paleo-oncologia.
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Identificadas, Paleopatologia.

Cancro,

Neoplasias,
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| 1.1 | Research framework

1.1.1. Epidemiology

“Tumors destroy man in a unique and appalling way, as flesh of his own flesh
which has somehow been rendered proliferative, rampant, predatory and ungovernable.
They are the most concrete and formidable of human maladies, yet despite more than
70 years of experimental study they remain the least understood” (Rous, 1966, n.p.).
These opening words of Peyton Rous1 Nobel Lecture remain meaningful today, as
neoplasms still symbolizes one of the most fearful, stigmatized, terrifying, and
unpredictable diseases of contemporaneity, a place once occupied by infectious diseases
like tuberculosis (Sontag, 1978). Neoplasms are such challenging disorders because “it
arises through a process that is endogenous to human tissues. […] It is not simply a
thing to be removed or destroyed, but also a process to be prevented, controlled and
managed” (Pepper et al., 2014: 1). A neoplasia or neoplasm2 (meaning neo-new; plasia1Peyton

Rous received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1966 for his work on tumor-inducing viruses

(nobelprize.org).
2

Neoplasm and tumor are terms often used interchangeably, yet some scholars argue against this usage. Classically,

the term tumor was used to describe the swelling in the five cardinal signs of inflammation (calor[heat], dolor[pain],
rubor[redness], tumor[swelling]). With time, the word started to encompass any kind of swelling or mass from
diverse origins, such as neoplastic, inflammatory, infectious or even physiologic (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006;
Zaydfudim et al., 2013). Currently, tumor is used almost exclusively in the oncological context to refer to a mass
of tissue (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Stricker & Kumar, 2010). However, in the strict sense the term has a nonspecific and “frequently unclear connotation” being also appropriate to describe, for example, “hepatic
cysts, areas of scarring or hamartomas” (Zaydfudim et al., 2013: 603). The term neoplasm, however, has a
more specific and narrow meaning,
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formation) is an abnormal new cellular growth with altered and uncontrolled
proliferative properties (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Stricker
& Kumar, 2010; Zaydfudim et al., 2013; Weinberg, 2014), due to defective multiple
mechanisms of genetic/epigenetic expression (Song et al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas,
2009; Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011; Stephens et al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014).
During the last century, biomedical research produced an extraordinary wealth of
knowledge on oncological disorders, unveiling its concepts and mechanisms.
Simultaneously, it created a deep awareness of their overwhelming complexity, which is
still far to be understood. Despite the impressive progress achieved, a full
comprehension of the biological mechanisms involved in the genesis of oncological
disorders, a perfect capacity for early diagnosis, and efficient treatment strategies are still
goals to be reached (Song et al., 2008; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Morange, 2011;
Thomas et al., 2013; Weinberg, 2014). Oncological research “is now at a crossroad,
needing new ideas, major innovation and new and unprecedented transdisciplinary
teams of scientists” (Thomas et al., 2013: 2), to subdue these diseases that became the
epitome of the modern diseases (Sotang, 1978; Cantor, 1993; 2007; Pinell, 2004). It is
our belief that researchers in paleopathology can be part of this transdisciplinary goal,
by contributing to the knowledge of neoplasms’ antiquity and how sociocultural and
environmental phenomena prompted the development of these conditions in past
human societies. As Retsas (1986: 9) noted three decades ago, “palaeo-oncology3 should
not be seen as the intellectual hobby of the retiring physician but as a valuable exercise
in understanding cancer as a disease today”.
In contemporary societies, malignant neoplasms (i.e. cancer4) have a significant
physical, emotional, and psychosocial impact (Sontag, 1978; Stricker & Kumar, 2010),
contributing considerably to mortality and morbidity worldwide (Foreman & Ferlay,
2014; WHO, 2014a). Cancer figures among the leading causes of death, surpassed by
describing new and uncontrolled cellular growths (Zaydfudim et al., 2013). Moreover, not all neoplasms form masses
(e.g. leukemia), thus are not tumors. For these reasons, Zaydfudim et al. (2013) and other scholars, advocate for the
exclusive use of the term neoplasm when its nature is confirmed.
3 Paleoncology is the study of the past of oncological diseases as defined by Retsas (1986).
In the present work, the term cancer is used exclusively to malignant neoplasms. It should be noted, however, that
some authors, albeit rarely, may use the term cancer more broadly, to define all abnormal growths (Weinberg, 2014).
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cardiovascular diseases, in high-income countries, and rank third in low-and middleincome ones (following cardiovascular and infectious diseases) (American Cancer
Society, 2015). In 2008, cancer contributed to ca. 13.3% of the total deaths worldwide5
(WHO, 2011), with an estimate of 7.6 million deaths. These values increased in 2012
(Table 1.I), reaching 15% worldwide (25% in high-income and 12% in low to middleincome countries) (American Cancer Society, 2015). This corresponds to 8.2 million
cancer deaths, and an age-standardized mortality rate (ASR) of 102.4 per 100,000
(Ferlay et al., 2013; Foreman & Ferlay, 2014). In 2012, 14.1 million new cases
were diagnosed worldwide (Ferlay et al., 2013), with estimates indicating that this
value will rise to 21.7 million within the next two decades (WHO, 2014a). In 2012,
among men, the most common sites of cancer were the lung (16.7% of the total),
prostate (15.0%), colorectum, (10.0%), stomach (8.5%), and liver (7.5%). In women, it
was more common in breast (25.2% of the total), colorectum (9.2%), lung (8.7%),
cervix (7.9%), and stomach (4.8%). Whereas, most deaths were due to lung (19.4%
of all cancer deaths), liver (9.1%), stomach (8.8%), colorectum (8.5%), and breast
(6.4%) cancers (Ferlay et al., 2013; Foreman & Ferlay, 2014).
Although cancer-related mortality is ubiquitous worldwide (Table 1.I, Figure 1.1),
human populations experience differently the burden of oncological disorders (Ferlay et
al., 2013; Bray, 2014; Foreman & Ferlay, 2014). This is largely explained by hereditary,
environmental, and societal determinants (e.g. population growth and ageing,
prevalence of risk factors, availability of prevention, diagnostic and therapeutic
measures) (Bray, 2014; American Cancer Society, 2015). Currently, the highest
incidence of cancer is registered in high-income countries with low to middle-income
ones being less affected (15% higher in high-income countries in men and 8% in
women) (Ferlay et al., 2013). However, mortality rates show less geographic variability
(Figure 1.1), with age-adjusted mortality rate (ASR) of 108.5 and 98.4 per 100,000 in
high income and low-income countries, respectively. Portugal (Figure 1.1) exhibits
features of the economically developed countries in terms of incidence (ASR 246.2 per

5

All epidemiological data herein reported concerns all cancers excluding non-melanoma skin cancers.
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100,000, with a total of 49,174 new cases) and figures among the mid-level for mortality
rates (ASR 99.0 per 100,000, with a total of 24,112 deaths) for 2012 estimates (Ferlay et
al., 2013).

Table 1.I. Major causes of death worldwide (thousands) by country income level in 2012. [Source:
American Cancer Society (2015) Global cancer facts & figures (3rd ed.). Atlanta: American Cancer
Society, pp. 1].
Low-and middleincome

Worldwide

High-income

Rank

Deaths

%

Rank

Deaths

%

Rank

Deaths

%

Cardiovascular diseases

1

17,513

31%

1

13,075

30%

1

4,438

38%

Malignant neoplasms

2

8,204

15%

3

5,310

12%

2

2,894

25%

Infectious/parasitic diseases

3

6,431

12%

2

6,128

14%

7

303

3%

Respiratory diseases

4

4,040

7%

4

3,395

8%

3

645

6%

Unintentional injuries

5

3,716

7%

5

3,212

7%

5

504

4%

Respiratory infections

6

3,060

5%

6

2,664

6%

6

396

3%

Digestive diseases

7

2,263

4%

7

1,748

4%

4

515

4%

Diabetes mellitus

8

1,497

3%

8

1,243

3%

9

254

2%

Intentional injuries

9

1,428

3%

9

1,185

3%

10

243

2%

Genitourinary diseases

10

1,195

2%

10

935

2%

8

260

2%

Nutritional deficiencies

11

559

1%

11

534

1%

14

25

0%

Congenital anomalies

12

556

1%

12

515

1%

13

42

0%

Maternal conditions

13

296

1%

13

293

1%

16

3

0%

Musculoskeletal diseases

14

216

0%

14

158

0%

12

58

1%

Other neoplasms

15

193

0%

15

116

0%

11

77

1%

All causes

55,843

44,172

11,671

Albeit the clearly problematic cancer landscape in modern societies, high-income
countries are finally showing signs of reduction in cancer-related mortality, although not
in incidence, in recent years (Ferlay et al., 2010). For example, in the United States
death rates declined by 20% between 1991 and 2010 (Siegel et al., 2014), largely
explained by development of screening programs, preventive measures, advances in
early diagnosis and therapeutics (Hochberg et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2014; WHO,
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2014a). Despite this recent positive scenario, the burden of cancer in the Western health
statistics rose steadily along the last century, as it nearly doubled in the last 30 years
(Boyle & Levin, 2008). The decline of mortality by infectious diseases, exposure
to cancer-related agents (e.g. tobacco, alcohol, physical inactivity, unhealthy diet,
chemicals, infectious agents), extended life expectancy, and better clinical diagnosis, are
some contributors to the substantial rise of cancer along the 20th century. However, it
cannot be disregarded that improvement in epidemiological surveys and health statistics
also allowed a better depiction of cancer prevalence nowadays, thus contributing to its
visibility (Boyle & Levin, 2008).

[a]

[b]
Figure 1.1. Estimated age standardized rates per 100,000 of all cancers (excluding nonmelanoma skin cancer) for both sexes, all ages and for the year of 2012. [a] Mortality
ASR, [b] Incidence ASR. [Source: Ferlay et al., 2013].
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The late 19th century and early 20th century marks a new status and increased
visibility of oncological disorders, not only within the medical community but also in the
public sphere. By this period, cancer became the new scourge of mankind (Hayter,
2003; Pinell, 2004; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Gaudillière, 2009). As Hayter (2003:
258) refers, the emergence of cancerophobia brought a “new view of an old illness”.
Nevertheless, the impact, fear, and social stigma of cancer was already appreciable in
early periods of our history, as demonstrated during the 5th century BC, when the
analogy of the claws of the crab eating away the body was used to describe this disease
and its incurable nature (Retief & Cilliers, 2006; Karamanou et al., 2008; Hajdu,
2011a). It can also be illustrated by historical narratives of charitable gestures,
performed specially by members of religious orders, towards cancer sufferers. Pinell
(2004: x) describes how “at the end of the fourteenth century, Catherine of Sienna
herself tested her charitable heroism by collecting in a bowl the pus from the breast of a
cancerous woman to drink it like Christ’s blood”. Segregation of cancer patients in
hospital during the 18th century, due to the fear of contagion, testifies the social stigma
surrounding this condition as well (Pinell, 2004, see Chapter 2).
Epidemiological studies of the early 20th century, particularly mortality statistics in
Europe and in the United States, reinforced the awareness that cancer was having a
preponderant role in health and mortality (Hoffman, 1915a,b; Cantor, 1993; Pinell,
2004). Hoffman (1915a: vii) performed one of the earliest worldwide epidemiological
reports on cancer, and states: “the actual frequency of malignant disease throughout the
civilized world has been ascertained to be much more of a menace to the welfare of
mankind than has generally been assumed to be the case, and that in contrast to a
marked decline in the general death rate, cancer remains one of the few diseases actually
and persistently on the increase in practically all of the countries and large cities for
which trustworthy data are obtainable”.
If these early statistics help us to perceive the growing burden of cancer, it is much less
known the past population's cancer landscape (Waldron, 1996; Strouhal, 2001; Capasso,
2005; Gamba & Fornaciari, 2006; Nerlich et al., 2006; Campillo, 2007; Strouhal &
Němečková, 2009; David & Zimmerman, 2010). Undoubtedly, a deeper
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understanding of its natural history and evolution, as well as manifestations, typology,
and prevalence along the human history is a quest that needs to be pursued (Capasso,
2005; Brothwell, 2008; Waldron, 2009; Lieverse et al., 2014).

1.1.2. Paleopathological quest

As Brothwell (2008: 257) points out, we still don’t know: “what is the antiquity of
forms of tumours, malignant and benign? Do there appear to be geographic influences?
Are the tumours distinctive in any way from what is known clinically today? Per skeletal
population and age composition of the sample, do they display unusual prevalence?”
We can also add enquiries on how the evolution of cancer in human history was shaped
and how the variability in cultural practices and social organization influenced
neoplasms’ prevalence in past societies. Finding these answers is not only important
from a historical point of view but it can also provide elements to understand the present
(David & Zimmerman, 2010). The “development of a long-term perspective on the
antiquity of cancer in human populations undergoing demographic transition[s]
provides additional descriptive information about the possible influences of diet, lifestyle,
and other environmental factors on cancer” (Micozzi, 2007: 23). It is therefore of
extreme importance to evaluate how socio-cultural and environmental shifts contributed
to temporal and spatial variation of these disorders. As Casás-Selves & DeGregori (2011:
624) refers, the connection between evolutionary studies and modern medicine must be
closely tied, since “understanding evolution is essential for preventing, managing and
treating these diseases”.
Paleopathological research can play a crucial role in clarifying these questions.
Paleopathology, a sub discipline of biological anthropology, engages in the study of
disease in past populations framed on their environmental, geographic and cultural
variability (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994; Santos, 1999/2000; Lovell, 2000; Cook &
Powell, 2006; Sofaer, 2006). As a discipline, it aims to “reconstruct the history and
geography of diseases, to illuminate the interaction between disease and cultural
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processes, to document the evolution of disease over time, and to understand the effect
of disease processes on bone growth and development” (Lovell, 2000: 217).
Paleopathologists aim to identify specific diseases in the past, which “is remarkably
informative” of a person’s health and well-being (Larsen, 2002: 119). On the other
hand, through a paleoepidemiological approach, i.e., by interpreting health patterns at a
population level, paleopathology is “uniquely positioned to provide great longitudinal
reach to our understanding of the history and bone biology of disease, the biological and
evolutionary role of disease in human societies, and the evolutionary relationships
between humans, environmental change, and pathogens” (Zuckerman et al., 2016: 375).
Tracing the history, geography, evolution, and paleoepidemiology of oncological
diseases relies not only on biological remains (skeletons and mummies) but also on
material culture (documents, iconographic representations, among others). Evidence of
oncological disorders educed from the past literature and documental records are scarce
(see Chapter 2). Some putative examples were retrieved from the ancient Egypt and
Classical Period; however, they often rise interpretative doubts (Riddle, 1985; Micozzi,
2007; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu 2011a). For the medieval period paucity of evidence
lingers, and it is only during the modern period that the documentary record of
malignant neoplasms expanded meaningfully (Hajdu, 2010).
Paleopathological research (see Chapter 2) uncovered skeletal evidence of
benign neoplasms early in the hominin lineage, dating back to 1.9 million years
(Randolph-Quinney et al., 2016). Possible evidence of malignant neoplasms can also
be found in the paleoanthropological record, with a single case dating from 1.8-1.6
mya (Odes et al., 2016). The oldest undisputable examples of cancer in past
populations comes from the Neolithic period in Europe (Strouhal & Kritscher,
1990; De la Rúa et al., 1995; Strouhal, 2001), Neolithic/early Bronze Age in Asia
(Lieverse et al., 2014), Bronze Age or Early Dynastic period in Ancient Egypt and
Nubia (Brothwell, 1967; Grmek, 1983; Strouhal, 1991a), and Late Archaic period in
North America (Ortner, 2003).
Despite its antiquity, it became a traditional stand in the paleopathological
discourse that the expressiveness of malignant neoplasms in the past was extremely
low, when compared with its contemporary pervasiveness or with other diseases
depicted in
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the paleopathological record (Waldron, 1996; Strouhal, 2001; Ortner, 2003; Capasso,
2005; Gamba & Fornaciari, 2006; Nerlich et al., 2006; Campillo, 2007; David &
Zimmerman, 2010). A literature review conducted by Strouhal (2001) reveals that up to
1998, only 176 cases of malignant neoplasms were reported, whereas a more
recent tabulation may suggest that between 259 (Hunt, 2013) and 275 malignant
neoplasms were published up to 2016 as registered in the C.R.A.B6 database. A true
assessment of past neoplasms’ landscape is severely hindered by the lack of
population-based approaches. The publications on this topic continues to be mostly
in the form of case-studies (Nerlich et al., 2006; Hunt, 2013; Lieverse et al., 2014;
Merczi et al., 2014), which clearly obstructs a broader perception of oncological
diseases’ natural history (Waldron, 1996; Nerlich et al., 2006; Faltas, 2011). Most
studies with computed crude prevalence of malignant neoplasms have registered
coefficients lower than 1.0% (see Chapter 2). Exceptionally, Roumelis (2007)
identified a maximum of 12.4% of malignancies in a medieval sample (n=274)
from Germany, 7.7% and 3.8% was reported in the U.S. by Lobdell (1981) and
Morse et al. (1974), and 3.1% was obtained by Baxarias et al. (2009) in Ancient Egypt
(see Table 2.I, Chapter 2). However, in these studies the sample size is considerably
small.
Even if recently there is a “growing number of reported cases published in the
archaeological and paleopathological literature” (Lieverse et al., 2014: 2), the perception
of cancer’s low expressivity in the past continues to be widely accepted. In 2010, a Nature
publication by David and Zimmerman (2010)—entitled Cancer: an old disease, a new disease
or something in between?— brought this discussion to the public realm, as it generated
extensive media’s interest (Grauer, 2010). The authors claim that cancer is a product of
modern societies and it was barely non-existent in the past. The discussion on cancer’s
antiquity lingers for decades in the scientific community (Cockburn, 1974; Retsas, 1986;
Cockburn, 1995a,b; Grauer, 2010), “with proponents and opponents marshalling their
arguments over whether cancer did or did not exist before the modern era” (Cockburn,
1993: 1). The opinions have been divided into two main argumentative lines. In one
6 C.R.A.B.

is an online file of case-studies at the site PRO (Paleo-oncology research organization) at the URL: https://

docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DePDwN8Vo94toNSEbjI4wBW74droQXxB_6jUYr5HRsc/edit#gid=0.
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side, scholars claim that neoplasms’ past prevalence must have been much higher than
what is unveiled by the documentary or paleopathological record, arguing that the
current knowledge does not fully portray past reality (Strouhal, 1991a; Waldron, 1996;
Halperin, 2004; Nerlich et al., 2006; Brothwell, 2008; 2012). Multiple factors intrinsic to
the nature of the paleopathological research contribute to this seemingly paucity, such
as: i) limits of cancer detection due to bone preservation (lesional areas, particularly
osteolytic lesions, can be prone to destruction); ii) small sample sizes, since the deficit in
cases can be a consequence of small samples and expected numbers; iii) diagnostic
constraints have a dual effect. First, not all neoplasms leave their mark in the
skeleton thus the prevalence will always be underestimated. A portion of
individuals would succumb quickly to a malignant neoplasm not living long
enough to develop skeletal lesions. Secondly, osseous marks of neoplasms may be
overlooked due to shared similar features with other pathological processes; iv)
application of new methodologies and techniques (e.g. radiography, bone histology,
and biomolecular analysis), that are appropriate to survey neoplasms, have been
more widely applied only in recent decades. Moreover, non-systematic use of
radiological analysis is one key limiting factor to detect cancer in the skeleton
(Strouhal, 1991a; Strouhal, 1994; Waldron, 1996; Halperin, 2004; Nerlich et al.,
2006; Brothwell, 2008; 2012; Zuckerman et al., 2016). As Waldron (1996: 469)
points out, “with our present state of knowledge, however, we are still not much nearer
resolving the issue […], but a more careful examination of skeletal material and a better
estimation of prevalence rates will go a long way towards doing so”. Brothwell (2012)
also remarks that the geographic/regional variation in the prevalence of cancer
today could have existed in the past, and at this moment we cannot evaluate to which
degree those regions are well represented in the archaeological record.
On the other side of the argument, scholars claim that malignant neoplasms are
diseases of modernity. Due to different biological, environmental and cultural contexts
experienced by humans in past societies (e.g. lack of exposure to modern carcinogens,
shorter life spans, higher burden of infectious diseases, famine or trauma on mortality,
or healthier lifestyles) the burden of malignant neoplasms was negligible (Capasso, 2005;
Micozzi, 2007; David & Zimmerman, 2010; Esche et al., 2010). That is to say, “cancers
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that are common in modern industrial societies were rare in antiquity and in traditional
human societies” (Micozzi, 2007: 21).
Overall, the debate on the modernity of cancer figures among the three major
research questions for paleopathology today (Zuckerman et al., 2016). “Evaluating the
nature of past neoplastic processes, especially for malignant conditions (cancers), hold
some potential for assessing the degree to which cancer is a recent phenomenon. Such
knowledge will help us to appreciate how today’s lifestyle choices, environmental
conditions, and industrialization have fostered an increasingly carcinogenic world,
although paleopathologists are presently divided about the manner in which cancer
rates in the past should be estimated. Thus, while contemporary medical science would
gain by being informed on the problem of cancer risks in the past, the issue is still a
subject of debate” (Buikstra, 2010: 396). Hence, it becomes clear that the
paleopathological research should engage in developing tools to answer the fundamental
question: malignant diseases were virtually absent in the past or the paleopathological record isn’t
embracing the full extent of their manifestations?
One of the essential strategies to be able to answer to these questions is to develop
diagnostic accuracy. As Brothwell (2012: 420) denotes “tumors and tumors-like
processes are uncommon in archaeology, it is nevertheless a major disease category
which deserves some attention in paleopathology [...] but there are major diagnostic
problems and as yet too few cases reported to allow even the crudest epidemiological
assessment”. Mann & Murphy (1990: 3) also refer that “[…] tumours, [are] perhaps the
most difficult skeletal lesions to be diagnosed”. In general, most of the paleopathological
diagnosis is “firmly based on clinical evidence” (Waldron, 2009: 5) and there is lack of
consensus for the appropriate set of paleopathological criteria. Zuckerman and
colleagues (2016: 375) are quite critic on this point, defending that the progress of the
discipline is hindered by the frequent use of “non-standardized criteria and non-specific
skeletal lesions to diagnose diseases, the misuse of methods and techniques from other
fields, and delay in adopting critical concepts from other disciplines results in the
publication of flawed studies peppered with ‘possible’ diagnoses and conclusions so
tentative as to have little worth”. For the case of cancer, these authors also refer that “an
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evidence-based set of diagnostic criteria is imperative in research on the antiquity of
cancer to prevent reporting an inaccurate number of cases and drawing spurious
conclusions about the prevalence of cancer in the past”. Thus, it seems more than
reasonable to consider that before attempting profound interpretations on the rarity of
cancer in the past we should firstly address the question of “how precisely can diagnosis
be made from bones” (Brothwell, 2008: 258).
The need for studies addressing the problem of diagnosis was the primary
motivation of the present dissertation. We aim to analyze the skeletal lesions observed in
individuals with known cancer-related death. “Examination of skeletons of individuals
diagnosed in life with disease provides a unique window to the nature of bone
involvement in that disease” (Rothschild et al., 2002: 536). Recent works on several
other disorders (e.g. Matos & Santos, 2006; Santos & Roberts, 2006; Weston, 2008;
Lopes, 2014) demonstrated the importance of paleopathological research in individuals
with known cause of death.
Modern oncological data on the skeletal lesion’s pattern, features or frequency of
bone involvement is based on autopsy studies and/or clinical and radiological survey,
which denotes their current features and does not necessarily equates with past ones.
Nowadays, the survey of skeletal elements in routine autopsy is not systematic and the
radiological exam is dependent on the patient description of pain or dysfunction.
Moreover, modern therapeutic changes the natural course of disease. For these reasons,
modern data might overlook elements that could be useful for the paleopathological
diagnosis. Hence, the study of human remains from individuals with known cause of
death, that lived in a pre-modern therapy period, can be a profitable research avenue as
it provides a unique setting to conduct evidence-based research.
To our knowledge, only a few paleopathological investigations dealt with the
description of neoplastic osseous lesions in individuals with known cause of death:
 Rothschild & Rothschild (1995) analysed 128 skeletons with cancer registered in
the cause of death, from the Hamann-Todd Collection (Cleveland, U.S.).
 Rothschild et al. (1997) described the skeletal lesions of leukemia in two
individuals from the Hamann-Todd Collection (Cleveland, U.S.).
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 Rothschild et al. (1998) examined two skeletons with multiple myeloma
diagnosed in life, one from the Terry Collection (Washington, U.S.) and other
from the Mutter Museum (Philadelphia, U.S.), and compared them with the
previous work on metastatic cancer by Rothschild & Rothschild (1995).
 Marques & Matos (2002) described four individuals with breast cancer from the
Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection (Lisbon, Portugal).
 Rothschild et al. (2002) examined a case of Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia
from the Galler Collection (Zurich, Switzerland).
 Marks & Hamilton (2007) described one skeleton with clinically diagnosed
breast cancer from the W. M. Bass Donated Skeletal Collection (Tennessee, U.S.).
This collection consists of contemporary North American individuals from the
body donation program.
 Maijanen & Steadman (2013) made a preliminary study of 84 skeletons with
cancer from the W. M. Bass Donated Skeletal Collection (Tennessee, U.S.).

1.1.3. Aims and hypotheses

The present research aims to investigate the paleopathology and epidemiology of
neoplasms, based in the analysis of human remains and their associated documentary
records, from two Portuguese osteological reference collections: Museu Bocage Identified
Skeletal Collection (MBISC), presently curated at the Museu Bocage, Department of
Zoology and Anthropology of the National Museum of Natural History, Lisbon and
Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection (CISC), stored at the Department of Life
Sciences, University of Coimbra. For the epidemiological reconstruction were also
included the Medical School (MSC) and International Exchange Skull (IEC)
Collections, housed in the Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra. The
latter are composed exclusively by skulls, hence the inclusion in the present study was
motivated by the goal to perform a comparative analysis of the archival data, due to
their geographic and chronological differences.
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The main aims and hypotheses of the present research project are as follows:
I. A literature review to investigate the antiquity of neoplasms in written sources
and bioarchaeological ones, framed within a short historiography of these diseases and
the evolution of the scientific thought (Chapter 2). This theoretical overview has a
threefold purpose: i) to evaluate if the documentary and skeletal records concordantly
point to a rarity of these conditions in the past; ii) to synthesize the problems and limits
of studies in paleo-oncology; iii) to evaluate if the shifts in the scientific knowledge
hindered the understanding of cancer landscape in the past. While accomplishing these
purposes, we intend to contribute to the discussion of the antiquity of oncological
diseases. Moreover, the study of human remains must be done, as much as possible,
within the scaffolds of their socio-cultural and scientific context.
II. An epidemiological analysis of the individuals with a neoplasm registered in the
documentary records of the MBISC, CISC, MSC, and IEC (Chapter 4). This tests the
following hypothesis: the epidemiological profile of the individuals from the identified collections is
similar to the Portuguese mortality profile during the late 19th and mid-20th centuries. This analysis
addresses the question: the reference collections, which are mortality samples, are
representative of the general population? Skeletal samples are selected subsets of the
deceased, as such, they are often subject to bias bestowing them a non-random
character (Waldron, 1987; 2007; Saunders et al., 1995; Usher, 2002; Komar & Grivas,
2008; Jackes, 2011). Our ability to make inferences regarding a set of skeletal remains
strongly relies on their representativeness of the original population (Komar & Grivas,
2008). Thus, ideally a collection should have a good representation of the variation
present on the living population (Waldron, 1987; 2007; Saunders et al., 1995; Usher,
2002). It is our aim to evaluate the potential bias in our sample. Furthermore, the
detailed epidemiological description of these collections for neoplastic diseases enables
future comparative studies with other collections worldwide.
III. A paleopathological study of the lesions pattern observed in the skeletal
remains with records of a neoplasm in the MBISC and CISC, serves to potentially
improve diagnostic criteria (Chapter 4). It is our goal to analyse the pattern of
distribution and typology of the skeletal lesions, focusing on metastatic bone disease.
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The following hypotheses will be tested: i) paleopathological diagnosis provides an adequate
measure of the prevalence of neoplasms in human skeletal remains. In doing this, we attempted to
answer the question: how feasible and accurate is the diagnosis of neoplastic disease,
based solely on the visual inspection of human skeletal remains? ii) the highest percentage of
skeletal lesions, and their severity, is observed in the cohort of individuals diagnosed with osteotropic
neoplasms. Since not all malignant neoplasms have the same propensity to metastasize to
bone, one should expect that the pattern of skeletal manifestations exhibits a correlation
with the typology of neoplasms under study; iii) the pattern of skeletal lesions can confidently
allow the identification of the primary organ affected. Since the individuals in the collections
died mainly from primary neoplasms of other organs than the skeleton, this sample is an
excellent study-base to an enquiry on our ability to identify the primary site of the
neoplasm, when in the presence of metastatic bone lesions. This hypothesis rises from a
central issue in the paleopathological diagnosis of neoplasms: is the primary site of a
cancer identifiable by paleopathological analysis? Paleopathologists should limit their
diagnosis to the broader categories “metastatic cancer” and not attempt a more specific
diagnosis?
The present investigation is method-based, aiming to quantify and improve the
accuracy of diagnosis in paleopathology, which by its turn has the potential to
contribute to the dynamics and evolution of these diseases along time. Paleopathology
clearly has an instrumental role on unveiling neoplastic conditions, since “the potential
exists for contributing to a greater understanding of the skeletal manifestations of disease
since data on lesions not resolved by radiology and the distribution of lesions within a
skeleton in multifocal disorders is possible” (Ortner, 2011: 253).

| 1.2 | Neoplasms: conceptual overview

By exposing basic concepts and biological principles that govern the mechanisms
of neoplasms’ development, we intent to provide a scaffold to comprehend why the
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skeletal system is a good target for neoplastic lesions. And thus, if the skeletons are a
good testimony of these conditions in the past. This section portrays a summary of the
fundamental ideas on biology and pathology of neoplasms and metastatic bone disease.
A neoplasm is defined as an abnormal cellular growth in which the newly formed
cells acquired different properties from the original tissue. These cells are no longer
under the strict regulatory pathways of cellular differentiation, survival, proliferation
and apoptosis. The altered cellular pathways and the excessive proliferation, which
becomes independent of the initial physiologic growth stimulus, are two key features of
neoplastic diseases’ development (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman & Rubinas,
2009; Holland et al., 2010; Weinberg, 2014; Kumar et al., 2015). The term neoplasm
encompasses not one disease but numerous and heterogeneous conditions that, although
sharing certain biological properties, can be highly distinctive in their genotypic
composition, morphology, natural history, causative agents, clinical manifestations or
prognosis (Silva, 1999; Corbellini & Preti, 2008; Song et al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas,
2009; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Aktipis & Nesse, 2013; Kumar et al., 2015).
Depending on its biological behavior, neoplasms can be classified into two major
groups: benign and malignant (i.e. cancer), which share basic biological principles but
are distinct in some of their properties (see section 1.2.2) and outcomes (Pierce &
Damjanov, 2006; Holland et al., 2010; Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Weinberg, 2014). Most
neoplastic growths are benign and seldom life threatening, except in certain
circumstances where the expansion of the mass compresses vital organs and structures
or when they lead to an exacerbated secretion of molecules (e.g. hormones) that cause
physiological imbalance (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009;
Holland et al., 2010; Weinberg, 2014). By its turn, malignant neoplasms have capacity
to invade adjacent tissues or spread to other organs, having high clinical relevance.
They can cause local compression of tissues—by tumor expansion—, ulceration,
obstruction and destruction of tissues, or organ failure, ultimately leading to death
(Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Holland et al., 2010; Kohn,
2010). They become “the grand usurper” as described by Holland et al. (2010: 1).
Moreover, the individual can succumb to a malignant neoplasm not only by the loss of
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the normal function of an organ, but also due to subsequent complications such as
hemorrhage, anemia, weight loss, cachexia, neurological problems, or infections (Pierce
& Damjanov, 2006). Hence, the major burden of mortality is precisely due to malignant
neoplasms (Holland et al., 2010; Weinberg, 2014).
What are the mechanisms under the genesis of such devastating diseases?
Oncogenesis is linked with processes of altered gene expression on several regulatory
genes (e.g. tumor suppressor genes7, proto-oncogenes8, genes that regulate programed
apoptosis, genes involved in DNA repair) due to genetic or epigenetic (DNA
methylation and histone modification9) changes. A neoplasm is, in its base, a genetic
disease formed through accumulation of multiple, sequential, and random alterations in
the structure and function of the genome. This process is multistep and progressive, in
the sense that numerous mutations/epimutations are accumulated on successive cell
clones along time—usually over decades10—, until ultimately reaching a malignant
phenotype (Chial, 2008a,b; Song et al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Casás-Selves
& DeGregori, 2011; Stephens et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2013; Weinberg, 2014;
Hanahan & Weinberg, 2015). Consequently, cells reach a new functional status, i.e. the
new cells acquire altered pathways of cell proliferation, survival, differentiation,
metabolism, migration, or invasion (Song et al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009;
Holland et al., 2010; Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015;
Morange, 2011; Stephens et al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014). In some way, it is like if the
Tumor suppressor genes (TSG) are a group of genes that have a role in the process of inhibition of cellular growth
and division, as well as on the mechanism of cell death. Mutations that induce loss of function in the TSG can lead to
inappropriate and continued cell growth and division (Levine, 2001; Chial, 2008b; Cosgrove et al., 2010; Stephens et
al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014).
8 Proto-oncogenes are a group of genes that encode proteins that stimulate cell division, inhibit cell differentiation,
7

and halt apoptosis. The mutated version of a proto-oncogene is an oncogene. Oncogenes typically display increased
production of proteins that regulate the aforesaid processes, leading to increased cell division, decreased cell
differentiation, and inhibition of apoptosis (Levine, 2001; Chial, 2008a; Stephens et al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014).
9 DNA methylation is often associated with silencing of tumor suppressor genes, while histone modification may have
diverse effects on gene expression in neoplastic cells (Kumar et al., 2015).
10 The development of malignant neoplasms is widely viewed as a multiphase and chronologically prolonged event, in
the sense that “no single mutation appears to be fully transforming”, requiring an initiating mutation followed by
numerous other driver mutations (Kumar et al., 2015: 281). However, it has been suggested that in some cases bursts
of somatic mutations accumulated in short periods of time can occur (Stephens et al., 2011). Stephens and co-workers
(2011: 28) suggested that cancer could arise from “an event in which tens to hundreds of genomic rearrangements
have been acquired in a single catastrophic event”. The authors designated this phenomenon by chromothripsis.
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“normal development gone awry” (Weinberg, 2014: 32), and the cell stopped obeying
“to the complex rules of architecture and function that govern the usual placement and
behavior of cells within a tissue” (Holland et al., 2010: 1).

1.2.1. Ideas on carcinogenesis

What kind of transformations must occur for the successful progression of a
normal cell into a malignant one? Hanahan & Weinberg (2011) enunciated a set of key
transformations that enable the survival, proliferation, and dissemination of a malignant
cell, i.e. hallmarks of cancer. Briefly described, the hallmarks are the following: a) sustaining
proliferative signaling: as aforementioned, one of the most fundamental features of cancer is
the cells’ capacity to sustain a continuous proliferation. One important class of genes
involved in this process are the proto-oncogenes, that when mutated—oncogenes—
proceed to a continuous signaling towards cell multiplication (Levine, 2001; Pierotti et
al., 2010; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Stephens et al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014); b)
insensitivity to growth suppressors: neoplastic cells also exhibit alterations on the mechanisms
that in normal conditions halt cell proliferation. Tumor suppressor genes regulate many
of these mechanisms, and mutations led to the inability to switch off the proliferative
stimulus (Levine, 2001; Song et al., 2008; Cosgrove et al., 2010; Hanahan & Weinberg,
2011; 2015; Stephens et al., 2011; Weinberg, 2014); c) resistance to apoptosis: evading the
programmed apoptotic cell-death is also an important feature of malignant cells.
Mutations in apoptosis-regulation genes promote the loss of the apoptotic mechanisms,
allowing the cell survival with DNA damage, in hypoxia or under physiologic stress; d)
limitless replicative potential: somatic cells have a limited number of replications (Hayflick
phenomenon), however, neoplastic cells have an increased telomerase activity and other
non telomerase-based processes, which allows unlimited replicative capacity; e) sustained
angiogenesis: the capacity of the neoplastic cells to stimulate angiogenic growth factors
allows the development of the vascular network; f) activating invasion and metastasis: trough
chemical and mechanical processes, and the gradual loss of homeostasis, the malignant
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cells can invade and destroy the normal surrounding tissues. Additionally, their capacity
to detach from each other and from the surrounding structures allows their dispersion to
distant organs (metastasis) (Song et al., 2008; Holland et al., 2010; Hanahan &
Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Weinberg, 2014); g) reprogramming of cellular energy metabolism:
survival of the malignant cells entails the capacity to alter the energy metabolism in
order to support the continuous cell growth and proliferation (Hanahan & Weinberg,
2011); h) evading the immune destruction: evasion of the immune system action. Malignant
cells hijack cells in the microenvironment blocking the immunosuppression function of
antigen-presenting cells (Curiel, 2007; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015). Through the
description of cancer’s hallmarks, it becomes clear that the complex formation of a
cancerous cell depends on the disruptions of many regulatory mechanisms, including the
ones that keep the genome integrity11 and the immune system’s action (Gupta &
Massagué, 2006; Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Song et al., 2008; Stricker & Kumar, 2010;
Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Ewald & Ewald,
2013; Nunney, 2013; Weinberg, 2014).
“Once established, tumors evolve genetically during their growth and
progression” under the pressure of the microenvironmental niches (Kumar et al., 2015:
281). Thus, neoplastic cell’s survival is inextricably dependent on the cross talks that
establish with the surrounding microenvironment. Cancer cells permanently interact
with the non-neoplastic cells to their own benefit to surpass the gatekeepers and to
survive. Because cells in a neoplasm are genetically heterogeneous, some subclones have
advantageous features (clonal evolution model) and are selected through the interaction with
the microenvironment. Thus, their survival depends as much on the cell characteristics
as it depends on the ties weaved with the normal surrounding tissues (Pierce &
Damjanov, 2006; Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015;
Weinberg, 2014; Kumar et al., 2015). This concept prompted the interesting analogy

11

There are several components involved on this mechanism, such as genes that directly act in preventing

unregulated cell division (the gatekeepers), diverse array of genes that control error-free DNA replication and effective
DNA repair, and maintenance of chromosomal structure (the caretakers). Other important mechanisms include the
induction of apoptosis after DNA damage and regulation of telomerase activity (Ewald & Ewald, 2013; Nunney,
2013).
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between cancer formation and the Darwinian principles of evolution (Corbellini & Petri,
2008; Morange, 2011; Stephens et al., 2011; Ewald & Ewald, 2013; Aktipis & Nesse,
2013; Greaves, 2013; Nunney, 2013; Thomas et al., 2013; Weinberg, 2014; Arnal et al.,
2015). In other words, “the fitness of neoplastic cells is shaped by various factors,
ranging from the quantity and the quality of genetic and epigenetic alterations that are
beneficial to a neoplastic clone and also by interactions with cells and other factors from
the local environment” (Thomas et al., 2013: 6). “Species evolve by mutations and
selection acting on individuals in a population; tumors evolve by mutations and selection
acting on cells in a tissue” (Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011: 624). This model of cancer
akin to an evolutionary process was proposed by J. Cairns and P. Nowell in the 1970s,
and has been seminal to our understanding of carcinogenesis as a mechanism of clonal
selection and evolution12 (Greaves, 2008; 2013; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011;2015;
Stephens et al., 2011; Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011; Ewald & Ewald, 2013; Nunney,
2013; Thomas et al., 2013; Pepper et al., 2014; Arnal et al., 2015). Naturally, cancer
success to proliferate is a short-term successful strategy, since in most cases dooms any
chance of genetic transmission to forthcoming generations by killing the host (Ewald &
Ewald, 2013; Greaves, 2013; Nunney, 2013), and naturally many aspects of the
evolution principles do not meet the carcinogenesis model (Arnal et al., 2015).
It is precisely the extreme complexity of the traits that the neoplastic cell must
acquire—the

hallmarks—

plus

the

complexity

of

the

interaction

with

the

microenvironment, and the effective action of regulatory mechanisms/ immune system
that guarantees the low rates of oncogenic cells formed along our life. Only a small
portion of mutated cells are able to successfully progress to a malignant neoplasm
(Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011; Ewald & Ewald, 2013; Nunney, 2013; Weinberg,
2014). “Considering the trillions of cells in the human body, the multitude of possible
mutations that can or do occur and the ensuing genomic instability, we can conclude
Even if the somatic mutational theory and the conceptualization of cancer within an evolutionary framework have
been the dominant paradigms, several alternative theories have been exposed over the last decades. Recently, Davies
& Linewaver (2011: 2-3) proposed a new theory, stating the following: “cancer is an atavism associated with ancestral
cellular functions regulated by genes that have been largely suppressed for more than 600 million years. […] We thus

12

argue that cancer cells are not newly evolved types of cells, but heirs to an ancient toolkit and a basic mode of survival
that is deeply-embedded in multicellular life.”
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that our ability to restrain the aberrant growth and behavior of precancerous cells is
extremely efficient” (Ducasse et al., 2015: 528). However, when the cellular fitness is
reduced, by events such as aging, immune deficiency, exposure to carcinogens
(exogenous13 and endogenous), or hereditary susceptibility, the terrain for an oncogenic
proliferation becomes fertile (Weston & Harris, 2010; Casás-Selves & DeGregori, 2011;
Weinberg, 2014; American Cancer Society, 2015).
Even if the carcinogenic factors play a predominant role, neoplasms can also be
influenced by inherited factors. A low percentage of malignant neoplasms are directly
hereditary, i.e., associated with germline mutations that predispose to cancer, whereas
the great majority of oncogenic mutations happen at somatic level (more than 70–80%)
(Chial, 2008a; Song et al., 2008; Weinberg, 2014). Some of the most common are the
hereditary breast (ca. 5–10% of all breast cancers) and ovarian (ca. 8% of all ovarian
cancers) cancers, which are strongly linked with mutations on the genes BRCA1 and
BRCA2, transmitted in an autosomal dominant pattern. Hereditary in colorectal cancers
is also prevalent (10% of all colorectal cancers), and linked with several groups of
mutations, as for example, mutations of the APC gene. Retinoblastoma is another
example of a frequently inherited cancer associated with mutated Rb genes (Frank,
2007; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Lynch et al., 2010). However, it should be noted that
even in well-known hereditary neoplasms, the risk of developing the disease it is also
influenced by environmental factors (Kumar et al., 2015).
Age is also a key factor, since most neoplasms occur in older age classes (after 55
years). With longer life span the exposure to carcinogenic factors augments, there is also
more time to accumulate genetic and epigenetic mutations, the mechanisms for control
of DNA defects are less efficient, and there is a reduction in immune competence
(Kumar et al., 2015).

13 For

a detailed list of carcinogenic agents to humans see IARC (2012).
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1.2.2. Benign and malignant neoplasms

Most of the benign and malignant neoplasms can be distinguished based on a set
of histologic and anatomic features (Table 1.II): cellular differentiation, growth rates,
capacity for local invasion, and metastatic spread. Benign neoplastic cells are generally
well differentiated, i.e., similar to their cellular precursor in terms of morphology and
function, while malignant neoplasms range from well differentiated to undifferentiated
cells (anaplastic), even if more often cells are poorly differentiated. Malignant neoplasms
show a tendency to grow faster and with higher rates of cell proliferation (due to a
higher fraction of neoplastic cells in the proliferative pool and an excess of cell
production over cell loss) than the benign ones, yet, this feature is highly variable and
therefore not distinctive. Benign neoplasms are well-circumscribed growths (sometimes
encapsulated by a rim of fibrous tissue) that do not surpass anatomic borders, infiltrate
or invade adjacent and non-adjacent structures. Malignant neoplasms, by definition,
show capacity to infiltrate surrounding regional tissues (altering the organ’s normal
architecture), have ability to surpass the anatomic barriers, and spread to discontinuous
organs (metastases) (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Holland et
al., 2010; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Weinberg, 2014; Kumar et al., 2015).
Due to the heterogeneous nature and complexity of the neoplasm as an entity, this
classificatory dichotomy benign/malignant does not fully address the wide spectrum of
variability. Hence, the existence of neoplasms that do not behave clearly as malignant or
benign, with borderline features, entails the establishment of additional categories. In
the WHO/IARC Classification of tumours (4th edition) these borderline neoplasms are
assigned to the categories of “intermediate (locally aggressive)” and “intermediate (rarely
metastasizing)” (Mangham & Kindblom, 2014). Changes in the classificatory systems,
redefinition, and even adjustments in the nomenclature are relatively common, echoing
the fast pace progress in the scientific knowledge of these conditions.
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Table 1.II. Summary of the main histologic and anatomic distinctive features of benign and malignant
neoplasms [adapted from Pierce & Damjanov (2006), Bocklage et al. (2014) and Kumar et al. (2015)].

Feature
Differentiation

Benign
 Well-differentiated
 Often resembling the original tissue
 Uniform nuclei

Malignant
 Wide range: from well-differentiated to

undifferentiated (anaplasia)
 Anaplasia associated with frequent cellular

changes: nuclear pleomorphism, abnormal
nuclear morphology, loss of polarity
 Structure of tissues often atypical

Rate of growth

 Tends to grow more slowly

 Slow to rapid growth

 Low proliferation rates. May stabilize or  Low to high proliferation rates

regress

 Atypical and numerous mitotic figures

 Low mitotic activity

Invasiveness/border

 Cohesive, expansile, well-demarcated

 Progressive infiltration, invasion and

masses, often encapsulated. Noninvasive

destructive properties. Some cases may be

border

seemingly cohesive and expansile

 Without infiltration, invasion or

 Invasive or permeative border

destruction of the surrounding tissue
Metastasis

 Absent

 Frequent (more frequent in

undifferentiated neoplasms)

Neoplastic nomenclature is devised according to their benign and malignant
nature and the tissue type of origin. As a general rule, benign neoplasms are generally
named by adding the suffix—oma to the cell type or tissue. For example, a benign
neoplasm arising from cartilaginous tissues is termed chondroma, from fibrous tissue is
termed fibroma, or derived from the glands an adenoma (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006;
Kumar et al., 2015). There are, however, some misnomers as the cases of lymphoma,
seminoma, melanoma, mesothelioma, that despite the suffix oma have a malignant
nature.
Malignant neoplasms are classified into carcinomas that connotes neoplasms
arising in epithelial tissues, sarcomas that refer to the group of malignancies arising in
various connective tissues, including fibroblasts, adipocytes, osteoblasts, chondrocytes,
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myocytes or endothelial lining blood vessels (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006; Coleman &
Rubinas, 2009; Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Weinberg, 2014). Another major classificatory
group encompasses neoplasms with origin in the hematopoietic, lymphoid and related
tissues, broadly grouped in leukemias, lymphomas or myelomas. Separated are also
neoplasms of the central and peripheral nervous system (e.g. gliomas, neuroblastomas).
Germ cell neoplasms and melanoma are also distinct groups (Pierce & Damjanov, 2006;
Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Weinberg, 2014). Overall, the most frequent category of
malignant neoplasms are carcinomas, representing ca. 80% of all cancers, while
sarcomas are exceedingly rare (Weinberg, 2014).

1.2.3. Bone neoplasms

The concept of bone neoplasms encompasses an ample number of primary benign
and malignant (sarcomas) disorders, arising from several tissues of the skeletal system
(osteogenic, chondrogenic, fibrogenic, vascular, adipose, and other neoplasms),
comprising more than 40 disorders. But also includes metastatic bone disease, or
secondary metastasis to bone, with origin from diverse primary organs.
Primary bone neoplasms are relatively uncommon when compared with the
occurrence in other organs (Grimer et al., 2013). The prevalence of benign bone
neoplasms is difficult to ascertain since these conditions can be asymptomatic and
indolent, whereas malignant primary osseous neoplasms, represent approximately 0.21.0% of all malignancies, and have an incidence of nearly 0.8 per 100,000 in Europe
and North America (Hansen, 2009; Kindblom, 2009; Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010;
Franchi, 2012; Grimer et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2015).
The most common benign bone neoplasms are enchondromas, giant cell tumors,
osteochondromas, osteoid osteomas, chondroblastomas, and osteoblastomas (Hauben &
Hogendoorn, 2010), whereas frequent primary malignancies of bone are osteosarcoma,
chondrosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, malignant giant cell tumor, osteosarcoma in Paget’s
disease, fibrosarcoma, and adamantinoma (Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010). In the
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United States, reports from the National Cancer Institute’s SEER Program (1973–2010)
shows that among 8,417 bone neoplasms reported, 35.7% were osteosarcomas, 27.4%
chondrosarcomas, 13.6% Ewing’s sarcoma, 7.7% chordoma, and 4.0% of malignant
fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) and fibrosarcoma combined. Among the rarest was the
angiosarcomas of bone (1.3%).
Overall, benign primary neoplasms of bone occur predominantly in children and
young adults (Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Franchi, 2012). Bone sarcomas are also
age-related, yet in many instances, including for osteosarcomas, it shows a bimodal age
distribution: one peak in the first two decades of life and the other in individuals older
than 60 years of age (Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010;
Franchi, 2012; Grimer et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2015). Sex distribution is fairly
similar in most cases, although in some entities like in Paget sarcoma or chordoma a
slight male predominance can be noticed (Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010; Franchi,
2012).
Although several genetic factors have been associated with the development of
bone sarcomas (e.g. mutations on TP53 genes or RB1genes in some osteosarcomas), the
contribution of predisposing conditions must not be neglected. For example, Paget’s
disease (develops in 0.3% of the osteosarcomas), radiation injury, fibrous dysplasia,
chronic osteomyelitis, the presence of a benign primary bone neoplasms, or
environmental factors (Grimer et al., 2013; O’Donnell et al., 2015).
The clinical manifestation of primary malignant bone neoplasms can be diverse,
encompassing: pain, pathological fractures, tenderness and swellings, or neurological
alterations (Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010). Due to their low epidemiological
expressivity, primary neoplasms represent a much less contributor to skeletal-related
mortality, whereas the higher frequency of metastatic bone disease makes it a serious
burden to mortality due to cancer. These conditions will be addressed in the following
section.
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1.2.4. Metastases

Metastases, in the classic sense, connotes any movement or transport of a
pathological element (e.g. cells, microorganisms) from one point to the other in the
organism (Simões, 1942). Nonetheless, the current concept of cellular metastasis is
mostly used with oncological scope. It describes the spread of malignant cells into a part
of the body distant from the original site (Weinberg, 2014).
Virtually all malignant neoplasms can metastasize, even if different neoplasms (or
populations of cells within the same neoplasm) exhibit different metastatic potential. For
example, gliomas or basal cell and squamous cell carcinomas of the skin rarely
metastasize (Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Kohn, 2010; Weinberg, 2014; Kumar et al.,
2015).
Metastases are common events on cancer progression and key factors on cancerrelated mortality (Kohn, 2010; Djamgoz et al., 2014). According to Weinberg (2014:
642) primary tumors “are responsible for only 10% of deaths from cancer. The
remaining approximately 90% of patients are struck down by cancerous growths that
are discovered at sites far removed from the locations in their bodies where their
primary tumor first arose.”
The development of metastases is a complex and multistep process, characterized
by sequential and interrelated steps, designated by invasion-metastasis cascade (Figure
1.2) (Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Weinberg, 2014).
The generic phases of invasion-metastasis cascade (Figure 1.2) are as follows:
i) Systemic communication: at the primary site, malignant cells release factors (e.g.
growth factors, exosomes, cytokines) into the bloodstream, which prepares for its
survival in the circulation, and also primes the distant tissues (pre-metastatic niche) to be
a receptive microenvironment before the cell’s arrival;
ii) Intravasion and transport: malignant cells dissociate from one another (due to
changes in the intercellular adhesion molecules), cross the basement membrane, traverse
the interstitial connective tissue and reach the circulatory (systemic inflammation aids on
the permeability of the vessels) or lymphatic systems, or, less frequently, shedding cells to
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body cavities or surfaces by direct extension (e.g. ovarian cancers to peritoneal cavities).
Once in the circulation cancer cells form multicellular aggregates via the interaction
with hematopoietic cells—platelets, neutrophils, and other immunosuppressive cells—
which weakens the action of the immune system (NK cells) over the malignant cells;
iii) Adherence and extravasion: the surviving aggregate of malignant cells adhere to the
capillary endothelium (platelets can mediate this process through integrin-integrin
interactions). Cells cross the vessel wall and reach the parenchyma of the new tissue.
Small nodules of cancer cells are formed in the host tissue;
iv) Colonization: once malignant cells arrive to the secondary organ the
microenvironment must be hospitable, otherwise the cells either die or enter in periods
of dormancy. Neutrophils, fibroblasts, inflammatory cytokines, and other factors, play
an important role in supporting malignant cells during colonization. During the growth
of the new neoplasm, the interaction with the host tissue continues to be essential (Gupta
& Massagué, 2006; Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Kohn,
2010; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011; 2015; Guo & Wang,
2012; Weinberg, 2014; Hutchinson, 2015; Quail & Joyce, 2017).

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the sequential metastatic cascade.
[Reprinted with permission from the American Association for Cancer
Research: Talmadge & Fidler (2010) AACR centennial series: the biology of
cancer metastasis: historical perspective. Cancer Res 70 (14): 5649-69].
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Along the last decades of research, it became obvious that the complex
communication between malignant cell and the normal tissue microenvironment are
key elements for the establishment of the new colony (Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Guo &
Wang, 2012; Hutchinson, 2015). The communication is mediated by a variety of
secreted substances (e.g. cytokines, growth factors, extracellular matrix proteins,
enzymes) and cell-surface proteins (Guo & Wang, 2012). It is due to this cross-talk that
metastasis do not randomly spread in the body, as this spreading to preferential
locations is dependent on the ability of an organ to foster the neoplastic cells. Not all
organs of the body have the same ability to harbor metastasis, since different host tissues
have different degrees of hospitality (Kohn, 2010; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Weinberg,
2014). On the other hand, not all malignant neoplasms (or even different subclones
within a neoplasm) have the same metastatic potential, nor the same propensity to affect
certain organs, since neoplasms are genotypically and phenotypically diverse (Kohn,
2010; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Weinberg, 2014). These principles were already argued
on the “seed and soil” hypothesis described by Paget in 1889 (see Chapter 2), which are
still seminal today (Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Chappard
et al., 2011; Fournier et al., 2014). Other factors are also involved in the pattern of
metastatic spread, such as the “layout of the vessels connecting the site of a primary
tumor and the site of metastasis” (Weinberg, 2014: 701). The liver and lungs are among
the most frequent sites of metastatic involvement in hematogenous spreading, also
related to the fact that “all portal venous blood drainage flows to the liver and all caval
blood drainage flows to the lungs. In many cases, it is thought that metastatic tumor cells
will arrest and colonize the first capillary bed that they encounter after gaining access to
the venous circulation” (Coleman & Rubinas, 2009: 81; see also Kohn, 2010; Weinberg,
2014). Figure 1.3 illustrates some of the most frequent neoplasms and their preferential
site of involvement.
Luckily, even if millions of cells can reach the circulation, only a small portion (ca.
0.01%) can successfully metastasize. The host tissue microenvironment has a high
hostility towards the abnormal cells, having multiple natural barriers that promotes
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failure of steps within the cascade (Gupta & Massagué, 2006; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010;
Weinberg, 2014).

Figure 1.3. Diagram representing the propensity of some primary neoplasms
to metastasize for other organs. The width of each arrow indicates the relative
proportion [Reprinted with permission from the Taylor & Francis Group,
LLC: Weinberg (2014) The biology of cancer (2nd ed.). New York, London:
Garland Science, Taylor & Francis Group, LLC: 700].

Bone metastatic disease
The skeletal system is one of the preferential niches for metastasis implementation,
being the third most commonly affected system after the lungs and liver (Hauben &
Hogendoorn, 2010; Li et al., 2012). Bone metastases represent the most frequent form
of malignant oncological diseases occurring in the skeleton (Greenspan & Remagen,
1998; Kindblom, 2009; Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010; Fournier et al., 2014). Bone
metastases detected at initial diagnosis of cancer occurs in 25–30% of the patients
(Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Amoretti et al., 2013), and in more than 50% for advanced
cases (Coleman, 1997). It should be noted that bone metastatic disease can happen in a
wide variety of malignant neoplastic diseases, however, breast, prostate (up to 60–80%
of patients), lung (30–65%), thyroid (ca. 47–60%), and kidney (ca. 30%) carcinomas, as
well as multiple myeloma (70–95%), are the ones with greater osteotropism. Colon,
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gastrointestinal, and bladder (5–10%) cancers are less osteotropic (Burgener et al., 2008;
Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Amoretti et al., 2013;
Cvitkovic & Mouret-Fourme, 2013; Chow et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015). Differences
in osteotropism are related to diverse factors, including the specific properties of certain
neoplasms in terms of the “adhesion molecules whose ligands are expressed
preferentially on the endothelial cells of the target organ; chemokines have an important
role in determining the target tissues for metastasis” (Kumar et al., 2015: 308), and
several other molecular and cellular biological features of both the neoplastic cells and
the tissues. It is also likely that mechanisms related to the anatomic location of the
neoplasm and the circulatory drainage may play a role (Kumar et al., 2015). Mechanics
of circulation, namely the Batson’s venous plexus, have been pinpointed as one of the
reasons for the preference of prostatic, breast, kidney, thyroid, and lung cancers to
metastasize to bone (Hendrix et al., 1991).
The dynamic nature of bone microenvironment and its remodeling capacity, its
rich blood supply, its richness in diverse growth factors, its variety of chemo-attracting
factors, allied with physical properties of the bone microenvironment (e.g. hypoxic
environment, high calcium concentration) makes it a favorable “soil” for the growth of
neoplastic cells (Kohn, 2010; Sterling et al., 2011; Guo & Wang, 2012; Fournier et al.,
2014; Chow et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017).
Development of bone metastasis (Figure 1.4a) entails the accomplishment of the
generic metastatic cascade steps (see section 1.2.3). Once in the bone marrow stroma,
malignant cells can benefit from the bone microenvironment, that is rich in
hematopoietic cells, vessels, collagenous fibers, and regulatory factors. “When tumors
metastasize to the bone marrow, they disrupt physiological bone remodeling and
coupling between osteoblasts and osteoclasts” (Johnson et al., 2017: 2). Malignant cells
secrete multiple factors (e.g. parathyroid hormone-related protein [PTHrP], interleukins
[IL], vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGF], tumor necrosis factor alpha [TNFα],
matrix metalloproteinases [MMP’s], and others) that induce osteoclastogenesis and
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osteoclastic activity, either directly or indirectly by altering RANKL to OPG14 ratio.
During resorption bone-derived cytokines and growth factors (e.g. transforming growth
factor β [TGF-β], insulin-like growth factors [IGF’s]) are released, as well as calcium,
that by its turn stimulates malignant cells’ establishment and proliferation, promotes
angiogenesis, suppress apoptosis, and help to suppress immune system surveillance. The
proliferation of neoplastic cells and their factors’ release, further stimulates the increase
of osteoclastic activity in a perpetual and complex “vicious cycle” (Figure 1.4b) (Mundy,
2002; Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Chappard et al., 2011; Sterling et al., 2011;
Clézardin, 2013; Fournier et al., 2014; Weinberg, 2014; Chow et al., 2015; Roca &
McCauley, 2015; Johnson et al., 2017). Thus, “the ability of the cancer cells to promote
the formation of active osteoclasts is a special property of tumors which metastasize to
bone, and a requirement to initiate and sustain tumor expansion” (Sterling et al., 2011:
9). However, due to the interaction between osteoclasts and osteoblasts in bone
homeostasis, bone formation is also associated near the osteolytic focus, presumably as
an attempt of bone repair (Mundy, 2002; Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009). Osteoclastic
metastasis can induce osteoblastic activity with the formation reactive woven bone
around the eroded areas (Chappard et al., 2011).
Mechanism of osteoblastic metastases formation (Figure 1.4c) is less well
understood (Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Clézardin, 2013; Fournier et al., 2014;
Weinberg, 2014). However, a similar vicious cycle must be established. The neoplastic
cells express factors that interfere with osteoblasts’ function (e.g. endothelin-1 [ET-1],
insulin-like growth factors [IGFs], bone morphogenetic proteins [BMPs], fibroblast
growth factors [FGFs]), increasing osteoblastic and the establishment of another vicious
circle. Once again, even in osteoblastic metastasis there is also associated osteoclastic
activity (Croucher, 2005; Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Chappard et al., 2011; Sterling
et al., 2011; Clézardin, 2013; Fournier et al., 2014; Weinberg, 2014). The mechanisms
that induce predominantly osteoblastic or osteoclastic metastases “have many features in

14

The process of bone resorption is “controlled by a system comprised of three key proteins, RANK (receptor-

activator of nuclear factor kappa beta), its ligand RANKL (receptor-activator of nuclear factor kappa beta ligand) and
a decoy receptor OPG (osteoprotegerin)” (Wright et al., 2009: 56).
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common, [yet] subtle differences in cellular phenotype, and interactions with the local
bone microenvironment, may be more important in determining whether there is a
predominantly osteoblastic or osteolytic response in bone” (Croucher, 2005: 42).
In metastases, it is precisely the altered osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity that
leads to the lesion formation, since neoplastic cells by themselves cannot alter the bone
structure (Mundy, 2002; Chappard et al., 2011; Clézardin, 2013; Weinberg, 2014). It
should be noted, however, that early in the 1960s and 1970s authors suggested the role
of bone pressure as a source of osteolytic lesions or even the direct action of neoplastic
cells in the process of bone resorption (Mundy, 2002; Chen et al., 2010). Yet, it is
known today that it is the action of the neoplastic cells (and in some circumstances
of the immune cells) that act upon resident bone cells to produce the osseous lesions.
Bone lesions due to metastasis are classically classified in three main types:
osteolytic, osteoblastic, and mixed (i.e. both processes) (Mundy, 2002; Chappard et al.,
2011; Clézardin, 2013). As shown above, this traditional dualism between
osteoblastic and osteolytic metastasis is somehow reductionist, since it represents the two
extremes of lesion pattern broad spectrum. In fact, “there is much evidence that both
resorption and formation are activated in most bone metastases” (Mundy, 2002: 585),
revealing that frequently the coupling of bone destruction and formation occurs
(Mundy, 2002; Clézardin, 2013; Weinberg, 2014). Often, osteolytic neoplasms have
reparative osteoblastic activity and vice-versa (Mundy, 2002; Buijs & van der Pluijm,
2009; Chappard et al., 2011; Clézardin, 2013), and this heterogeneity can be found
within a lesion or between lesions in one individual.
Osteolytic lesions are considered the most frequent type of skeletal metastases and
they are most common in carcinomas of the breast, lung, and kidney (Mundy, 2002;
Chappard et al., 2011). However, melanoma, thyroid, gastrointestinal, and uterine
cancers (Chappard et al., 2011), or lymphomas (Burgener et al., 2008), can also be
characterized by osteolytic metastases. Osteoblastic metastases are largely more
frequent in prostate cancers, yet these lesions also occur in colorectal, lung, digestive
system (Amoretti et al., 2013), bladder, and nasopharyngeal cancers (Resnick &
Kransdorf, 2005a,b). The mixed lesions are often observed in lung, breast, cervix,
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Figure 1.4. [a] Illustration of the multistep process in bone metastatic
cascade. [b] Representation of the “vicious cycle” in osteolytic metastases.
[Reprinted with permission from the Nature Publishing Group: Mundy,
G. R. (2002) Metastasis to bone: causes, consequences and therapeutic
opportunities. Nat Rev Cancer 2 (8): 584–593]. [c] Representation of the
“vicious cycle” in osteoblastic metastasis. [Reprinted with permission from
the Elsevier Inc.: Fournier et al. (2014) Tumor-bone interactions: there is
no place like bone. In: Heymann, D. (ed.) Bone cancer: primary bone cancers
and bone metastases. San Diego: Academic Press: 13–28].
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ovarian, testicles (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005a,b), and gastrointestinal cancers (Burgener
et al., 2008).
Metastatic bone disease occurs mainly in anatomic areas richer in hematopoietic
tissue, as such, the spine, skull, hip bones, ribs, and the long bones extremities are the
most commonly involved locations (Mundy, 2002; Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010).

2 | NEOPLASMS THROUGH TIME
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Seeking testimonies of disease history can be broadly divided into two main lines of
evidence: i) secondary evidence comprising the material culture15, iconographic
representations, documents, archaeological sources; ii) bioanthropological sources, which
includes the skeletal remains, mummified tissues, and other biological elements (e.g.
coprolites) (Wells, 1971; Buikstra, 2010; Mitchell, 2011; Ortner, 2011). Both approaches,
each with its own limits and constraints, must be used to draw accurate pictures of past
diseases in human societies (Walker, 2008; Mitchell, 2011). The reduction of “biases that
distort our understanding of the past events is [achieved] through collecting diversity of
evidence from sources that are susceptible to different types of interpretative error”
(Walker, 2008: 14). Moreover, paleopathological study of the past and evolution of diseases
also require “sufficient understanding of the language, literature and cultural context to
interpret the course appropriately” (Mitchell, 2011: 84). Thus, the study of paleo-oncology
must encompass both lines of inquiring, that is the study of ancient tissues but also the
documentary record, to reconstruct the biological and cultural perspectives (Brothwell,
2012). Hence, in order to frame the development of paleo-oncology this chapter
encompasses a literature review of the history of oncology and, secondly, a brief review of
evidence from human skeletal paleopathology.

15

For example, the statue Notte by Michelangelo presents an unnatural appearance of the left breast, which is interpreted,

by some authors, as locally advanced cancer (Strauss & Marzo-Ortega, 2002). Other examples can be consulted in
Vaidya (2007).
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| 2.1 | Documentary sources: testimonies and theories

By exploring oncological diseases’ historiography our aim was to outline major
landmarks in the intellectual and scientific history of neoplastic conditions, particularly
cancer, to reach a general comprehension of its evolving concepts. In this historical
vignette, the main events that took place between ca. 3000 BC and 1970s are reviewed.
The upper chronological boundary was established to encompass the scientific knowledge
coeval to the reference collections. It was also our aim to discuss how the written records
can indicate the possible presence of cancer in remote historical periods.
Tracing the historiography of neoplasms is an intricate endeavour bravely taken by
history of medicine researchers. Although the origin, evolution, past, and scientific progress
of malignant neoplasms were investigated since early in time16 (Weiss, 2000a,b; Olszewski,
2010), the documentary information remains quite incomplete specially for remote periods
(Shimkin, 1977). Ackerknecht (1958:114) gives an inauspicious opinion of this problem
when he stated that “it is obvious that it is not possible to write today a history of cancer in
the sense of a historical epidemiology […]. All one can do is to give some elements of the
history of human knowledge and opinions concerning cancer, which in some way reflect
indirectly the existence of the disease.”
The complex nature of neoplasms, their multidimensional character and the broad
scope of oncological sciences, as well as a relatively recent development of biomedical
research on this topic, are reasons to this obvious difficulty. Nonetheless, other explanations
are also plausible, such as the scarcity and nature of the documentary sources (e.g. medical
treatises, chronicles, case histories, or general literature), partially due to their physical
preservation, their less profusion at certain historical periods, or the accuracy of the written
texts (Shimkin, 1977; Grmek, 1983; Álvarez-Millán, 2000; Mitchell, 2011). Limits are also

16

A classical work on the history of cancer was written by Jacob Wolff, published in 1907 and entitled Die Lehre von der

Krebskrankeit von den Altesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart. This work was later republished with the title The Science of Cancerous
Diseases from Earliest Times to the Present (Weiss, 2000b; Olszewski, 2010). More recently was published a bibliographic
compilation on cancer by J. S. Olson in 1989.
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imposed by the definitions of diseases, which are temporarily fluid and written under the
conceptual paradigms of different space-time coordinates (Arrizabalaga, 2002; Hayter,
2003; Mitchell, 2011). The documentary interpretation of past diseases under the light of
modern medicine brings some biases (Grmek, 1983; Capasso & Costantini, 1994;
Arrizabalaga, 2002; Mitchell, 2011). The notion and definition of the term cancer varied
along “epochs, currents of the medical thought and the methods of investigation”
(Bernarda, 1996: 2). This “difficulty in reconciling the biological diagnosis with the social
diagnosis using evidence that is heavily dependent upon the social context has worried
some researchers. While some [scholars] agree that biological, epidemiological, and sociocultural dimensions of disease history should all be cautiously explored, others advocate
complete avoidance of retrospective diagnosis to infer the modern biological label”
(Mitchell, 2011:82; see also Alter & Carmichael, 1996). Therefore, one important aspect
that should be kept in mind, is that the “descriptions of ancient writers, where sometimes
medical themes are mentioned, should be accepted with prudence” (Bernarda, 1996: 1).
On the other hand, the reconstruction of the scientific history of oncological diseases is
hindered by cancer research rapid progress, which is intertwined with the history of biology
as a whole, particularly during the last century (Morange, 2011).

2.1.1. From Antiquity to Middle Ages: early views

It is commonly mentioned in the literature that the oldest written references to
putative neoplastic conditions are found in the ancient Egyptian papyri, namely the Edwin
Smith (ca. 3000-2500 BC, Luxor), Georg Ebers (ca. 1550 BC, Thebes) (Weiss, 2000b;
Hajdu, 2004a; 2011a; Olszewski, 2010), and Kahun (ca. 1800 BC) (Karamanou et al.,
2008). These papyri presumably depict cases that modern historians attribute to benign
and malignant neoplasms (Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu, 2011a). A few publications also
mention contentious descriptions for other regions, as the Indian ayurvedic texts on
medicine (ca. from 2500-300 BC) (Ackerknecht, 1958; Chakravorty, 1971; Marques, 1995;
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Boyle & Levin, 2008; Javier & Butel, 2008), the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi (ca. 1750
BC), the rites of the Zhou Dynasty (ca. 1199-400 BC) (Javier & Butel, 2008), or the medical
works produced during the Tang Dynasty (ca. 618–907 BC) (Wagener, 2009). Despite the
existence of these sources, the opinions regarding their interpretation are not consensual.
In the Ebers papyrus (Figure 2.1), Weiss (2000b:207) refers to an excerpt that is
considered a classic description of a lipoma: “When thou meetest a tumor in any part of a
person, and thou findest that it comes and goes under thy fingers while it also trembles
when thy hand stands still, then say thou ‘It is a fat tumor, I will treat the disease. Treat it
with the knife, as one heals an open wound.”

Figure 2.1. Extract of the Ebers papyrus with possible reference
to cancer of the uterus (line 17). Published by Wilhelm
Engelmann, 1875, Leipzig. Volume II, plate 95. [Credit of the
image: Wellcome Library, London].

However, Weiss (2000b) comments that many other descriptions educed from this
source that has been translated as ulcerations or tumors cannot be undoubtedly assigned to
neoplasms (Weiss, 2000b). The controversy regarding some of these cases, and if the
swellings and ulcers described are cancers, can be read in Ackerknecht (1958), Weiss
(2000b), Hajdu (2004a), Karamanou et al. (2008), Olszewski (2010). In Rehemtulla (2010:
958) it can also be read that “[…] ancient Egyptian physicians treated patients for several
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forms of cancer, and their documents have provided both evidence of the disease along
with the treatments administered at the time”.
The lack of a consensus regarding these manuscripts as the first evidence of
neoplasms is related to the ambiguous nature of the descriptions, also to the concept of
disease in a mystical and religious framework, to the limited detail in the anatomic
descriptions, or translation problems (Álvarez-Millán, 2000; Weiss, 2000a,b; Micozzi,
2007; Olszewski, 2010).
For the Classical Period, the first source of alleged neoplasms emanates from the
profuse Greek medicine writings, around the fifth and fourth centuries BC (Álvarez-Millán,
2000; Hajdu, 2004a). Hippocrates (460-370 BC) and his disciples adopted a natural theory
of disease aetiology, detaching their ideas from the previous religious or magic
conceptualizations (Bernarda, 1996; Hajdu, 2004a; 2006a; 2011a; Olszewski, 2010). In the
Hippocratic medicine the word tumor (onkoi) was used to describe any inflammation,
abnormal swelling or mass. Its origin was interpreted under the framework of the humoral
theory of the imbalance of the four bodily fluids or humours—blood, yellow bile, black bile
and phlegm (Hajdu, 2006a; Retief & Cilliers, 2006; Olszewski, 2010). This concept of
tumors clearly differs from the modern definition of the word, and for this reason it
requires careful interpretation (Cantor, 1993; Retief & Cilliers, 2006). Due to its broad
meaning, the word tumor per se does not elucidate towards the existence of oncological
ailments. Nonetheless, in the Corpus Hippocraticum was introduced lexicon that allows
further distinction, such as the terms karkinôma and karkinos, the Greek word for crab17
(Sontag, 1978; Cantor, 1993; Weiss, 2000b; Hayter, 2003; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu, 2011a).
The words were applied to non-healing swellings, lumps, or protuberances (with ulceration
or not) with poor prognosis that was frequently considered incurable (Bernarda, 1996;
Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004a; Karamanou et al., 2008; Olszewski, 2010). These entities
17

The essence of the analogy is for long debated (Karamanou et al., 2008). For example, Sontag (1978) and Cantor

(1993) suggests that the use of this word was due to the comparison with this animal legs and the long and distended veins
radiating from the lumps. Retief & Cilliers (2006: 202) refers that its use was due to the crab “hard and rough exterior,
and its long projections (feet and claws)” that could resemble the projections into the tissues. Hajdu (2011a) mentions the
resemblance with a moving crab.
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were distinguished from the hard tumors, designated by scirrhus18 (Riddle, 1985; Graner,
2000; Hajdu, 2004a; 2011a; Retief & Cilliers, 2006) and from other categories of tumors,
like phûma (non-malignant19 and inflammatory tumors) or oidêma (a soft non-tender tumor)
(Retief & Cilliers, 2006).
According to Riddle (1985), the recognition and naming of karkinos does not
undoubtedly prove the presence of malignant neoplasms as understood nowadays, as it
could also correspond to other sorts of growths (Cantor, 1993). Other historians diverge
from this opinion, stating that there are descriptions that represent more than presumable
testimonies of neoplastic diseases. One example is described in the fifth and seventh books
of Epidemics (Figure 2.2) of a woman from Abdera who died from karkinôma, exhibiting a
breast tumor with bloody discharges through the nipple (Shimkin, 1977; Bernarda, 1996;
Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004a; Retief & Cilliers, 2006; Karamanou et al., 2008; Olszewski,
2010). On Hajdu (2011a: 1097) it can also be read that “Hippocrates described anorectal
condylomas and polyps and used a speculum for examination if the lesion was higher up in
the colon. He regarded breast cancer and cervical cancer with bloody discharge as lifethreatening tumors.” Bernarda (1996), Karamanou et al. (2008), or Shimkin (1977:24)
conclude that Hippocrates “knew cancer of the breast, uterus and stomach as well as of the
skin and mouth”. However, descriptions of other lesions, e.g. karkinôma of the throat, to
which was achieved a cure by cauterization, were less likely caused by malignancy (Weiss,
2000b).
The etymology of the word metastasis derives from the Greek term methistemi,
meaning to remove or to change place. Hippocrates considered the existence of spreading
substances (methistemi) via blood or the humours from one part to the other (Weiss, 2000b),
although not necessarily corresponding to metastasis in the modern sense. As herein
18

For the Greek period to the 18th century scirrhus was often a premalignant entity that could evolve into cancer (Graner,

2000).
19 Herodotus (book 3; 133), around the 6th century BC, described as Democedes cured Queen Atossa, the wife of Persian
King Darius I, from a swelling on her breast (phyma) that was spreading. This is often referred as an example of cancer.
However, the prompt cure raises strong doubts, as well as the term used, phyma, instead of karkinos or karkinôma. The nature
of this process either a benign tumor, an infectious condition, abscess, cysts, mastitis or any other source, remains
unknown (Wells, 1971; Bernarda, 1996; Weiss, 2000b; Retief & Cilliers, 2006; Karamanou et al., 2008).
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exposed, although some authors consider the documentation on cancer as presumptive in
the school of Cos, others are more peremptory in the recognition of these entities.

Figure 2.2. Translation of the Hippocratic works by Littré (1846: 258-259; 462-463) where the carcinoma
of the breast is described in French with Greek original text, from the fifth and seventh books of Epidemics.
[Credit of the images: Internet Archive (archive.org)].

The Graeco-Roman period was strongly marked by the influential physician Cornelius
Celsus (25 BC-50 AD) that, on his Latin work De Re Medica, portrays conditions that some
scholars consider deep and superficial malignant neoplasms (e.g. breast, stomach, liver,
face, and others). Examples of this assumption are the descriptions of patients with
ulcerating lesions, extending to other vital organs, and presenting an incurable nature
(Bernarda, 1996; Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004a; 2011a; Fabre, 2008; Karamanou et al.,
2009a; Olszewski, 2010). By its turn, Retief & Cilliers (2006: 203) refers that most of the
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cases described on this work could “equally be attributable to sepsis or gangrene rather
than a malignant tumor”.
Galen of Pergamon (131–200 AD) a prominent Roman physician, whose theories
and profuse work (Hajdu, 2004a) prevailed as the leading guides to medicine until the
Renaissance, still sustained his reflections on disease based in the Hippocratic teachings
(Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Bernarda, 1996; Hajdu, 2004a). Galen viewed the
accumulation of black bile as the cause of scirrhus and the mix of blood and black bile as the
cause of karkinoi, while the yellow bile was the responsible for non-ulcerated lesions
(Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004a; 2006a; 2011a; Retief &
Cilliers, 2006). Galen classified tumors into three main types: secondum naturam (breast on the
puberty or uterus in pregnancy); supra naturam (e.g. abscesses or bone callus) and praeter
naturam (including lumps or masses, ulcers, fistula, scirrhus or karkinomas) (Bernarda, 1996;
Fabre, 2008; Karamanou et al., 2009a; Olszewski, 2010). This shows how the word tumor
had a broad scope. To Galen carcinomas were hard tumors that would evolve into
ulceration (Karamanou et al., 2009a). On this period, the term cancer (from the Latin word
cancrum or crab) was also used. An excerpt from one of his treatises clearly reveals this
association: “[...] and on the breasts we often saw tumors resembling exactly the animal
cancer. And just as the animal’s legs are on either side of its body, so do the veins stretched
by the unnatural tumor resemble (the animal) cancer in shape” (Olszewski, 2010: 183).
What can be understood for the treatment of tumors, on its broad meaning, in the
Graeco-Roman times? Therapy aimed to reinstate the humoral balance by surveillance
and enhancing nature’s curative powers, in an almost nihilistic approach. These purposes
could be achieved through dietary regulation, ointments, caustic substances, cauterization,
purges, herbal, animal, and mineral remedies or by emptying of the melancholic humours
through venesection (Ackerknecht, 1958; Riddle, 1985; Papac, 2001; Hajdu, 2005a; Retief
& Cilliers, 2006; Fabre, 2008; Karamanou et al., 2009a; Olszewski, 2010). Examples of
prescriptions for cancer, in the Galenic sense of the word, can be extracted from Plinius
(AD 23–79) compilation Materia Medica, which described the application of “a boiled
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mixture of ash of sea crabs, egg whites, honey, stinging nettle with salt, and botryon (a
powder made from the dried feces of falcons)” (Hajdu, 2005a: 1097). Surgery was not a
procedure widely recommended by Hippocrates or Galen, especially for deeper tumors
since it could cause a hasty death (Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2005a; Retief & Cilliers, 2006;
Wagener, 2009; Olszewski, 2010). Nonetheless, historical documents for this period
describe procedures such as the excision of the whole breast and removal of tumors of the
vulva and anus (Ackerknecht, 1958; Hajdu, 2004a; Retief & Cilliers, 2006; Karamanou et
al., 2009a; Wagener, 2009).
One can perceive that Graeco-Roman historical record provides evidence of some
degree of understanding of these conditions, yet the nature of the descriptions and the
lexical scope employed lead to an assumption-based approach for the identification of
malignant neoplasms (Lebert, 1851; Álvarez-Millán, 2000). However, it is a period for
which the clear majority of scholars reach consensus that neoplasms were recognized,
named, and the prognosis sketched, within the scaffold of the humoral theory (Shimkin,
1977).
The medical tradition regained an accentuated superstitious, magical, and religious
component during the Middle Ages (Bernarda, 1996; Olszewski, 2010). There was a
narrow connection between the practice and teaching of medicine and the religious orders
(known as the “monastic medicine” period) (Bernarda, 1996; Pita, 1998; Wagener, 2009;
Olszewski, 2010). The medical models also embodied the antecedent Galenic-Hippocratic
postulates (Ackerknecht, 1958; Hajdu, 2006a), and it is a period with a dimmer progression
in the comprehension of diseases, known as a period of “scientific sleep” (Shimkin, 1977:
7). Very little knowledge was added to the neoplasms’ distinction (Lebert, 1851;
Ackerknecht, 1958; Bernarda, 1996). Nonetheless, at this point, it should not be
disregarded the contributions of the rich Islamic medical tradition, developed and
expanded in a continuity line with those of the classical Greek and Roman philosophy
(Bernarda, 1996; Álvarez-Millán, 2000). Arabic medicine textbooks such as the ones
produced by Rāzī (Rhazes of Bagdad) (860–932 AD), Albucasis (1013–1106 AD), Avicenna
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(980-1037 AD), Avenzoar (1092–1162 AD), to name a few, are sources of potential
neoplasms’ evidence (Bernarda, 1996; Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004b). A possible example
from the 10th century Rhazes’ work, as quoted by Álvarez-Millán (2000: 297): “This is a
serious matter, since it feels hot and is flushed; this heat is overpowering her and has
unbalanced the humours. One must draw the conclusion that the tumor is a cancer, but
the cancer does not protrude, for otherwise it could be extirpated.”
In Europe, the founding of Salerno medical school and the medieval universities of
Bologna, Oxford, Cambridge, Paris or Montpellier, between the 10th and 13th centuries,
promoted a lesser religious influence on medicine (Shimkin, 1977; Pita, 1998; Wagener,
2009). Salerno school written records show reference, descriptions and suggestions of
therapeutics to malignant neoplasms (Shimkin, 1977; Wagener, 2009). Yet, these schools
were still rooted in the Galenic thought, thus the term cancer was still used in a broad sense
(Olszewski, 2010). Henri de Mondeville (1260–1320), from the school of Montpellier, a
leading figure on medicine (Bernarda, 1996; Weiss, 2000b; Hajdu, 2004b; 2011b),
advocated in 1318, the distinction between “abrasions, inflammations and “light” ulcers
from “the true cancers” (Weiss, 2000b: 214, also see Bernarda, 1996; Hajdu, 2011b).
A prominent figure of medicine of this period was the Portuguese Pedro Hispano
(Pedro Julião) (?-1277), later Pope John XXI. In his therapeutic compendium, Thesaurus
Pauperum, (Pereira, 1973; Macedo, 1998) the term cancrum was used for afflictions in several
body parts and the respective therapeutic was also described (Pereira, 1973).
The treatment of cancrum during the Middle Ages in Europe, highlights the
importance of diet and the usage of a variety of herbal and non-herbal medicines, with
purgative or palliative aims, alike the precedent period (Shimkin, 1977; Riddle, 1985;
Hajdu, 2005a), which were mainly prepared by monks (Hajdu, 2005a; Wagener, 2009).

2.1.2. Modern period: shifting concepts

The transition from the medieval to the modern period in Europe is remarkable on
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artistic and scientific achievements, as it is for the field of medicine that begins to reveal
ruptures with previous dogmas (Shimkin, 1977; Wagener, 2009; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu,
2011b). The expansion of the anatomical practice and human dissections (untied from
medieval moral strictures) contributed to the nurture of a critical approach to the
epistemological and practical Galenic ideas (Rodrigues, 2005), endorsing advances in the
documentation and conceptualization of neoplasms (Hajdu, 2006a; Olszewski, 2010). The
reports and descriptions of possible malignant neoplasms solidify for this period.
The first printed report on post-mortem examination of cancer is attributed to the
Italian physician and surgeon Antonio Benivieni (1443–1502) and dates to 1507, with his
work published posthumously. Benivieni’s brief and sketchy narration “of a thickened and
nodular gastric folds with firm indurations of the stomach, causing complete obstruction of
the pylorus, clearly refers to carcinoma of the stomach, although he did not recognize it as
such”, as inferred by Hajdu (2010: 2493). Another example of post-mortem observations
can be read in the accounts of Felix Platter (1536–1614), describing a brain tumor
discovered during the autopsy of Casper Benecurtius, a nobleman, that over a period of
two years presented signs of dementia and irrational behaviour (Shimkin, 1977). Netsky
and Lapresle (1956 in Shimkin, 1977) accredit Platter’s description as the first indubitable
case of a parasagittal meningioma. T. Boneti (1620–1689) amassed more than 2000
autopsy reports, and corresponding clinical notes, with observations of his own and of his
contemporaries. According to Hajdu (2011b: 2817), forty-three of those cases “contain
information that can be viewed as description of cancer […] and many benign tumors”.
The anatomical surveys linked with the clinical findings, promoted by important
clinician-pathologists of the 1500s and 1600s, allowed developments on the study of
neoplasms, including of the internal organs (Lebert, 1851; Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2010;
2011b; 2012). Simultaneously it enables historians with a more proficuous assessment on
the nature of the lesions.
For the Portuguese context in this period, the work of João Rodrigues de Castelo
Branco, named Amato Lusitano (1511–1568), requires mention. Amato’s work is extensive
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and one important legacy is the compilation of 700 medicinal cures, As Sete Centúrias de
Curas Medicinais (Marques, 1995; Macedo, 1998; Rodrigues, 2005). According to Rodrigues
(2005) the reference to tumors, in the Galenic sense, appear in 43 (6.1%) of the 700 cures.
Marques (1995) considers that cancers are also described but less often. For example, in the
32nd cure from the III Centúria, a breast cancer might have been diagnosed in a 30-year-old
religious women from Italy, who presented perspiration, heart irregularity, fever and a
tingle with acute sting in the papilla of the right breast. Amato diagnosed it as an “atrocious
disease, which was assuredly cancer” (Marques, 1995: 23). Amato advised for its
extirpation, as in general, he was a supporter of radical surgery for tumors that were
located adequately and without many nerves or arteries surrounding them. This treatment
should be accompanied by good diet, spiritual care, purges and bleeds (Marques, 1995).
The patient refused the recommendation and after two years she presented a “cancerous
ulceration” and “roots in such a way implanted that lead to believe that they had occupied
the most intimate points of the body”, a description considered by Marques (1995: 24) as
characteristic of metastasis. Amato describes “carcinous tumors” in all body parts
(Marques, 1995). Other references to breast tumors that were cured by extirpation followed
by the application of a red-hot iron (II Centúria, Cura XXXII, p. 220), or the prescription of
fat emollients and drink cook guaiac for a scirrhus of the uterus (II Centúria, Cura LXXXVIII,
p. 150), are reported. Amato also refers his incapacity to cure a malignant disease
(Rodrigues, 2005). These descriptions reveal that these conditions were not so rare in the
medieval medical literature.
Anatomists’ work is not only a source of illness descriptions but also shows progress
on the distinction between different types of malignant lesions. This point can be illustrated
with the work of Jean Fernel (1497–1556) that proposed the distinction between
carcinomas and sarcomas20, based on the firm and irregular nature of the first ones and soft
and fleshy characteristics of the second (Hajdu, 2011b).
The relationship between cancer and environmental factors was also started to be
20 These terms were not used analogously to the modern definition but applied specifically to the firm and soft nature of
the lesions.
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drawn. Hajdu (2011b) refers that Paracelsus (1493–1541) was a pioneer in the description of
occupational neoplasms, linking the high incidence of lung cancer in miners and in workers
who smelted the ore (Tomatis, 1995). Paracelsus also proposed the idea that diseases resulted
from the accumulation of alkaline or acid substances in the body (iatrochemical theory)
(Hajdu, 2011b).
It was only in the 17th century that interesting modifications were introduced on the
established theory of cancer aetiology, in part aided by the demonstration of blood
circulation mechanism by William Harvey (1578–1657) and the description of the
lymphatic system, with contributions from G. Aselli (1581–1625), J. Pequet (1622–1674),
and T. Bartholin (1616–1680) (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Bernarda, 1996; Hajdu,
2006a; Wagener, 2009; Olszewski, 2010). Cancer started to be viewed as a disease of the
lymph (lymph theory), in which the stasis, coagulation, and fermentation in the lymph
induced the neoplasms’ formation (Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2006a; Javier & Butel, 2008;
Olszewski, 2010). The scirrhus (considered as a benign tumor) was now viewed as the result
of lymph abnormal accumulation, that once fermented could result in the most threatening
form that was cancer (Graner, 2000; Javier & Butel, 2008). The lymph theory replaced the
humoral and iatrochemical ones (Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2006a; Olszewski, 2010) and
perpetuated as the dominant thinking for nearly 150 years (Bernarda, 1996; Javier & Butel,
2008).
Even if the contagious or infectious21 diseases were well known in the Medieval
period, the proposal that cancer can “infect by contact” (Lemos, 1909: 317) did not appear
until the 17th century. One of the first statements appeared in the work of the Portuguese
physician Zacuto Lusitano (1575–1642) (Lemos, 1909; Ewing, 1922; Macedo, 1998).
Zacuto and Nicolas Tulp (1593–1674) were the promoters of the contagion theory on
cancer, probably established by the analogy with other “tumors” such as leprosy or

Note that the use of the term infection or germ for this period was not similar to the concepts developed by the 19th
century microbiologists. Graner (2000) refers that infection did not mean a microorganism as causative agent but a
manner of spread or contagion. This author, as well as Javier & Butel (2008), consider that the infectious aetiology of
cancer was not truly proposed until the 19th-20th century.
21
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elephantiasis (Ackerknecht, 1958; Shimkin, 1977), but also based on observations of breast
cancer in members of the same household (Hajdu, 2011b). These concepts perpetuated
during the 17th and 18th centuries as illustrated in the writings of the Dutch Herman
Boerhaave (1668–1738) and the French J. Astruc (1684–1766), both considering that a
“cancer virus”22, a toxic substance accumulated on blood or lymphatic system, could
originate from water or from the soil and it could be passed on either by heredity or by
contagion (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Graner, 2000; Hajdu, 2006a; 2011b; Wagener,
2009).
Unsurprisingly the contagion idea contributed to a social fear, promoting the
isolation of patients to peripheral hospitals or specialized facilities (Tomatis, 1995; Hajdu,
2006a), as it happened in the first hospital built exclusively for cancer patients23, in Rheims,
France in 1742. Owing to the opposing force of the Rheims inhabitants the hospital was
moved outside the city in 1779, and was maintained there as a cancer hospital for a century
(Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Pinell, 2004). The rising fear of cancer was becoming
apparent, as described by Pinell (2004: 2) based on administrative documents from Rheims
facilities:
“Scrofula is a scirrhous tumor which you recover from, but cancer is a hard tumor,
full of melancholic and silted blood, which is so incurable that, according to doctors,
it is the worst disease that affects man. These two types of disease are infectious;
therefore they infect each other. The individual affected by scrofula, in this weak
state is very susceptible to poor air, and far from getting better, runs the inevitable
risk of being at any moment infected by an incurable disease” (Pinell, 2004: 2).

It is interesting to note that cancer’s social stigma and its perception as a deadly
“infectious” disease with an inauspicious outcome, made the hospitals more an asylum to
patients than a treatment facility, akin to other institutions to treat infectious diseases at
22

The term “virus” was used in the sense of a poisonous or noxious substance (Shimkin, 1977).

Other facilities exclusive for cancer patients started to emerge, as the ward in the Middlesex Hospital, U.K., created in
1792, with the aim not only to care for patients but also to have facilities to conduct research, therefore the Middlesex
Hospital Cancer Charity can be considered as the first cancer institute (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993). The New York
Cancer Hospital was set up in 1884 being the first of the American continent (Cantor, 1993).
23
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that time.
Also from France comes another noteworthy historical event. The first monograph
on cancer (Hajdu, 2006a) was written by B. Peyrilhe (1735–1804) in 1776 (Figure 2.3).
Analogously to most of his contemporaries, Peyrilhe considered and viewed cancer under
the light of the lymph theory and believed that an unknown toxic substance caused cancer
(Ewing, 1922; Shimkin, 1997; Hajdu, 2006a; Wagener, 2009). This substance could be
transmitted through air, saliva, or body secretions therefore the isolation of patients was
advised (Hajdu, 2006a).

Figure 2.3. Title page of B. Peyrilhe’s Dissertation, from 1776.
[Reprinted with permission from the John Wiley and Sons:
Hajdu, S. I. Thoughts about the cause of cancer. Cancer (2006)
106 (8): 1643-49].

By the second half of the 18th century the concept of cancer was moving towards a
more localist approach, i.e., the constitutional diathesis as held hitherto was giving place to
a view of a localized origin in an organ or in one part of the body (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor,
1993; Hayter, 2003). This idea was emphasized by G. Morgagni (1682–1771) (Hayter,
2003), D. Gendron (1663–1750) or F. Ledran (1685–1770) (Shimkin, 1977). Cancer started
to be described as arising “locally as a hard-growing mass” (Shimkin, 1977:77), deriving
from alteration and growth of glandular, lymphatic, vascular and solid structures (Hajdu,
2011b). Ledran pointed out that some tumors of the breast are innocuous, however, often
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confused with cancer (Lebert, 1851). For this period, a special mention should be made to
the remarkable work of Morgagni, the father of pathological anatomy. In 1761, he
published the De Sedibus et Causis Morborum per Anatomen Indagatis Libri Quinque, a compilation
of 700 autopsies with correlation with patients’ data and symptomatology. From these, 17
are possibly attributable to cancer, namely of the throat, breast, stomach, colon, uterus,
pancreas, testicles, and a lymphoma (Ewing, 1922; Hayter, 2003; Wagener, 2009;
Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu, 2012). In one of the cases Morgagni noted “grape-sized, white
nodules in the liver (metastases) and enlarged supraclavicular lymph nodes (Virchow lymph
nodes), he did not recognize them as metastases, because he had no notion about
metastatic spread of cancer” (Hajdu, 2012: 1155). According to several authors, Morgagni
also separated lipomas, exostosis, or swellings, caused for example from aneurisms, from
cancer (Ewing, 1922; Hayter, 2003; Wagener, 2009; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu, 2012).
By the end of the 18th century, oncological diseases were partially viewed as
idiopathic, with an idea of cancer diathesis, or predisposition (Hajdu, 2006a), that could
arise from heredity, climate or age, and instigated by factors such as trauma, irritation or
inflammation (Hajdu, 2006a). In fact, the association between external factors and
neoplasm was being drawn along the Modern era, with observations made, for example, by
B. Ramazzini (1633–1714) who observed by the 1700s a high occurrence of breast cancer
in nuns, relating this occurrence with reproductive factors; by John Hill (1716–1775) that
61 years later, reported a relation between the use of tobacco snuff and nasal polyps; by S.
T. Von Soemmering (1755–1830) that added the idea that pipe smoking could contribute
to cancer development, or Percivall Pott (1714–1788), who in 1775, established the link
between soot to which chimney sweeps were exposed and scrotal cancer. Pott also analysed
the relation between carious teeth and cancer of the tongue (Shimkin, 1977; Silva, 1999;
Doll, 2007; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu, 2011b). As a result, the
association between the exposure to environmental agents or occupational factors and
neoplasms progressed along the Modern era, setting the stage for research on carcinogenic
agents in the following centuries (Silva, 1999; Weinstein & Case, 2008).
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Therapy was now more steadily grounded on surgical procedures, including the
excision of the lymph nodes, and less dependent of internal remedies or pastes (Shimkin,
1977; Wagener, 2009; Hajdu, 2012). These procedures are described, for example, in the
work Opera produced by Fabricious Hildanus (1560–1624) in 1646. He improved extensive
surgical excision of breast cancer procedures using special forceps (Figure. 2.4). Another
surgeon known for his mastectomy operative techniques (Figure. 2.4) was J. Scultetus
(1595–1645) (Shimkin, 1977; Wagener, 2009).

Figure 2.4. Drawings of the mastectomy instruments by Fabricius
Hildanus (1641) Observationum et curationum chirurgicarum centuriae (left
image) and of mastectomy and breast surgery, combining removal
and cauterization, by J. Scultetus (1655) Armamentarium chirurgicum
XLIII tabulis aeri elegantissime incisis, nec ante hac visis, exornatum (right
image). [Source: Réf. image: 04647 and Réf. image: 03659,
reprinted with permission from the ©BIU Santé (Paris)].

2.1.3. Contemporary period: the modern oncology
2.1.3.1. Concepts

The 19th century was marked by proficuous discoveries in the biomedical sciences,
with progress achieved in pathophysiology, microscopic pathology, microbiology,
biochemistry, and genetics, which necessarily influenced the oncological research (Shimkin,
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1977; Hajdu, 2006a; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Morange, 2011). The new century brought
a steadier movement towards laboratory research with advances in microscopy prompting
substantial developments (Hayter, 2003; Hajdu, 2005b; Javier & Butel, 2008). It could be
considered that the 19th century “saw the birth of scientific oncology” (Javier & Butel,
2008:7693), setting the pace for the following “modern era of cancer research” (Weinstein
& Case, 2008: 6861), and establishing “oncology as a scientific discipline in its own rights”
(Shimkin, 1977:7).
The contemporary period marks an important transition, because cancer research
became one of the scientific community’s interests but also of society at large. Both showed
an increasingly concern with the rise of mortality by this disease (Cantor, 1993). These
aspects can be exemplified by exploring the report of the Institution for Investigating the Nature
and Cure of Cancer, created in England in 1801 (Shimkin, 1977). The report addresses 13
pressing questions24 on cancer, focusing not only on diagnosis and aetiology but also on
interconnecting factors (Shimkin, 1977). These proposals are remarkably descriptive of the
wide research focus that emerged in the upcoming decades.
Ideas on tumorogenesis were also advancing, in particular due to the newly proposed
tissue theory (Cantor, 1993; Bernarda, 1996; Hayter, 2003; Javier & Butel, 2008; Lawrence,
2009). The seminal work of M. Bichat (1771–1802) leads to the understanding of tissues as
the basic unit of life. It was suggested that different tissues had a common general structure
yet with some modifications accordingly to the organ they form (Cantor, 1993; Bernarda,
1996; Pita, 1998; Hajdu, 2005b; 2012; Lawrence, 2009). Bichat proposed a pathological
change of tissues as the cause of cancer, an idea that revolutionized the medical thinking
(Ewing, 1922; Bernarda, 1996; Pinell, 2004; Hajdu, 2012). He considered that all cancers
resulted from pathologic connective tissue, therefore they should be classified according to

Some of the pivotal questions announced were: “What are the diagnostic signs of cancer?”; “Does any alteration take
place in the structure of a part, preceding that more obvious change which is called cancer?; “Are there any proofs of
24

cancer being a hereditary disease?”; “Are there any proof of cancer being a contagious disease?”; “Is there any wellmarked relation between cancer and other diseases?”; “Has climate, or local situation, any influence in rendering the
human constitution more or less liable to cancer, under any form, or in any part?”; “Are brute-creatures subject to any
disease, resembling cancer in the human subject?” (Shimkin, 1977: 103).
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their tissue specificity—scirrhous (firm), encephaloid (soft) and melanoid (pigmented)—
irrespectively of the organ of origin (Shimkin, 1977; Bernarda, 1996; Wagener, 2009;
Hajdu, 2012). The long-settled idea of constitutional factors or vital humour as the cause of
illness was finally subsiding (Bernarda, 1996).
Other pathologists carried forward Bichat’s ideas, with refinements of descriptions,
classification, distinctions of different neoplasms, including malignant and benign ones, and
separating them from other diseases. Pathological anatomy allowed the comprehension of
the relationship between tissue lesions and disease (Bernarda, 1996; Pinell, 2004). Was
finally settled that inflammatory lesions were different from neoplasms (Shimkin, 1977;
Cantor, 1993; Bernarda, 1996; Wagener, 2009). Further clarifications were made, for
example, René Laënnec (1781–1826) differentiated serous cysts of the ovaries or kidneys as
well as uterine fibromas from cancers (Pinell, 2004). He was also the first to acknowledge as
distinct entities what today corresponds to pulmonary tuberculosis and lung cancer, among
other achievements (Hajdu, 2012). Previously, superficial tumors that presented signs of
malignancy were generally included under the generic term cancer (e.g. lupus), however,
with Laënnec’s work several distinctions were possible (Borges, 1870). Along time
numerous attempts to discriminate and categorize different types of neoplasms also
emerged. For example, osteosarcomas were firstly defined by S. Cooper (1780–1848)
referring to intraosseous neoplasms composed by bone and soft “encephaloid substance
(soft tumors)” (Hajdu, 2012: 1159). Yet, it should be noted that, as Ewing (1922: 20) refers,
there was still strong doubts on entities, such as “tubercle [that] was commonly confused
with cancer and gummata imperfectly distinguished from it”. These inferences are not
surprising since cancers were classified upon crude gross characteristics (Lebert, 1851;
Ewing, 1922) and the classifications of tumors was still encompassing other inflammatory
lesions, such as cysts or tubercles up to the 1850s (Gaudillière, 2009). Another contribute
was made by Rudolph Virchow (1821–1902) that worked extensively on classification and
descriptions of neoplasms. He proposed the term leukemia, after the observation of
leukocytes alteration (Hajdu, 2005b; 2006; 2012; Gaudillière, 2009), which was not
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considered a cancer until the mid-20th century (Hajdu, 2005b; 2012).
A major contribution was made by J. Récamier (1774–1852) in the monograph
Recherches sur le traitement du Cancer (1829) (Shimkin, 1977; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Hajdu,
2012). Récamier (1829) observed and treated several patients with neoplasms in his
practice as a doctor in the hospital Hôtel-Dieu in Paris. On his work, we can read careful
descriptions on how a tumor can spread on the body via the vascular and lymphatic
systems. He noticed that once a tumor totally invades one organ it can transpose its limits
and propagate to the adjacent lymphatic ganglia, to the adjacent organs and “to the more
distant lymphatic ganglia, to the other organs and finally to all the organisms through
cancerous cachexia” (Récamier, 1829: 70). Another example was his description of local
infiltration, veins invasion, and the establishment of secondary growths in the brain
observed in patients with breast carcinomas (Shimkin, 1977). With this work was
established in more detail the concept and the use of the term metastases25 (Shimkin, 1977;
Talmadge & Fidler, 2010; Hajdu, 2012).
The advent of the achromatic microscope widened the histologic period for oncology
and allowed the movement towards the notion of neoplasms as a cellular disease, sustained
on the roots of the emerging cell theory (Ewing, 1922; Shimkin, 1977; Lawrence, 2009
Morange, 2011). An undisputable key achievement was the observations under the
microscope of a large collection of neoplastic tissues from several museums26, made by M.
J. Müller (1801–1858) in 1838. Müller recognized neoplasms as growths of disorganized
and abnormal cells and stroma (Shimkin, 1977; Hayter, 2003; Olszewski, 2010; Hajdu,
2012). “He attributed cancer to the formation of new cells in diseased organs with potential
to be destructive and to spread to other parts of the body by vascular invasion,” and
emphasized that these diseases presented a “unique microscopic features, which may serve
to identify them” (Hajdu, 2012: 1161–1162; see also Lebert, 1851; Shimkin, 1977;
Olszewski, 2010). His novel observations allowed a better distinction between benign and
Wagener (2009) indicates the possibility that De Gorter in 1735 could have been the first to use the word metastasis.
Müller examinations included non-human specimens. The concept that tumors could affect other species was already
established in the 19th century (Shimkin, 1977).
25
26
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malignant tumors at the cellular level (Borges, 1870; Cantor, 1993; Hajdu, 2006a;
Olszewski, 2010). Rudolph Virchow, a student of Müller, with his aphorism Omnis cellula ed
cellula—cells have origin on pre-existing cells—contributed to a better comprehension of
the disease genesis (Lawrence, 2009) and neoplastic growths (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993;
Hajdu, 2005b; 2006a; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Gaudillière, 2009). Virchow proposed that
neoplasms develop from “embryonic cells27” existent in the connective tissue, and were
therefore disturbances of cells derived from pre-existing ones, in a cell continuity
perspective (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Bernarda, 1996; Graner, 2000; Hajdu, 2005b;
Weinstein & Case, 2008). Other pathologists criticized the connective tissue exclusivity and
soon researchers, such as R. Remack (1815–1865), K. Thiersch (1822–1895) or W.
Waldeyer (1837–1921), attributed the derivation of carcinomas to epithelial cells (Shimkin,
1977; Cantor, 1993; Graner, 2000). “During the 1860s and 1870s, one of the most
disputed questions was the existence of cancers of the epithelial origin” (Gaudillière, 2009:
488), as such, it was finally established the distinction between carcinomas and sarcomas
(Gaudillière, 2009; Morange, 2011).
Under the cellular framework new explanatory models to the origin and
development of neoplasms were espoused and debated (Lemos, 1903; Nichols, 1905;
Shimkin, 1977; Bernarda, 1996; Hajdu, 2006a; Morange, 2011). By this time numerous
authors were advocating already that the origin of neoplasms was the normal cell itself
(Bernarda, 1996; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
During this period was also demonstrated that metastasis arises from displacement
and spread of cellular emboli (Fisher, 2008; Javier & Butel, 2008; Morange, 2011), with the
remarkable contribution of Stephan Paget, by 1889, whose principles remain seminal up to
nowadays (Talmadge & Fidler, 2010). Paget observed 735 autopsies from women with
breast cancer, noting the presence of metastases in distant axillary lymph nodes and a
higher frequency in the liver, ovaries and bones and, in opposition, a lower prevalence in
the spleen. These observations lead him to propose the model of “seed on soil” for the

27

Virchow’s work on tumors is entitled Die Krankhaften Geschwülste and was published in 1863.
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metastatic spread. Paget claimed that the distribution of secondary growths is not a matter
of chance and that organs are not alike in their proclivity “to be the seat of secondary
growth”, while some organs possess a favourable “soil” to the growth others do not (Paget,
1889: 572; see also Fisher, 2008; Talmadge & Fidler, 2010). As Paget (1889) wrote on his
analogy: “[…] When a plant goes to seed its seeds are carried in all directions; but they can
only live and grow if they fall on congenial soil” (Paget, 1889: 571).
With advances in microbiology, the etiopathologic mind-set endorsed by L. Pasteur
(1822–1895) germ theory, and R. Koch (1843–1920) identification of microorganisms, it
was postulated that infectious diseases cause cancer (Susser & Stein, 2009). Hence, the
infectious theory re-emerged as an alternate proposal for cancer’s origin. During the last
decades of the 19th century and extending through the first years of the 20th century, a
considerable number of laboratory experiments28 were published on the pursuit of the
cancer-causing infectious agent, namely, bacteria, yeasts, fungi, protozoa, and later viruses
(Lemos, 1903; Nichols, 1905; Raposo, 1925; Shimkin, 1977; Graner, 2000; Hajdu, 2006a;
Javier & Butel, 2008; Morange, 2011). Even if this was a rich period for experimental
microbiology and for experiments on inoculation and transplantation29 of cancer, the
microorganisms proposed by this time were not trustfully established as cancer-causing
agents (Nichols, 1905; Paine & Morgan, 1906; Raposo, 1925; Tomatis, 1995; Pinell, 2004;
Javier & Butel, 2008; Wagener, 2009; Morange, 2011). Another line of evidence supporting
cancer as an infectious or communicable disease arouse from epidemiologic studies and
observational data (Nichols, 1905), as epidemiologists were denouncing the growing

28

As an example, it can be recalled the work of E. Doyen (1859-1916) that identified a microorganism, called Micrococcus

neoformans, evoking that was the cancer-causing agent, which he considered “comparable to the infective processes of
tuberculosis and actinomycosis” (Paine & Morgan, 1906: 708). J. A. Fibiger’s (1867-1928) pinpointed, in 1907, the
nematode Spiroptera neoplastica as the causative agent of gastric carcinoma in wild rats (Raposo, 1925; Shimkin, 1977;
Hajdu, 2006a; Wagener, 2009). Fibiger won the Nobel Prize in 1926, yet was later proved that this nematode was not the
cause of cancer (Shimkin, 1977).
29 The first successful tumor transplantation was achieved by Mistislav Nowinsky (1841-1914) in 1875, and followed by
many other researchers on the following centuries (Raposo, 1925; Shimkin, 1977; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Morange,
2011). Later on, transplantation experiments also aimed to expose the properties of cancerous cells, the relation between
the donor and the recipient, the research on the immune system and hormones on tumor development among, other lines
of research (Morange, 2011).
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mortality by malignant neoplasms (Cantor, 1993). The increase of cancer cases globally,
the higher prevalence in certain geographic regions, households or families, and the
possibility of transmission between individuals by direct contact30 (Nichols, 1905; Wagener,
2009), were arguments in favour of an infectious etiopathogenesis. This idea was fitting well
in the sanitary and public health interest of that time (Hayter, 2003). Naturally, the pitfalls
of those studies were a disregard for the influence of environmental factors and life
conditions (Nichols, 1905). Several studies were already demonstrating the effects of
carcinogenic agents (e.g. Ludwing Rhen reported, in 1859, an increase of bladder cancer in
aniline dye industry workers; F. Härting and W. Hesse associated lung cancer in mine
workers, by 1879; tar components were associated with skin cancer, among others
(Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2006a). Consequently, the infectious theory was gradually having
fewer and fewer supporters by the first decades of the 20th century (Tomatis, 1995; Javier &
Butel, 2008; Morange, 2011).
These advances, particularly on histopathology, endorsed increasingly more
sophisticated classification, distinction, and diagnosis of neoplasms along time (Shimkin,
1977; Bernarda, 1996; Hayter, 2003). Examples are given by the works of Julius Vogel
(1814–1880) or Herman Lebert (1813–1878). In 1845, Lebert published the first
microscopic atlas of pathology with more than twenty illustrations of microscopic
preparations (Figure 2.5), including on benign and malignant lesions. On Lebert’s extensive
treatise (1851: 15) it can be read “it is certain that we can recognize with the microscope,
for the great majority of cases, if a tumor is cancerous or if it is not”. The distinctions and
illustrations of tumors continued to widen along time31.
30 The idea of transference between humans by direct contact was based on sporadic reports of uterine cancer in the wife
occurring in concomitance with cancer of the penis in the husband; surgeons with finger neoplastic lesions developing
after accidental injuries during a cancer extraction, and also by reports of experiments on self-inoculation of cancer cells
(Nichols, 1905; Pinell, 2004).
31 For the 19th century, some of milestones were: the distinction of lipomas, chondromas, osteomas, or adenomas
(Gaudillière, 2009). Other specific entities, for example Hodgkin’s lymphoma was defined by Wilkins, in 1856, based on

the previous descriptions of T. Hodgkin on the enlargement of the spleen and lymph nodes. Velpeau distinguished
fibroadenoma from breast carcinoma in 1858. Paget in 1853 described nipple involvement in breast carcinoma. Prostate
cancer was distinguished from benign hypertrophy; the term epithelioma was introduced for non-invasive cancers arising
from skin and mucous membranes (for a review see Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2012).
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Figure 2.5. Drawings of the microscopic elements of a tumor
from the work of H. Lebert (1845) Physiologie pathologique ou
recherches cliniques, expérimentales et microsopiques sur l’inflammation, la
tuberculisation, les tumeurs, la formation du cal, etc (Atlas volume, plate
XIV). [Credit of the image: Wellcome Library, London].

By the late 19th century and beginning of the 20th century malignant neoplasms were
rising as the leading causes of mortality in the Western world. Malignant neoplasms started
to acquire a new visibility, also translated into a wider social and public dimension (Pinell,
2004; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Gaudillière, 2009). The growing awareness of the
impact of cancer on mortality was an idea reinforced by epidemiological studies conducted
in Europe and in the U.S. Mortality studies, such as the one conducted by Komitee für
Krebsforschung, in Germany, created in 1900, started to investigate cancer incidence, and
similar projects were carried out in the U.K. or France (Pinell, 2004). As an illustration, it
can be mentioned that Walshe (1844) indicates that the number of cancer deaths (per
1,000) in London was 2.0 for 1728–1757, 3.4 for 1771–1780, 4.4 for 1831–1835, and 6.1
for 1837–1838. Also in the 65th Annual Report of the Registrar General in the U.K., cancer death
rates increased from 325 per million (both sexes) between 1851 and 1860, to 758 per
million between 1891 and 1900 (Waldron, 1996). Another example is the Parisien
mortality statistics compiled by J. Bertillon in 1906, showing a stable cancer mortality until
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1875 and rising afterwards, from the 8th cause of death in 1876 to the 5th position in 1905,
with 109 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants (Cantor, 1993; Pinell, 2004).
One worldwide epidemiological study for this period was published by Hoffman
(1915a, b) and entitled The mortality from cancer throughout the world. It is one of the earliest and
most comprehensive international reports on cancer mortality statistics (Hoffman, 1915a,b;
Silva, 1999). In Europe, the author reports that cancer death rates shifted from 69.1 per
100,000 for 1896–1900, to 74.2 for 1901–1905, 81.0 for 1906–1910, and 71.1 for 1908–
1912. As Hoffman (1915b) point-out, the high increase in cancer mortality was a “menace
to civilized mankind, and to insist on the duty of the heartiest and most thorough nationwide cooperation in the effort to bring about an aroused public interest” (Hoffman, 1915b:
16). Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that the increase might also be influenced by a
better diagnostic ability and death certificates accuracy, furthermore, surgery and postmortem examinations were also improving the ability to detect cancer (Waldron, 1996).
The mortality rise was a driving force for biomedical research. As Weinstein & Case
(2008: 6861), refers “a century is only a small segment in the timeline measuring the history
of science through the ages, but for cancer research, the last 100 years overshadow all of
the years that came before”. At the dawn of the new century “oncology become an
experimental science” (Shimkin, 1977: 188), gaining terrain due to advances on biomedical
sciences, such as research in fundamental biology, biochemistry, genetics, immunology,
maturation of histologic research, or the growth of experimental animal studies, and with
the increasing range of epidemiological studies devoted to this group of diseases (Raposo,
1925; Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2006a; Weinstein & Case, 2008).
By the first half of the 20th century, researchers described neoplastic growth in more
detail, the metastatic process, the morphological signs of neoplastic behaviour, as well as,
extended diagnosis, grading, staging, and classification of tumors32 (Shimkin, 1977; Keating
& Cambrosio, 2012). Yet, it is also a period marked by resilient etiological research, since
little was known on cancer causes (Levine, 2001). As it was mentioned on the handbook
For example, the most common staging scheme used nowadays on cancer is the TNM staging system (T-tumor, Nlymph nodes, M-metastasis), which was developed after the 1940s (Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).

32
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prepared by the American Society for the Control of Cancer33 in 1924, “[the] ultimate
cause of cancer is not known” (American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1924: 14). This
endeavour was being conducted with a great optimism, as exemplified by the enthusiastic
declarations given by the American surgeon Roswell Park, stating that the discovery of the
cause of cancer was “just around the corner” (Weinstein & Case, 2008: 6861).
For this first half of the 20th century the etiological investigation on cancer focused
mainly in two dual aspects: “[i] explanations favouring the action of exogenous factors such
as viruses, parasites, environmental chemicals or physical agents such as radiation; and [ii]
those favouring endogenous factors, such as genetic mutation” (Cantor, 1993:544).
Some examples of these research lines can be given:
i) action of exogenous factors: the works of K. Yamagiwa (1863–1930) and K.
Ichikawa (1888–1948) represent one of the first laboratory proofs of chemical
carcinogenesis when, by the year of 1915, they induced cancer in rabbits through the
application of coal tar on their skin. Experimental programs on diverse chemical
carcinogens were developed in the following decades (for revision see Shimkin, 1977;
Cantor, 1993; Tomatis, 1995; Graner, 2000; Levine, 2001; Hajdu, 2006a; Loeb & Harris,
2008; Wagener, 2009). Another line of research focused on the liaisons between
environmental or occupational elements and neoplasm established through epidemiological
studies (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Tomatis, 1995; Silva, 1999; Graner, 2000; Levine,
2001; Doll, 2007; Loeb & Harris, 2008; Wagener, 2009). A classic study of this nature is
the one conducted by H. Martland in 1931, where he recognized the high prevalence of
osteosarcomas and blood diseases in women working in the luminescent paint (with
radium) industry34. Works on cancer-related infectious diseases lost some momentum by
the 19th-20th century transition, with the full acceptance of cancer’s non-contagious nature
(American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1924; Cantor, 1993; Graner, 2000).
33

The American Society for Cancer Control was a nation-wide organization, formed in 1913, with concerns on public

education about cancer, presently is known as the American Cancer Society (Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
34 This group of workers, known as the radium girls, used to lick their paintbrushes to sharpen them and apparently
painted their nails, teeth, and faces with the deadly luminescent paint with radium, to glow in the dark, leading to an
astonishing number of cancer cases.
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However, the investigation on how infectious agents could act as carcinogens proceeded.
For example, it was established that the aflatoxin- produced by the fungus Aspergillus flavuswas related with liver cancer (Loeb & Harris, 2008; Wagener, 2009). Two parasites, the
Schistosoma haematobium (bilharzia) and Clonorchis sinensis, were associated with bladder and
bile duct cancers, respectively (Shimkin, 1977; Hajdu, 2006a; Wagener, 2009). In 1911,
Francis Peyton Rous (1879–1970) and collaborators tested the inoculation of cell and
bacteria-free tumor filtrate into chickens and observed that the filtrate produced sarcomas
(Figure 2.6). The discovery of the transplantable virus—the Rous sarcoma virus (RSV)—
introduced “a new paradigm on cancer research” (Javier & Butel, 2008: 7694) by providing
the first undoubted evidence of cancer’s viral origin (Raposo, 1925; Shimkin, 1977; Cantor,
1993; Levine, 2001; Chial, 2008a; Javier & Butel, 2008; Moore & Chang, 2010). Yet, it was
only after the 1960s the link between virus and cancer was widely established (Shimkin,
1977; Cantor, 1993; Tomatis, 1995; Javier & Butel, 2008).
ii) endogenous etiological factors: multiple studies focused on how endogenous
mechanisms, for example, metabolic factors, cytologic alterations, genetic mutations or
host resistance, played a role on oncogenesis (Cantor, 1993; Gaudillière, 2009; Morange,
2011). For example, Otto Warburg (1883–1970) claimed that one crucial factor was the
alteration of cellular respiration (Gaudillière, 2009; Morange, 2011). His theories were
challenged after the 1930s with oncologists defending that the metabolic differences were a
consequence, more than the cause. Nonetheless, these studies contributed to the
identification and isolation of several enzymes and opened the way towards hormonal
studies (Gaudillière, 2009). Theodor Boveri (1862–1915) was a crucial figure in early
studies on the genetics of cancer. By 1914 Boveri claimed that tumors arise from an
abnormal chromosomal combination passed to daughter cells, with these alterations
causing the abnormal and uncontrolled cell proliferation (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993;
Balmain, 2001; Frank, 2007; Weinstein & Case, 2008; Wagener, 2009; Morange, 2011).
Boveri foresaw many principals that became keystones in oncology on the forthcoming
decades. Boveri’s principles undoubtedly strengthened the ideas on the relation between
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Figure 2.6. Images from the tumor induced by Rous’s
experiment in 1910 and published in the Journal of
Experimental Medicine, Vol. 12, pp. 696–705. [Source: Réf.
image MEDIC@: medepo0837x011, reprinted with
permission from the ©BIU Santé (Paris)].

somatic genetic changes and cancer progression (Shimkin, 1977; Balmain, 2001; Frank,
2007). It should be noted that other endogenous intervening factors were being further
studied by the early 20th century, such as immunity’s role on cancer (with the precursor
works of W. B. Coley [1862–1936] or P. Ehrlich [1854–1915]), and studies on tumor
transplantation in animals (Raposo, 1925; Löwy, 1996; Dunn et al., 2002; McCarthy,
2006; Curiel, 2007; Gaudillière, 2009). Advances on the importance of the endocrine
system on neoplastic development were also targets of research (the role of hormones in
cancer development was experimentally demonstrated in 1916. However, it was an early
phase of exploration of these areas.
Even if for some time both perspectives, the exogenous and endogenous etiological
factors, seem to be competing concepts the unifying theory on the origin of cancer was
reached. Soon it was understood that both exogenous stimulus and genetic alterations are
responsible for the cancer origin, a concept perpetuated along time.
By the 1940s and 1950s other improvements were upheld on the studies devoted to
the path of tumoral progression (Frank, 2007). It was postulated the idea that
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carcinogenesis was a result of sequential events (Corbellini & Preti, 2008). In the 1940s, I.
Berenblum and P. Shubik proposed the initiator-promoter model, whereby one
carcinogenic agent stimulates the first stages of tumor development—generally causing
mutations—but cannot cause the cancer by itself. The development required a second step,
i.e., a promoter agent, that induces the following stages—generally by mitotic stimulation.
Thus, according to the two-stage theory cancer only develops with a synergistic action of
agents in two steps (Frank, 2007; Corbellini & Preti, 2008; Loeb & Harris, 2008; Wagener,
2009). This theory proved to be insufficient to explain carcinogenesis, and works tended
towards the enunciation of a multistage theory, consolidated by P. Armitage and R. Doll in
1954. The multistage model implies that cancer cells had to undergo a number of genetic
alterations, in continuous and sequential changes, in key genes before turning malignant
(Frank, 2007; Corbellini & Preti, 2008; Wagener, 2009). The multistage carcinogenesis and
the mutational theory became the prevailing paradigms on oncology and endured sturdily
advances by the 1970s and 1980s (Weinberg, 2014).
By the mid 20th century the progress and technical developments on genetics, with
the DNA molecular structure recognition and the clarification of the chromosomal35
composition of the human cells allowed further developments in oncology. It was unveiled
the connections between carcinogens and the nucleic acids, thus the comprehension of the
role of mutations in cancer was reached (Bernarda, 1996; Wagener, 2009).
In brief lines, by the 1950’s and 1960’s was already established “three parts to the
cornerstone of the foundation” on cancer concepts: “1) cancer can be caused by viruses; 2)
cancer can be caused by chemicals; 3) cancer can be caused by genes; 4) cancer can be
caused by aging” (Levine, 2001:130). It was recognized that neoplasms were the outcome
of multifactorial events, comprising both constitutional (e.g. heredity, individual
susceptibility) and a wide variety of environmental factors (e.g. radiation, virus, diet,
chemicals) (Cantor, 2007), as well as the importance of cellular genetic changes.

The first specific chromosomal defects associated with a specific cancer was the “Philadelphia chromosome”- a
translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22- frequently detected in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia,
described by the year of 1960 by P. Nowell and D. Hungerford (Balmain, 2001; Wagener, 2009).
35
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By the mid-1960s and 1970s studies on DNA and nucleic acids expanded the
knowledge on the mechanisms that lead to neoplasms (Weinstein & Case, 2008; Levine,
2010). The 1970s is a decade that Levine (2001: 130) described as the “recombinant DNA
revolution” or the “era of RNA tumor viruses and oncogenes” as designated by Balmain
(2001: 78). The research on tumor viruses helped to unlock many mysteries of the biology
of cancer itself (Javier & Butel, 2008; Wagener, 2009), providing a crucial contribution the
“development of molecular genetics and for the emergence of the oncogene paradigm”
(Gaudillière, 2009: 497). Some of these advances include: the virogene-oncogene
hypothesis36 by R. Huebner and G. Todaro, in 1969 (Huebner & Todaro, 1969; Cantor,
1993; Javier & Butel, 2008; Gaudillière, 2009; Morange, 2011); the discovery of the reverse
transcriptase enzyme, by H. Temin, D. Baltimore, and S. Mizutani in 1970 (Temin &
Mizutani, 1970; Cantor, 1993; Javier & Butel, 2008; Wagener, 2009); the discovery of the
cellular (and not viral) oncogenes by M. Bishop37, H. Varmus, and D. Stehelinin in the late
1970s (Javier & Butel, 2008; Song et al., 2008) or studies on tumor suppressor genes
(Balmain, 2001; Levine, 2001; Javier & Butel, 2008; Gaudillière, 2009; Wagener, 2009).
These achievements unified the previously conflicting metabolic, viral, and genetic models
(Morange, 2011). This was a revolutionary shift in cancer research and on the thoughts of
cancer (Song et al., 2008).

36

Huebner & Todaro (1969: 1087) suggested that “there exists a unique class of viruses present in most, and perhaps all,

vertebrates that plays an important etiologic role in the development of tumors in these animals”. This C-type RNA virus
genome was transmitted from parent to offspring. It exists there as a silent component, being activated by the action of
carcinogens or host genetic factors, leading to viral oncogene expression and subsequently cancer. Even if their hypothesis
that most cancers were caused due to this mechanism was not totally corrected, it opened the pathway for the research on
oncogenes (Huebner & Todaro, 1969; Gaudillière, 2009; Morange, 2011).
37 While working on the Rous sarcoma virus (RSV), they found genes homologous to the viral oncogenes (v-src) in normal
cells. The role of those genes (present in all normal cells) in the regulation of cell division, in the cellular differentiation
and development, provided new knowledge about the normal cellular multiplication. It was therefore a step towards the
identification of proto-oncogenes (Balmain, 2001; Levine, 2001; Javier & Butel, 2008; Gaudillière, 2009; Wagener, 2009).
H. Temin and D. Baltimore won the Nobel Prize in 1975, as well as M. Bishop and H. Varmus, in 1989 (Song et al.,
2008).
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2.1.3.2. Milestones on treatment and diagnosis

The use of salves, tonics and solutions made from vegetal or mineral elements, such
as hemlock, belladonna, iodine, mercury, gold, potassium arsenite (used by Lissauer in
1865 on chronic myelogenous leukemia) or arsenic compounds (e.g. Fowler’s solution) are
some examples of early therapy (Lebert, 1851; Shimkin, 1977; Papac, 2001; Gibaud &
Jaouen, 2010). However, these treatments were progressively less frequent by the 19th
century, and emphasis was placed on surgery (Riddle, 1985; Hayter, 2003), radiotherapy,
and chemotherapy.

i) Surgical approach
The surgical therapeutic approach, which had already flourished along the 18th
century, underwent a significant amelioration with the introduction of antisepsis (1867) and
anaesthesia (1846), allowing a more pivotal role of surgery as cancer treatment (Pinell,
2004; Pickstone, 2007; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). Ground-breaking surgery (Figure 2.7)
was developed along the last quarter of the 19th century and early 20th century, namely the
first partial gastrectomy (by T. Billroth); surgery of the oesophagus (V. Czerny); the radical
mastectomy performed (W. Halsted); the radical hysterectomy (E. Wertheim); the first
resection of rectal cancer (R. Von Volkman) (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 1993; Hayter, 2003;
Fisher, 2008; Wagener, 2009); the first radical prostatectomy (Young and Halsted) or the
first lobectomy (H. Davies) (detailed revision in Fisher [2008] and Wagener [2009]). The
survival improved when compared with previous epochs, however it was highly variable.
Billroth published one of the first statistical reviews of operative results (Shimkin,
1977; Hayter, 2003; Pinell, 2004; Wagener, 2009), reporting 170 operations on breast
cancer with 4.7% of survival in a three-years period (Cantor, 1993). Paget, in 1853, refers
46.3% of improvement in 3-6 years survival in women operated for breast cancer, while
there was 29.5% of survival for non-operated ones (Lima, 1870). Hartmann, in 1898,
proclaimed the first two cures of pylorus cancer, and later announced ca. 30% of success
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Figure 2.7. [a] Painting Theodor Billroth Operating by A. F. Seligman (1890). [Credit of the
image: Österreichische Galerie Belvedere, Austria]. [b] Drawings of the Halsted mastectomy
from the work of W. S. Halsted (1924) Surgical papers of William Stewart Halsted. Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press. [c] Illustration of the radium tubes and needles in the treatment of cancer of the
cervix, from the work of G. E. Birkett (1931) Radium therapy: principles and practice. London: Cassel
& Co. [d] Photograph of the X-ray equipment at the Marie Curie Hospital for Cancer and
Allied Diseases, 1934, by Newton & Wright. [Credit of the images b,c,d: Wellcome Library,
London].

rate for stomach cancers and 40% for rectum cancers by surgical intervention (Pinell,
2004). By the mid 1920s, in Britain, J. Lane- Claypon report that breast cancer patients
that underwent breast surgery had a 60% longer survival at 5.7 years than the patients
without surgery (3.6 years) (Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). Success rates of these treatments,
aided by radiotherapy early in the 20th century, varied widely with patient response and
the type of neoplasm, with achievement of cures in some cases or inefficiency in others
(Carvalho, 1921; Gurd, 1930; Shimkin, 1977; Pinell, 2004; Cantor, 2007; Keating &
Cambrosio, 2012).
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Before the 1950s surgical trends were directed towards extensive and radical removal
of tissues and body parts, as far as the anatomically possible (sometimes extending to hemicorporectomy). This naturally caused distressing in the patients that often feared the
mutilation and disfigurement associated with these procedures. Hence, patients often
refused treatment since they were as fearful of the treatment as they were of the disease
(Cantor, 1993; 2007; Hayter, 2003; Fisher, 2008). A drift away from the radical approaches
was evident after the 1960s (Cantor, 1993).

ii) Radiotherapy and electrotherapy
With the advent of X-rays discovery, by Wilhelm C. Röntgen (1845–1923) in 1895,
the potential for using ionizing radiation on neoplasms diagnosis and therapy was rapidly
unveiled (Hayter, 2003; Gaudillière, 2009; Wagener, 2009). The discovery that the X-rays
had the ability to destroy fast proliferating cells allowed its incorporation on cancer
treatment panoply less than a year after Röntgen’s discovery (Karamanou et al., 2009b).
There is no consensus regarding the first application of radiotherapy, as Wagener (2009)
suggests that it was probably done by A. Voigt in Germany, when in February of 1896 he
irradiated a patient with pharynx cancer (Vilhena, 1995; Wagener, 2009). Other authors
(e.g. Pinell, 2004; Connel & Hellman, 2009; Karamanou et al., 2009b) refer that V.
Despeignes, in France, was the first to approach a gastric carcinoma with X-rays in 1896,
publishing his achievements on the journal Medical Record. Émil Grubbé from the United
States, claimed that he had carried out experiments with vacuum X-ray tubes on a patient
with breast cancer, with reduction of the lesion in January of 1896 (Connel & Hellman,
2009; Wagener, 2009). It is attributable to T. Stenbeck and T. Sjögren, by the year of
1899, the first successful cure by roentgentherapy of a patient with skin cancer (Pinell,
2004; Connel & Hellman, 2009; Karamanou et al., 2009b). There are also reports of its use
in melanomas and lip cancer (Karamanou et al., 2009b), lymphomas, leukemia (Papac,
2001) or in deep tumors, like malignant sarcomas (Vilhena, 1995; Connel & Hellman,
2009; Karamanou et al., 2009b). Following the World War I the progress on radiotherapy
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widened (Vilhena, 1995; Pinell, 2004; Mould & Aronowitz, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Connel
& Hellman, 2009).
After Pierre (1859–1906) and Marie Curie (1867–1934) discovered a new radioactive
element, the radium, in 1898, the Curies and Antoine-Henri Becquerel (1852–1908)
noticed the physiologic effect of the radium on human tissues. Becquerel accidentally had
skin burns while transporting a tube with radium in his jacket pocket; an event that opened
the path to the use of ionizing radiation in oncology (Vilhena, 1995; Pinell, 2004;
Gaudillière, 2009; Wagener, 2009). Radium therapy—curietherapy—focused mostly on
the treatment of superficial cancer tissues (Gaudillière, 2009), such as epitheliomas of the
skin or pharyngeal carcinomas (Connel & Hellman, 2009). In 1903 its success was reached
on treatment of basal cell carcinoma of the face, by S. W. Goldberg and E. S. London
(Gurd, 1930; Pinell, 2004; Wagener, 2009) and, in 1904, in tumors of the body cavities.
Afterwards radium became a therapy widely applied (Connel & Hellman, 2009).
Initially the radiotherapy was delivered as single dose massive exposures to low Xrays energies or, in the case of the radium, with needles, plaques, tubes or “seeds” (Figure
2.7) implanted close to the tumor into the body surface or in natural cavities
(brachytherapy) (Pinell, 2004; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Connel & Hellman, 2009;
Karamanou et al., 2009b). Not surprisingly, and despite all the initial excitement of the
scientific community, the hazardous effects of radiation therapy started to be noted. X-ray
burns caused on patients and technicians, extensive destruction of normal tissue during
treatment, or extensive side effects were some of the problems noted. The limited success
when applied in some cancers and in metastatic diseases was acknowledged (Cantor, 1993;
Vilhena, 1995; Pinell, 2004; Connel & Hellman, 2009; Karamanou et al., 2009b). Some of
these problems were surpassed with technical innovation, as for example, the use of
fractioned radiotherapy, “distance curietherapy” (telecurietherapy)- introduced in the
1920s- (Pinell, 2004; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Connel & Hellman, 2009; Gaudillière,
2009), or orthovoltage (developed in the 1920s through the 1950s). After the mid-20th
century, some major advances were the megavoltage linear accelerators and the cobalt-60
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unit (Cantor, 1993; Connel & Hellman, 2009; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). Thus,
radiotherapy was meaningfully and consistently applied as a therapeutic option, already
after the 1930s, either alone or in combination with surgery38. For the late 19th
electrotherapeutics ameliorated, however, was used in a less extent than radiotherapy or
surgery (Bainbridge, 1913; Sanches, 1915; Mould & Aronowitz, 2007).

iii) Chemotherapy
Systemic treatment that specifically targeted tumoral cells was initiated along the first
half of the 20th century (Cantor, 1993), nevertheless it was only in the post-World War II
that the era of modern oncological chemotherapy emerged (Pickstone, 2007; Gaudillière,
2009; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). Early on, Paul Ehrlich39(1854–1915) opened the path
to chemotherapy by studying the affinity of specific molecules for certain cells or cell parts
(Hajdu, 2005a; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012) as such, the understanding of the anticancer
properties of some chemicals was progressing yet no successful results on cancer were
achieved (Hajdu, 2005a). The serendipitous discovery that nitrogen mustard (mustard gas)
was a suppressor of haematopoiesis occurred during the World War I when this chemical
was used as a warfare agent. The recognition of nitrogen mustard as a cytotoxic agent and
its sporadic use to treat cancer soon fell partially into oblivion in the post-World War I
(Riddle, 1985; Papac, 2001; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012), however many other chemical
elements were experimentally tested during this period (Papac, 2001; Hajdu, 2005a). For
example, in 1930 F. Gurd claims success with the injection of lead and selenium into the
body to treat carcinomas (Gurd, 1930). These examples underline the efforts already being
made towards chemical therapy, nevertheless unsuccessfully (Riddle, 1985). In the
handbook prepared by the American Society for the Control of Cancer (1924:21), it can be
read:
38

Radium therapy as well as other therapies varied according to countries and the socio-political context (see Pickstone,

2007), for example, in the U.S. radiotherapy was not so widely used as in France (Gaudillière, 2009).
39 Paul Ehrlich, a contemporary of Lister and a disciple of Koch (Hajdu, 2005a), in 1909 developed in his laboratory the
arsphenamine, an arsenical substance mysteriously called compound 606 (Salvarsan), that was used to treat syphilis
(Gibaud & Jaouen, 2010).
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“[…] drugs of all kinds have been employed both for local administration by
injection or as caustic pastes and for more general constitutional effects. […] the
compounds are sold at high prices to physicians or to laymen who are sufficiently
credulous to purchase them. No series of authentic cures of cancer has yet been
demonstrated by any of these methods”.

This scenario starts to shift around the 1950s with extensive oncological
chemotherapy research being developed consistently in both sides of the Atlantic (Gurd,
1930; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). The first phase of
experimental research and clinical trials on antitumor agents targeted fast proliferating
diseases such as leukemia and lymphomas (Pickstone, 2007; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
One of the first relevant experiment was carried out in 1942 by A. Gilman (1908–1984)
and L. Goodman (1906-2000) when they revived the interest on nitrogen mustard to treat
lymphomas. Due to their success, even if it resulted in short remission periods, other
researchers followed Gilman and Goodman’s line of research, on these chemicals and
analogous compounds, along the 1940s and 1950s (Cantor, 1993; Pita, 1998; Papac, 2001;
Hajdu, 2005; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). Hence, in 1949 the nitrogen mustard
(mechlorethamine) becomes the first chemical agent approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for cancer treatment (Sologuren, 2005).
Antimetabolites were the second class of anticancer chemicals developed in this
period. Noteworthy the pioneer study of Sidney Farber (1903–1973), in 1948, achieving
palliative effects with the use of synthetic folic acid inhibitors and amethopterin
(methotrexate) in childhood acute lymphocytic leukemia (Pita, 1998; Dutcher et al., 2000a;
Hajdu, 2005a; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012). The third line of drug research involved
antibiotics, namely Actinomycin D, showing anti-cancer properties (Pickstone, 2007). In
the following decades, thousands of synthetic compounds and plant extracts were tested as
antineoplastic agents (Pita, 1998; Dutcher et al., 2000a,b; Sologuren, 2005; Corbellini &
Petri, 2008; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
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Oncological hormonotherapy emerged in the 1930s and 1940s (Jordan, 2000; Papac,
2001; Lippman & Hawk, 2009; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012), but only reached significant
improvements with the discovery of non-steroidal anti-oestrogens, by the 1950s and 1960s
to treat breast cancers (Jordan, 2000; Papac, 2001; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
The roots of cancer immunotherapy can be traced back to the 19th century, linked
with the extensive studies on tumor grafting in animals and the development of
immunological tools, such as vaccines, antitumor serum, etc. (for a detailed review on
immunotherapy see Löwy [1996]). A pioneer of immunotherapy was W. B. Coley (1862–
1936). He inoculated patients with bacterial products (Coley’s toxin) inducing cancer
remission in some cases (Papac, 2001; Curiel, 2002; McCarthy, 2006). In the mid-20th
century the bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) was used for cancer immunotherapy,
particularly in bladder cancer, as well (Löwy, 1996; Sologuren, 2005; Lippman & Hawk,
2009). Despite the relatively poor results and disappointment with this therapeutic modality
in its beginning, the interest in immunotherapy was revitalized in the 1960s and 1970s and
truly expanded in the 1970s and 1980s (Löwy, 1996; Sologuren, 2005; Corbellini & Petri,
2008; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).
From the almost fortuitous discovery of nitrogen mustard and antifolates, to extensive
experimental research in immunology, hormonotherapy and chemotherapy, the progress
was extraordinary in Europe, Japan, and especially in the U.S. in the post-World War II.
This

period

marks

the

methodological

foundation

of

cancer

chemotherapy,

hormonotherapy, and immunotherapy (Shimkin, 1977; Cantor, 2007; Pickstone, 2007;
Corbellini & Petri, 2008; Gaudillière, 2009; Keating & Cambrosio, 2012).

iv) Diagnostic tools
Cancer early detection and early treatment was a long-lasting concern of the medical
community. Diagnostic tools relied mainly in the clinical screening of symptoms (Pinell,
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2004), and later on aided by radiographic techniques, histology or exploratory operations
(American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1924). The extension to which histology was
systematically used as a diagnostic tool is a matter of debate (Hayter, 2003). Little is known
regarding the frequency of cancer histologic diagnosis prior to the first decades of the 20th
century, when clinicians placed emphasis on visible growths or cachexia as important
cancer symptoms (Gaudillière, 2009). After the 1920s, a solid development of cancer
histologic diagnosis might have been a “by-product of the laboratory revolution in
medicine, as a feature typical of a time when chemical, bacteriological, and microscopical
laboratories adjacent to clinical wards were used to provide complementary information
and then started to perform service functions” (Gaudillière, 2009: 489). Shimkin (1977:
189) and other authors suggest that, in the first decades of the 20th century, the pathologist
“become the final arbiter in the diagnosis […] of neoplasms. His task, in the surgical
laboratories or the anatomical museum, was to establish the organ and tissue of origin of
the tumor, its extent or stage and its differentiation or grade”, whereas other authors argue
that the impact of histology as a recurrent tool was probably more limited (Cantor, 1993).
However, for the 1970s in what concerns diagnosis, histology already acquired importance
on the “staging and grading leading to determination of prognosis as well as to diagnosis”
(Shimkin, 1977: 490).
Other diagnostic improvements were introduced along the 20th century, including
the first tumor marker, the Bence Jones protein to diagnose multiple myeloma (Hajdu,
2006b: 223), the Pap test was developed 15 years after the discovery that vaginal cytology
allowed the detection of cervical cancer by George Papanicolaou in 1928 (Shimkin, 1977;
Cantor, 2007; Lippman & Hawk, 2009), the screening for colorectal cancer by the guaiac
fecal occult blood test (FOBT) in 1967, or the development of mammography in 1956
(Cantor, 2007; Lippman & Hawk, 2009).
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2.1.3.3. Notes on the Portuguese particularities

There is “an almost complete void” in the Portuguese historiographic production
regarding oncological diseases40 (Costa, 2010: 32). Despite the scarcity of research devoted
to the history of cancer in Portugal, recently ameliorated by the work of Costa (2010;
2012), we do perceive that at least since the end of the 1800s Portuguese physicians and
researchers followed the international trends. This idea is based in the following lines of
evidence: a) review of monographs, dissertations, or articles devoted to cancer studies for
this period, which frequently debated, and refer to, international developments and the
main currents of thought (e.g. Faria [1850]; Borges [1870]; Pimentel [1872]; Braga [1879];
Pestana [1889]; Raposo [1925]); b) analysis of the main research guidelines explored by the
Portuguese researchers that were often similar to the ones pursued worldwide; c) the
frequent allusion to collaboration with foreign institutions or participation in scientific
meetings devoted to oncology and allied fields (Athias, 1940; Pereira, 1973; Vilhena, 2002;
Costa, 2010); d) the hasty adoption of international guidelines to decrease cancer incidence
and mortality (e.g., the guidelines produced in 1924 by the American Society for the
Control of Cancer were adopted and translated into Portuguese by 193041). These lines of
evidence will be briefly mentioned in the following sections.
i) The scientific and institutional framework
Early oncological studies in Portugal were mainly influenced by the European
currents, namely the French and German ones. For example, the first book in Portuguese
devoted exclusively to cancer was a translation, done by Anastácio da Nóbrega in 1741,
from a French anonymous book (Costa, 2012). In several dissertations and monographs
40

For a comprehensive overview on scientific, social and political aspects of the Portuguese oncology see Costa (2010,

2012).
41

The pamphlet Essential facts about cancer was translated by the Instituto Português para o Estudo do Cancro (1930) and entitled:

O que todos devem saber de cancro: manual para toda a gente ler.
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produced in Portugal by the second half of the 19th century, we find numerous references
to international developments. For example, in the monographs of F. Faria (1850), A.
Borges (1870), E. Pimentel (1872), A. Braga (1879), to name a few, we find descriptions of
Virchow, Lebert and other anatomists’ work, comments on key foreign animal inoculation
experiments, debates on the cellular theory and other dominant oncological topics. The
trend linking microorganisms and cancer also had its followers in Portugal, as illustrated by
Lemos (1903) thesis on the parasitic origin of malignant tumors (Figure 2.8), or in Câmara
Pestana (1863–1899) dissertation entitled O micróbio do carcinoma [The microbe of the
carcinoma] (Pestana, 1889). Marck Athias (1875–1947) conducted experiments on tumor
grafting in mice already in 1903 (Raposo, 1925; Athias, 1940; Tavares et al., 1942; Dias,
1949). Interestingly, Raposo (1925:59) acknowledged P. Rous and Gye for the offer of “dry
dust of the nr. 1 sarcoma” to conduct his own experiments. The oncological investigation
in the first three decades of the 20th century, focused in experimental research and also in
clinical aspects (e.g. Tavares et al., 1942). The state of the Portuguese oncology, in the 19th
and 20th centuries, did not markedly differ from the international context.
The institutional involvement, in the early 20th century, had some peculiarities
noteworthy. The raising awareness of the cancer burden, and its medical and social
visibility, coupled with the need to enrol Portugal in the international movements on
cancer control, guided the governmental creation of the first Comissão para o Estudo do Cancro
[Commission for the study of cancer] dated from January 20th of 1904 (Direcção Geral de
Saúde e Beneficiência Pública, 1904; Raposo, 1950; Costa, 2010). This medical
commission (Figure 2.9) aimed a rigorous study of the oncological landscape in Portugal
(Direcção Geral de Saúde e Beneficiência Pública, 1904), as well as to delineate policies for
the national cancer control program (Raposo, 1950). Prominent medical figures of the
epoch integrated the cancer commission, namely, João Ferraz de Macedo (1838–1907),
José Curry Cabral (1844–1920), Francisco de Oliveira Feijão (1850–1918), Custódio de
Almeida Cabeça (1866–1936) and José Azevedo Neves (1877–1955) (Diário do Governo,
1904; Neves, 1906; Raposo, 1950; Macedo, 1998). Azevedo Neves, a key figure in this
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of the microscopic preparations for the
search of parasites on tumoral cells by Lemos (1903).

committee (Conde,1995; Macedo, 1998), was responsible for the first Portuguese in depth
epidemiological study on cancer, through a survey sent to 173942 clinicians across the
country (Neves, 1906; Conde, 1995). His methodology and data gathered were an
extraordinary achievement for that time, giving him the credit as the pioneer of the
Portuguese oncology (Conde, 1995). The report was never fully published, but it was
presented to the Ministério do Reino [Ministry of the Kingdom] by 1906. The partial results
were also presented at the International Society of Surgery meeting in Brussels by 1908
(Conde, 1995; Raposo, 2004). Azevedo Neves also advocated the creation of a facility for
the study of cancer at the Hospital de São José (Decreto n.º 9333), as well as the allocation of
two infirmaries for the treatment of oncological patients at the Hospital do Desterro, both in
the Portuguese capital (Costa, 2010).
The path opened by Azevedo Neves was followed by other names of the Portuguese
medical community, with a special mention to the surgeon Francisco Gentil (1878–1964)
(Figure 2.10). Gentil engagement in the institutionalization of the “war on cancer” made
Neves (1906) refers that from the 1739 inquiries sent to clinicians, 75.2% (1307 inquiries) were answered. The author
mentions that never before, in Portugal, a survey had such an extensive reciprocity from the practitioners, that was even
superior to some other European realities.
42
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Figure 2.9. Members of the first committee for the study of cancer and the regulatory law, published
on Diário do Governo (left image) and the questionnaire of the first Portuguese cancer survey produced
by Azevedo Neves (right image). [Source: Botelho (2000: 9-11)].

Figure 2.10. Portrait of Francisco Gentil (1878-1964) founder of the Portuguese Institute
of Oncology (IPO) and the first pavilion of the IPO in Lisbon [Source: IPO, 2003:1-2].
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his name inexorably associated with the modern Portuguese oncology (Gama, 1971;
Conde, 1995; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2010).
By the year of 1908 a second commission for the study cancer was instated, and a
third commission in 1911. Both failed to achieve a permanent status, as it was the goal of
Gentil and his contemporaries (Conde, 1995; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2010). In 1911, he
organized the first clinical service for cancer patients at the Hospital Escolar de Santa Marta,
Lisbon, and the Clinical Service (1ª Clínica Cirúrgica) associated with the Faculdade de Medicina
de Lisboa (Decreto-Lei n.º 9333; Conde, 1995; Macedo, 1998). Consequently, it allowed the
specialization of the medical personnel, such as João Raposo de Magalhães (1884–1961),
that at his own expenses acquired the first electrocoagulation and fulguration equipment to
the clinical service (1ª Clínica Cirúrgica), Marck Athias developed experimental cancer
research and anatomic pathology, Henrique Parreira (1885–1945) studied anatomic
pathology, or Francisco Bénard Guedes (1887–1965) that was a pioneer in cancer
roentgentherapy. It was a period for the consolidation of expertise in public and private
structures (Raposo, 1950; Gama, 1971; Conde, 1995; Macedo, 1998; Martins, 2011).
A sturdier intervention of the government in the institutionalization of cancer control
was attained by the year of 1923, when it was formalized the creation of the Instituto
Português para o Estudo do Cancro43 (Figure 2.11). This Institute was initially associated with the
University of Lisbon and established at the Hospital Escolar de Santa Marta, in the Portuguese
capital. The board of directors included Francisco Gentil, the president, Marck Athias,
João Raposo de Magalhães, Henrique Parreira, and Francisco Bénard Guedes (Raposo,
1950; Conde, 1995; Botelho, 2000; IPO, 2003; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2010). The purpose
of the Institute was to organize the policies for cancer control, promote research and
teaching on oncological diseases, provide assistance to oncological patients, develop public
campaigns on cancer prevention and early diagnosis, and to instate other regional centres
in the country (art. 4º do Decreto-Lei n.º 9333; Raposo, 1950; Conde, 1995; IPO, 2003).

43

By the year of 1930, this institute was re-named to Instituto Português de Oncologia (IPO) and presently it is designated as

Instituto Português de Oncologia Francisco Gentil (IPOFG).
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Conde (1995: 14) refers that the guidelines for the Institute creation, written by F. Gentil,
were “framed in the most advanced knowledge of oncology of the end of the last century
and beginning of the present [one]”. The Institute’s action included also a public education
concern, conducted through prophylactic campaigns that were intensified after this period
(Costa, 2010). These concerns were still rooted in the 19th and early 20th centuries hygienist
paradigms, with the emphasis given to prevention and prophylaxis, and cancer did not
escape this paradigm (Costa, 2010). The oncological ailments were imbedded on the broad
group of social diseases. Sousa Júnior in 1911 mentions that cancer was the “fourth scourge
of humankind” (“quarto flagelo da humanidade”), along with tuberculosis, syphilis, and
alcoholism (Costa, 2010: 159). Nunes (1923: 71) writes that “cancer is, after tuberculosis,
the major scourge of humankind (o maior flagelo da humanidade) specially if we study foreign
statistics”. Ramos (1955: 29) also stated that “cancer […] is considered by all the gravest
social scourge”. But this notion has a wider chronological span, since as early as 1902, Cid
(1902) refers that cancer requires urgent attention, as mortality has been increasing for four
decades. Thus, the chronological pace of these remarks transmits the gradual importance
that cancer was acquiring in the medical, scientific, and social domains. However, contrary
to previous infectious diseases public health campaigns, which targeted a specific group of
diseases with specific prophylactic, therapeutic, and social features, cancer was a transversal
disease, affecting all social classes, without a precise etiological agent, without vaccines or
well-established therapeutics (Ramos, 1955; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2012). Hence, the
prevention and propaganda was not reaching the success previously attained with
infectious diseases. Public health campaigns aimed to inform the medical practitioners and
the public on the protection against carcinogenic agents (primary prevention) and to
emphasize early screening, diagnosis, and treatment (secondary prevention) (Rector, 1938;
Marques, 1972; Conde, 1974; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2010).
Instituto Português para o Estudo do Cancro expanded its infrastructures in 1927 being
placed in a new pavilion (Pavilhão A) at Palhavã (Figure 2.10). Along the following three
decades new pavilions were built to accommodate infrastructures related with therapy
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Figure 2.11. Legislation (decreto nº 9333) for the creation of the Portuguese Institute for the Study of
Cancer in 1923. Diário da República N.º 278, Série I, 29/12/1923, pp. 1512-1513 [Source:
Portal CCGDH, 2011].
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(roentgentherapy, curietheraphy, diathermy, the radium pavilion [built in 1933], or the
radioisotopes pavilion [built in 1953]) and with clinical analysis and medical consults. The
infrastructures also had a research laboratory since early on. An hospital pavilion (built in
the 1940s) was created to accommodate the increasing number of oncological patients
(Raposo, 1950; Conde, 1995; Vilhena, 1995; IPO, 2003; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2012).
Along time, the renamed Instituto Português de Oncologia (IPO) had infrastructures to perform
research, medical teaching and formation, to provide clinical support and treatment to
patients, with a clinical staff specialized in different fields (radiology, surgery, anatomic
pathology, etc.), and to promote public education (Conde, 1995; Gama, 1971; Vilhena,
1995; Costa, 2010). The organization, structure, and functioning of the IPO placed it
among the most prestigious international institutions, often visited by foreign oncologists
(Conde, 1995; Costa, 2010).
Even if for the Portuguese capital the progress was successful and evident this was not
a nation-wide scenario, as the rest of the country was suffering from the lack of specialized
structures (Raposo, 1950; Vasconcelos, 1958). The IPO was open to all oncological
patients, yet it could not supress the national needs. Firstly, because it required the
relocation of patients to Lisbon for consults or treatment (Raposo, 1950, Vasconcelos,
1958), with the majority not being able to afford this transfer. Despite the fact that the
municipalities were legally obliged to provide the transfer of patients to Lisbon, and the
IPO would provide free consults to the poor, a significant portion of the patients would not
seek consultation and treatment in Lisbon. Secondly, the IPO was almost permanently
exceeding its capacity to respond to consult or treatment needs44 (Raposo, 1950;
Vasconcelos, 1958; Marques, 1972; Costa, 2010). For example, by 1927 nearly one third of
the patients in the external consult of the IPO could not be properly treated due to the
insufficiency of therapeutic material, particularly due to radium shortage (Vilhena, 1995).
Vasconcelos (1958:6) refers that for the city of Porto “curietherapy, [was] exiguous on its
dimensions, [and] devoid of resources”. It was noted by Raposo (1950) that the situation in
44 The number of patients assisted in the IPO clearly increased along the decades, from fewer than 5000 for 1928-1930 to
over 25,000 for 1946-1948 (Costa, 2010).
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Coimbra until the 1950s was also precarious. It was only in 1953 that the first regional
branch of the IPO was created in this city by the hand of Luís Raposo (1892–1985),
initiating its activity in 1962. The IPO regional branch in the city of Porto was inaugurated
in 1974, with the direction of José Guimarães dos Santos (Macedo, 1998; IPO, 2003).
Along time regional hospitals also provided support for oncological patients with the
development of specialized services.

ii) Landmarks on treatment and diagnosis
Akin to other countries, surgery was the prevailing therapy during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries (Faria, 1850; Sanches, 1915). Even if for the late 19th century one can
find references to a wide range of preparations, such as iodine, mercury, lead, ammoniac,
arsenic, among other chemicals, the use of hydrosulphurous waters, or bloodletting
procedures as therapeutic resources, their impact was insignificant (Faria, 1850; Lima,
1870). Lima (1870) refers that pharmacologic methods were inefficient and surgery showed
variable outcomes. Most of the treatments aimed a palliative care (Costa, 2012).
Costa (2010) refers that for the mid 1800s in Portugal, surgery of the breast, lips, and
tongue were already performed. This author also notes that the first ovariectomy and
laparotomy for cancer were probably performed in 1866 and 1889, respectively. The first
cure after the excision of an ovarian tumor and first hysterectomy due to a myoma date
from 1889. For this early period, most of cancer patients were treated in hospital without
specialization and with negligible cure rates (Costa, 2010). Up to the 1920s surgery was still
the main therapeutic approach, yet sometimes combined with radiotherapy (Parreira,
1925). Electrotherapeutic was also adopted in the early 20th century in Lisbon and Porto
(Sanches, 1915; Conde, 1995; Carvalho, 2005).
The first experiment on X-rays in Portugal occurred only a few months45 after this
great discovery made by W. Röntgen in 1895 (Clode, 2009). However, the first use of

45

At the Gabinete de Física Experimental, University of Coimbra, in February of 1896, Teixeira de Bastos (1861-1943)

radiographed a cadaver finger, a hand from a living human, a box of weight scales, and a sardine. These experiments
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radiotherapy or curietherapy is more difficult to determine, since the references are scarce.
Vilhena (1995) refers its use in Portugal since very early. On the dissertation of Souza
(1904:73) it can be read:
“In Porto, I have witnessed several applications [of radium] in cases of breast,
tongue, and frontal epithelioma, and all of the patients have shown considerable,
despite slow, improvements. One of them can even be considered cured. I shall
mention that two of the cases have been subjected to the action of X-rays”.

The city of Porto public hospital, Hospital Geral de Santo António, received its radiology
facilities (Gabinete radioscópico e radiográfico) in 1908 (Carvalho, 2005). In the first years of
activity were performed 55 applications of radiotherapy and this number increased to 1009
applications of radiotherapy and 2560 of curietherapy for 1909–1918 (Carvalho, 2005).
Raposo (1950) and Conde (1995) mention that in Lisbon application of radium
happened in 1912 at the radiology service of the Hospital de Santa Marta, by the hand of
Bénard Guedes46 (Raposo, 1950). Until 1927 were treated 1122 patients with radium and
50 with X-rays (Vilhena, 1995)—with support of private institutions, like the Instituto
Português do Rádio (Vilhena, 1995). In the private practice, Décio Sanches Ferreira (1871–
1922) was one of the precursors of radiotherapy (Assunção, 1995; Clode, 2009). In 1959, it
was inaugurated at the IPO the first cobalt-60 unit of the Iberian Peninsula, the first linear
accelerator and, in 1964, the Caesium unit (Vilhena, 1995; Costa, 2010). It was also in the
1950s that radioisotopes was applied in Portugal (Anonymous, 1952; Costa, 2010).
The situation for Coimbra seems different, and the bibliographic information is
sparse. Raposo (1950) claims that until the mid-20th century radiotherapy facilities were
non-existent in the city hospital (Hospitais da Universidade de Coimbra), neither in the private
practice. In our review of the periodic Boletim dos Hospitais da Universidade de Coimbra, in the
first volume, from 1921, we found descriptions of the use of radium but no references to
were mentioned with enthusiasm on the newspaper O Século (Clode, 2009). A subsequent step was the installation, in
Lisbon, by 1897, of the first dispositive of radioscopy and radiography at the Hospital de S. José (Clode, 2009).
46

Bénard Guedes worked in Paris in the radiology service of Béclére and at the Laboratory of Radioactivity in Gif

(Macedo, 1998). Other researchers associated with the Instituto Português para o Estudo do Cancro were also formed in
European Radium Institutes (Gaspar, 2008).
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roentgentherapy. On the following two volumes (1931 and 1934) is described a budget for
the construction of a new service and purchase of roentgentherapy equipment (Fonseca et
al., 1934). Thus, we might assume that was at least after this period that radiotherapy was
available.
Overall, surgery and radiotherapy (Figure 2.12) were the main therapeutic
approaches to oncological patients for this period, whereas chemotherapy was introduced
during the 1950s yet mostly as adjuvant or palliative character (Dias, 1950; Vasconcelos,
1958; Branco, 1973). The 1960s and 1970s is characterized by an expansion of this
therapeutic option, which included polychemotherapy (Branco, 1973; Carmo-Pereira et
al., 1974; Costa, 2010). By these years, immunotherapy was also introduced (Gama, 1971).
Diagnostic procedures, for the late 19th century, were based on clinical observations
and microscopic analysis (Cunha, 1869; Costa, 2010). Other complementary diagnostic
techniques were introduced early in the 20th century, such as radiology. In fact, “the use of
X-rays had a great impact in the diagnosis of cancer”, namely in brain or bone tumors that
were often difficult to identify (Costa, 2010: 409). The differential diagnosis of cancer with
other diseases, as for example skin ulcers and syphilis, or difficulties on cancer diagnosis
was often surpassed with histologic exams (Costa, 2010). Parreira (1925) mentions that
biopsy and histologic exams were a common practice, and it was performed for many years
at the 1ª Clínica Cirúrgica in Lisbon, and as a rule since the foundation of the IPO.
Moreover, the IPO laboratories served other clinicians, that could send their samples to
biopsy, which were free for the poor (Parreira, 1925; Costa, 2010). Morais (1943:1)
describing procedures at the Medicine Faculty of Porto, also stated that “the practice of
biopsy is common among us […]”. It is possible that within the limits of that time, the
diagnosis was relatively reliable, at least for the early 20th century.
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Figure 2.12. Announcement in a medical journal calling for attention
to early diagnosis, early medical supervision, and the dangers of
traditional remedies. It is written: “To lose time is to die. The radium,
X-rays and scalpel are the only weapons against cancer.” [Source:
Jornal A saúde, 1931, nr.23: 3].

| 2.2 | Bioanthropological sources

“Bodies intrigue us because they promise windows into the past […] they bring us
face to face with history” (Sofaer, 2006:1). Sofaer’s statement fosters the hope that the
analysis of ancient remains is an endeavour that could unravel new dimensions on the
history of oncology.
Recovering evidence of neoplastic diseases in the past through the human and nonhuman skeletal records, mummified remains, and other biological sources can assist in the
challenging task of reconstructing the past and evolution of these conditions (Capasso,
2005). As referred in the Chapter 1, constrains for the paleopathological assessment of
oncological diseases exist, much alike the ones prevailing for the documentary records.
Nonetheless, a quest for skeletal evidence from the past has occurred since very early in the
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history of paleopathology. Along the following paragraphs these two aspects will be
described in an intertwined manner, as the earliest publications devoted to neoplasms are
framed within the transitional periods of paleopathology as a discipline.

2.2.1. Paleopathology: formative period

The early period of paleopathology, up to the mid-nineteenth century, is marked by
sporadic descriptions and diagnosis of disease in animal fossils (Aufderheide & RodríguezMartín, 1998; Santos, 1999/2000; Ortner, 2011). As stated by Le Baron in 1881 “the
prehistoric [human] pathology is still very poor in data” (Le Baron, 1881: 6). It is within
this context that it is often mentioned the first recognition of malignant neoplastic
conditions in dry bones, attributed to E. J. Esper’s (1742–1810) and his description of an
osteosarcoma in a cave bear femur from the Pleistocene, in 1774 (Moodie, 1923; Pales,
1929; Wells, 1971; Grmek, 1983; Coma, 1992). This event was firstly noted by R. Moodie
(1923) and ubiquitously cited afterwards. Ubelaker (1982) considered that this remarkable
feat marked the birth of paleopathology (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998).
Nevertheless, Waldron (2015) rewrites this episode by noting that the work was in fact
written by Johann Friedrich Esper (1732–1781), E. Esper’s older brother, and mentions
that nowhere on his book it is stated that the lesion is an osteosarcoma, but rather a callus
formation. Thus, the first paleopathological publication on cancer might not be one in fact.
By the second half of the 19th and early-20th centuries, paleopathology was in an
efflorescent period, with anthropologists, physicians and anatomists, such as PhilippeCharles Schmerling (1790–1836), Joseph Jones (1833–1896), Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902),
Jules Le Baron (1855–1902), Marc Armand Ruffer (1859–1917), Grafton Elliot Smith
(1871–1937), Douglas Derry (1974-1961), Frederic Wood Jones (1879–1954), Roy L.
Moodie (1884–1934) or Léon Pales (1905–1988), engaging in a vivid interest in the
recognition of diseases in ancient humans (Pales, 1929; Ubelaker, 1982; Aufderheide &
Rodríguez-Martín, 1998; Santos, 1999/2000; Buikstra, 2010; Ortner, 2011; Grauer, 2012),
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particularly trauma and infectious diseases (Pales, 1929; Ortner, 2011). Egyptian, preColumbian in the American continent, and prehistoric European human remains were the
preferential focus of research (Moodie, 1923; Grmek, 1983; Aufderheide & RodríguezMartín, 1998; Buikstra, 2010). Much of this early work had “an opportunistic quality
dependent upon the chance discovery of individual skeletons with striking pathological
changes” (Stewart & Quade, 1969: 90), thus most of these studies focused on pathological
oddities or spectacular isolated specimens (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998).
The quest for ancient neoplasms during this phase was evident (Wells, 1971; Grmek,
1983; Sandison & Tapp, 1998; Brothwell, 2012), as illustrated by one of the earliest
publications on oncological diseases by Augustus Granville in 1825.
Granville’s analysis of an Egyptian mummy47 (Figure 2.13) from Thebes (purchased
for four dollars by Sir Archibald Edmonstone) revealed an “ovarian dropsy48” (probably
meaning ovary cyst), proposed as the cause of death (Granville, 1825). Granville’s report
was followed by various— but also vague— accounts of neoplasms detected in skeletal
remains.
Jules Le Baron’s doctoral thesis, published in 1881, are depicted possible neoplasms
recorded in human skeletal remains from several prehistoric sites in France. Le Baron
(1881: 71) noted the following: i) two skulls with depressions attributed to “tumors of the
meninges or brain”, from the sites of Grenelle in Paris and Presles in Seine-et-Oise; ii) cysts
and one enchondroma observed in a femur from the necropolis of Liby, Ardèche; iii) a
possible cancer of the mandible from the site of Cheilly in Saône-et-Loire; iv) cancer
diagnosed by lesions in a vertebra found in the Neolithic site of Brézé, Maine-et-Loire.
Pales (1929) considered these descriptions as doubtful illustrations of neoplasms, yet they
serve to attest the quest for oncological disorders since the early studies in paleopathology.

Donoghue et al. (2010: 51) stated that this was “the first ancient Egypt mummy to be subjected to a scientific autopsy”.
Nonetheless, several prior internal examinations and dissection of mummies were pointed out by Granville (1825).
47

48

The re-evaluation made by E. Strouhal (1976 in Donoghue et al., 2010) suggesting a benign cystadenoma as the most

likely aetiology. Donoghue et al. (2010) also proposed the presence of tuberculosis.
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Figure 2.13. Drawing of the ovarian alterations and of the Thebes mummy studied by
Granville (1825) [Source: Granville (1825: 11-29)].

During his visit to Rome in 1884, Rudolph Virchow identified a possible cancer in a
human femur unearthed from Tarquinia, Italy (Ciranni & Tempestini, 2008).

2.2.2. Paleopathology: consolidation period

Maturation of the discipline is patent between the early 20th century and 1945,
termed the consolidation phase of anthropology by Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín
(1998). A growing body of publications, increased number of remains surveyed, new
methodological approaches (radiology, histology, serology), and new interpretative
dialectics are characteristic of this period (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998; Santos,
1999/2000). For paleopathology, a shift towards the introduction of demographic and
paleoepidemiological approaches to disease in the past was also a novelty (Aufderheide &
Rodríguez-Martín, 1998). Ackerknecht (1953 in Stewart & Quade, 1969: 90) lists Hooton’s
work in 1930s as one of the first attempts into moving from “a paleopathology of
individuals to a paleopathology of groups and societies”.
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An outstanding contribution of the early 20th century was the extensive
archaeological survey of ancient Nubia, initiated in 1907 by Elliot Smith, Wood Jones, and
D. Derry, with the analysis of thousands of human bones (Ruffer, 1921; Brothwell, 1961;
Waldron, 2000; Cockitt et al., 2012). From this extensive review of ancient Egyptian
remains (Ruffer, 1921) the authors reported cases of benign (e.g. osteomas and cervical
polyps) (Brothwell, 1967) and malignant neoplasms. The latter included a skull of an adult
male from the 4th—6th century AD (Gerf Hussein, Lower Nubia), with extensive destruction
of the cranial base (Figure 2.14), described by D. Derry in 1909. A primary nasopharyngeal
carcinoma was the proposed diagnosis (Brothwell, 1967; Sandison & Tapp, 1998; Cockitt
et al., 2012). E. Smith and colleagues also described an osteosarcoma in a left humerus
(Brothwell, 1967; Waldron, 2000) later reappraised as a chondroblastic tumor or a giant
cell tumor (Brothwell, 1967). In 1910, E. Smith and D. Derry reported a skeleton with
extensive sacral erosions in a Nubian male that they attributed to rectal cancer (Sandison &
Tapp, 1998); yet a chordoma was proposed by Brothwell (1967). By 1914, Ruffer and
Willmore described a presumptive osteosarcoma on a right hip bone recovered in the
catacombs of Kom el Shougafa in Alexandria, from the Egyptian-Roman period (ca. 250–
300 AD) (Ruffer, 1921), nonetheless, Brothwell (1967) considered the lesion a benign
chondromatous process and Sandison (1967) suggested a chondrosarcoma. Equally, the
cases of osteosarcoma proposed by Smith & Dawson in 1924 (Pales, 1929; Brothwell,
1961;1967; Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998) in a femur and two humerus, from
the 4th-5th dynasty in Egypt, had their aetiology questioned (Brothwell, 1967; Aufderheide
& Rodríguez-Martín, 1998). On this work Smith and Dawson also reported a carcinoma of
the ethmoid and of the rectum in two Byzantine skeletons (Sandison & Tapp, 1998).
For this period, the literature on paleo-oncology for the American continent can be
traced back to 1923, when G. C. MacCurdy published the iconic “tumor of
Paucarcancha”, an exuberant lesion in the cranial vault of an adult male from the preColumbian Peruvian site of Paucarcancha. The author attributed this lesion to an
osteosarcoma, even if later Moodie proposed a meningioma (Pales, 1929; Brothwell, 1967;
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Figure 2.14. Skull with an osteolytic lesion
exhumed during the first archaeological
survey of ancient Nubia. [Reprinted with
permission of the NHM London. ©The
Trustees of the Natural History Museum,
London [2011]. All Rights Reserved].

Gmerk, 1975; Verano, 1998; Cook & Powell, 2006). The extensive work of R. L. Moodie
(1923) also produced some accounts of neoplasms, namely meningiomas, osteomas, and
one case of metastatic carcinoma from Pre-Columbian Peruvian sites (Pales, 1929).
Moodie’s work with remains from North America also includes a report of a possible
sarcoma, observed in a right humerus in a pre-Columbian female from Utah (Moodie,
1923). E. Hooton in the 1930s described two females from Pecos Pueblo (U.S.) with a
metastatic tumor, affecting the spine and right forearm, as well as benign conditions (e.g.
osteomas) (Brothwell, 1967; Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998).
Of note that during the early 20th century, we already notice some attempts to make
reviews and compilations of published cases. Léon Pales (1929) thesis entitled État actuel de la
paléopathologie: contribution à l’étude de la pathologie comparative, already introduces a compilation
and appraisal of neoplasms recovered from archaeological human remains up to that date.
In this work, it is evident that the chapter addressing neoplasms is incomparably shorter
than the ones for other nosological groups. R. L. Moodie also compiled some publications
on neoplasms by 1923, in his work entitled Antiquity of disease.
During the consolidation phase of paleopathology (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín,
1998; Santos, 1999/2000) the detection of neoplasms, although in a sporadic manner,
parallels the expansion of the paleopathological studies. It also benefits from the application
of the new methods and techniques, notably radiology or histology [e.g. Pales (1929)]. It is
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also expected that some of the reported neoplasms observed in human remains during this
period raise some etiological doubt, since the oncological scientific knowledge was
developing (see previous sections).

2.2.3. The “new paleopathology”

The “new paleopathology” phase (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998: 7)
emerges post-World War II, prompting an extraordinary impetus in this field with
improvements on diagnostic techniques, interdisciplinary work, systematization of
information, and reorientation of the discipline towards epidemiologic and demographic
models (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998; Santos, 1999/2000; Buikstra, 2010). New
methodological approaches were started to be used, in the case of cancer, with histologic
analysis of soft tissue (Brothwell & Sandison, 1967) or computed tomography (CT) which
were at their beginnings (Morse et al., 1974). The awareness of the new requisites of the
discipline endorsed the publication of several compendia providing a “palaeopathological
stock-taking and pooling of recently collected data” (Brothwell & Sandison, 1967: xiv).
Regarding the study of neoplastic conditions, it is in the work Disease in Antiquity
published in 1967, that Don Brothwell (1933-2016) makes a detailed compilation and
discussion of the most relevant case-studies published so far, with reappraisal of older
specimens. Brothwell (1967) reinforces the idea that the apparent scarcity of neoplasms in
paleopathology was also due to intrinsic limits of the discipline, and not exclusively in
relation to low frequency in the past. Don Brothwell’s legacy extended to publications on
diagnosis and dwell into theoretical aspects of paleo-oncology (Brothwell, 2008; 2010;
2012), as well in case reports of neoplastic diseases (e.g. Brothwell, 1961; Brothwell et al.,
2000; Brothwell & Brothwell, 2016).
Since the 1970s, advances in the study of neoplasms had the irrefutable contribute of
Eugen Strouhal (1931-2016). One of the earliest studies referred to the diagnosis of
neoplasms in the ancient Egyptian populations (Strouhal, 1976). Since early, he “started to
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focus his scientific interest on the study of tumors in remains of ancient Egyptians, which
was to become his major research area” (Zink, 2012: 127), becoming one of the leading
references in this field. In 1992–1994, E. Strouhal, A. Němečková, and L. Vyhnánek
started the Czech project on the history and paleopathology of tumors, funded by the
Grant Agency of Czech Republic, with the aim to study oncological paleoepidemiology
(Strouhal & Němečková, 2009). Strouhal was undoubtedly the author with the most
extensive legacy on paleo-oncology, with more than fifty papers published on this topic
[listed in Strouhal (2010)]. It encompassed reports on case-studies of malignant and benign
neoplasms (including the report of one of the oldest cases [Strouhal & Kritscher, 1990]),
populational approaches or reviews of neoplasms worldwide, and articles with theoretical
or methodological orientation (for the complete list see Strouhal [2010]), the latter focusing
often in important questions such as the distinction between metastatic carcinomas and
multiple myeloma (Strouhal, 1991b).
In the early 1970s the work of Grmek (1975: 2) is an example of the interest on
neoplasms. Mirko Grmek (1924-2000) brought new insights to the recognition and
systematization of neoplastic lesions in dry bone. He proposed a classification system, using
letters and symbols, to schematize lesions and the diagnosis. He also reinforced the limits of
the paleopathological identification of neoplasms, stating that “it is often difficult to make a
distinction between traumatic lesions, inflammation and neoplasms” (Grmek, 1975: 10).
The work of the Spanish researcher Domingo Campillo Valéro is also linked with
paleo-oncology. Campillo interest in paleopathology begun in the 1970s, focusing mainly
on cranial pathology (Rodríguez-Martín & Botella-López, 2012). In 1984 he publishes a
work devoted the diagnosis of brain tumors in paleopathology (Problemas diagnósticos de los
tumores cerebrales en paleopatología) (Campillo, 1984). Concerning this work, F. Saul (1986:14)
writes “Domingo Campillo has again, as in Paleopatología del Cráneo (1977), produced an
extremely useful addition to paleopathology. His expertise as a neurosurgeon enables him
to recognize the endocranial signs of meningioma, describes them to us using photographs
and radiographs of patients with known diagnoses, and then lead us to examine four
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paleopathological examples, also well illustrated.” Campillo (1995) made a compilation of
paleopathological skull tumors that he studied during more than two decades of research.
More recently his publications also show concern on methodological and theoretical
debates on cancer antiquity (Campillo, 2005; 2007).
Of note that through this period of the “new paleopathology” , the scope of publications on
neoplastic conditions encompasses European sites, but is also devoted to the study of
Egyptian (e.g. El-Rakhawy et al., 1971), South and North American (e.g. Urteaga & Pack,
1966; Morse et al., 1974; Cybulski & Pett, 1981), and Asian skeletal remains (Suzuki, 1981).
Evidence from Australia appears later in time (Webb, 2009).
In the last three decades, several scholars contributed to the growing body of
publications in paleo-oncology. Marc Micozzi’s interest on cancer’s antiquity resulted in a
publication entitled Disease in Antiquity the case of cancer, published in the Archives of Pathology
and Laboratory Medicine in 1991. Furthermore, the works of Waldron (1996), Capasso (2005),
Nerlich et al. (2006), Thillaud (2006), Strouhal & Němečková (2009), Hunt (2013)
exemplify a focus on the vivid debate concerning cancer’s antiquity and the importance of
the paleopathological record. Ragsdale (1993; 1995; 1996; Ragsdale & Lehmer, 2012)
solidified the bridges between clinical and paleopathological knowledge. Rothschild and
collaborators also contributed with studies on methodological aspects (Rothschild &
Rothschild, 1995; Rothschild et al. 1997; Rothschild et al., 1998; Rothschild et al. 2002).
It is obvious that in spite of the long history of paleo-oncology there is a
disproportionately smaller number of works produced when compared to other nosological
groups; a paucity that is mostly felt in methodological or large-scale approaches.
Another way to depict the paleopathologists’ interest for neoplastic diseases relies in
the analysis of scientific activities and scientific meetings. Some of these events are recorded
in the Paleopathology Newsletter, starting in 1973, edited by the Paleopathology
Association (PPA). In the 1974 PPA Newsletter (nr. 5), under the heading Research Goals of
the Association, Aidan Cockburn (1974) expressed the need for the creation of a
paleopathological cancer registry. On this section, it can be read that Dr. Corinne Farrell,
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from the Department of Radiology, University of Missouri, was willing to collect data on
cancers encountered in past skeletal remains. She declares: “I certainly would appreciate it
if anyone sent us a specimen if they have what they think is a tumor or any other bone
disease. We would take very good care of it, X-ray it from all possible angles, put it on our
new Retnar display system and send the owner back some 35 mm X-rays of the specimen
that are mounted on cards, so that he might attach them to his material without fear of
losing them. We would then re-pack the bones and return them by certified mail”
(Cockburn, 1974: 12–13). The medical community was engaged on debating the problem
of cancer in the past as well. As Retsas (1986: 1) declares, “the idea of an international
meeting on the antiquity of cancer where physicians interested in the topic could present
their evidence for debate had been entertained for some time but it was during the 13th
International Congress of Chemotherapy in Vienna in 1983 that a symposium on this topic was
first proposed by Professor Daikos”. Retsas (1986: 1) also mentions that the “word palaeooncology was used for the first time in Vienna [symposium]”. In the following year, a
symposium was held in the IV Mediterranean Congress of Chemotherapy, where evidence of
neoplasms from documentary sources, skeletons, and mummies was discussed (Retsas,
1986).
Seminars and workshops on neoplastic conditions were organized during the PPA
meetings in the following years. In 1984, a seminar entitled Tumors in Antiquity was held in
the 11th PPA meeting in Philadelphia. The proposal of a tumor study group was presented
by Guy Marrocco, from the Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. Involved in this
project were also Don Ortner, Gerald Hart, Janet Henderson, and John Gregg (Cockburn,
1984). In the 13th PPA meeting, held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1986, the workshop
organized by Don Ortner had the participation of Ethan Braunstein who presented a
communication entitled Differential diagnosis between skeletal infection and skeletal neoplasms. There
was a considerable hiatus in the following years. In the Paleopathology Newsletter, no
other events were described, apart from sporadic references to published case-studies or
recent reports in the sections Annotated Bibliography and News from the field. Articulation with
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the medical community continued; as illustrated with the participation of the PPA
members, E. Strouhal, R. Jankauskas, A. Marcsik, and E. Vlcek as speakers in a medical
symposium on cancer organized by B. Kaufmann in Switzerland, in 1991 (Cockburn,
1991). Activities in PPA meetings were re-established during the 21st meeting in Denver,
Colorado. In this event, Bruce Ragsdale and Don Ortner symposium was entitled The
differential diagnosis of primary bone tumors. In the paleopathology courses organized by the The
National Museum of Health and Medicine of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, in
1994, there was a half-day session on The Antiquity of cancer, hosted by Marc Micozzi
(Cockburn, 1993). In 1995, the 22nd PPA meeting held in California, had a symposium
entitled The search for cancer in ancient times: an enquiry, hosted by Bruce Rothschild. One of the
symposium prospects was the creation of a database with all published cases worldwide,
coordinated by E. Strouhal and Patty Stuart Macadam (Cockburn, 1995a,b). More than
two decades passed without fulfilling this goal; as only in November 2017 an online
database (C.R.A.B. https://www.cancerantiquity.org/crabdatabase) with published works
was created. It was also a decade later49 that another workshop was reported in the PPA
Newsletter. Again, Don Ortner and Bruce Ragsdale organized the event entitled Neoplasms:
the limitations of specific diagnosis, held during the 32nd meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in
2005 (Powell, 2005). Anne Grauer (2010), in the rubric Letter from the President makes a very
interesting reflection on the media’s attention promoted by Rosalie David and Michael
Zimmerman’s (2010) publication Cancer: an old disease, a new disease, or something in between? in
Nature Reviews Cancer. In 2014, a symposium entitled Cancer and Neoplastic Disease in
Bioarchaeology was organized in the 41st PPA meeting in Calgary, Canada.
As aforementioned, albeit an early interest, paleo-oncology was not a leading area of
research. In our analysis of the PPA Newsletter online archives between 1998 and 2011, it
is evident that infectious conditions, trauma, joint diseases, and even paleoparasitology,
were the prime areas of research. Until today there is no book devoted exclusively to the

It should be noted that the PPA Newsletter for the year of 1998 was not consulted since it was not available on the
online repository. The repository contains the newsletters until 2011.

49
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paleopathology of neoplastic diseases, contrary to other skeletal conditions, such as trauma
and violence (e.g. Knüsel & Smith, 2013), joint diseases (e.g. Rogers & Waldron, 1995),
tuberculosis (e.g. Roberts & Buikstra, 2003), syphilis (e.g. Powell & Cook, 2005), leprosy
(e.g. Roberts et al., 2002), metabolic diseases (Brickley & Ives, 2008), developmental defects
(Barnes, 2012), to name a few. A special issue devoted to paleo-oncology will be published
in the International Journal of Paleopathology; a proposal by a group of graduate students,
members of the Paleo-oncology Research Organization (PRO).

2.2.4. Paleopathological studies: how far back in time?

Even if, as seen in the previous section, an attempt to identify malignant neoplasms in
human remains happened since the early period of paleopathological research, these
conditions are traditionally deemed rare in the bioarchaeological record (Strouhal, 1994;
1998a; David & Zimmerman, 2010). This stance’s accuracy can be challenged by
providing a brief overview of the paleopathological record.
The non-human fossil record brought to light some evidence of benign and
malignant neoplasms, yet most cases are considered contentious (Capasso, 2005; David &
Zimmerman, 2010). Capasso (2005: 3) refers that only a “few dozen cases” of neoplasms
were detected in the non-human fossil record, most of them with doubtful diagnosis. A
review of these cases is beyond the scope of the present work; however, it should be noted
that benign neoplasms have been identified in fossils from various species (Moodie, 1923;
Brothwell & Sandison, 1967; Rothschild et al., 1999; 2003; Weiss, 2000a; Capasso, 2005;
Leshchinsky, 2012). Two of the oldest benign neoplasms were found in a fossil of the genus
Dinichthys and in the fish Phanerosteon mirabile (350-300 Ma BP). Whereas evidence of the
malignant counterpart is quite more debatable. Some researchers suggest that the oldest
cases refers to a chondrosarcoma detected in the humerus of a theropod dinosaur
(Allosaurus fragilis), from the late Jurassic, discovered in Utah, U.S. (Capasso, 2005), as well
as a malignant neoplasm in an Edmontosaurus fossil (Rothschild et al., 2003).
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In the paleoanthropological record, recently Randolph-Quinney et al. (2016)
identified the oldest evidence of a benign neoplasm in a juvenile (MH1) of Australopithecus
sediba (dated to 1.98 Ma), from the site of Malapa in South Africa. The lamina of the 6th
thoracic vertebra shows a rounded defect that extends inwards, attributed to an osteoid
osteoma (it should be noted that the characteristic nidus surrounded by sclerotic bone is
absent in this specimen, thus the diagnosis might be subject to dispute). This team of
researchers also claim the discovery of the oldest malignant neoplasm in pre-human
ancestors. Odes and colleagues (2016) diagnosed a possible osteosarcoma in a hominin
(specific taxon unknown) from Swartkrans Cave, South Africa, dated to 1.8-1.6 million
years. The specimen is represented by a left 5th metatarsal (SK 7923) of an adult, exhibiting
appositional woven bone on the diaphysis surface and in the adjacent medullary cavity.
Two other published malignant neoplasms in human ancestors are highly
controversial (Brothwell, 2012). One case refers to a diaphyseal alteration noted in the
femur of Homo erectus (Trinil 3) from, Java, from the Pleistocene (1 Ma-700,000), initially
attributed to an osteosarcoma. Calvin Wells’ re-evaluation indicated that was more likely
an exostosis (Brothwell, 1967; Wells, 1971; Capasso & Costantini, 1994; Brothwell, 2012).
The other was reported in the symphyseal region of the Kanam mandible (archaic Homo)
from Kenya (assigned to the Middle to Late Pleistocene but the dating is controversial)
based on the presence of a mass of bone tissue. Early observations by J. Lawrence in 1935,
led to the diagnosis of a subperiosteal ossifying sarcoma (term no longer in use). Later,
other scholars put forward several putative diagnosis, namely a Burkitt’s lymphoma, an
osteoma, a fracture callus, or a sequel of osteomyelitis (Brothwell, 1967; Coma, 1992;
Capasso & Costantini, 1994; 2005; Tobias, 1994; Strouhal, 1998b). Hence, both cases
doubtful nature does not allow its inclusion in the compilation of examples in human
ancestors.
From the Middle Pleistocene site Sima de Los Huesos (300,000-200,000 years), Spain,
Pérez and collaborators (1997) recovered two frontal bones (AT-777) and one left parietal
bone (Cranium 4) with osteomas. This benign neoplasm was also presented as etiological
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possibility for the lesion recorded on the Florisbad cranium from South Africa, with similar
chronology (259,000 ± 35,000 years) (Curnoe & Brink, 2010).
A possible benign meningioma was detected in the parietal of an infant discovered at
Lazaret (Nice, France) with ca. 120,000 years (Dastugue & Lumley, 1976; Coma, 1992), but
this skeleton is being reassessed for diagnostic purposes. From Italy, in Monte Circeo, the
mandible of a Neanderthal (ca. 80,000 to 50,000 years) revealed a bone enlargement with
inner bone loss attributed to a benign intraosseous neoplasm (Colella et al., 2012).
It should be emphasized that two other specimens are often, and erroneously, listed
as examples of neoplastic conditions in the paleoanthropological record. A possible fibrous
dysplasia, detected in a Neanderthal rib (Kaprina, Croatia, ca. 120,000–130,000 years) by
Monge et al. (2013) and an intradiploic epidermoid cyst noted in a Neanderthal frontal
bone (ca. 40,000 to 60,000 years) discovered in the Netherlands (Hublin et al., 2009), are
tumor-like conditions and not truly neoplastic. The paleoanthropological evidence of
neoplasms is indeed numerically small; however its nature is also often fragmentary and
scantly survey with radiographic techniques.
The Holocene epoch brings the most voluminous evidence, particularly during the
last four millennia. Benign neoplastic conditions are widely documented (Brothwell, 1967;
Wells, 1971; Capasso & Costantini, 1994). During the Neolithic period and afterwards, we
can find various of these conditions, in diverse chronological periods, such as: osteomas,
which are pervasive in the paleopathological record (e.g. Pales, 1929; GladykowskaRzeczycka, 1991; Kramar, 1996; Capasso, 1997; Strouhal, 1998b; Brothwell, 2008; Smith,
2010; Moghaddam et al., 2013; Premužić et al., 2013; Shin et al., 2015); osteoid osteomas
(Farkas et al. 2007); uterine myomas (Kramar et al., 1983; Aufderheide, 2003; Capasso,
2005; Brothwell, 2008; Colea et al., 2015); hemangiomas (Capasso et al., 1991; Aime et al.,
1993); meningiomas (e.g. Campillo, 1990; 2005; Weber et al., 200250; see a review in

Weber et al. (2002) describe a skull vault (Stetten II) from Vogelherd cave in southwestern Germany, with alterations in
the left parietal. The author suggests a parasagittal meningioma as likely aetiology. This specimen was initially dated to
ca. 32,500 years, yet a reappraisal of the chronology by Conard et al. (2004) indicates dates from the Neolithic, between
3900 and 5000 radiocarbon years BP.
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Brothwell & Brothwell, 2016); enchondromas and periosteal chondromas (Ciranni et al.,
2006; Phillips & Verano, 2011); osteochondromas (e.g. Murphy & McKenzie, 2010;
Antunes-Ferreira et al., 2014); or non-ossifying fibromas (Marques et al., 1999).
Conversely, in the early phases of the Holocene malignant neoplasms are not so well
documented as they continue to represent a greater diagnostic challenge (Brothwell, 2008).
The following review will focus exclusively on this group of neoplasms. To our knowledge
the bioarchaeological record does not provide examples of cancers in the Mesolithic. It is in
the Neolithic period that evidence begins to emerge in the Middle East and Europe.
Rathburn (1984) refers that the Neolithic (ca. 8900 BC) site of Zawi Chemi in Iraq,
exposed one possible malignant neoplasm, initially reported by Ferembach (1970 in
Rathburn, 1984). It is described as “cranial hypervascularis that was attributed to
tuberculosis, syphilis or metastatic cancer”, yet no further details are provided. A “possible
metastatic tumor that occurred along the superior sagittal venus sinus, and thick vaults in
adult crania” was noted by Turnquist (1976 in Rathburn, 1984: 157) from the Neolithic
(5400-5000 BC) site of Hajii Firuz in Iran. It is debatable if these reports account for the
oldest examples of malignancy in the archaeological record, since the lesion’s description is
insufficient. However, if we consider the diagnosis as valid, then a relatively high frequency
of neoplasms are encountered in these sites-ca. 2.8% and 3.3%, respectively-, considering
that the sample size for these sites was 46 and 30 individuals, respectively (Rathburn, 1984).
In Europe, equally with poor exactitude, a reference to “several cases of cancer, also of the
metastasizing type”, without indicating the number or type, is made by Schultz (1992: 440)
for the Neolithic (ca. 5000 BC) site of Viesenhäuser, Germany.
After 4000 BC, in Europe, the paleopathological record of cancer becomes more
concrete. A female from the Neolithic (ca. 4000 BC) site of Wein-Mauer, Austria, exhibit
skeletal changes compatible with a multiple myeloma (Strouhal & Kritscher, 1990). This
can be considered the oldest malignant neoplasm in the archaeological record. A
convincing case was uncovered from the Spanish Neolithic site of San Juan Ante Portam
Latinam (3120 ±150 to 3070 ±140 BC) (de la Rúa et al., 1995). This male shows widespread
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osteoblastic lesions in the vertebrae, os coxae, sacrum, scapulas, and femurs. A diagnosis of
prostatic carcinoma was made by de la Rúa et al. (1995). Other studies describe mention
malignant neoplastic conditions in Neolithic in Europe, yet the chronology is not specific.
Strouhal (1994) refers that a skeleton from Bassa Padana, Italy has an osteosarcoma in the
ulna. Capasso & Costantini (1994) mentions a cranium with evidence of a metastatic
process in the Neolithic site of Knezeves, Czech Republic. The same case is mentioned by
Gladykowska-Rzeczycka (1991) as being from the Eneolithic (Chalcolithic) period. Another
skeleton from the Eneolithic period in Spain and retrieved from the Cova Joan d’Os de
Tartareu (Avellanes, Lleida) shows signs of a malignant neoplasm. This 18–20-year-old male
probably had Ewing’s sarcoma, lymphoma, malignant histiocytoma, or other malignant
conditions as suggested in Campillo (1994; 2007). This skeleton was initially described by
Fusté (1955 in Campillo, 2007) that proposed a multiple myeloma. As far as we know, no
other published examples were reported in Europe for this period.
The subsequent cases were reported during the Bronze Age. The site of Prostějov,
Moravia (Lusatian Culture, ca. 2000 BC) revealed an individual with two large skull lesions
due to a metastatic carcinoma (Strouhal, 2001). Another example of this condition, in the
same region, comes from the site of Pavlov, Moravia (Strouhal, 2001). GladykowskaRzeczycka (1991) refers that in the Czech Republic there are two other sites, Bratcice and
Pribice, with reported bone metastases from the Bronze Age, but the descriptions are
limited. A female skull from the Bronze Age (1900 BC) from Mokrin, Serbia, reveals signs
of a carcinoma (Soulie, 1980 in Micozzi, 2007). From the Bronze Age site of CollombeyMuraz, Barmaz I, Switzerland was recovered a malignant neoplasm studied by Kramar
(1996). After the European Bronze-Age, the evidence starts to be more profuse, particularly
in the Medieval period (Hunt, 2013).
In other world regions were also uncovered early testimonies of malignant
neoplasms. In Northern Africa and the Middle East (besides the doubtful cases abovementioned) a male skull exhibiting osteolytic lesions, probably due a nasopharyngeal
neoplasm, was discovered in Tepe Hissar, Iran, with a chronology of ca. 3500-3000 BC
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(Bronze Age) (Brothwell, 1967; Grmek, 1975; Strouhal, 1991a;1998b). However, W. M.
Krogman, the author that in the 1940s observed this skeleton, considered an infectious
aetiology (Gmerk, 1975; Strouhal, 1991a). From the Early Dynastic Period or New
Kingdom (ca. 3000-1750 BC), Pahl et al. (1987) also mentions the occurrence of a
nasopharyngeal carcinoma in human remains excavated from Abu Simbel, Egypt. Five cases
of malignant neoplasms were described by Torre et al. (1980) and Satinoff (1972) from the
sites of Ghebelen and Assiut, Egypt, and dated around 2800-1500 BC. Wells (1963) describes
osteolytic lesions, suggesting a nasopharyngeal carcinoma, in the skull of a male from the
III to V Egyptian dynasties (ca. 2700-2200 BC) recovered in Giza. One reference made by
Strouhal (1998b) to a multiple myeloma described by Rosing in 1990 from Qubbet el-Hawa,
Aswan, Egypt, dated from the Old Kingdom (ca. 2700-2200 BC). Dupras et al. (2013)
reported one possible breast neoplasm with metastatic lesions throughout the skeleton, in
an adult female from the Egyptian site of Dayr al Barsha, dating from the 3rd Dynastic
period (ca. 2660 BC). The authors refer that it “may well represent the earliest skeletal
evidence for this disease”. Kozieradzka-Ogunmakin (2015) reported a metastatic
carcinoma in a skeleton from the Old Kingdom (ca. 2494-2181 BC) in the Egyptian
necropolis of Saqqara. Recently, in the necropolis of Qubbet el-Hawa, was excavated a female,
dated from ca. 2200 BC, with evidence of metastases (M. Botella, 2017, pers. comm.). The
remaining records from this geographic area were detected in later periods and extends to
the Christian era (ca. 1400 AD) (Strouhal, 1991a; 1994; Strouhal & Němečková, 2009).
The oldest case from Asia is a metastatic carcinoma observed in an individual from
Cis-Baikal in Siberia (site Ust’-Ida I Serovo), dated from Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
(5814–5659 years BP) (Lieverse et al., 2014). In this region (site Gorodishche II) was recently
found a skeleton from hunter-gatherers showing evidence of a metastatic carcinoma, and
dated from early Bronze Age (4556 ± 32 years BP). Finally, the site of Khuzhir-Nuge XIV,
from the early Bronze Age, exposed one skeleton with signs of multiple myeloma (Lieverse
et al., 2014). Malignant neoplasms uncovered in Asia are not numerous and are mostly
from latter chronologies. For example, in Japan was uncovered one metastatic carcinoma
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from Late Jomon period (2000-1000 BC), whereas the other four malignant neoplasms
recorded in this country had chronologies that ranged from the 4th to the 19th centuries AD
(Suzuki, 1981; 1987; 1989). Recently, Domett & Buckley (2012) reported a possible
metastatic carcinoma or Langerhan’s cell histiocytosis in Cambodia, dated from 350 BC200 AD. Lieverse (2005) mentions that in the hunter-gatherer population of Mahadaha, in
India, studied by K. Kennedy in 1984, were recorded 4% of malignant neoplasms;
however, we could not access the original publication and these cases rise etiological doubts
(N. Lovell, 2017, pers. comm.).
Early examples of malignant neoplasms uncovered in the American continent consist
of a female, probably dated from the Late Archaic period (ca. 3000-1000 BC) from the
Indian Knoll site in Kentucky, U.S. The skeleton shows multiple lesions that Ortner (2003)
considers as indicative of metastatic carcinoma, contrary to a multiple myeloma diagnosis
proposed by Steinbock in the 1970s. Also from the Late Archaic period, a periosteal
sarcoma of the mandible in an adult male from the Ward site, Kentucky, was described by
Mensforth et al. (2000). Besides these examples, most of the cases recovered in the U.S.
date between the 3rd and 19th centuries AD (Hunt, 2013). In Canada, all of the 12 skeletons
diagnosed as having malignant neoplasms are from the first century AD until 1900 AD,
except one skeleton from 2300-1200 BC, corresponding to the Maritime Archaic period
(Hunt, 2013). From South America the evidence comes from Peru (e.g. Urteaga & Pack,
1966; Baraybar & Shimada, 1993; Klaus, 2014), Chile (e.g. Gerszten et al., 2012), and
Argentina (e.g. Luna et al., 2008; 2015), but only the nine cases of melanoma proposed by
Urteaga & Pack (1966) have an early chronology of 400 BC, whereas the remaining cases
are from historical periods.
From Australia and Oceania, Webb (2009) documented four skeletons (multiple
myeloma, metastatic carcinoma, and nasopharyngeal carcinoma) from 2000 BC to 1800
AD. However, the author indicates that the chronological assessment might be incorrect
(Hunt, 2013).
The literature review of the oldest malignant neoplasms suggests that these conditions
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were present in our evolutionary history, including in hominins and past hunter gatherer
populations, in a wide geographic span. The evidences gathered are not negligible and
undercut previous assumptions of its rareness. It is proper to question to which extent
cancer was only a sporadic ailment or substantial diseases in our past. The question is far
more difficult to answer, nonetheless there have been a few attempts to quantify the
number of neoplastic conditions reported in the paleopathological record. Strouhal (2001)
performed a literature review until 1998, gathering 176 cases, dating from 4000 BC to the
19th century AD. Strouhal & Němečková (2009) documented nearly 250 cases published on
the paleopathological literature concerning malignant neoplasms. The authors considered
that only 183 were well documented enough to be analyzed in further detail. In Ancient
Nubia and Egypt were uncovered 53 findings. In Europe, sites from Great Britain (n=20,
10.9%), Germany (n=19, 10.4%), Hungary (n=13, 7.1%), and Czech Republic (n=10,
5.5%) attained the highest coefficient of the cancer record. Other countries such as Spain,
Switzerland, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Italy, Russia and Japan represented 2.1% to
4.9% of the cases. The remaining 12 countries were responsible for 0.5-1.6% of the
amount (Strouhal & Němečková, 2009). In Europe, it is after the beginning of the Christian
Era that the body of malignant neoplasms peaks, contrary to Ancient Egypt and Nubia
where most cases were allocated between ca. 2000 BC and 1000 AD (Strouhal &
Němečková, 2009).
Hunt (2013) tabulated 25951 cases of malignant neoplasms in 143 publications from
books, peer-reviewed journals and grey literature, between 1909 and 2016. These cases
spanned through 32 countries, with a clear predominance of Europe (Russia excluded)
(53.6% [139/259]), in which the United Kingdom has primacy (31.7% of the European
cases), followed by America (20.1% [52/259], with 31 cases in North America and 21 in
South America), Africa and Middle East (mostly Ancient Nubia and Egypt with 19.3%
[50/259]), whereas Asia (represented by Russia, Japan, and Cambodia) did not exceed 14
cases, and Australia and Oceania four. Of the 225 cases with established chronology, the
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Noteworthy that in the C.R.A.B database from the same author are listed 275 cases.
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majority (n=160) was documented between 1st century AD and 1900 AD, with 51 between
1000 and 1499 AD, and 50 cases found afterwards. Hunt (2013) work corroborates
Strouhal & Němečková (2009) results for the preponderance of malignant neoplasms in
Medieval Europe while in the Ancient Egypt and Nubia the chronology is skewed towards
earlier periods. However, one should note that most of these differences in chronology or
geography are strongly biased by the history of the discipline, the geographic distribution of
the scholars engaged in the study of neoplasms, regional differences in skeletons availability
and resources, frequency of archaeological surveys in each region, access to
complementary analytical techniques, and other biasing factors (Strouhal, 2000; Strouhal
& Němečková, 2009). Most of the reported cases were detected in dry bone, whereas soft
tissue tumors (through the analysis of mummified remains) in paleopathology is less
frequent. Fornaciari & Giuffra (2012), tabulated four cases of malignant soft tissue tumors
in mummified remains: a rectum neoplasm (adult male, from Dakhleh Oasis, Egypt, Roman
period), a colorectal adenocarcinoma (mummy of Ferrante I of Aragon, King of Naples,
Italy, 15th century), a rhabdomyosarcoma (male subadult, Chile, 300–600 AD), and a skin
carcinoma (mummy of Ferdinando Orsini, Duke of Gravina in Apulia, Italy, 16th century)
(Fornaciari & Giuffra, 2012).
What most of the above-mentioned reviews underscore is that the total number of
reports is higher than previously assumed (e.g. David & Zimmerman, 2010). This tally is
considerably inferior to other conditions detected in paleopathology, as for example
infectious diseases. For example, for tuberculosis alone it might exist more than 531
published cases, according to a review by Holloway et al. (2011). However, if we consider
that it is undisputable that tuberculosis was one of the most important human scourges
(Santos, 2000), and that it was highly prevalent in the past, as confirmed by the
paleopathological and historical record, then 259 possible cases of malignant neoplasms
should not be considered a rare finding.
Even if the reviews of case studies is extremely important to acknowledge the past of
these diseases, by building a significant body of evidence, a paleoepidemiological
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reconstruction is primordial. Waldron (2007) states that paleoepidemiological research is
the best way to evaluate the dynamic of diseases and its evolution. In the case of neoplastic
conditions, paleoepidemiological studies in the strictest sense, i.e., attending at age at death
and sex sample composition, are extremely rare. Two remarkable examples are provided
by Waldron (1996) and Nerlich et al. (2006). Waldron (1996) generated estimates of cancer
prevalence in the past based on mortality data from 1901–1905 in England. Nerlich et al.
(2006) approach used the model from Waldron (1996) in three sites from Ancient Egypt
(analysis of 905 skeletons), and one German site (with a minimum number of 2547
individuals). The estimated number of malignant neoplasms based on sex and age-at death
adjustments for the Egyptian sites, ranged between 9 (upper limit) and 4 (lower limit).
These values are within the number of real cases detected (5 in 904 individuals [ca. 0.55%]
(Table 2.I). For the German sample, the estimated number of malignant neoplasms ranged
between 20 (upper limits) and 11 (lower limits), while the number of cases observed was 13
in 2547 individuals (0.51%) (Table 2.I). Waldron (1996) applied the age-adjusted model to
623 individuals from Christ Church, Spitalfields burials (1729–1857), obtaining estimated
values between 0–3.67 for males and 0–5.55 for females; and one case was identified in the
site. Both Nerlich et al. (2006) and Waldron (1996) studies show that the estimated
prevalence (considering age and sex) is not statistically different from the expected values
based on the British mortality for the 1900s.
In Table 2.I. are summarized the few studies where it is possible to compute crude
prevalence of malignant neoplasms. These populational approaches are still scarce
(Roumelis, 2007; Molnár et al., 2009), with most of these studies sustaining the idea that
oncological diseases were infrequent in the past. From the analysis of Table 2.I it should be
noted a high prevalence of malignant neoplasms reported by Roumelis (2007). The author
surveyed 274 individuals from the site of Kirchberg, a Medieval (8th-16th century) rural
population in North Hessia, Germany. The maximum frequency of metastasis from
carcinomas was 12.4% (34/274) and a minimum of 8.8% (n=24). The author argues “this
[high prevalence] is probably due to the different methodological approach applied in the
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present study and detection of discrete features of metastatic growth” (Roumelis, 2007:
154), since in its study naked eye observation, radiographic, and microscopic methods were
applied simultaneously. It should also be noted that Baxarias et al. (2009: 293) claims that
his study of the site of Monthemhat in Asasif, Luxor, 25th-26th dynasty in Egypt, is “one of the
highest incidences of malignant tumors in Egyptian populations (700 AC)”, with 3.1%
(Table 2.I). Inversely, Klaus (2014) states that for the extensively studied region of the
Lambayeque Valley Complex, Northern Peru, there are only a few reported malignant
tumors, namely: two cases of possible prostate cancer (Baraybar & Shimada, 1993; Klaus,
2008) and a case of childhood leukemia (Klaus, 2014) among more than 2100 individuals
studied in this region. Roberts & Cox (2003) synthesis of health and disease in Britain,
indicates that neoplastic diseases in Britain during the Roman period were low,
corresponding to less 0.8% of the individuals surveyed, yet mostly with benign diagnosis.
The malignant neoplasms correspond to a small fraction (<0.2% represented mainly by the
Roman site of Poundbury). A similar value was obtained for the early Medieval period,
with metastatic carcinomas representing 0.6% (5/883) of the individuals from sites where
these cases were observed, as well as 2.2% (1/45) of multiple myeloma. For the late
Medieval period the prevalence was 0.26% for primary malignant tumors and 0.7% for
metastases and myeloma.
A final word should be said regarding the Portuguese bioarchaeological record,
which is also not extensive. In the laboratory reports currently archived in the Department
of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra, from sites dating from the Neolithic to the 20th
century, are described at least seven cases of malignant neoplasms (ten other cases were
reported as unidentified neoplasms or a malignant aetiology was part of the differential
diagnosis) among 3300 skeletal remains surveyed52 (I. Leandro, 2017 pers. comm), which
correspond to an approximate crude prevalence of 0.2%. Four of these seven cases were
published or presented in scientific meetings, namely a metastatic carcinoma described by
Assis & Codinha (2010) from the 14th-19th centuries necropolis of Constância. Wasterlain et
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The data was collected from a database elaborated for the Research Centre for Anthropology and Health (CIAS).
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al. (2010) proposed the diagnosis of a metastatic carcinoma from the 15th-20th centuries
from Praça do Comércio de Coimbra. From the cemetery of Castelo da Amieira (1839–1940),
Portalegre, an adult female shows skeletal alterations suggestive of metastases (Araújo &
Santos, 2012). Nogueira & Silva (2014) discussed the neoplasms found at the site Adro da
Igreja Velha de S. Pedro da Sobreira-Paredes, from the 13th-19th centuries. A remark can also be
made regarding temporally remote evidence. It consists of benign neoplasms, with one of
the earliest reports on these conditions, one osteoma, being reported by Salvador Júnior in
1947 (Corrêa & Teixeira, 1949) in two skulls from the Late Neolithic necropolis of Eira
Pedrinha. Gama (2003) re-evaluated this skeletal sample and acknowledged the benign
nature of these tumors. Another publication from a Late Neolithic site (Lapa do Bugio,
Sesimbra) describes a possible case of an ossifying fibroma (Silva & Wasterlain, 2010).
In sum, the paleopathological landscape of malignant neoplasms although remote in
time, it is composed mostly by case studies, albeit informative they limit
paleoepidemiological approaches (Brothwell, 1967; Schultz, 1992, Campillo, 1994;1995;
2007; Capasso, 2005; Nerlich et al., 2006; Molnár et al., 2009).

Table 2.I. Studies with population approaches and/or estimate crude prevalence of malignant neoplasms in the paleopathological record.

Region/country

Site

Chronology

Crude prevalence

Reference

% [nneoplasm/Nsample]

Europe
Austria

Linz

4th-5th AD

2.5 [1/39]a

Wiltschke-Schrotta et al. (1995)b

Czech Republic

Five Moravian sites

9th-19th AD

0.4 [9/2500]a

Vargová et al. (2008)c

Multiple sites

Bronze Age-13th AD

0.3 [8/2584]

Gladykowska-Rzeczycka (1991)

England

Poundbury Camp
St Peter’s Collegiate
St Bridges churchyard
Spitalfield

1 st-4th AD
19th AD
18th-19th AD
18th-19th AD

1.3 [2/155]a
2.0 [3/150]
0.9 [5/544]a
0.2 [1/623]

Molleson (1993 in Redfern, 2005)
Arabaolaza et al. (2007)
Kausmally (2008)
Waldron (1996)

Germany

Kirchberg

8th-16th AD

12.4 [34/274]

Roumelis (2007)

Rain/Lech

14th-18th

Twelve Hungarian sites
Aquincum (Graphisoft)
Esztergom-Bánom Hill

[13/2547]c

Nerlich et al. (2006)

3rd-16th AD
3rd-4th AD
4th-5th AD

0.3 [13/3967]a
0.2 [1/605]a
0.5 [2/408]a

Molnár et al. (2009)
Merczi et al. (2014)
Merczi et al. (2014)

Bátmonostor—Pusztafalu

14th-15th AD

0.7 [3/426]

Farkas et al. (2007)

Röszke; Kiskundorozsma

3rd-4th

Italy

“Sepulcher of the Priests”
Isola Sacra

18th—19th AD
2nd-3rd AD

3.8 [1/26]a
0.2 [1/425adults]

Piombino-Mascali et al. (2013)
Strouhal et al. (2009)b

Poland

Multiple sites

?

0.1 [3/2653] b

Gladykowska-Rzeczycka (1991)

Feldioara cemetery
Sant Pere de Terrassa

12th-13th

Hungary

Romania
Spain

AD

AD

AD
Medieval

0.5

1.1

[1/97]a

[1/144]a

0.7
0.5 [1/208]

Lãszló & Marcsik (2009)

Muja (2012)
Jordana (2007)

(cont.)
Region/country

Crude prevalence

Site

Chronology

Multiple sites

?

0.1 [2/1800]a

Kramar (1996)

Sayala
Qubbet el-Hawa

Christian
?

2.6 [2/76adults ]
0.4 [4/944adults]

Strouhal (2000)
Strouhal (2000)

Abydos and Thebes-West
Monthemhat el-Asasif

3200-500 BC
700 BC

0.6 [5/905]d
3.1 [3/96]b

Nerlich et al. (2006)
Baxarias et al. (2009)

Collezione Marro- Torino

2800-1500 BC

0.3 [3/1118]a

Torre et al. (1980)

Saqqarah

700-400 BC

1.0 [2/210]

Strouhal & Vyhnánek (1987)

Abusir

700-400 BC

2.9 [2/70]

Strouhal & Vyhnánek (1987)

Naga ed-Dêr

6th-12th Dynasty

0.6 [1/160]

Strouhal (1976)

Qubbet el Hawa

Old Kingdom

0.3 [4/1180]

Rösing (1990 in Nerlich et al. 2006)

El-Bersha, Minya

400–600 AD

0.5 [1/222]

El-Rakhawy (1971 in Nerlich et al. 2006)

Chenque I, La Pampa

1030-370 BP

0.6 [1/158]

Luna et al. (2008)

Pukara de la Cueva

540-549 BP

16.7 [1/6]

Luna et al. (2015)

Chile

Azapa Valley

8th AD

0.2 [1/415]

Gerszten et al. (1998)

U.S.

Sowell Mound, Florida

5th-12th AD

3.8 [1/26]a

Morse et al. (1974)

Switzerland

% [nneoplasm/Nsample]

Reference

Africa
Ancient Nubia
Egypt

America
Argentina

(cont.)
Region/country

Crude prevalence

Site

Chronology

Calico Hills, Florida
Mangum Mound, Missouri
Cottonwood Creek, Alaska

2nd-9th AD
13th AD
200 BC-395 AD

25.0 [2/8]a
1.6 [1/62]
7.7 [1/13]

Morse et al. (1974)
Morse et al. (1974)
Lobdell (1981)

Shawnees, West Virgina

17th AD

0.2 [1/525]

Kelln et al. (1967)

Cis-Baikal

Neolithic-Bronze Age

2.0 [2/46]

Lieverse (2005)

% [nneoplasm/Nsample]

Reference

Asia
Siberia

Legend: a. Crude prevalence is an approximate value estimated based on the number of malignant neoplasms and sample size indicated by the authors. It should be noted that in these publications it is
not consistently stated if all skeletons in the sample were complete/observable. Some studies present the values for the total sample, while others for the adult cohort (signalled subscript in the table); b.
abstract; c- Adjusted calculation: 19.69-10.56; d- Adjusted calculation: 8.45- 4.13.
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| 3.1 | Material

3.1.1. Portuguese identified osteological collections: a synopsis

“The history of paleopathology in Portugal cannot be separated from the existence of
documented collections that had been established by the end of the 19th century” (Santos &
Cunha, 2012: 503), a period in which the Portuguese physical anthropology was
flourishing. The remarkable Portuguese tradition of amassing human identified53
osteological collections (Cunha & Wasterlain, 2007; Umbelino & Santos, 2011; Santos &
Cunha, 2012) extended up to nowadays. The latest being amassed in the first decades of
the 21st century (Marinho et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2014). Portugal detains a privileged
place regarding these resources, with five human identified skeletal collections, namely:
Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection (University of Coimbra), Museu Bocage Identified
Skeletal Collection (National Museum of Natural History, Lisbon), Évora Identified
Skeletal Collection (University of Évora), Porto-BoneMedLeg project (University of Porto
and National Institute of Legal Medicine-North), and the 21st Century Identified Skeletal
Collection (University of Coimbra). Additionally, two identified skull collections (Medical
53 In

the present work, the terms “identified collection” or “reference collection” are used interchangeably to describe the
collection of skeletonized human remains possessing individual biographic information.
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School Collection and International Exchange Collection) are also housed at the University
of Coimbra (Santos, 1999/2000; Santos, 2000; Cardoso, 2006a; Cunha & Wasterlain,
2007; Marinho et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2014).
The historical genesis and contextualization of Coimbra and Lisbon reference
collections, analyzed in the present study, will be briefly mentioned, since it was described
in detail elsewhere (e.g. Fernandes, 1985; Rocha, 1995; Santos, 2000; Cardoso, 2006a,b;
Cunha & Wasterlain, 2007; Umbelino & Santos, 2011).
The history of the Portuguese reference collections is intrinsically linked with
Francisco Ferraz de Macedo (1845–1907), a renowned physical anthropologist, whose
extensive work impacted not only the history of Portuguese physical and criminal
anthropology, but also the international scientific sphere. His precursor and proficuous
legacy and his collaboration with leading figures of that time, such as Paul Broca, Paul
Topinard, Léonce-Pierre Manouvrier, Jean-Louis Quatrefages or Cesare Lombroso
(Macedo, 1882; Ferreira, 1908; Tamagnini & Serra, 1940), lead to his recognition as the
father54 of the Portuguese physical anthropology (Ferreira, 1908; Tamagnini & Serra,
1940). During the 1880s, Ferraz de Macedo assembled the first Portuguese identified
osteological collection with human remains recovered from Lisbon cemeteries (Macedo,
1882; Ferreira, 1908; Rocha, 1995; Santos & Cunha, 2012). Yet, this collection was almost
totally destroyed by a fire that broke out at the Escola Politécnica in 1978 (Rocha, 1995;
Santos, 2000; Cardoso, 2006a,b). Ferraz de Macedo lucidly advocated the importance of
the identified collections to research in physical anthropology. He strived through many
obstacles to gather his private collection, which was paid at his own expenses and subject to
intense public criticism (Macedo, 1882). Foreseeing the importance of this endeavor for the
upcoming generations (Ferreira, 1908), he proclaimed on his deathbed:
“Depois de morto é que eu viverei...Para os novos é que eu appello. Elles
que me continuem e me vinguem” [After dead is when I shall live…The
young I appeal. They should continue and avenge me] (Ferreira, 1908: 12).
Carlos Ribeiro, Francisco Pereira da Costa, and Joaquim Nery Delgado are also regarded as the first Portuguese
anthropologists (Cunha, 1982), yet their work focused mainly on prehistoric studies.
54
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Ferraz de Macedo set the stone to the Portuguese tradition of amassing reference
collections and his enthusiasm was followed, a few years later, by Bernardino Luís
Machado Guimarães (1851–1944), the director of the Anthropologia, Paleontologia Humana e
Archeologia Préhistórica [Anthropology, Human Paleontology and Prehistoric Archaeology]
course at the University of Coimbra in 1885 (Tamagnini & Serra, 1940; Cunha, 1982;
Areia & Rocha, 1985; Rocha, 1995). Between 1896 and 1903, Bernardino Machado
collected the Medical School Collection (Colecção Escolas Médicas) with 585 crania and
mandibles, obtained from the Lisbon and Porto Medical Schools and the University of
Coimbra Teatro Anatómico [Anatomical Theatre] (Cunha, 1982; Fernandes, 1985; Rocha,
1995; Santos, 2000; Cunha & Wasterlain, 2007). This collection is currently housed at the
Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra. Biographical data for each individual
is available in the collection record book (Figure 3.1), with the following information
registered: skull number, date of recovery, birth place (including freguesia, concelho and
districto, which are Portuguese administrative subdivisions), sex, age, date and city of death,
cause of death, occupation, marital status, name, parents’ names, and provenance.
Eusébio Barbosa Tamagnini de Matos Encarnação (1880–1972) followed the steps of
his predecessor (Areia & Rocha, 1985) creating two new osteological collections with
unclaimed human remains from the Coimbra Municipal Cemetery (Cemitério Municipal da
Conchada). The Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection was probably gathered between
1915 and 1942, and it is composed by 505 human skeletons, with detailed biographical
information transcribed from the cemetery records (Fernandes, 1985; Rocha, 1995; Santos,
2000). Most individuals had Portuguese nationality (Rocha, 1995; Santos, 2000) and lived
or died in Coimbra (e.g. Coimbra University Hospitals, Military Hospital, Sanatorium,
private addresses, asylum, or penitentiary) (Santos, 2000). According to Cunha &
Wasterlain (2007) these individuals were most likely from the lower socioeconomic classes,
taken into consideration the occupation of the individuals (mainly rural workers and
artisans for the male cohort). This widely known collection, housed at the Department of
Life Sciences, University of Coimbra, has been the focus of extensive anthropological
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investigation, including the development of methods for sex determination or age at death
estimation, studies on metric and morphological analysis (for details see Rocha, 1995;
Santos, 2000; Cunha & Wasterlain, 2007), and paleopathological research (see Santos &
Cunha, 2012).
Eusébio Tamagnini was also the responsible for the creation of a second collection
retrieved from the Coimbra Municipal Cemetery, yet composed solely by human skulls
(Fernandes, 1985; Rocha, 1995; Santos, 2000; Cunha & Wasterlain, 2007). It was between
1932 and 1942 that the International Exchange Collection (Colecção de Trocas Internacionais)
was gathered, with the initial purpose of exchanging these specimens with international
institutions, a goal that was never accomplished (Fernandes, 1985; Rocha, 1995). The
collection, curated at the Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra, comprises
1143 skulls (Lopes, 2014). Biographical information is similar to the afore-mentioned
collections, yet Lopes (2014) verified and amplified the collections records based on the
information collected at the Coimbra Municipal Cemetery and Coimbra University
Hospital archives. The occupational profile is identical to the Coimbra Identified Skeletal
Collection. The fact that these people had scanty familiar support made their bodies easily
available as teaching specimens, as described by Magalhães et al. (2017).
In Lisbon, Ferraz de Macedo legacy was perpetuated only in the 1980s, when Luís
Lopes, an assistant professor of the Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa and
technician at the Museu Bocage, aided by Maria Cristina Neto, requested permission to the
Lisbon City Council for the collection of unclaimed bodies from local cemeteries (Alto de São
João, Benfica and Prazeres). These skeletal remains fate was incineration or allocation in
secondary55 communal graves (Cardoso, 2005; 2006a). Between 1981 and 1991 the Museu

55 During

this period, the bylaw of the cemeteries established that after a legal period of 5 years after the inhumation, and

if the corpse was skeletonized, the osseous remains could be exhumed so that a new burial could take place. The remains
of the individuals exhumed could be placed in another place of the cemetery or in small urns, if the family was willing to
pay a periodic fee. When the family did not claim the body, its destiny was incineration or deposit in a communal grave
(Cardoso, 2005, 2006a). It was on this phase that they could be recovered for the reference collections.
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Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection56 was amassed, with 1552 skeletons from individuals
that died in Lisbon (Cardoso, 2005; 2006a). This collection is presently curated at the
Museu Bocage (Department of Zoology and Anthropology of the National Museum of
Natural History, Lisbon). After the exhumation of the human remains, the individual’s
biographic data was transcribed from the cemetery registry into the collections record book
(Figure 3.1). The files include: record number, cemetery of provenance, year collected,
name, sex, age, birth place, date of death and birth, cause of death, the conservatória (civil
registration office), marital status, occupation, address, and in some cases the hospital
where the body came from (Figure 3.1). Nevertheless, not all of these file entries were
consistently filled out. After a period of relative stagnation between 1991 and 2000, Hugo
Cardoso re-initiated the curation process by expanding the protocol to the cemetery of
Lumiar and Ajuda and by completing some of the missing data in the record files (Cardoso,
2005; 2006a). By the year of 2008, a total of 769 skeletons (ca. 45% of the total number)
had more detailed biographic information, with at least sex, age and cause of death
consistently recorded. Based in the analysis of the male occupations (mostly activities
related to services and sales, craftsmen or similar) and the burial practices (since the
members of the high socioeconomic classes could afford the graves maintenance fee and
the poorest were buried in communal graves [Cardoso, 2005; 2006a]), Cardoso (2006a:
175) concluded that this collection “most likely represents the low to middle socioeconomic
strata of a clearly urban population”. This is an assumption made for the general
collection, since the end of life occupation of these individuals does not necessarily reflect
their lifelong status (Cardoso & Henderson, 2012). During the last decade, the Museu Bocage
collection has been the focus of diverse bioanthropological research.
Considering that the above-mentioned collections (Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal
Collection, Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection, Medical School and International

56

The Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection is also known as Luís Lopes Collection, Lisbon Collection, or New

Lisbon Collection (Cardoso, 2005; 2006a).
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Exchange Skull Collections) have records of cause of death for most of the individuals, they
were chosen as the study-base for the present research.

Figure 3.1. Collection record paper file (with the omission of names) from the Museu Bocage Collection
(left) and the Medical School Collection (right).

3.1.2. Sampling criteria

To accomplish the aims outlined in Chapter 1, it was applied a non-random and
purposive sampling57, since the sample was selected based on a set of pre-defined criteria.
The first set of criteria was established to define the sample to be used in the
documentary analysis. Were selected all individuals that had biographic information (in the
collections files) on cause of death, sex, and age at death (concurrently), in the four
Portuguese reference collections: Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection58 (MBISC),
Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection59 (CISC), Medical School Collection60 (MSC) and

57

A purposive or objective sampling consists on the selection of a sample constituted with a specific aim and composed by

restricted subgroups that are adequate for the study aim (Marôco, 2011). On the present work, the term “sample” is used
to define the group of individuals that were specifically and non-randomly selected for the study.
58

The paper files of this collection were transcribed to a Microsoft Excel database by the Museu Bocage collaborators and

provided for the present work upon a formal request.
59 The

paper files were transcribed to a Microsoft Excel database by Ana Luísa Santos, and kindly provided for the present

study. The year of birth was not registered on the record book, yet was calculated by subtracting the age at death plus one
year to the year of death, to adjust to the effect of common late registry of the birth (Santos, 2000). The same procedure
proposed by Santos (2000) was applied to the MBISC, MSC, and IEC.
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International Exchange Collection61 (IEC). The inclusion of the MSC and IEC, which are
collections composed only by crania and mandibles, was made exclusively to analyze its
documentary information. These two collections have different chronological spans and
demographic profiles; thus, it is relevant to survey eventual differences in the overall
prevalence of neoplasms.
By analyzing all causes of death, i.e. individuals with neoplasms but also other causes,
it is possible to establish a reliable epidemiological profile of the neoplasm cohort in the
collections and to better understand the impact of these conditions in the overall death
profile. Like in present-day epidemiological studies, the epidemiological analysis of the
neoplasm cohort can only be properly made when we incorporate not only the group
bearer of a disease, but also those individuals that do not have the condition. In this way, it
is possible to establish how these groups may differ (Silva, 1999).
A second set of criteria was established to define the osteological sample subject to the
paleopathological analysis. This selection was made considering only the MBSIC and
CISC, since they are composed by complete skeletons allowing the depiction of the skeletal
lesion’s pattern. The criterion for the osteological sample selection was the presence of a
neoplastic disease registered as the cause of death in the collections record files. The option
to include cases of both malignant and benign neoplasms was made to evaluate the
accuracy of these records based on the presence or absence of skeletal lesions in the latter.

3.1.2.1. Documentary records: some considerations

Since we aim to reconstruct the patterns of skeletal disease based in the cause of
death information, some clarification regarding the documentary data reliability is
necessary. As mentioned in the previous section, the MBISC, CISC, and IEC documentary
records resulted from the cemetery registry transcription. The original source of this
60

The paper files were transcribed to a Microsoft Excel database on the beginning of the present research.

61 The

paper files were registered in a Microsoft Excel database by Célia Lopes, and kindly provided for the present study.
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information is the death certificate (boletim de óbito) issued by the civil registration offices that
was archived in the cemeteries (Cardoso, 2005). For the MSC the source is less clearly
understood; however, it is known that the provenance of the skeletons was the Anatomic
Museum of the University of Coimbra, as well as Lisbon and Porto Medical Schools
(Escolas Médico-Cirúrgicas). Likely, it was in these institutions that the cause of death was
determined.
In the works of Santos (2000), Cardoso (2005), and Lopes (2014) some considerations
are made regarding the data transcript process—from the cemetery files to the collections’
records—and its accuracy. Cardoso (2005: 62) made a cross analysis between the collection
registries and the original records from the cemeteries, as well as with the civil registration
offices (Conservatória do Registo Civil), for approximately 126 non-adults from the MBISC.
The author concluded that “no significant inaccuracies in biographical information were
detected except for some transcription errors” (Cardoso, 2005: 62). There is no reason to
believe that the same is not true for the remaining individuals. Santos (2000) verified and
completed the information in the record book by consulting the cemetery records, the
University of Coimbra (Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra) archives, and the Forensic
Institute (Instituto de Medicina Legal) archives. In some cases, patient files from the Coimbra
University Hospital were also analyzed. A similar procedure was conducted by Lopes
(2014) for the IEC. This process allowed the correction of eventual transcription errors.
As such, we can consider that there are no major incongruences between the original
cemetery data and the collection record books.
Another question to be posited is to what extent death certificate information, and
more specifically the cause of death diagnosis, is reliable. One should assume a priori that
some inaccuracies might exist in the cause of death determination. For this reason, caution
must always be exerted while drawing inferences from these collections. However, these
biases (or errors) are not unique to paleopathological research, since it is a problem
transversal to the fields of historical demography (Alter & Carmichael, 1996; Morais,
2002), to retrospective epidemiological studies, and even to current epidemiological health
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research, which is often based on data retrieved from death certificates, and from which
most of the health policies are based upon (Alter & Carmichael, 1996; Silva, 1999; Sington
& Cottrell, 2002; Martin, 2005; Mathers et al., 2005; Roulson et al., 2005; WHO, 2014b).
As Martin (2005: 108) refers, “at any time point, mortality data are subject to errors in
diagnosis of cause of death or omissions in completing death certificates”. Naturally, the
sources of error in today’s death certificates are different from past ones. Currently, errors
result mainly from “fashions in diagnosis or differences in coding” (Martin, 2005: 108),
while for past registries other bias exists, such as: different clinical diagnostic criteria, limits
in the medico-scientific knowledge, differences in semantics, description of symptoms
rather than the ultimate cause of death, to name a few (Saunders et al., 1995; Alter &
Carmichael, 1996; Bernabeu-Mestre et al., 2003). Yet, as Alter & Carmichael (1996: 44)
point out “despite the persistence of these well-known problems, we may learn a great deal
by analyzing causes of death in the past […]”. An argument also defended by Morais
(2001:6) stating that “despite their limitations, the cause of death statistics represents for us
a relevant source of information”. These statements are obviously true for
paleopathological studies as well.
Since 1837 (with the Health Reform and the creation of the Conselho de Saúde Pública
[Public Health Council]), it was mandatory issuance of a death certificate to all cemetery
burials. Cause of death certification was done by the attending physician of the deceased,
municipal doctor, public health medical examiner, or administrative authority, by
descending order of priority (Bicho, 1926; Cardoso, 2005; Viegas et al., 2009). By 1901, it
was already patent in the law (art.º 62.º do Decreto de 24 de Dezembro de 1901) that the
attending physician62 was legally obliged to verify and certify the cause of death of the
patients at his care, as well as to indicate the underlying diseases. The municipal doctors or
health medical examiner should only carry this task if the person died without prior
medical assistance (Oliveira, 1924; Bicho, 1926). When the cause of death was unknown,
Attending physician was the doctor that directed the patient’s treatment, established the cause of death, or made a
consult to the patient one week prior to the death (Oliveira, 1924).
62
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doubtful, or raise suspicious of crime, the physician or the authorities would request a
medicolegal exam (Brites, 1912; Oliveira, 1924; Bicho, 1926). As stated in the legal
diploma for the reform of the forensic services in 1899 (Carta de Lei de 17 de Agosto de 1899
and Decreto de 16 de Novembro de 1899) (Brites, 1912; Viegas et al., 2009). Thus, it is evident
that from a legal point of view the cause of death was properly registered at least since the
19th century. However, the extent to which the medical community complied with legal
regulation it is less clear. Nunes (1923) refers instances in which the physician had excessive
confidence in the information provided by the family of the deceased, or situations where
the alderman (regedores) filled the certificates, yet this problem was more evident in rural
areas and not so common in cities. It is unlikely that this was a bias in the reference
collections, since the individuals deceased in the Portuguese major cities of Lisbon,
Coimbra, and Porto. Of note that the country’s medical teaching facilities were located in
these cities as well (Couto, 1888; Viegas et al., 2009). False declarations of death were also
not likely to occur, especially because physicians were punished with imprisonment and
fines (art.º 224 do Código Penal) (Couto, 1888).
Another argument favorable to the relative accuracy of death diagnosis is that a
reasonable proportion of the individuals died in a health care institution. This represents
nearly 51.1% in the CISC and 46.0% in the IEC (this information in not available in the
MSC, but the skeletons were gathered from Medical Schools). Autopsy evidences are also
relevant. Macedo (2006) reported that from a total of 1554 skeletons in the MBISC, 21.1%
had signs of an autopsy. For this collection, Cardoso (2006a: 174) also refers that the causes
of death are “reasonably accurate”, also noting that although “it is difficult to assess the
accuracy of cause of death in individual death certificates, causes of death do not seem
particularly affected by severe bias” (Cardoso, 2005: 67).
In what regards specifically oncological disorders, how reliable was the registry in the
death certificates63? From a scientific and clinical point of view, as exposed in detail in

63 Silva

(1999) refers that currently, cancer misclassification on death certificates occurs in nearly 20% of the cases.
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Chapter 2, it is notorious that the medical and technical means of neoplasms’ recognition
increased substantially along the 20th century, placing these diseases on the sphere of public
and medical concern. Extensive use of complementary diagnostic tools, such as histology,
serology, or radiology were already available (see Chapter 2). Autopsies were also more
frequently performed during the early and mid 20th century when compared with
nowadays, since a significant decline of these procedures was noticed worldwide in the last
decades of the century (Sington & Cottrell, 2002; Roulson et al., 2005). From a review of
articles published in medical journals and thesis from the early and mid-20th century in
Portugal (e.g. Lemos, 1903; Simões, 1942; Morais & Melo, 1943), it becomes obvious that
autopsies were performed in the Hospital to clarify doubtful malignant tumors.
In a broader context, F. L. Hoffman, in 1915, defended the accuracy of cancer
registries in death certificates, when he published the earliest and most comprehensive
epidemiological study on cancer mortality throughout the world (see Chapter 2). Hoffman
(1915b) point of view was the following:
“[…] it has been pointed out by the late Mitchell Banks that, «while the diagnosis
of cancer is probably made much more frequently now than in former times, it
required little skill to make the diagnosis at the time of the death of the patient.
The diagnosis at such time was by no means beyond the ability of even the rural
practitioner of fifty years ago». […] Discrepancies between the clinical and
anatomic diagnosis are much more common, in any event, in the case of many
other important diseases than in that of cancer; and the evidence has not been
forthcoming that in any considerable number of cases cancer deaths have been
erroneously diagnosed as due to other causes, more or less allied with malignant
disease.” (Hoffman, 1915: 3–4).

From Portugal, we have the testimony of Nunes (1923) that, while doing a
demographic study, notes that cancer was clearly underrepresented in the Portuguese
mortality statistics for the early 20th century. A few decades later, Raposo (1950: 621) also
refers that “when the word cancer is registered as cause of death it is because there is
confidence in the diagnosis. On the other hand, how much more other diagnoses are
covering up the real oncological cause of death. Many internal cancers go unnoticed by the
physician […] from the great number of ignored causes of death a significant portion must
belong to cancer”.
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It should be noted that there are individuals with osseous signs of malignant
neoplasms in the reference collections but under other causes of death, as already reported
by Santos (2000) and Marques et al. (2013) in the CISC. This must be especially true for
ambiguous or generic causes of death reported, as for example, brain softening, heart failure,
weakness, cachexia, to name a few. The publication of a clinical case by Morais & Melo (1943)
illustrates this point. The authors describe the autopsy of a patient deceased in the service
of Patologia Médica at the Hospital de Santo António (Porto), presenting lung cancer with
metastasis, bronchopneumonia, heart and brain alterations, as well as syphilis. However,
the final stated cause of death was “brain softening complicated by haemorrhage”
(amolecimento cerebral complicado de hemorragia). Considering the aforementioned arguments, we
argue that there is some degree of reliability in the malignant neoplasms identification in
the collections cause of death, nevertheless, caution in the interpretations is always
required.

3.1.3. Sample

Documentary sample
For the documentary analysis of the collections records, a total of 2951 record files
were surveyed regarding cause of death, sex, age at death, year of birth, and year of death.
This tally corresponds to 769 individual records from the MBISC, encompassing 360 males
and 409 females, with age at death ranging from birth to 98 years (Table 3.I). Chronology
of birth ranges from 1805 to 1974, and chronology of death covers the period between
1880 and 1974. A total of 91 (11.8%) individuals had a neoplasm as cause of death.
In the CISC, were analyzed the files of 505 individuals, corresponding to 266 males
and 239 females, born between 1822 and 1921 and died between 1904 and 1936. Ages at
death ranged from seven to 96 years old (Table 3.I). Neoplasms were recorded as the cause
of death in 45 (8.9%) of these individuals.
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For the MSC were analyzed 534 records, comprising 333 males and 201 females,
with ages at death ranging from 11 to 92 years old. They were born between 1805 and
1889 and died between 1895 and 1903 (Table 3.I). A total of 31 (5.8%) individuals had a
neoplasm registered in the documentary data.
A total of 1143 files were analysed for the IEC, corresponding to 565 males and 578
females, with age at death ranging from one to 109 years. The chronology of birth
encompasses the years of 1817 to 1930 and death occurred between 1904 and 1937 (Table
3.I). In total, 93 (8.1%) individuals had a neoplastic disease reported in the cause of death.

Table 3.I. Summary of the collections’ profile and number of record files under analysis.
Collection
MBISC

CISC

MSC

IEC

769

505

534

1143

Sex (n, [%])
Males
Females

360 [46.8]
409 [53.2]

266 [52.7]
239 [47.3]

333 [62.4]
201 [37.6]

565 [49.4]
578 [50.6]

Age at death (years)
Mean ± SD
Range

53.2 ± 26.0
0 - 98

44.9 ± 20.2
7 - 96

48.9 ± 17.8
11 - 92

46.2 ± 21.9
1 - 109

Birth
Mean ± SD
Range

1889a ± 27.2
1805 - 1974

1880 ± 22.0
1822 - 1921

1849b ± 17.3
1805 - 1889

1883 ± 22.2
1817 - 1930

Death
Mean ± SD
Range

1945a ± 13.2
1880 - 1974

1925 ± 7.1
1904 - 1936

1899c ± 2.2
1895 - 1903

1930 ± 3.8
1904 - 1937

Nr. individuals

Legend: SD- standard deviation (years), a- n=693, b-n= 430, c-n=438.

Osteological sample
Skeletal remains of all individuals with a neoplasm registered in the cause of death
were selected for the paleopathological survey. A total of 89 skeletons from the MBISC
(there are 91documentary record, yet two skeletons were excluded due to post-depositional
processes [see section 3.3]), and 45 skeletons from the CISC were selected (Table 3.II),
resulting in a tally of 134 skeletons (Table 3.II).
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Within the skeletal sample (n=134), females (n=81, 60.4%) significantly outnumbered
males (n=53, 39.6%, χ2=5.851, df=1, p=0.016) (Table 3.II). Although the age at death
interval was quite ample, ranging from 15 to 93 years old, most of the individuals were
allocated in older age classes, with 10.4% (n=14) younger than 39 years old and 89.6%
(n=120) equal or older than 40 years. Mean age at death that was 59.1±15.2 years for the
osteological sample (Table 3.II). The individuals under study were born between 1821 and
1949 and died between 1904 and 1969 (Table 3.II), with the chronology of death
encompassing 65 years.
As expected, there was a clear underrepresentation of individuals with benign
neoplasms (Table 3.III), with five documented in the cause of death. However, two of these
individuals (Sk. no. 1244-MBISC and Sk. no. 185-CISC), with prostate adenoma as the
cause of death, exhibited skeletal lesions not consistent with a benign process. As such, they
were allocated into the malignant/unidentified cohort for the paleopathological survey.
A total of 105 skeletons had a malignant neoplasm reported and 26 belong to
unidentified category. The latter correspond to individuals that had “tumor of the…” or
“neoplasia of the…” in the record without clear indication of a malignancy. It is likely that
these individuals suffered from a malignancy, since it the cause of death. Also, in all cases
the unidentified tumor or neoplasm was the only cause of death registered which contrasts
with the benign neoplasms that consistently had other causes of death associated in the
records (e.g. acute meningitis and uterine myoma). Moreover, the term tumor or neoplasia
was, and still is, sometimes erroneously used to imply cancer (Hoffman, 1915a; Zaydfudim
et al., 2013). For practical reasons, the cohort of pooled malignant and unidentified
neoplasms will be designated as malignant/unidentified cohort or only malignant cohort.
The pooled malignant/unidentified cohort resulted in 131 skeletons, composed
mainly by females (59.5%) and individuals with older ages at death (meanage

at death=

59.6±15.6) (Figure 3.2, Table 3. IV). The chronology of birth and death encompasses the
19th and 20th centuries (Figure 3.3, Table 3. IV). Neoplasms of digestive (45.8%, n=60) and
reproductive systems (27.5%, n=36) were prevalent. Most of the neoplasms originated in
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the stomach (n=32), uterus (n=21), and intestines/colon/rectum (n=18) (Figure 3.4, Figure
3.5). Only 2.2% (n=3) of the skeletons under analysis had a primary bone neoplasm.

26.7
[n=35]

Percent (%)

21.4
21.4
[n=28] [n=28]

13.0
[n=17]
0.8
[n=1]
10-19

6.1
[n=8]

4.6
4.6
[n=6] [n=6]

20-29

30-39

40-49 50-59
Age Cohort

60-69

70-79

80-89

1.5
[n=2]
≥ 90

Figure 3.2. Distribution of individuals (%-percent) in the malignant cohort
(n=131) by age class (pooled sexes). Legend: [n]- number of individuals.

Table 3.II. Biodemographic profile of the skeletal sample (benign neoplasms included).
Neoplasms
Collection

Total

Sex

Age death

n[%]

n[%]

(years)

(years)

(years)

(years)

(years)

(years)

MBISC

89

36 [40.4]

53 [59.6]

62.9 ± 14.5

15-93

1884a ± 19.4

1821-1949

1947a ± 11.3

1904-1969

CISC

45

17 [37.8]

28 [62.2]

51.6 ± 15.7

21-79

1875 ± 16.8

1843-1907

1928 ± 4.5

1910-1936

15-93

1881b

1821-1949

1940b

1904-1969

53 [39.6]
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81 [60.4]

Mean ± SD

Range

Death

Males

Total [skeletons]

Females

Birth

n

59.1 ± 15.2

Mean ± SD

±18.9

Range

Mean ± SD

± 13.4

Legend: n- number of individuals; %- percentage; SD-standard deviation; -n=85; -n= 130.
a

b

Table 3.III. Biodemographic data of the individuals with benign neoplasms (n=3) within the skeletal sample.
Collection

Skeleton

Sex

number
CISC

Legend: F= female.

Age at

Year of

Year of

death

birth

death

Cause of death record

147

F

40

1885

1926

Acute meningitis and uterine myoma

410

F

47

1883

1931

Bronchopneumonia and uterine myoma

461

F

24

1907

1932

Voluminous intraligamentary uterine myoma
(right and left) and anemia

Range
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Table 3.IV. Biodemographic profile of the malignant cohort (n=131) for the skeletal sample.
Malignant cohort
Total
131

Males
53 [40.5]

Females
78 [59.5]

Age at death (years)
Interval
Mean ± SD

15–93
59.6±15.6

24–87
59.5±14.6

15–93
59.6±16.3

Chronology
Birth
Death

1821–1949
1904–1969

1843–1924
1914–1969

1821–1949
1904–1968

Number of individuals
(n [%])

Statistics sex
df=1, p=0.036

χ2=4.771,

t=-0.031, df=129,
p=0.975, CI ]-5.595-5.421[
-

Legend: n- number of skeletons; %- percentage; SD- standard deviation (years); χ2- Fisher chi-square64; t- t-Student65 test.

30

28.2

20.6

20

17.6 18.3

15
12.2

10

13.7

8.4

5
0

26.0

25.2

25

7.6

4.6
1.5

0.8

2.3
0.8

2.3

3.1
0.8
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Decades
Percent (%) by decade of death

Percent (%) by decade of birth

Figure 3.3. Graphic representation of the percentage (%) of the malignant cohort (n=131) distributed
by decades of birth and death for the skeletal sample (3.1% [n=4] skeletons had no registry for this
category).

64

The statistically significant difference is maintained when the sex for the neoplasm cohort is analyzed taking into

consideration the total universe of males and females in the collections (χ2=4.629, df=1, p=0.031).
65

A normal distribution of the age at death for the malignant sex cohort was verified (males: SW=0.970, p=0.193;

females: SW=0.986, p=0.548). Levene test of homogeneity of variance was not significant (F=1.071, p=0.303).
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Percent (%)
Digestive

45.8 [n=60]

Reproductive

27.5 [n=36]

Lymph/Haem.*

3.8 [n=5]

Nervous

3.1 [n=4]

Urinary

3.1 [n=4]

Musculoskeletal
Respiratory
Circulatory

2.3 [3]
2.3 [n=3]
0.8 [n=1]

Multiple
No reference

5.3 [n=7]
6.1 [n=8]

Figure 3.4. Graphic representation of the percentage (%) of the malignant cohort (n=131) distributed
by location on the biological system for the skeletal sample. Legend: [n]-number of individuals;
*Lymph/Haem.= lymphoid, haematological and related disorders; Multiple- indication of multiple
organs; No reference-primary organ not indicated.
Frequency (n)
Stomach
Uterus
Intestines(a)
Prostate
Breast
Liver
Leuk., lymph(b)
Brain
Skeleton
Bladder
Kidney
Larynx, pharynx
Pancreas
Carotid/aorta
Lung
Mouth
Oesophagus
Multiple(c)
No reference

32
21
18
9
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
7
8

Figure 3.5. Graphic representation of the absolute frequency (n) of the malignant
cohort (n=131) distributed by the organ of affection for the skeletal sample. Legend: nnumber of individuals; (a)- intestines, colon, and rectum; (b)- leukaemia, lymphoma
and similar; (c)- abdomen, peritoneum, and mediastinal area.
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| 3.2 | Methods

3.2.1. Documentary and epidemiological analysis

The depiction of the epidemiological profile of the individuals that died with a
neoplasm, as recorded in the collections files, enables a deeper perception of the
biodemographical trends observed in this cohort. It also enables an analysis of the sample
representativeness in comparison to what is known from the Portuguese historical data on
mortality by oncological diseases. In assessing the level of representativeness, one can bring
to light potential biases that, by its turn, it is helpful to interpret the outcome of the skeletal
analysis (Saunders et al., 1995).
The epidemiological and documentary analysis was done considering all records of
the collections, i.e., the analysis of all the individual files [MBISC (n= 769), CISC (n= 505),
MSC (n=534) and IEC (n=1143)] with reference to cause of death, sex, and age at death.
This approach represents a study design that is observational and descriptive.
Age at death and chronology of birth and death analysis was done considering both
the absolute values and the allocation into artificial categories. Years of birth and years of
death were grouped into decades. For these variables, the category “no registry” was created
to report missing data in the collection files. Regarding age at death, the individuals were
clustered into 10-year intervals (0–9; 10–19; 20–29; 30–39; 40–49; 50–59; 60–69; 70–79;
80–89; and ≥ 90 years old).
Comparison between disease prevalence in the collections can only be made when
disparities of the age at death structure are considered, since one cannot compare
prevalence between different samples without guaranteeing a comparability of the age
structures (Waldron, 2007). The procedure applied to reach this goal was age
standardization66 (AS) through the direct method (Khan & Sempos, 1989; Silva, 1999;
Age standardization consists on computing age-specific rates within the groups, based on a standard and common
reference population (Waldron, 2007; Jemal et al., 2008). This procedure “eliminates the effect of the differences in age
66
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Jemal et al., 2008), using the Portuguese population for the year of 1980 as the reference
group. This reference population was chosen because it corresponds to the upper
chronologic boundary of the sample under analysis.
Causes of death were coded according to the World Health Organization
International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10th revision, 2010 version (WHO, 2010).
Due to co-occurrence of diseases declared in the cause of death, some adjustments for
coding were established. When multiple diseases were reported, the coding strategy was
applied as follows: 1) neoplasms had ICD-10 coding priority even when mentioned with
concomitant diseases (e.g. “tuberculosis and neoplasm” was coded as neoplasm); 2) for nonneoplastic conditions the ICD-10 code was attributed by order of the disease in the records
(e.g. “pneumonia and gastric ulcer” was coded as pneumonia); 3) when the first record
corresponded to a symptom, a vague term, or a less probable cause of death, the second
disease was coded (e.g. “cachexia and tuberculosis” was coded as tuberculosis).
Nomenclature archaism represents a significant constrain when studying causes of death
from remote periods (Bernabeu-Mestre, 2003). When the terminology for one disease was
outdated, we attempted to make the correspondence to the modern term by consulting
coeval medical literature and dictionaries. When such attempt was unsuccessful the cause
of death was coded within the ICD-10 group of Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and
laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified. The description of the ICD-10 major groups and the
respective codes can be consulted in Appendix A.
The neoplasm cohort was further segregated according to their benign and
malignant nature, when the nomenclature enabled this degree of precision (e.g.
adenocarcinoma of the prostate, cancer of the stomach), however, when the biological
behavior was unknown, i.e. references to neoplasm or tumor, individuals were allocated into
the category unidentified.

structure among the populations being compared, and provides a hypothetical rate that would be observed in each
population if their age composition was the same as that of the standard population” (Jemal et al., 2008: 259). Other
method that could be applied is the calculation of odds ratio for each age group (Waldron, 2007).
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The neoplastic causes of death were also classified according to the primary organ of
involvement, hence, distributed into the biological system67: circulatory (cardiovascular
system); digestive; integumentary; musculoskeletal; nervous; reproductive; respiratory;
urinary; and lymphoid, hematopoietic and related tissues. Subsequently, all neoplasms
references were categorized by the primary organ of involvement. These organs were, most
likely, the primary site of involvement and will be considered as such in the present
research. Category “multiple” was created to include instances where more than one system
or organ was mentioned (e.g. prostate and bladder carcinoma) or broad structures (e.g.
mediastinal cancer).
The results from the above-mentioned biodemographic parameters were compared
with the death records obtained from the archives of the Instituto Nacional de Estatística
(National Institute of Statistics), between 1900 and 1970, and complemented with the
World Health Organization (WHO) mortality database other bibliographic sources. A
survey of crude prevalence of deaths and general mortality statistics for cancer was
registered in a Microsoft Excel database for all decades of the 20th century until 1970.

3.2.2. Paleopathological analysis

The macroscopic observation of the MBISC skeletal sample occurred at the Museu
Bocage (MNHN, University of Lisbon), while the skeletal analysis for the CISC occurred at
the Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra.
Laboratory observation of all anatomical areas of the skeleton was made with the aid
of a magnifying glass and an optical microscope (40x amplification). Observations were
registered in a paper file entitled data collection protocol (Appendix B). The data collection protocol
was created based on a set of codes attributed to the bone alterations (Appendix C1 and
C2). The development of a code system contributes to the consistency of terminology and
The WHO cancer classification system for topography and morphology was not adopted because the collections cause
of death record does not present the degree of specificity required.

67
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data registry during the laboratory analysis (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994; Thillaud, 1994;
Ortner 2003), thus it decreases the bias of a textual description. One additional advantage
of using a code system with standard terms and definitions is that it enables further
comparative studies (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994; Lovell, 2000). However, a thorough and
careful description it is also an essential component of paleopathological diagnosis and
research (Man & Murphy, 1990; Lovell, 2000; Ortner, 2003; Roberts & Connell, 2004),
therefore a complementary textual summary and drawing annotations were included in the
data collection protocol, as well as digital photography. Bone anatomic identification was based
on the methodological guidelines described in White (2000). Metric evaluation was done
with a caliper and/or a flexible ruler.
The coding system encompassed three main aspects: a) preservation/completeness:
registry of all skeletal elements completeness and surface preservation (see section 3.3); b)
topography: registry of the lesions anatomic location; c) typology: description of the
morphology and lesion features.
Registry of the lesions’ topography covered the following points: i) skeletal/bone
anatomic areas involved (see Appendix C1); ii) pattern of distribution, i.e. unifocal or
multifocal pattern (when more than two regions were affected), bilateral (when the
contralateral alteration is not necessarily located in the same position), symmetric (both
sides with similar location), or random distribution (see Appendix C1).
Lesions typology record encompassed a distinction between pathological and
taphonomic/anthropic factors. This distinction was made following the guidelines
described in Haglund & Sorg (1997) and Botella et al. (2000). Scrutiny between normal
anatomical variants or developmental changes and pathological processes followed the
indications in Finnegan (1978), Hauser & Stefano (1989), White (2000), and Barnes (2012).
Presence of lesions was scored only if there were no doubts regarding the pathologic
nature (doubtful alterations that could have been caused by postmortem changes were not
scored). Presence of abnormal bone loss and/or formation was recognized based in the
methodological recommendations of paleopathological compendia, namely Mann &
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Murphy (1990), Buikstra & Ubelaker (1994), Thillaud (1994), Ortner (2003). Whereas the
categorization of specific types of bone destruction (osteolytic process) or bone formation
(osteoblastic process) was based upon paleopathological and biomedical literature (Buikstra
& Ubelaker, 1994; Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Ortner, 2003; Greenspan et al., 2007;
Chhem et al., 2008; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Madewell et al., 2013; Reith, 2016),
as described in Table 3.V and Appendix C1.
Abnormal bone destruction was noted taking into consideration the following
aspects: i) lesion morphology; ii) presence/absence of simultaneous bone formation; iii)
margin characteristics; iv) zone of transition between normal and lesional bone; v) extent of
the lesion, number of foci and size (Appendix C1). These features are key elements to
identify neoplasms and can be elucidative of a slower or more aggressive pathologic process
(Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Burgener et al., 2008; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009;
Madewell et al., 2013; Costelloe & Madewell, 2016). Categories of osteolytic activity
margins, described in Table 3.V, termed geographic, moth-eaten, and permeative (or permeated)
were educed from the radiological literature. This categorization was firstly proposed by
the skeletal radiologist Gwilym Lodwick in 1964 (Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009;
Amoretti et al., 2013), and further revised into a formal classificatory system pertaining
focal or diffuse bone loss (Bennett & El-Khoury, 2004). This system gives an indication of
the growth rate and aggressiveness of a pathological process; hence it is helpful to the
differential diagnosis (Bennett & El-Khoury, 2004; Greenspan et al., 2007; Davies &
Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Amoretti et al., 2013; Madewell et al., 2013; Costelloe & Madewell,
2016). Radiographically, a geographic margin is characterized by a sharp and defined focal
lesional area, with a narrow zone of transition (IA- with sclerosis/ bone reaction of the
margins; IB- margins are clear but without sclerosis; IC- the margins are less well visible)
(Table 3.V; Figure 3.6). Moth-eaten margin shows a diffuse pattern of bone destruction,
with the multiple small clusters of scattered holes in the bone that vary in size (Madewell et
al., 2013; Costelloe & Madewell, 2016) (like the appearance of clothes eaten by a moth). A
permeative destruction implies an ill-defined and diffuse destructive process, with multiple
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uniform, very small oval areas of lucency or streaks (Madewell et al., 2013; Costelloe &
Madewell, 2016) (Table 3.V; Figure 3.6).
Although these osteolytic categories were devised for radiological observation,
Ragsdale & Lehmer (2012: 242) states that this descriptive terminology, also described in
Ragsdale (1993), can be “advocated without alterations for use in paleopathologic
description”. Geographic and moth-eaten margins68 have been mentioned in the
paleopathological literature with descriptions of these changes in dry bone (e.g. Rothschild
et al., 1998; Mulhern, 2011; Marques et al., 2013). However, this is not the case for
permeative margins, which are barely absent in the description of archaeological
specimens, most likely due to its difficult recognition (Mulhern, 2011). Illustrations of a
permeative margin in dry specimens was not found in our bibliographic survey, a difficulty
also mentioned by Mulhern (2011). As such, we do not have a comparative dry bone image
to identify such changes. Moreover, there is a lack of consensus if these alterations could be
identified on visual inspection alone, since Helms (2014: 142) consider that “a true
permeative process will have an uninvolved cortex” and it is located in the intramedullary
space, whereas Ragsdale (1993), Chhem et al. (2008) and Madewell et al. (2013) mention
that these are mostly cortical changes. In the works of Greenspan & Remagen (1998),
Resnick & Kransdorf (2005a) or Davies & Cassar-Pullicino (2009) the lesion appears
described on both cancellous and cortical bone. For some scholars, the difference between
moth-eaten and permeative margins is a matter of the lesion size and they are often
difficult to discern (Helms, 2015 pers. comm.). As noted by Greenspan & Remagen (1998: 11)
“the distinction between a moth-eaten and a permeative pattern of destruction may be
subtle; often the two patterns coexist in the same lesion”. For this reason, these two types of
margins will be recorded separately when possible, however, for computation of the results
permeative and moth-eaten margins will be pooled (moth-eaten/permeative).

Moth-eaten and geographic are terms sometimes used to describe a ragged/irregular appearance of an osteolytic
lesion’s margin in the paleopathological literature. However, it is not the appropriate use of the term.
68
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As illustrated in Table 3.V, different patterns of bone formation were included in the
scoring system. These distinctive types of bone formation are clearly defined, both in the
radiological and paleopathological literature, and do not require any further clarification.
Since distinction between different categories of bone proliferation or bone
destruction is essential to understand the biological activity and a slower or more aggressive
nature of a pathological process (Ragsdale, 1993; Burgener et al., 2008; Costelloe &
Madewell, 2016; Greenspan & Borys, 2016), two additional distinctions were made for
analytical purposes. Lesions that are frequently observed in a malignant or aggressive
process were termed as specific, including the categories: spiculated reactions (“hair-on-end”,
“sunburst” or “mossy/coral-like” lesions, see Table 3.V); geographic margins (1B and 1CFigure 3.6); moth-eaten/permeative (Figure 3.6 and Table 3.V); or extensive destruction of
the cortical surface or absence of parts of the bone (Figure 3.6). The term specific is merely
operational and does not connote a pathognomonic feature of a neoplastic/metastatic
process. Lesions that are also frequently observed in various other conditions were
considered

as

non-specific,

namely,

woven/lamellar/mix

new

bone

formation,

enlargement/widening of the bone contour, small areas of circumscribed, coalescent or
reticulated porosity (Table 3.V), and small geographic osteolytic focus with remodeled and
sclerotic borders (1A- Figure 3.6).
To test if the paleopathological diagnosis is an approximate measure of the
neoplasms prevalence in a sample, all skeletons were allocated into three stratified score
groups (score 1, score 2, and score 3), depending on the lesions typology, topography,
extension, and severity. These scoring groups are for analytical purposes only. For the
designation of the scoring groups we adopted the terminology for “degree of certainty of
diagnosis in paleopathology” proposed by Appleby et al. (2015: 20), yet with modifications.
The stratifying scheme was created as follows:
Score 1. Not consistent with a malignant neoplasm: absence of destructive or
proliferative lesions that could have been caused by a neoplastic/metastatic process.
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Score 2. Moderately consistent with a malignant neoplasm: evidence of destructive
and/or proliferative processes that could have been caused by a malignant neoplasm,
but lesions are non-specific and there are other causes that could be evoked. It does
not allow a reliable diagnosis. Inclusion criteria:
i) presence of discrete areas of new bone formation— woven/lamellar, small spicules
(excluding exuberant radiant, parallel spicules), and/or expanded bone contour—
located in at least one anatomical area other than lower limb long bones; or
ii) presence of discrete, small and well-delimited osteolytic lesion affecting
three or fewer bones.

Score 3. Highly consistent with a malignant neoplasm: presence of destructive
and/or proliferative processes that are typically observed in malignant neoplasms.
High degree of severity and specificity of the lesions. Inclusion criteria (based on
paleopathological and biomedical literature):
i) diffuse areas of new bone formation (radiant, parallel or coarse spicules);
or
ii) diffuse areas of bone destruction (geographic foci, moth-eaten/permeative, absence
of parts);
and
iii) multifocal distribution (unifocal excluded) in the skeleton and preferential location
in the axial region, hip bones, and proximal portions of long bones.

An analytical category of osteotropic neoplasms, i.e. the ones that most often metastasize
to bone, was created. This category was defined based on the biomedical literature
(Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Reith, 2016) and included individuals with record of breast,
prostatic, lung, and kidney neoplasms, as well as primary bone neoplasms, as designated in
the cause of death.
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Radiological techniques were applied to a few selected bones from the MBISC and
CISC. The remains from the MBISC were analyzed by conventional radiography (Iconos
Siemens), gently provided by the company Imagens Médicas Integradas (IMI), Lisbon, with the
generous cooperation of Dr. Carlos Prates and his team. The skeletons from the CISC
were surveyed with conventional radiography (Philips EasyVision) and CT scan (Siemens
Somatom Emotion, Detector Ultra Fast Ceramic (UFC) with 16 slice, 0.6 mm of
collimation and 0.75 mm effective slice) at the Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra, with
the kind collaboration of the CT technician Rosa Gaspar. Budget constrains hindered the
analysis of the totality of the cases under study.

Figure 3.6. Illustration of schematic categories of margins of bone destruction:
[a] geographic (type I), includes de IA, IB and IC; [b] moth-eaten (type II) and
permeative (type III). [Reprinted with permission from Springer+Business
Media: Davies & Cassar-Pullicino (2009) Principles of detection and diagnosis. In
Davies, A.M.; Sundaram, M.; James, S.L.J. (eds.): Imaging of bone tumors and tumorlike lesions: techniques and applications. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, pp. 125–127].

Table 3.V. Typology of bone alterations, with the terminology and definitions adopted in the present work.

Terminology and codes

Definition

New bone formation (NBF)
1.1. Woven (W)/Fiber bone

Unstructured, disorganized, and porous appearance. The porosity is small in diameter and can present sinuous vascular grooves.
Limits well defined with irregular margins. In the bone surface, it shows absence of cortical integration and detachable
appearance. No particular arrangement of the fibrous component (Ortner, 2003; Roberts & Connell, 2004; Matos & Santos,
2006; Weston, 2008).

1.2. Lamellar (L)

More structured and organized surface, with thick, smooth, and compact appearance. Nonexistent or larger porosity. Poorly
differentiated from the cortex. Remodeling is notorious (Roberts & Connell, 2004; Matos & Santos, 2006; Weston, 2008).

1.3. Mix (W+L)

Simultaneously areas of woven and remodeled bone or areas where the woven bone starts to be integrated in the cortex. Has
higher level of organization. In the present work, when the new bone formation was severe and produced a localized thickening or
increase of the bone normal dimension, a separate code was created; it was designated by enlargement or wide bone contour (distinct
from shell-type formation).

1.4. Spiculated reactions: radiant
(“sunburst”) or parallel (“hairon-end”)

Coarse and rounded spicules. Periosteal spiculated reactions that can present a radiant or perpendicular alignment with the cortex
(Edeiken et al., 1966; Ragsdale et al., 1981; Mann & Murphy, 1990; Ortner, 2003; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009) (Figure 3.7c).

1.5. Spiculated reactions:
“mossy”, “coral”

Poorly organized new bone formation. It can have spicules, variable in thickness and orientation, or a more nodular appearance.
Its surface is smoother and irregular. This massive reaction can be observed in the intramedullary space over the normal
trabeculae or subperiostally. It has a “mossy” appearance (Ortner, 2003) (Figure 3.7a,b).

1.6. Trabeculae coarsening

Involving both resorption and deposition of cancellous bone, producing a coarse and thickened aspect (Buikstra & Ubelaker,
1994; Hershkovitz et al., 1998).

(Cont.)
1.7. Shell type

Formation of a shell-like or “expansile”69 appearance due to a contiguous periosteal reaction with underlying cortex destruction
(Hackett, 1976; Ragsdale et al., 1981; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009) (Figure 3.7d).

1.8. Other
Bone destruction (BD)
2.1. Porosity/pitting

Small clusters of pores with well-delimited appearance and affecting a well delimited area (Wilczak, 2011).

2.2. Coalescent pores

As pores increase in size, they merge or overlap, so that the center or the periphery of the pitted area is enlarged (Hackett, 1976).

2.3. Reticulated

Appearance of a network of a superficial area of bone destruction.

2.4 Osteolytic focal
2.4a. Geographic

A clear, well-defined, circumscribed focal area of bone loss (code 2.4a1 was added to describe a complete perforation). This lesion
correspond to the radiological classification of geographic type margin (Figure 3.6, 3.8a) (Ragsdale, 1993; Greenspan & Remagen,
1998; Bennett & El-Khoury, 2004; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Amoretti et al., 2013; Costelloe & Madewell, 2016;
Greenspan & Borys, 2016 ). These alterations can manifest different subtypes of margins: Type 1A, 1B and 1C, as illustrated in
Figure 3.6.

2.4b. Crater like

Osteolytic focus/geographic lesion with a scooped-out appearance, preserving a smooth base and walls (Mann & Murphy, 1990).

2.4c. Other
2.5. Osteolytic diffuse

69 According

Diffuse areas of bone loss (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994) within a common bone region. A cluster of several osteolytic focus.

to Ragsdale et al. (1981) the term “cortical expansion” is a misnomer, since the bone does not inflate or expand, however it is widely used in radiological terminology.

(Cont.)
25a. Moth-eaten

Multiple scattered foci of bone destruction, confluent and that vary in size but are generally small (can appear moderate to large).
In cortical bone, deep, focal and perforating lesions are observed (Ragsdale, 1993; Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Davies &
Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Amoretti et al., 2013; Costelloe & Madewell, 2016; Greenspan & Borys, 2016) (Figure 3.6, 3.8b).

2.5b. Permeative

Radiographically represented by “uniformly tiny lucent streaks that enlarge to become oval lucencies resulting in progressive
cortical rarefaction over a broad segment” (Ragsdale, 1993: 461). In the cortical bone appear as multiple small destructions that
cross the cortical bone (Greenspan & Remagen, 1998; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Amoretti et al., 2013; Costelloe &
Madewell, 2016; Greenspan & Borys, 2016) (Figure 3.6).

2.5c. Other
2.6. Absence parts/collapse

Destruction and absence of a significant region of bone due to bone loss or a structural collapse (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994;
Mulhern, 2011).

2.7. Regression of trabeculae

Osteolytic destruction accompanied by regression and destruction of the trabeculae (effaced trabeculae) (Rothschild et al., 1998;
2002), with no clear deposition of bone identified.

2.8. Other
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[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]

Figure 3.7. Examples of different forms of new bone formation: [a,b] mossy and coral; [c]
spiculated reaction of the “sunburst” type; [d] “shell type”. [Photo source: Donald J.
Ortner, Smithsonian Institution, NMNH. Made available by Steckel et al. A History of Health
in Europe from the Late Paleolithic Era to the Present. Mimeo, Columbus, Ohio. Original
description: [a] photo nr. 002-392, pelvis, anterior, multiple cartilaginous exostoses; [b]
photo nr. 003–050, innominate, right, prostate cancer; [c] photo nr. 002–015, skull, left
parietal, osteosarcoma; [d] photo nr. 001–189, femur, right, giant cell tumor].

[a]

[b]

Figure 3.8. Examples of typology of bone loss: [a] focal geographic and corresponding
radiographic image; [b] moth-eaten and corresponding radiographic image. [Photo source:
Donald J. Ortner, Smithsonian Institution, NMNH. Made available by Steckel et al. A
History of Health in Europe from the Late Paleolithic Era to the Present. Mimeo, Columbus, Ohio.
Original description: [a] photo nr. 180-138 and nr. 180-122, tibia, left, tumor; [b] photo nr.
181-009 and nr. 181-017, skull, anterior and lateral, multiple lytic lesions, metastatic
cancer].
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3.2.3. Statistical procedures

Data was recorded and analyzed using the software Microsoft® Office Excel, the
statistical package SPSS Statistics (v. 21.0, IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL) for Macintosh and
EpiInfo, version 3.3.2 (Center for Disease Control).
Descriptive statistics included the report of percentages or frequencies70 for qualitative
(ordinal or nominal) variables, and for quantitative ones the measures of central tendency
and dispersion reported were: means, median, standard deviation (SD), minimum and
maximum (min.-max.) values (Zar, 2010).
Quantitative variables, such as age at death, year of death, and year of birth, number
of lesions, were tested for normal distribution by the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test (Zar, 2010;
Marôco, 2011), additionally the assumptions for normal distribution were also inferred
through the values of skewness and kurtosis. The homogeneity of variance in two or more
groups was evaluated with the Levene test (Zar, 2010; Marôco, 2011). When the
assumptions for normality and homogeneity of variance were not violated, the t-Student test,
for two groups, and the ANOVA one way, for more than two groups, were the parametric
tests adopted to compare mean values, when necessary Welch’s correction was applied to
both tests. Games-Howell and Tukey HSD were the post-hoc tests used (Marôco, 2011). Nonparametric tests were used when the normality of the data was compromised. Distribution of
quantitative

variables

across

independent

samples

was

done

with

the

two-

sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov, while for more than two groups the Kruskall-Wallis was used.
Analysis of the homogeneity and independence of categorical and dichotomous
variables was done with the Chi-Square (χ2) tests (Pearson or likelihood ratio chi square
depending on the size of expected frequencies), although the Fisher’s exact test or Monte
Carlo adjustment were used when the conditions for the application of the Chi-Square were
not fulfilled (Zar, 2010; Marôco, 2011). The odds ratio (OR) served the purpose to quantify
70 On

the present work, the designation of frequency corresponds to the relative frequency, otherwise the specific designation

of “absolute frequency” was stated to report the number of observations in a variable [n].
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the degree of the association between variables, with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI).
Additionally, Cochran’s test was used for independent proportions.
A linear, logistic and multinomial regression analysis served to explore the relation of
the independent variables (e.g. sex, age at death) and dependent categorical variables (Peng
et al., 2002; Marôco, 2011), with p-values determined by the Wald χ2 test (Marôco, 2011).
For all the inferential analysis performed, statistical significance was accepted for p ≤
0.05, and a two-tailed significant test was considered in all statistical tests.
For exploratory analysis of the data, and to evaluate “how strongly and in which way
these variables are interrelated” a multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) was performed
according to the guidelines by Greenacre (2007: 137).
Intra-observer error measure can be evaluated by the comparison of two or more
separate observations performed by the same observer on the same subject (Silva, 1999). A
subsample of the neoplasm cohort was randomly selected to be the focus of a repeated
observation. Twenty-six skeletons were randomly selected (13 skeletons from the MBISC
and the equal number on the CISC), representing approximately 20% of the skeletal sample
studied, as suggested by Buikstra & Ubelaker (1994) as a reasonable value to assess intraobserver error. The reassessment of the observations was made two months after the original
data was collected and for the following skeletal elements: cranium, vertebral column, left
tibia. The selection of these elements aimed to include axial and appendicular bones. The
intra-observer error was assessed in a binary classification of presence/absence for: 1)
pathological alteration; 2) bone proliferation; 3) bone destruction; 4) both proliferation and
destruction. The measure of agreement (agreement/observations) was calculated, with the
coefficient varying between zero and one, with the unity representing a perfect agreement
and zero indicating that the agreement is no better than expected by chance (Silva, 1999;
Chan, 2003).
Inter-observer error was calculated for the allocation of the skeletons into the scoring
groups (score 1, score 2, and score 3), in 10% (n=13) of the malignant neoplasm sample, with the
reassessment made by a paleopathologist (V. Matos).
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| 3.3 | Skeletal preservation and representation
Inferences drawn from a paleopathological research can be hindered by the degree of
skeletal completeness and quality of the bone surface observable, since diagnosis accuracy, or
the calculation of absolute frequencies, rely on these parameters (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994;
Thillaud, 1994; Bello et al., 2003; Stodder, 2008; Waldron, 2007; 2009). Thus, the appraisal
of the skeletal preservation took into consideration both the quantitative measure of
completeness and the quality of the external bone surface, as they are both important
dimensions on the preservation analysis (Bello et al., 2006; Stodder, 2008). For this purpose,
the methodology proposed by Bello et al. (2003; 2006) with adjustment to analyze both
parameters (quantitative and qualitative) simultaneously was followed. For each of the
skeletons was calculated the Anatomical Preservation Index71 (API=100 x Σ P [1,N]/N), which is
“a preservation score assessing the quantity of osseous material present […] and expresses
the ratio between the score of preservation (i.e., the percentage of bone preserved) for each
single bone and the skeleton’s total number of bones” (Bello et al., 2006: 25). Although the
score used in this method is the percentage of bone present, in the present work was also
considered the quality of the bone surface, tallied as a dichotomous category (observable and
not observable) for each area. Thus, if an extensive destruction of the external surface turned
the bone unobservable, even if the bone was complete, then it was considered absent (Table
3.VI). Moreover, the percent intervals proposed by Bello et al. (2006) were also adjusted with
the intervals of 75–99% and 100% merged (Table 3.VI, Appendix C1). The skeletons are
considered well preserved when the scores of API exceed 50% (Bello et al., 2003; 2006).
The bone representation, i.e., the analysis of each bone or anatomic area frequency in
the sample was also calculated (Representation=100 x Σ Number of observations/Number
of theories).

71

The index is an adaptation for the method proposed by Dutour (1989 in Bello et al., 2003), and it is also designated by

Indice de Conservation Anatomique (Bello et al., 2003).
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Overall the skeletal sample presents a very good degree of preservation and
completeness. This inference is obtained by the analysis of the skeleton anatomic
preservation index (API) in the MBISC and CISC. For both the MBISC (n=91) and CISC
(n=45) most of the skeletons (n=86 [94.5%] and n=45 [100%], respectively) displayed API
scores higher than 50%. This value indicates a very well-preserved sample, as 50% is the
reference value (Bello et al., 2006). Furthermore, in the CISC all cases were allocated on the
highest API score (75–100%) (Figure 3.9). In the MBISC, 87.9% (n=80) of the skeletons
were allocated in the 75–100% API interval, i.e., most of the skeletons were nearly complete
and well-preserved (Figure 3.9). Yet, two cases scored 0 for API in the MBISC (Figure 3.9),
as such they were excluded from the paleopathological survey (this sample size alteration was
accounted for in section 3.1.3). This exclusion was due to problems in the collection
curation, with one individual having additional/commingled bones from another skeleton
and in the other case there was incompatibility between the biographic registry for age at
death and sex and the skeletal features.

Table 3.VI. Bone preservation intervals and the equivalence to the classes from
Bello et al. (2006: 25).
Description

Classes

Bone missing (0%)/not observable

1

1–24% of bone preserved/observable

2

25–49% of bone preserved/observable

3

50–74% of bone preserved/observable

4

75–100% of bone preserved/observable

5 and 6

The analysis of the bone representation, i.e. the analysis of the frequency of each bone
or anatomic area in the sample, also provides a good indication of the sample viability. For
the MBISC, it can be shown that 96.7% (88 out of 91) of the skulls were observable. In the
post-cranial skeleton, the highest frequencies of preservation/completeness were attained by
the right and left os coxae (97.8%, n=89 and 96.7%, n=88, respectively), femurs (96.7%
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[n=88] and 95.6% [n=87] for the right and left sides respectively), and tibiae (96.7% [n=88]
and 95.6% [n=87] for the right and left sides respectively) (Figure 3.10 and Appendix D1).
Moreover, these anatomical elements were mostly complete, since they were mainly
allocated in the 75–100% interval.
The exception to this overall good preservation/completeness in the MBISC was
noticed in the hands and feet (Figure 3.10 and Appendix D1). Even if the hands72 were
considered observable in 81 (89.0%) individuals, and the feet in 83 (91.2%), the number of
cases where these anatomic regions were complete (all bones present) were low (3.3% of the
individuals for the hands and 1.1% for the feet) (Appendix D1). Furthermore, only 1864
hand bones were observable, representing solely 37.9% of the expected number. A total of
2187 feet bones were observable, corresponding to 46.2% of the expected. The patellae
(73.6% [n=67] and 75.8% [n=69] for the right and left sides, respectively) and
sternum/manubrium (80.2%, n=73) were less well preserved (Figure 3.10, Appendix D1).
In bioarchaeological studies, ribs and vertebral column are among the less wellpreserved anatomic regions, yet their degree of preservation in the present sample
was satisfactory. The right ribs segment was considered observable in 84 individuals
(92.3%), corresponding to 888 (81.3% of the expected) right ribs. Whereas the left side was
observable in 82 individuals (90.1%), corresponding to 879 left ribs (80.5% of the
expected). In the vertebral column, the thoracic segment was the most complete, with a
sum of 978 vertebrae (89.6% of the theories), followed by the lumbar region with 389
vertebrae, i.e., 85.5% of the theories, and finally the cervical segment with 532
vertebrae, representing 83.5% of the theories.
The analytical survey of the CISC sample, indicates that both the cranial and post
cranial elements show a high coefficient of observable bones and a good level of
completeness (Figure 3.10 and Appendix D2). When compared with the MBISC, the CISC

Due to the poor reliability in the siding of the phalanges the pairs of hands and feet were taken as an anatomical unit
without segregating into right and left sides.
72
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scored higher for the hands (n=1918) and feet (n= 1805), with 78.9% and 77.1% observable.
Forty-three (95.6%) individuals had the rib region observable (Appendix D2) and the
proportion of ribs was 88.7% (n=478) and 88.0% (n=475), for the right and left side,
respectively. The number of lumbar vertebrae was higher (100%, n=225) than the thoracic
(97.0%, n=524) and cervical (80.6%, n=254).
Several factors of extrinsic nature—such as the burial environment or recovery and
curation procedures—or intrinsic nature, such as the bone size, surface area or density, can
mediate the differential bone preservation (Bello et al., 2003; Bello et al., 2006; Stodder,
2008). It is not surprising that the described sample reached a very good level of
preservation/completeness, since these human remains are from the contemporary period
and exhumed a few years or decades after the inhumation. Some skeletal elements have
better preservation, namely the skull, hip, and long bones, while others, like the patellae,
sternum, scapulas, hands, and feet, are more susceptible to bone destruction. These
discrepancies were already documented in other studies (e.g. Waldron, 1987; Bello et al.,
2003; Bello et al., 2006; Stodder, 2008). It should be noted that in the MBISC was not only
the degree of bone destruction that sometimes hampered the observation, but also the excess
of soft tissues (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.9. Percentage (%) and number [n] of skeletons per each interval of preservation
(API), for the MBISC and CISC samples.
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Figure 3.10. Percentage of bones or anatomic region observable (Σ number of observable/number of theories) for the MBISC (n=91) (upper) and CISC (n=45)
(lower) samples. Legend: R- right side; L-left side; C- cervical; T- thoracic; L- lumbar; *- pairs of hands and feet.
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Figure 3.11. Posterior region of the sacrum (on the left [Sk. no. 1256- MBISC]) and vertebrae (on the
right [Sk. no. 809-MBISC]) with extensive preservation of the soft tissues.
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| 4.1 | Documentary records and epidemiological profile

4.1.1. Prevalence

The epidemiological profile of the individuals with neoplasms registered in the cause
of death was determined in the four reference collections: Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal
Collection (MBISC), Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection (CISC), Medical School
Collection (MSC) and International Exchange Collection (IEC). Among the 2951
documentary records of the collections, a total of 26073, i.e. 8.8%, had a neoplastic
condition reported in the cause of death74 (Table 4.I).
As illustrated in Figure 4.1 (Appendix E for absolute frequencies), neoplasms
represented the third cause of death reported in the MBISC (n=769), with a crude
prevalence of 11.8% (n=91), a value only surpassed by the ICD-10 groups diseases of the
circulatory system (32.1%, n=247) and certain infectious and parasitic diseases (21.2%, n=163)
(Figure 4.1).
Neoplasms in the CISC (n=505) were recorded in 8.9% (n=45) of the individuals,
corresponding to the fourth cause of death, paralleling with the diseases of the digestive system
(8.9%, n=45). Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (31.3%, n=158), diseases of the circulatory
system (20.6%, n=104), and diseases of the respiratory system (10.3%, n=52) surpassed neoplasms
crude prevalence (Figure 4.1).
73
74

The sum of 260 individuals correspond to 136 skeletons (MBISC and CISC) and 124 skulls (MSC and IEC).
See Chapter 3 for the description of the criteria applied to the cause of death coding.
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Table 4.I. Absolute (n) and crude prevalence (%) of individuals with neoplasms
in comparison with other causes of death (non-neoplasms) as registered in the
collections’ records.
Collection

Total

Neoplasms

MBISC

n
769

n
91

%
11.8

n
678

%
88.2

CISC

505

45

8.9

460

91.1

MSC

534

31

5.8

503

94.2

IEC

1143

93

8.1

1050

91.9

TOTAL

2951

260

8.8

2691

91.2

Non-neoplasms

Legend: n- number of individuals; %- total percentage within the category.

Among the 1143 records in the IEC, neoplasms accounted for 8.1% (n=93),
corresponding to the fifth cause of death (Figure 4.1). Certain infectious and parasitic diseases
(35.5%, n=406), diseases of the circulatory system (19.0%, n=217), diseases of the respiratory system
(10.8%, n=124), and diseases of the digestive system (8.4%, n=96) prevailed.
The MSC (n=534) exhibited the lowest crude prevalence of neoplasms, reaching
merely 5.8% (n=31), placing this group in the sixth position. Certain infectious and parasitic
diseases (27.0%, n=144) and diseases of the circulatory system (17.8%, n=95) reached the highest
coefficients. Noteworthy that the group of symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory
findings, not elsewhere classified was the third most prevalent, with 16.3% (n=87) (Figure 4.1).
Overall, the neoplasms cohort prevalence was quite divergent among the collections
surveyed, ranging from 5.8% to 11.8%. The highest coefficient was observed in the
MBISC, followed by the CISC, IEC, and MSC; whereas differences in proportion reached
statistical significance (χ2=15.396, df=3, p=0.002) between the MBISC and both MSC and
IEC. Of note that if we consider only the prevalence of the malignant/unidentified
neoplasms, the values shift to: 8.1% (240/2951) in the pooled sample; 11.7% (90/769) in
the MBISC; 8.1% (41/505) in the CISC; 7.1% (81/1143) in the IEC, and 5.2% (28/534)
in the MSC.
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Figure 4.1. Bar graph representing the crude prevalence (%) of the causes of death according to
ICD-10 major groups of disease. MBISC (%=n/769) [upper left], CISC (%=n/505) [upper right],
MSC (%= n/534) [lower left] and the IEC (%=n/1143) [lower right]. Legend: I- Diseases of the
circulatory system (I00-I99); II- Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99); III- Neoplasms
(C00-D48); IV- Diseases of the respiratory system (J00-J99); V- Diseases of the digestive system
(K00-K93); VI- Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes/external causes
of morbidity and mortality (S00-T98/V01-Y98); VII- Diseases of the genitourinary system (N00N99); VIII- Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified
(R00-R99); IX- Sum of the remaining ICD-10 major groups (see Appendix A for description of the
groups and Appendix E for absolute frequencies).

The effect of the age at death structure (see Chapter 3 and Table 4.II) was evaluated
by recalculating the prevalence with age standardization (AS) methods (see Chapter 3). The
results show that when age at death was taken into account, the neoplasm cohort coefficient
continued to be higher in the MBISC (ASprevalence=7.5%); however, the second ageadjusted prevalence was noted in the IEC (ASprevalence=7.1%) and not in the CISC
(ASprevalence=6.3%). The ASprevalence in the MSC was 4.8%. Some other interesting changes
were noted in the MBISC, since the infectious and parasitic diseases (ASprevalence=37.8%)
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became the most frequent group, surpassing the diseases of the circulatory system
(ASprevalence=18.7%). Diseases of the respiratory system (ASprevalence=8.8%) also surpassed the
neoplasms. In the CISC the order for the three major groups is the same for crude and ageadjusted prevalence, except for the neoplasms that were surpassed by diseases of the digestive
system

(ASprevalence=7.0%).

In

the

IEC,

certain

infectious

and

parasitic

diseases

(ASprevalence=45.6%), the circulatory (ASprevalence=12.2%), and respiratory (ASprevalence=9.3%)
diseases are all followed by the neoplasms.

4.1.2. Epidemiology

4.1.2.1. Neoplasms: biological behavior and location

In terms of biological behavior, as expected, malignant neoplasms prevailed in the
documentary records of all reference collections, totaling 76.9% (200/260) of the neoplastic
causes of death (Figure 4.2, Table 4.II). Except in the MSC, the unidentified category was
the second most represented (Figure 4.2, Table 4.II); whereas benign neoplasms had a
minor contribute to the epidemiological landscape of the reference collections (7.7%,
n=20). The latter encompasses 12 records of uterine or ovary benign neoplasms and eight
in the prostate.
The cause of death registry often includes the name of the organ affected
(presumably the primary site) by the neoplasm. As such, it was possible to probe the most
common location in the biological system and organ. As illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4,
neoplasms (pooled benign, unidentified and malignant categories) of the digestive and
reproductive systems accounted for the vast majority of the documented cases, with 39.6%
(103/260) and 28.1% (73/260), respectively. The coefficients were 45.1% (41/91) and
29.7% (27/91) in the MBISC; 44.4% (20/45) and 28.9% (13/45) in the CISC; 29.0%
(9/31) and 16.1% (5/31) in the MSC; 35.5% (33/93) and 30.1% (28/93) in the IEC,
respectively.

Table 4.II. Frequency and measures of central tendency and dispersion in the neoplasms cohort (MBISC, CISC, MSC, and IEC) by age at death, sex, and category.

Legend: n- number of individuals; N.r.-no registry; SD- standard deviation; Unident.- unidentified; a- t-Student statistics (age at death differences in the sex cohort) ; b- statistics for differences between sexes
and category (Fisher Exact Test results for MBISC, CISC, MSC and IEC and Fisher Chi-square for Total); 1- Total %[n1/n2] represents all neoplasms (n1=Σ M+Fneoplasm) divided by the total number of
individuals in the collection (n2) for the respective age class; 2- Male%[n3/n4] or Female%[n5/n6] represents the number of neoplasms (n3 or n5) per sex divided by the total number of males or females in the
collection (n4 or n6) for the respective age class. Note: the values herein reported for the benign, malignant and unidentified category reflect the documentary records. The values are different for the skeletal
sample (paleopathological analysis) since two individuals were excluded due to taphonomy (one malignant, one unidentified) and two individuals moved from the benign to the malignant cohort (Chapter 3).
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87.1
77.8

75.8
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23.1
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8.9
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1.1
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3.2
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% Malignant

15.4

12.9 12.9

IEC
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Total

% Unidentified

Figure 4.2. Frequencies (%=ncategory/nΣneoplasms) of the malignant, benign, and unidentified neoplasms
(sexes pooled) by collection and pooled sample (Total).

|TOTAL|

Circulatory

0

10

20

30

[2]

Digestive
Integumentary
Lymp./Haem.*
Musculoskeletal
Nervous

[103]
[1]
[6]
[9]
[5]

Reproductive
Respiratory
Urinary
Multiple
No reference

40 (%)

[73]
[7]
[9]
[21]
[24]

Figure 4.3. Absolute [n] and relative (%) frequencies of the neoplasm
cohort (n=260, sexes pooled, categories pooled) distributed by biological
system for the pooled collections (TOTAL). Legend: *Lymp./Haem.lymphoid and hematological disorders.

Figure 4.4. Absolute [n] and relative (%) frequencies of the neoplasms cohort (sexes pooled, categories pooled) distributed by the biological system
in the MBISC (n=91) (upper left), CISC (n=45) (upper right), MSC (n=31) (lower left), and IEC (n=93) (lower right).
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Considering the malignant/unidentified cohort, the results shifted only for the
reproductive system (no benign neoplasms were recorded in other biological systems), as
follows: 22.1% (53/240) in the pooled collections, 28.9% (26/90) in the MBISC, 22.0%
(9/41) in the CISC, 7.1% (2/28) in the MSC, and 19.8% (16/81) in the IEC.
The majority of the individuals were affected by neoplasms of the stomach (n=59),
uterus/ovaries (n=46), and intestines/colon/rectum (n=26) in the pooled collections (Table
4.III and Appendix F1). This trend was consistent in all samples, except in the MSC where
no intestinal neoplasms were reported. By considering only the malignant/unidentified
cohort, the same tendency was observed; stomach (24.6% [59/240]), intestinal region
(10.8% [26/240]), and uterus/ovaries (23.9% [34/142]) were the most frequent (data for
all organs described in Appendix F2).
Musculoskeletal neoplasms are worth mentioning in detail due to their rarity. This
group encompasses a carcinoma of the iliac bone (Sk. no. 431) in the MBISC, osteosarcoma of the
left maxilla (Sk. no. 174) and sarcoma of the pelvis (Sk. no. 294) in the CISC, an osteosarcoma of
the hip (written bacia) (Sk. no. 56), and sarcoma of the sacrum (Sk. no. 517) in the MSC. The
IEC had more cases, as follows: sarcoma of the right sacroiliac region and acetabulo-femoral joint (Sk.
no. 82), osteosarcoma of the left iliac bone (Sk. no. 884), sarcoma of the right cervical region with
metastases and osteitis on the maxilla (Sk. no. 657), and a tumoral mass on the cervical region (Sk. no.
1144).

4.1.2.2. Sex and age at death distribution

Sex distribution of the individuals with neoplasms (n=260) showed a numeric
superiority of the females (59.2% [154/260] or 10.8% [154/1427]) relatively to the male
cohort (40.8% [106/260] or 7.0% [106/1524]). The difference in proportions reached
statistical significance (χ2=13.540, df=1, p<0.001; OR=1.6 [CI=1.249-2.096]) (Table
4.IV); yet sex disparities were mostly due to the CISC and IEC (Table 4.IV).
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Table 4.III. Absolute (n) and relative frequencies (%) of the location of the neoplasm by organ.
TOTAL

MBISC

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

2

0.8

1

1.1

-

-

1

3.2

-

-

Intestines1

26

10.0

13

14.3

6

13.3

-

-

7

7.5

Liver, biliary tract

8

3.1

3

3.3

3

6.7

-

-

2

2.2

Mouth

3

1.2

1

1.1

-

-

1

3.2

1

1.1

Oesophagus

2

0.8

1

1.1

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

Pancreas

5

1.9

1

1.1

1

2.2

-

-

3

3.2

Stomach, pylorus

59

22.7

22

24.2

10

22.2

8

25.8

19

20.4

1

0.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

Leukaemia2

3

1.2

3

3.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lymphoma2

3

1.2

1

1.1

1

2.2

-

-

1

1.1

Maxillae

1

0.4

-

-

1

2.2

-

-

-

-

Pelvis, vertebrae

8

3.1

1

1.1

1

2.2

2

6.5

4

4.3

5

1.9

1

1.1

3

6.7

-

-

1

1.1

Breast

12

7.8

6

10.9

-

-

-

-

6

10.7

Prostate, penis3

15

14.2

7

19.4

2

11.8

-

-

6

16.2

Uterus, ovaries4

46

29.9

14

25.5

11

39.3

5

33.3

16

28.6

Larynx, pharynx

5

1.9

2

2.2

-

-

1

3.2

2

2.2

Lung

2

0.8

1

1.1

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

Bladder

5

1.9

2

2.2

-

-

-

-

3

3.2

Kidney

4

1.5

2

2.2

-

-

1

3.2

1

1.1

Multiple and other

21

8.1

2

2.2

5

11.1

3

9.7

11

11.8

No reference

24

9.2

7

7.7

1

2.2

9

29.0

7

7.5

Sum

260

100

91

100

45

100

31

100

93

100

Location

CISC

MSC

IEC

Circulatory system
Carotid, aorta
Digestive System

Integumentary system
Lip
Lymphoid and haematological

Musculoskeletal system

Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system*

Respiratory system

Urinary system

Legend: n- number of individuals; %- percentage; 1- combined intestines, colon and rectum; 2- combined leukemia and lymphomas;
3

- seven cases of malignant/unidentified and eight of benign neoplasms; 4- 34 malignant/unidentified and 12 benign; * - percentage

of breast, prostate/penis, and uterus/ovaries neoplasms calculated within the respective sex cohort (see also Appendix F).
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Table 4.IV. Absolute (n) and relative frequencies (%) of the sex subset for the individuals deceased by
neoplasms (sample) and for the total individuals in the collections.
Total
Collection

Male
n

Neoplasms
Female

%

n

%

Male
n

Female

%

%

Neop

Sex

n

%

%

Neop

Sex

Sig.

MBISC

360

46.8

409

53.2

36

39.6

10.0

55

60.4

13.4

n.s.

CISC

266

52.7

239

47.3

17

37.8

6.4

28

62.2

11.7

sig.

MSC

333

62.4

201

37.6

16

51.6

4.8

15

48.4

7.5

n.s.

IEC

565

49.4

578

50.6

37

39.8

6.5

56

60.2

9.7

sig

TOTAL

1524

51.6

1427

48.4

106

40.8

7.0

154

59.2

10.8

sig.*

Σnumber of

2951

260

individuals(M+F)

Legend: %Neop- prevalence within the neoplasms group; %Sex-prevalence within sex group; Sig.- significant differences for the sex
subset (Fisher χ2), considering the total males and females in the collection. Values: MBISC: χ2=2.200, df=1, p=0.138; CISC:
χ2=4.415, df=1, p=0.036; MSC: χ2=1.576, df=1, p=0.209; IEC: χ2=3.796, df=1, p=0.051* (value on the limit of significance); Total=
χ2=13.540, df=1, p<0.001.

Analysis of the sex subset by biological behavior (malignant, benign, unidentified) did
not show significant differences (Table 4.II). As depicted in the Figures 4.5 and 4.6, males
(48.1% [51/106]) were more likely to have digestive system neoplasms than females (33.8%
[52/154]; χ2=5.40, df=1, p=0.020), with an OR of 1.82 (CI=1.06-3.12) in the pooled
collections. Inversely, females (37.7% [58/154]) surpassed males (14.2% [15/106]; χ2=
17.19, df=1, p<0.001; OR=3.66 [CI=1.94-6.92]), in the group of reproductive system
neoplasms. This pattern was also noted in the MBISC for digestive (males: 50.0% [18/36];
females: 41.8% [23/55]; χ2=0.300, df=1, p=0.581) and reproductive systems (males: 19.4%
[7/36]; females: 36.4% [20/55]; χ2=2.23, df=1, p=0.135), yet without significant
differences. The same scenario was obtained in the CISC concerning the digestive system
(males: 64.7% [11/17]; females: 32.1 [9/28]; χ2=3.32, df=1, p=0.068) and reproductive
system (males: 11.8% [2/17]; females: 39.3% [11/28]; Fisher Exact test: p=0.088). In the
IEC males and females did not present a significant difference for the digestive system
neoplasms, with percent values of 35.1% (13/37) and 35.7% (20/56; χ2=0.00, df=1,
p=0.954), respectively. However, females had significantly higher coefficients (39.3%
[22/56]) than males (16.2% [6/37]) for neoplasms of the reproductive system (χ2= 5.63,
df=1, p= 0.017; OR=0.30 [0.09-0.92]). Females with digestive system neoplasms and males
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with reproductive system neoplasms were absent in the MSC. The remaining biological
systems had a reduced number of individuals, thus precluding further statistical analysis.
Distribution of the sex subset by primary organ affected showed that 26.4% (n=28) of
the males had a gastric neoplasm, followed by 14.2% (n=15) of prostate/penis, and 11.3%
(n=12) had neoplasms of the intestinal region. While 29.9% (n=46) of females had
uterine/ovaries neoplasms, followed by 20.1% (n=31) with gastric neoplasm, and 9.1%
(n=14) with affection of the intestinal region (Appendix F1).
Considering exclusively the malignant/unidentified cohort the main values for males
were distributed as follows: 28.6% (n=28) with neoplasms in the stomach; 12.2% (n=12) in
the intestines/colon/rectum; and 7.1% (n=7) in the prostate/penis. In the female cohort,
the distribution was: 23.9% (n=34) had neoplasms in the uterus/ovaries, 21.8% (n=31) in
the stomach, and 9.9% (n=14) in the intestines/colon/rectum (Appendix F2). No
significant differences were detected between sexes for the categories of stomach and
intestinal neoplasms (χ2= 0.012, df=1, p=0.912). However, when the general group of
reproductive system neoplasms was analyzed females were significantly more affected with
reproductive system neoplasms (females: 32.4%, n=46; males: 7.1%, n=7; χ2= 20.045,
df=1, p<0.001), while for the digestive system an inverse pattern was detected (males:
52.0%, n=51; females: 36.6%, n=52; χ2=5.017, df=1, p=0.025).
No. of observations (n)

|TOTAL|

Circulatory

11

Digestive
Integumentary
Lymph./Haem.*

1
2 4

Musculoskeletal

6

Nervous

14

3

Reproductive
Respiratory

58

15
6 1

Urinary

8

Multiple

9

No reference

52

51

6

1
12
18
Males

Females

Figure 4.5. Absolute frequencies (n) of the neoplasm cohort within the biological system for the sex
subset (nmales=106, nfemales=154), for the combined samples (Total). Legend: *Lymp./Haem.lymphoid and haematological related disorders.

|MBISC|

Circulatory

No. of observations (n)
1

No. of observations (n)

Digestive

Digestive
Lymp./Haem.*

|CISC|

23

18
1 3

Lymp./Haem.*

11
1

Musculoskeletal

1

Musculoskeletal

1 1

Nervous

1

Nervous

3

Reproductive
Respiratory
Urinary
Multiple

7

20

3
3 1

No reference

|MSC|
1

9
1

1

Reproductive

5

Respiratory

1

Urinary

1

Multiple

1

No reference

Multiple

2

11
3

1

2
3

6
Males

Males

Females

No. of observations (n)

Digestive
Musculoskeletal

2

7
Males

Circulatory

Reproductive

No reference

2

9

Females

|IEC|

Digestive
Integumentary
Lymp./Haem.*
Musculoskeletal
Nervous
Reproductive
Respiratory
Urinary
Multiple
No reference

Females

No. of observations (n)
13

20

1
1
4
1
6

22

2 1
4
4
3

7
4

Males

Females

Figure 4.6. Absolute frequencies (n) of the neoplasm cohort grouped by sex and biological system for the MBISC (nmales=36, nfemales=55) (upper left),
CISC (nmales=17, nfemales=28) (upper right), MSC (nmales=16, nfemales=15) (lower left) and IEC (nmales=37, nfemales=56) (lower right) (Legend: see Figure 4.5).
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Evaluation of the age at death profiles in neoplasm cohort (n=260) shows interesting
results. The age classes of 40-49 years and 50-59 years had the highest number of cases75,
with 14.4% (61 out of 423 individuals) and 15.9% (69 out of 433 individuals), respectively;
followed by the age classes of 60-69 years (11.3% [43/382]) and 70-79 years (9.9%
[35/353]) (Figure 4.7, Table 4.II). Only 1.5% of the neoplasms were reported in
individuals younger than 20 years (Table 4.II).
As depicted in the Figure 4.8, asymmetries for age at death in the sex cohort were
observed in the age classes of 0-9, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and ≥90 years of age (Figure 4.8,
Table 4.II).
As demonstrated in the Figure 4.9 (line graph), the four reference collections have a
distinctive pattern of age at death distribution, when all individuals are considered. In the
MBISC the age at death profile of the total collection is clearly negatively skewed, i.e. most
individuals are allocated in middle-aged/older age classes; while in the remaining
collections (CISC, MSC and IEC) the trend is positively skewed, with more representatives
in the younger age at death classes (Figure 4.9). In fact, the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test
shows that the distribution of age at death is not the same among the collections
(H=73.658, df=3, p<0.001, n=2942), with the MBISC and MSC differing from the
remaining. CISC and IEC have similar age at death profile (two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov=1.191, p=0.117, n=1648). It is important to evaluate how these differences in the
general age at death profile of the collections impacts the age distribution of the neoplasms
cohort. This analysis is undertaken in the following paragraphs.
In the MBISC, the most frequent age at death classes with neoplasms recorded are
50-59 years (21.0%) and 60-69 years (23.5%). It should be noted that the high coefficient in
the class of ≥ 90 years is an artifact of the small sample size. In the CISC, most of the
neoplasm cases were allocated in the 40-49 years (16.7%) and 70-79 years (18.0%). In the
MSC the values are highest in the 40-49 years (11.1%) and 50-59 years (7.4%). The highest

The percentage of neoplasms was calculated within the total age class of the collection, with %age class= nneoplasms by age
class/ntotal collection by age class. This procedure was also applied to the age distribution in the sex subset as well.
75
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Figure 4.7. Histogram depicting the prevalence (%) of neoplasms
(%=nneoplasms by age class/ntotal collection by age class, sexes pooled, nΣneoplasms=260,
Ncollection=2942*) for the pooled samples. *Nine individuals without age
at death registry.
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Figure 4.8. Prevalence (%=nneoplasms sex/ncollection sex) of the neoplasms
cohort by the sex subset (nΣfemales=154, nΣmales=106) and age classes
(N=2942*). * - Nine individuals without age at death registry.
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prevalence of neoplasms in the IEC was observed in the age at death classes of 40-49 years
(17.0%) and 50-59 years (19.1%) (Figure 4.9, Table 4.II). As afore-mentioned, despite
significant differences in the base age at death profile in the collections, the cohort of
neoplasms distribution per age at death is relatively similar. Moreover, it is noteworthy that
neoplasms were registered in the middle-aged and older individuals, but not in the most
extreme age classes. This inference was also corroborated by the analysis of the measures of
central tendency and dispersion for the group with neoplasms in comparison with the
remaining individuals, i.e. non-neoplasms. Means and medians for age at death were
consistently higher for individuals with neoplasms than for the ones with non-neoplastic
causes of death, except in the MSC (Figure 4.10[a-e], values tabulated in the Appendix G).
The comparison between the collections is also interesting, as illustrated in Figure
4.10 (see Appendix G), revealing that the highest mean age at death for the neoplasm
cohort was observed in the MBISC (mean=63.1±14.6 years), followed by the CISC
(mean=51.6±15.7 years), and IEC (mean=49.9±14.9 years). The lowest mean value
(47.2±14.6 years) was observed in the MSC. These differences are statistically significant76
(F=16.025, df=3, p<0.001, η2p=0.158, (power) π=1.000), with the post-hoc Tukey HSD
showing that differences occurred between the MBISC and all the remaining groups (95%
CI ]4.48-18.52[; ]7.84-23.86[; ]7.46-18.82[, p<0.001), with MBISC having 11.5 years of
mean difference with the CISC, 13.1 years with the IEC, and 15.9 years with the MSC.
As depicted in Figure 4.10[a-e], the median and mean age at death values for the
neoplasm cohort did not diverge markedly between sexes (values can be consulted in the
Table 4.II).
A logistic regression model was also implemented (dichotomous category neoplasms
vs non-neoplasms dependent variable and age at death and sex as independent variables),
which corroborated the previous results (Table 4.V).

76

A normal distribution of the age at death for the neoplasm cohort was verified for all groups except in the MBISC

(SW=0.971, p=0.043) yet the low values of skewness and kurtosis (MBISC: sk=-0.576, ku=0.932; CISC: sk=-0.072, ku=0.911; MSC: sk=0.188, ku=0.300; IEC: sk=0.141, ku=1.378) allowed the use of the parametric test. The Levene test of
homogeneity of variance was not significant (F=0.781, p=0.506).
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Figure 4.9. Bar graph depicting the percent value of neoplasms by age class (%=n1neoplasms age class/n2collection age class, sexes pooled) and sex. The dark line indicates the age
at death of all the individuals in the respective collection (%=n2collection age class/Ntotal collection). In the upper left is represented the MBISC (n1sum=91, N=769), upper right
the CISC (n1sum=45, N=505), lower left the MSC (n1sum=31, N=525*) and lower right the IEC (n1sum=93, N=1143). *Nine cases without registry of age at death.
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It is noteworthy that the age at death distribution when taking into consideration the
malignant, benign and unidentified categories maintained similar profiles (Table 4.VI),
which was again supported by the results of the logistic regression (Table 4.V). Individuals
under the age of 20 years at death, did not have registries of benign or unidentified
neoplasms. The tally of malignant neoplasms for this age at death group was five cases,
namely: myeloid leukemia (Sk. no. 146- MBISC), osteosarcoma of the hip (Sk. no. 56- MSC),
sarcoma of the right thigh (Sk. no. 452- IEC), intra-abdominal diffuse sarcomatosis (Sk. no. 622-IEC),
and a sarcoma of the right cervical region with metastasis (Sk. no. 657-IEC). By comparison the
oldest age at death group (90 years or older) had a prostate adenoma (Sk. no. 201-IEC; this
individual also had cardiac insufficiency registered as cause of death). In this age class were
also registered two cases of malignant neoplasms (rectum carcinoma [Sk. no. 319] and
“cancer cachexia” [Sk. no. 1234], both from the MBISC). Between the ages at death of 20
years old and 89 years old there were cases of malignant, benign and unidentified
neoplastic conditions.
The measures of central tendency and dispersion for age at death and location in the
biological system and organ are described in the Appendix H1-3. Considering the pooled
collections, individuals with neoplasms in the digestive and the reproductive systems, had
mean ages at death of 57.8±14.7 years and 54.7±15.0 years, respectively, not reaching
statistical significance (t=1.334, df=174, p=0.184, 95% CI ]-1.448-7.491[). Not significant
was also the difference between these biological system in the MBISC (t=1.554, df=66,
p=0.125, 95% CI ]-1.421-11.390[), CISC (t=1.052, df=31, p=0.301, 95% CI ]-5.56317.424[), and IEC (t=-0.271, df=59, p=0.787, 95% CI ]-7.389-5.625[) (Appendix H1-3). In
the MSC the analysis was compromised by the small sample size.
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|MSC|

[d]

|IEC|

[e]
Figure 4.10. [a-e]. Box plots representing the age at death (years) distribution of the
neoplasm and non-neoplasm cohorts (left) and of males and females (right). [a] Collections
combined (left: nneoplams=260, nnon-neoplasms=2682; right: nmale=106, nfemale=154). [b]
MBISC (left: nneoplams=91, nnon-neoplasms=678; right: nmale=36, nfemale=55). [c] CISC (left:
nneoplams=45, nnon-neoplasms=460; right: nmale=17, nfemale=28). [d] MSC (left: nneoplams=31,
nnon-neoplasms=494*; right: nmale=16, nfemale=15). [e] IEC (left: nneoplams=93, nnonneoplasms=1050;

right: nmale=37, nfemale=56). Median is represented by the bar, box includes
25%-75% of the distribution, whiskers represent the non-outlier range, and circles the
outliers. Data can be consulted in the Appendix G.
*The total collection is 534, however there are 9 individuals without registry of age at
death.
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Table 4.V. Logistic regression for neoplasm cohort and variables age at death and sex.

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(β)

95% C.I.
Exp(β)

Age

0.018

0.005

12.937

1

1.019

1.008-1.029

Sex

-0.178

0.234

0.578

1

<0.001
0.447

0.837

0.530-1.323

Age
Sex

0.016
-0.621

0.008
0.324

4.626
3.686

1
1

0.031
0.055

1.016
0.537

1.001-1.032
0.285-1.013

MSC

Age
Sex

-0.006
-0.459

0.01
0.371

0.296
1.527

1
1

0.586
0.217

0.994
0.632

0.974-1.015
0.305-1.309

Age
Sex

0.007
-0.384

0.005
0.223

2.156
2.962

1
1

0.142
0.085

1.007
0.681

0.998-1.017
0.440-1.055

Age

0.013

0.003

17.987

1

<0.001

1.013

1.007-1.019

Sex

-0.409

0.134

9.372

1

0.002

0.664

0.511-0.863

TOTAL

CISC

MBISC

β

IEC

I. All neoplasms

0.018
-0.209

0.005
0.235

12.83
0.790

1
1

<0.001
0.374

1.019
0.811

1.008-1.029
0.512-1.287

Age
Sex

0.018
-0.552

0.008
0.336

5.090
2.696

1
1

0.024
0.101

1.018
0.576

1.002-1.034
0.298-1.113

MSC

Age
Sex

-0.002
-0.219

0.011
0.393

0.049
0.310

1
1

0.825
0.578

0.998
0.803

0.977-1.019
0.372-1.736

Age
Sex

0.004
-0.465

0.005
0.239

0.634
3.797

1
1

0.426
0.051

1.004
1.592

0.994-1.015
0.997-2.543

Age

0.013

0.003

17.440

1

<0.001

1.013

1.007-1.019

Sex

-0.400

0.138

8.362

1

0.004

0.670

0.511-0.879

TOTAL

CISC

MBISC

Age
Sex

IEC

II. Malignant/unidentified cohort
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Table 4.VI. Measures of central tendency and dispersion (years) for the collections regarding the
neoplasm biological behavior.
Measures of central tendency and
dispersion (years)
Collections

n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

Malignant

69

62.9± 15.8

64.0

15-93

Benign

1

56.0

-

-

Unidentified

21

64.0± 10.0

66.0

48-87

M+U

90

63.2 ± 14.6

64.0

15-93

Malignant

35

54.4± 14.4

57.0

24-79

Benign

4

45.0± 18.7

43.5

24-69

Unidentified

6

39.5± 17.2

36.0

21-65

M+U

41

52.2 ± 15.6

53.0

21-79

Malignant

27

48.6± 14.8

46.0

14-80

Benign

3

38.3± 12.6

40.0

25-50

Unidentified

1

36.0

-

-

M+U

28

46.0

14-80

Malignant

69

49.2± 14.3

50.0

8-84

Benign

12

58.3± 18.5

54.0

38-100

Unidentified

12

46.0± 12.2

46.0

21-62

M+U

81

48.7 ±14.1

49.0

8-84

Malignant

200

54.8± 16.1

54.0

8-93

Benign

20

52.6± 18.3

48.0

24-100

Unidentified

40

54.2± 15.7

54.5

21-87

M+U

240

54.7 ± 16.1

54.0

8-93

Statistics
One way ANOVA

MBISC
F=0.162, df=2, p=0.850,
η2p=0.004, π=0.074

CISC
F=2.907, df=2, p=0.066,
η2p=0.122, π=0.538

MSC

48.2 ±14.7

F=0.974, df=2, p=0.390,
η2p=0.065, π=0.202

IEC
F=2.508, df=2, p=0.087,
η2p=0.053, π=0.491

TOTAL
F=0.174, df=2, p=0.841,
η2p=0.001, π=0.077

Legend: n- number of individuals; M+U- grouping of malignant and unidentified neoplasms; SD- standard deviation; Min.-Max.Minimum - Maximum.

4.1.2.3. Chronology of birth and death

Within the pooled neoplasm cohort (n=260), six cases (2.3%, four in the MBISC and
two in the MSC) did not have information regarding the year of birth. The chronology of
birth for the neoplasms cohort (97.7%, n=254) ranged from 1819 to 1949, spanning more
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than one century, with the mean value corresponding to the year of 1877±19.6 years and
the median to the year of 1878 (Table 4.VII).
In the pooled collections, the highest percent77 (14.6% [57/390] and 17.9%
[63/352]) of individuals with neoplasms were born in the decades between 1871 and 1890
(Figure 4.11). For reference purposes, Figure 4.11 also depicts the trends of the individuals
in the collections, showing that these were not markedly different. When frequencies78 were
analyzed in the four collections (Figure 4.12[a-d]), it was notorious that the MBISC had a
much wider birth span than the remaining ones (Figure 4.12[a-d]). The extreme values in
the initial decades of birth in the MBISC and IEC, represent a bias of the small sample size
in these decades.
Data on the year of death was absent for six individuals in the neoplasm cohort
(2.3%, four individuals in the MBISC and two in the MSC). Years of death (97.7%,
n=254) ranged from 1896 to 1969, with mean value of 1932±16.1 years (Table 4.VII). In
the MBISC, the chronology of death for the neoplasm cohort ranges from 1904 to 1969,
also exhibiting the highest mean value (1947±11.2). The MSC had the shortest range,
1896-1902, and the lowest mean (1900±1.9) (Table 4.VII). The CISC and IEC exhibited
intermediate chronologies of death, ranging from 1910-1936 and 1904-1937, respectively
(Table 4.VII). In the pooled collections, as portrayed in Figure 4.13, the frequency of
neoplasms showed an overall rise along the later decades of death, displaying a distinct
pattern from the total number of individuals that compose these collections. Logistic
regression analysis confirmed this time-trend, since the year of death was a significant
predictor of neoplasm classification79 (Table 4.VIII).

77

The percentage was calculated within the total individuals available in the collection for the corresponding decade of

birth: %decade birth= nneoplasms by decade/ntotal collection by decade. This procedure was also applied to the decade of death.
78 The peak values for the earliest decades in the MBISC and IEC, and for the latest in the MSC, are biases produced by
the few existent individuals in those decades.
79 The decade of 1971-1980 (n=4) was excluded from the analysis since it comprises a biased group of young individuals.
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Figure 4.11. Percentage (%=n1neoplasms decade/n2collection decade, sexes pooled, n=254) of the neoplasms cohort
by birth decade for pooled collections (solid line). The dash line represents the distribution of all
individuals in the collections (%=n2collection decade/Ntotal collection, sexes pooled, N=2771).

Table 4.VII. Measures of central tendency and dispersion (years) for the
neoplasm cohort regarding the years of birth and death.
Neoplasms
Measures of central tendency and dispersion
Collections

(years)
n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

MBISC
Year of birth

87*

1883 ± 19.2

1882

1821-1949

Year of death

87*

1947 ± 11.2

1950

1904-1969

CISC
Year of birth

45

1875 ± 16.8

1873

1843-1907

Year of death

45

1927 ± 4.6

1928

1910-1936

MSC
Year of birth

29*

1851 ± 14.6

1852

1819-1881

Year of death

29*

1900 ± 1.90

1900

1896-1902

Year of birth

93

1880 ± 15.8

1882

1827-1915

Year of death

93

1931 ± 4.5

1931

1904-1937

TOTAL
Year of birth

254

1877 ± 19.6

1878

1819-1949

254

1932 ± 16.1

1931

1896-1969

IEC

Year of death

Legend: n- number of individuals; *- Six cases (n=4 for the MBISC and n=2 for the MSC)
without registry of year of birth; SD- standard deviation; Min.-Max.- Minimum - Maximum.

Figure 4.12. Percentage (%=n1neoplasms
(n=87*),

(n=29*)

decade/n2collection decade,

sexes pooled) of the neoplasm cohort by birth decade (solid line) for the MBISC

CISC (n=45), MSC
and IEC (n=93). The dash line illustrates distribution of all individuals (%=n2collection decade/Ntotal collection, sexes
pooled) in the corresponding collection. *- six cases (n=4 for the MBISC and n=2 for the MSC) without registry of year of birth.
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Figure 4.13. Percentage (%=n1neoplasms decade/n2collection decade, sexes pooled, n=254) of the neoplasm
cohort by decade of death in the pooled collections (solid line). The dash line illustrates the distribution
of all individuals in the collections (%=n2collection decade/Ntotal collection, sexes pooled, N=2779).

Figure 4.14 illustrates the prevalence of the neoplasm cohort per decade of death in
the MBISC, CISC, MSC and IEC80. In the MBISC, even if the trend shows some
fluctuations, the highest coefficients are noticeable in the last two decades, likewise for the
CISC and IEC. The MSC results are less relevant because the sample comprises only two
decades. Logistic regression analysis showed significance for the variable year of death in
the CISC (Table 4.VIII). Similar patterns arise from the logistic regression analysis applied
to the malignant/unidentified cohort (Table 4.VIII).
The period between 1945 and 1950 was significant for the consolidation of the
Portuguese epidemiological transition, as such differences in the prevalence of neoplasms
before and after 1945 and 1950 were surveyed. Once more, the results were significant for
the pooled collections, with a percentage of neoplasms reaching 8.3% (198/2373) before
1945 and 13.8% (56/406) after 1945 (χ2=11.151, df=1, p=0.001). Equally, coefficients of
80 For IEC the highest percentage (50.0%) is an artifact produced by the reduced number of individuals for this decade,
thus representing one case of neoplasm within two individuals.
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Figure 4.14. Percentage (%=n1neoplasms decade/n2collection decade, sexes pooled) of the neoplasm cohort
by decade of death (solid line) for the MBISC (n=87*), CISC (n=45), MSC (n=29*) and IEC
(n=93). The dash line illustrates the distribution of all individuals in the corresponding collection
(%=n2collection decade/Ntotal collection, sexes pooled). *- Six cases (n=4 in the MBISC and n=2 in the
MSC) without the registry of year of birth.
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Table 4.VIII. Results of the logistic regression for the variables year at death, age at death, and sex.

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(β)

95% C.I.
Exp(β)

Year of death
Age

0.016
0.015

0.010
0.005

2.451
7.642

1
1

0.117

0.996-1.036
1.004-1.026

Sex

-0.062

0.239

0.066

1

0.006
0.797

1.016
1.015
0.940

0.588-1.503

CISC

Year of death
Age
Sex

0.062
0.018
-0.686

0.028
0.008
0.327

4.857
5.491
4.409

1
1
1

0.028
0.019
0.036

1.064
1.018
0.504

1.007-1.125
1.003-1.033
0.266-0.955

Year of death
Age
Sex

0.008
0.007
-0.385

0.029
0.005
0.223

0.083
2.149
2.988

1
1
1

0.773
0.143
0.084

1.008
1.007
0.680

0.953-1.067
0.998-1.017
0.439-1.053

Year of death
Age

0.014
0.010

0.004
0.003

11.136
11.821

1
1

0.001
0.001

1.014
1.010

1.006-1.023
1.004-1.017

Sex

-0.325

0.136

5.729

1

0.017

0.722

0.554-0.943

0.122

0.996-1.036
1.004-1.026
0.568-1.461

TOTAL

MBISC

β

IEC

I. All neoplasms

MBISC

0.016
0.015
-0.094

0.010
0.005
0.241

2.397
7.593
0.151

1
1
1

0.006
0.698

1.016
1.015
0.911

CISC

Year of death
Age
Sex

0.057
0.019
-0.612

0.029
0.008
0.339

3.961
5.887
3.260

1
1
1

0.047
0.015
0.071

1.059
1.020
0.542

1.001-1.121
1.004-1.036
0.279-1.054

Year of death
Age
Sex

0.015
0.004
-0.469

0.031
0.005
0.239

0.233
0.626
3.851

1
1
1

0.630
0.429
0.050

1.015
1.004
0.626

0.955-1.079
0.994-1.015
0.392-0.999

Year of death
Age

0.017
0.010

0.005
0.003

13.776
11.114

1
1

<0.001
0.001

1.017
1.011

1.008-1.026
1.004-1.017

Sex

-0.307

0.141

4.736

1

0.030

0.736

0.558-0.970

TOTAL

Year of death
Age
Sex

IEC

II. Malignant/unidentified cohort
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8.3% (206/2472) and 15.6% (48/307) were obtained when 1950 was the cutoff (χ2=15.110,
df=1, p<0.001).

| 4.2 | Paleopathological analysis

A total of 134 skeletons81, pooled MBISC (n=89) and CISC (n=45), were available
for paleopathological survey. Benign neoplasms were documented in the cause of death of
three skeletons, comprising 2.2% (3/134) of the sample (as mentioned in Chapter 3, a total
of five were noted in the documentary records, but two skeletons were allocated into the
malignant cohort due to the presence of skeletal changes consistent with a non-benign
process). This group comprises three individuals with uterine myomas (Sk. no. 147, 410,
and 461) from the CISC. Biodemographic data (sex, age at death, and year of birth and
death) are described in Chapter 3, Table 3.III. Two of these skeletons (Sk. no. 410 and
461) did not exhibit bone lesions, whereas Sk. no. 147 had a small bone reaction in the
circumferential area of the 1st lumbar vertebral body as well as vertebral osteophytosis.
These alterations do not seem related with a neoplastic process but rather with severe
degenerative changes in this segment.
Analysis of the 131 skeletons with malignant/unidentified neoplasms (the pooled
malignant and unidentified cohort will be designated as malignant henceforth for practical
reasons, see Chapter 3) was done firstly by exploring the quantification of the
paleopathological diagnosis accuracy (section 4.2.1), and secondly by a descriptive analysis
of the topography (section 4.2.2) and typology (section 4.2.3) of the lesions.
In the paleopathological survey, lesion registry and allocation of the individuals into
scoring groups attained good coefficients of intra-observer and inter-observer error. An
intra-observer error coefficient of 0.88 (23/26) was obtained for the binary presence vs

81 From

the 136 skeletons selected, two individuals (Sk. no. 680 and Sk. no. 1025) from the MBISC were excluded due to
postdepositional factors that render them not observable.
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absence of pathological alterations. This value results from three inconsistencies whether
there was a pathological or taphonomic alteration. A 0.96 (25/26) coefficient of error for
the presence of new bone formation was obtained, corresponding to one extremely
inconspicuous proliferative lesion not consistently recorded. The error coefficient for the
presence of osteolytic lesions was 0.85 (22/26), due to three inconsistencies between
taphonomic and osteolytic processes, as well as one case where degenerative changes in the
vertebral body and a true osteolytic process was not consistently recorded. The presence of
both proliferation and destruction of bone (mixed lesions) had a coefficient of one. Interobserver error for scoring groups reach a total agreement, with a coefficient of one (13/13).

4.2.1. Prevalence and scoring groups

The malignant cohort (n=131) was surveyed to test the reliability of the
paleopathological diagnosis. This was performed by allocating each skeleton into three
distinct stratified groups: score 1, score 2, and score 3, regarding the lesion typology,
topography, extension, and severity (see Chapter 3 for scoring parameters). The
implementation of the scoring system is merely operational, as it allowed the measurement
of our diagnostic ability based on naked eye observation. By pooling the data into large
analytic groups, we could properly quantify the number of skeletons with recognizable
osseous signs of malignancy (score 3- highly consistent), the ones with intermediate and/or nonspecific features (score 2- moderately consistent), and the ones not displaying osseous involvement
in relation to the neoplastic condition recorded as the cause of death (score 1- not consistent).
Forty-nine (37.4%) skeletons match the criteria for score 1 (not consistent) (Table 4. IX).
In this group were included individuals without osseous alterations and the ones with
lesions produced by a recognized non-neoplastic etiology (n=24) (e.g. fractures, rheumatic
conditions, cribra orbitalia, entheseal changes, etc.). It also includes 25 skeletons in which the
only visible alteration consisted of small, superficial and localized fusiform patches of
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appositional new bone formation (proliferative periosteal reactions) on the long bone
diaphysis (Figure 4.15), as described in section 4.2.3.3.
The remaining 82 (62.6%) skeletons exhibited a wide assortment of osteoclastic
and/or osteoblastic lesions (definitions in Chapter 3). The majority (45.0%, 59 out of 131)
met the criteria for score 2 (moderately consistent). That is, the lesions could have been caused
by a metastatic/neoplastic process, yet other possible causes could not be ruled-out based
only on visual inspection (i.e. non-specific pattern). Twenty-one showed multiple foci of
woven/lamellar new bone formation in skeletal areas other than the long bones; and/or
presence of small spicules; and/or widening of the bone contour. Although this
presentation is not unique to metastatic/neoplastic processes, this etiology cannot be ruled
out as it may represent the response to a neoplastic lesion (e.g. intramedullary location).
Thirty-eight skeletons showed signs of osteolytic activity– with variable degree of associated
new bone formation–, affecting less than three anatomic areas and with small dimensions,
number or low severity. Even if, in most cases, a neoplastic origin might be inferred, this
diagnosis would not be straightforward if the cause of death was unknown. Illustration of
cases with score 2 is depicted in the Figures 4.16 to 4.19. One individual with cause of death
registered as lymphosarcoma of the neck and mediastinum (female, 38 years old, Sk. no. 456CISC), showed multiple foci of new bone formation (woven) on the rib cage. They were
located in the visceral– less noticeable in the costal– surface of the 1st to 12th ribs
(bilaterally), and disperse throughout the shaft, vertebral, and sternal areas (Figure 4.16). It
also showed several patches of new bone formation in the right clavicle (max. 17 x 9 mm).
No other alterations were observed. A 29-year-old female (Sk. no. 200-CISC) with a brain
tumor and blindness, showed two relatively small areas of osteolytic activity in the occipital
bone, one consisting in coalescent pores (6 mm) and the other of multiple small osteolytic
foci (max. 12 mm), with well-defined margins (Figure 4.17). In the temporal and parietal
bones four small areas (max. 15 mm) of new bone formation were noticed. The only lesion
noticeable in a 46-year-old female, with uterine cancer (Sk. no. 1609-MBISC), consisted of
two small areas (20 x 12 mm and 26 x 17 mm) of new bone formation– one with an
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osteolytic focus– in the ventral surface of the pubic bones (Figure 4.18). Also, a discreet
patch of woven bone (6 mm) on the right scapula. Noteworthy, the skeleton of a 45-yearold male with a cancer of the rectum (Sk. no. 847-MBISC), exhibited signs of osteolytic
activity (geographic, well remodeled and sclerotic borders) and new bone formation in the
sacrum (max. 60 mm) (Figure 4.19), without further changes. Although the lesions in the
above-mentioned cases are most likely associated with the underlying cause of death, they
do not fully meet the diagnostic criteria for a metastatic/neoplastic process. These skeletal
presentations are limited in their extension and severity.
Interestingly, among the 59 individuals in score 2, 28 had osseous changes located in
adjacent areas to the organ of the neoplasm indicated in the cause of death. Eight cases of
intestinal/colorectal malignant neoplasms had new bone formation (woven, lamellar or
small spicules) in small patches, and/or small areas of bone destruction in the os coxae,
particularly in the ischiopubic region or sacrum (Figure 4.19). Eight individuals with
uterine neoplasms also showed osseous alterations in the hip bones (Figure 4.18). Four cases
of prostate neoplasms had discreet alterations in the ischiopubic region and one in the
sacrum. Two brain neoplasms shown osteolytic lesions in the skull (Figure 4.17). One
individual with bladder neoplasm showed woven bone in the pubis. One case of lung
neoplasm had new bone formation in the sternum/manubrium and ribs. One lymphosarcoma
of the neck and mediastinum also shows adjacent lesions in the thoracic age. The three cases of
primary bone neoplasms had non-specific lesions in the corresponding anatomical areas.
Score 3 (highly consistent) was attributed to 17.6% (n=23) of the skeletons (Table 4. IX),
covering all cases with a straightforward metastatic/neoplastic pattern. The lesions’
distribution was multifocal in the skeleton and/or bone, and were characterized by the
presence of multiple osteolytic and/or osteoblastic foci. Most of the individuals with score 3
showed both osteolytic and osteoblastic activity (n=14), whereas a predominantly osteolytic
pattern occurred in seven individuals and a predominantly osteoblastic in two. Skeleton no.
223-MBISC (female, 61 years old, uterine neoplasm) illustrates score 3 group. It displayed a
predominantly osteolytic pattern, with multiple foci, located in the ribs (left and right
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segment), vertebrae, sacrum, and os coxae, as well as a patch of woven bone (5 mm) in the
left scapula. Although the overall pattern is osteolytic there is minimal osteoblastic reaction
surrounding the destructive foci (Figure 4.20). A 66-year-old male with a rectum neoplasm
(Sk. no. 457-MBISC), showed exuberant and predominantly osteoblastic activity, with
fewer areas of osteolytic activity (Figure 4.21). Lesions were distributed along the skeleton,
except in the forearms, fibulae, patellae, hands, and feet bones. Simultaneous occurrence of
osteolytic and osteoblastic activity (Figure 4.22) can be demonstrated in the skeleton no.
1298-MBISC (male, 67 years old, prostate cancer), with changes located in the clavicles,
scapulas, humeri, left and right ribs, vertebrae, hip bones, and femurs.

[a]

[b]
Figure 4.15. Example of lesions considered in score 1. Localized
and superficial patches of periosteal new bone formation on
lower limb long bones. [a] Proximal third of the left femur
diaphysis (anteromedial) (Sk. no. 847-MBISC). [b] Diaphysis of
the second right metatarsal (Sk. no. 145-CISC).
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Figure 4.16. Example of lesions from individuals with score 2. New bone formation (woven)
on the shaft of the 8th right rib (visceral surface) (Sk. no. 456-CISC, lymphosarcoma of the
neck and mediastinum).

2 cm
[b]

[a]
Figure 4.17. Example of lesions in individuals with score 2. [a] Area of coalescent porosity (open
arrow) and osteolytic focus with geographic margins (white square) associated with new bone
formation, on the occipital bone. [b] Parietal bones with tenuous new bone formation (Sk. no. 200CISC, brain tumor).
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Figure 4.18. Example of lesions included in score 2.
Delimited area of new bone formation, with one osteolytic
focus, on the ventral surface of pubic bones (Sk. no. 1609MBISC, uterine cancer).

Figure 4.19. Example of lesions considered in score 2. Area
of osteolytic activity associated with new bone formation
(max. 60 mm) in the sacrum (Sk. no. 847-MBISC, rectum
cancer).
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[a]

[b]

[c]

Figure 4.20. Example of lesions in one individual with score 3- predominately osteolytic pattern.
Right innominate bone (anterior norm) with multiple osteolytic foci (geographic). [a] Detail of
osteolytic lesion with minimal osteoblastic activity. [b] New bone formation and osteolytic
activity (right ilium, posterior norm). [c] Extensive regression of trabeculae inside an osteolytic
focus (left ilium, anterior norm) (Sk. no. 223- MBISC, uterine neoplasm).
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[a]

[b]

[c]
Figure 4.21. Example of lesions in one individual with score 3- predominately osteoblastic
pattern. [a] Right innominate bone (posterior norm) with multiple areas of new bone
formation (“sunburst” and “coral” appearance) and smaller areas of osteolytic activity
(arrows). [b] New bone formation and osteolytic activity (arrow) in the left femur (medial
norm). [c] Extensive bone formation on the diaphysis of the 6th left rib (superior norm)
(Sk. no. 457-MBISC, rectum neoplasm).
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[a]

[b]

[c]
Figure 4.22. Example of lesions in one individual with score 3- osteolytic and
osteoblastic pattern. [a] Base of the skull with extensive osteolytic activity yet we
observe deposition of new bone in the trabecular structure (arrow). [b]
Extensive osteolytic activity in the left ischium. [c] Extensive bone formation
(“coral-like”) on the visceral surface of one left rib, vertebral end (Sk. no. 842MBISC, uterine neoplasia).

Skeletons with score 2 had one to three anatomic areas affected in 72.9% (n=43) of
the cases82. This value was appraised within 28 anatomic areas (one anatomic area
computed for each of the following: skull, vertebral column, sternum/manubrium, sacrum,
hands and feet, two anatomic areas for each of the pair long bones and ribs [right/left
sides]83). The mean value of anatomic areas affected was 3.2±2.8, ranging from one to 13.
All cases of score 3 had three or more anatomic regions affected, with a mean value of
10.1±4.6, ranging from three to 19. Difference between these means was statistically
significant (Welch’s t=-7.326, df=26.602, p<0.001, 95% CI ]-9.170-5.155[, n=82).

82

Small patches of woven/lamellar localized and very superficial appositional periosteal reactions on the lower limb long

bones were excluded from the computation of the anatomic areas affected.
83 Exceptionally right and left hand counted as one anatomic area, and similarly for the feet, due to the inaccuracy of
correctly establishing the laterality of the hand and feet phalanges. Thus, for these elements there was no discrimination
by laterality.
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Differences between MBISC and CISC amid scoring groups were noticed. CISC had
the highest coefficient of individuals with score 2 (64.3%, n=27) when compared with the
MBISC (36.0%, n=32). The pattern was inverse for score 3 (MBISC: 24.7% [n= 22], CISC:
2.4% [n=1]), with statistical differences between these proportions (χ2=16.136, df=2,
p≤0.001). No differences were noticed for score 1 between the collections (MBISC: 39.3%
[n=35] and CISC: 33.3% [n=14]).

4.2.1.1. Epidemiology: scoring groups

Allocation of the skeletons in the scores did not seem to be influenced by the skeletal
degree of preservation/completeness. Anatomical Preservation Index (API) mean values were not
significantly different among scores (F=0.485, df=2, p=0.618, n=131). Skeletons with score
1 had a mean API of 90.3±14.1, score 2 had 91.3±11.3, and score 3 reached 88.2±13.2
(Table 4.IX).
Statistical differences were not observed for the sex-subset and score groups
(χ2=2.518, df=2, p=0.284), even if there was a numeric superiority of females (21.8%) in
score 3, and males in score 1 (39.6%) and score 2 (49.1%) (Table 4.IX).
Mean age at death was also similar between individuals integrated in the three scores
(meanscore 1=62.0±12.1, meanscore 2=56.6±16.6, meanscore 3=62.2±19.0, F=2.053, df=2,
p=0.133, n=131) (Table 4.IX). Absolute and relative frequencies of scoring groups per age
at death classes are depicted in Figure 4.23. Elevated coefficients in the first and last age at
death classes are due to a small number of observations.
Distribution of death (years) chronology among the three score groups (Table 4.IX,
Figure 4.24) showed dissimilarities. Individuals with score 3 died in later time frames, when
compared with individuals with score 2 (meanscore 1=1940±13.8, meanscore 2=1938±13.1,
meanscore 3=1948±10.9, F=4.853, df=2, p=0.009, n=127, post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.006).
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As illustrated in Figure 4.24, representatives of score 1 and 2 were distributed along all
decades of death, whereas score 3 cases were only observed for the classes of 1921-1930 and
afterwards.

Table 4.IX. Biodemographic profile of the neoplasm cohort by score group.

Score group
Not
consistent
(score 1)

Moderately
consistent
(score 2)

Highly
consistent
(score 3)

N [%]

49 [37.4]

59 [45.0]

23 [17.6]

Sex (n, [%]a)
Males

21 [39.6]

26 [49.1]

6 [11.3]

Females

28 [35.9]

33 [42.3]

17 [21.8]

62.0 ±12.1

56.6 ±16.6

62.2 ±19.0

Median

62.0

58.0

67.0

Interval

36-91

21-93

15-87

Sign.

p=0.284

Age at death
Mean ± SD

p=0.133

Birth (yr)
Mean ± SD

1878 ±17.2

1881 ±18.1
1884

1884 ±24.6
1880

Median

1877

Interval

1821-1913

1843-1924

1852-1949

1940 ±13.7

1938 ±13.1

1948 ±10.9

Median

1944

1932

1950

Interval

1904-1965

1910-1969

1926-1968

90.3 ±14.1

91.3 ±11.3

88.2 ±13.2

94.6

95.9

94.6

14.2-99.3

33.8-100

45.3-98.6

Death (yr)
Mean ± SD

API
Mean ± SD
Median
Interval

p=0.466

p=0.009

p=0.618

Legend: n- number of individuals; %- crude prevalence; yr- years; SD- standard deviation
(years); a- percent calculated within sex subset (nfemales=78, nmales=53); Sign.- statistical
significance; API- Anatomical Preservation Index.
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n=1
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n=1
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20-29

Age cohort
Figure 4.23. Graphic representation of frequency (%) and number of individuals (n) in the
neoplasm cohort (ntotal=131, sexes pooled) calculated within age at death classes and score groups
(nscore1=49, nscore2=59, nscore3= 23).
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Figure 4.24. Graphic representation of frequency (%) and number of individuals (n)
in the neoplasm cohort (ntotal=131, sexes pooled) calculated within decades of death
and score groups (nscore 1=48, nscore 2=57, nscore3= 22, nND (no data)=4).
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To account for the effect of the biodemographic variables conjointly, a multinomial
regression analysis was performed. Scoring categories (score 2 as reference group) were
defined as dependent variable, and sex, age at death, year of death, and API as
independent variables (Table 4.X). The overall model was significant (χ2=16.429, df=8,
p=0.037), producing 48.8% of correct predictions. Year of death was significant in
predicting a score 3 allocation, i.e. a one-year increase in the death date was associated with
an increase in score 3 odds by a 1.07 factor (p=0.009; 95% CI ]1.02-1.12[). No other
variable showed significance in the model (Table 4.X).

Table 4.X. Results of the multinomial regression for scores and variables age at death,
year of death, sex, and API (Anatomical Preservation Index).

Score 1

Score 3

β

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(β)

95% CI

Age death
Year death
API
[Sex=0]

.024
.008
-.008
.088

.014
.017
.018
.403

3.104
.256
.191
.048

1
1
1
1

.078
.613
.662
.826

1.025
1.008
.992
1.093

.997-1052
.976-1.042
.958-1.028
.496-2.407

Age death
Year death
API
[Sex=0]

.023
.063
.000
.930

.018
.024
.022
.579

1.622
6.743
.000
2.578

1
1
1
1

.203
.009

1.023
1.065
1.000
2.534

.988-1.060
1.015-1.116
.958-1.043
.814-7.887

.984
.108

Reference category is score 2. Overall model significance: χ2=16.429, df=8, p=0.037, 48.8% of correct predictions.

Assessment of the primary neoplasm’s location in the biological system (as
documented in the cause of death) and scoring groups, showed an overall statistical
difference (Fisher Chi-Square with Monte Carlo adjustment: χ2=31.430, df=18, p=0.041,
n=131) (Table 4.XI). Analysis of adjusted residuals shows significant differences as follows:
i) individuals with digestive system malignant neoplasms had fewer score 3
allocations (10.0%) than in the score 1 and 2;
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ii) individuals with reproductive system malignant neoplasms had fewer cases
allocated into score 1 (22.2%) and higher proportion score 3 (30.6%);
iii) no difference among scoring groups was noticed in the other biological systems.
Overall, individuals with score 1 had mostly digestive system neoplasms (55.1%) and
the same occurred for the score 2 (45.8%). Individuals in the score 3 had higher frequency of
reproductive system neoplasms (47.8%) (Table 4.XI). These values show that overall
neoplasms of the reproductive system were the ones that most often exhibited a more
consistent metastatic/neoplastic pattern. Moreover, analysis of the 82 skeletons that had at
least one bony lesion (pooled scores 2 and 3) showed that neoplasms of the reproductive
system had significantly more lesions when compared with the digestive system (77.8%
[28/36] and 55.0% [33/60], respectively, χ2=5.238, df=1, p=0.022).
In the Table 4.XII are depicted the coefficients of the scoring groups and the primary
organ of the neoplasm. Noteworthy the predominance of gastric neoplasms in score 1
(34.7%, n=17) and breast neoplasms in score 3 (21.7%, n=5). Moreover, analysis of the 82
skeletons that had at least one bone lesion (pooled scores 2 and 3) showed that lesions were
present in all cases of liver neoplasms (n=6), and in a high proportion of prostate (88.9%
[8/9]), breast (83.3% [5/6]), and uterine (71.4% [15/21]) neoplasms. Also, all cases
recorded in the cause of death as a primary bone neoplasm (n=3) showed bone changes.
Multiple correspondence analysis was performed (method symmetric, axes F1 and F2
explaining 100% of the variance) to explore the strength of the relationship between
scoring groups, primary organ, and osteotropic category (all multiple nominal variables) in
the dataset. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the category operationalized as osteotropic, i.e. the
ones that most often metastasize to bone, was created based on biomedical literature (e.g.
Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005; Reith, 2016). It included, in our study, all cases of breast,
prostate, lung and kidney neoplasms, and the category of primary bone neoplasms, tallying
22 skeletons. Figure 4.25 illustrates the results of the multiple correspondence analysis,
showing that in the orthogonal projection neoplasm of the stomach and “other” less often
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Table 4.XI. Frequencies of the neoplasm cohort distributed by scoring groups and
location on the biological system (ntotal=131, sexes pooled).
Not
consistent
(score 1)

Moderately
consistent
(score 2)

Highly
consistent
(score 3)

Digestive n
% Organ
% Score

27
45.0
55.1

27
45.0
45.8

6
10.0
26.1

60
100
45.8

Nervous n
% Organ
% Score

2
50.0
4.1

2
50.0
3.4

0
0.0
0.0

4
100
3.1

Reproductive n
% Organ
% Score

8
22.2
16.3

17
47.2
28.8

11
30.6
47.8

36
100
27.5

Urinary n
% Organ
% Score

1
25.0
2.0

3
75.0
5.1

0
0.0
0.0

4
100
3.1

Lymp./Haem n
% Organ
% Score

2
40.0
4.1

1
20.0
1.7

2
40.0
8.7

5
100
3.8

Musculoskeletal n
% Organ
% Score

0
0.0
0.0

3
100
5.1

0
0.0
0.0

3
100
2.3

Respiratory n
% Organ
% Score

1
33.3
2.0

1
33.3
1.7

1
33.3
4.3

3
100
2.3

Circulatory n
% Organ
% Score

0
0.0
0.0

1
100
1.7

0
0.0
0.0

1
100
0.8

Multiple n
% Organ
% Score

2
28.6
4.1

4
57.1
6.8

1
14.3
4.3

7
100
5.3

No reference n
% Organ
% Score

6
75.0
12.2

0
0.0
0.0

2
25.0
8.7

8
100
6.1

49

59

23

131

Biological system

Total n

Total

Legend: n- number of individuals; %Organ-percentage calculated within location on the biological system;
%Score- percentage calculated within scoring groups.
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exhibited skeletal changes, since these categories are near score 1. The uterine neoplasms,
“multiple”, skeleton, and of the liver are in the proximity of score 2, as such they have a
stronger relationship with this score. Breast neoplasms and leukemia, lymphoma and
similar are the ones mostly associated with score 3. Prostate and intestinal neoplasms spatial
distribution is more difficult to infer. The spatial representation also shows that, as
expected, osteotropic neoplasms were also located closer to score 3.
The inferential statistics corroborated the exploratory analysis, since significant
differences (Fisher Chi-Square: χ2=57.117, df=30, p=0.006, n=131, with Monte Carlo
adjustment) were noted as follows:
i)

skeletons with gastric neoplasms had significantly higher frequencies of score 1
(53.1%) when compared with the other two scores;

ii)

individuals with liver neoplasms had significantly higher frequencies of score 2
(83.3%) than with score 1 and score 3;

iii)

cases of breast neoplasms had significantly higher frequency of score 3 (83.3%);

iv) No other statistically significant values were noticed. It should be noted,
however, that all cases of primary bone malignant neoplasms (n=3) had score 2.
v)

Osteotropic neoplasms (n=22) were mostly allocated into score 3 (40.9%, n=9)
with a smaller number of cases in the other scores (score 1=18.2% [n=4], score
2=40.9% [n=9], χ2=9.843, df=2, p=0.012). A logistic regression model,
controlling for age at death, sex, year of death and classification as osteotropic
neoplasm [yes vs. no] (independent variables), significantly predicted the
classification within scoring groups [score 1 + score 2 vs score 3] (χ2=16.571,
df=4, p=0.002, n=123). Overall, 83.2% of the predictions were accurate.
Cases with osteotropic neoplasms have increased odds of being classified as
score 3 lesions by a 4.912 factor (p=0.010; 95% CI: 1.463-16.501) (Table
4.XIII).
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Table 4.XII. Frequencies of the neoplasm cohort distributed by scoring
groups and primary organ (ntotal=131, sexes pooled).
Not
Moderately
Highly
consistent consistent consistent
(score 1)
(score 2)
(score 3)

Organ
Stomach n

Total

17

12

3

32

% Organ

53.1

37.5

9.4

100

% Score

34.7

20.3

13.0

24.4

8

9

1

18

% Organ

44.4

50.0

5.6

100

% Score

16.3

15.3

4.3

13.7

0

5

1

6

% Organ

0.0

83.3

16.7

100

% Score

0.0

8.5

4.3

4.6

1

1

0

2

% Organ

50.0

50.0

0.0

100

% Score

2.0

1.7

0.0

1.5

2

2

0

4

% Organ

50.0

50.0

0.0

100

% Score

4.1

3.4

0.0

3.1

6

12

3

21

% Organ

28.6

57.1

14.3

100

% Score

12.2

20.3

13.0

16.0

1

5

3

9

% Organ

11.1

55.6

33.3

100

% Score

2.0

8.5

13.0

6.9

1

0

5

6

% Organ

16.7

0.0

83.3

100

% Score

2.0

0.0

21.7

4.6

0

2

0

2

% Organ

0.0

100

0.0

100

% Score

0.0

3.4

0.0

1.5

1

1

0

2

% Organ

50.0

50.0

0.0

100

% Score

2.0

1.7

0.0

1.5

Intestines n

Liver n

Pancreas n

Brain n

Uterus n

Prostate n

Breast n

Bladder n

Kidney n

(cont.)
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(cont.)
Not
Moderately
Highly
consistent consistent consistent
(score 1)
(score 2)
(score 3)

Organ
Leuk.,lymph. n

Total

2

1

2

5

% Organ

40.0

20.0

40.0

100

% Score

4.1

1.7

8.7

3.8

0

3

0

3

% Organ

0.0

100

0.0

100

% Score

0.0

5.1

0.0

2.3

1

0

1

2

% Organ

50.0

0.0

50.0

100

% Score

2.0

0.0

4.3

1.5

2

4

1

7

% Organ

28.6

57.1

14.3

100

% Score

4.1

6.8

4.3

5.3

1

2

1

4

% Organ

25.0

50.0

25.0

100

% Score

2.0

3.4

4.3

3.1

6

0

2

8

% Organ

75.0

0.0

25.0

100

% Score

12.2

0.0

8.7

6.1

49

59

23

131

Skeleton n

Larynx, pharynx n

Multiple n

Other n

No reference n

Total

n

Legend: n- number of individuals; %Organ-percentage calculated within location on the
biological system; %Score- percentage calculated within scoring groups; Intestines-intestines,
colon and rectum; Prostate- prostate and one case of penis neoplasm; Liver- liver and biliary
duct; Leuk., lymph.- leukemia, lymphoma and similar; Other-lung (n=1), carotid/aorta (n=1),
mouth (n=1), oesophagus (n=1); Multiple- multiple organs, and diffuse in the abdomen,
peritoneum, mediastinum; No reference- no data for primary site.

Table 4.XIII. Results of the logistic regression for score groups and
osteotropic cohort (nosteotropic=22, nnot osteotropic=101).
β

S.E.

Wald df

.010

.018

.303 1 .582 1.010

.975-1.047

-1.170

.599

3.818 1 .051

.310

.096-1.004

.048

.023

4.319 1 .038 1.049

1.003-1.097

Osteotropic(1) 1.592

.618

6.630 1 .010 4.912

1.463-16.501

Age death
Sex(1)
Year death

Constant

p

- 44.459 4.525 1 .033

Exp(β)

95% C.I.

.000

Overall model significance: χ2=16.571, df=4, p=0.002, 83.2% correct predictions.
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Score groups and neoplasms
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Figure 4.25. Multiple correspondence analysis results. Scatterplot of the categories scoring
group (score 1, score 2, score 3), primary organ neoplasm, and osteotropic cohort. Legend: STstomach; INT- intestines and colorectal; LK/LI= leukemia, lymphoma and similar; LVliver and biliary duct; UT- uterus; BR- breast; PR-prostate; SKL- skeleton; MT- multiple
(multiple organs, and diffuse in the abdomen, peritoneum, mediastinum); OTH- other (all
other categories neoplasms and “no reference”); Osteot- osteotropic (Y- yes; N- no; ?unknown).

4.2.2. Skeletal Lesions: topography

4.2.2.1. Prevalence of all osseous lesions

Analysis of the overall distribution of lesions in the skeletons (n=131) was performed
for the pooled sample of malignant neoplasms. Computation of the lesions’ distribution in
this cohort was made considering all osseous lesions observed (non-specific and specific combined
as defined in methodology protocol in Chapter 3), except: i) lesions clearly attributed to a
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non-neoplastic origin; ii) occurrence of isolated, superficial and discreet periosteal new bone
formation (woven, lamellar or both) in the diaphysis of long bones (clavicle excluded). The
latter were analyzed separately in the section 4.2.3.3.
Among the 82 individuals (62.6% [82/131]) showing all osseous lesions, a multifocal
distribution in the skeleton, i.e. affecting multiple anatomic areas84, was the most frequent
occurrence. Lesions in multiple anatomic areas were recorded in 78.0% of the cases (64 out
of 82 skeletons with lesions; or 48.9% of the total sample [64/131]), whereas a unifocal
(one anatomic area) location was noticed in 22.0% (18 out of 82 skeletons with lesions; or
13.7% [18/131] of the total sample). This difference in proportion was significant
(χ2=25.805, df=1, p<0.001, n=82). Significant differences were also noted between a
unifocal, multifocal random, and multifocal bilateral distributions (recorded when at least
one pair of bones was affected bilaterally per skeleton), with the latter prevailing (62.2%
[51/82]) (Table 4.XIV). The mean number of foci (anatomic areas4 affected) was 5.2±4.6
(Table 4.XIV).
Lesions located exclusively in the axial or appendicular skeleton were considerably
less frequent than the ones affecting both regions simultaneously (56.1% [46/82]) (Table
4.XIV). Skeletal changes observed in at least one bone of the upper limb long bones (hands
excluded) totalized 31.7% (26/82) (or 19.8% of the total sample [26/131]), whereas lesions
in the lower limb long bones (feet excluded) occurred in 36.6% (30/82) (or 22.9% of the
total sample [30/131]). Differences in the proportion of only upper limb long bones (18.9%
[7/37]), only lower limb (29.7% [11/37]) lesions, and in both (51.4% [19/37]) is on the
threshold of significance (χ2=6.054, df=2, p=0.048, n=37).

84

As above-mentioned, the 28 anatomic areas were defined as follows: cranium with mandible (skull); vertebral column;

sacrum; and sternum/manubrium counted as one anatomic area each. Paired bones (including ribs) counted as two
anatomic areas. Exceptionally, right and left hand counted as one anatomic area, and similarly for the feet, due to the
inaccuracy of correctly establishing the laterality of the hand and feet phalanges. Thus, for these elements there was no
discrimination by laterality.
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Table 4.XIV. Summary of the main patterns for all osseous lesions
distribution (n=82, sexes pooled).
All osseous lesions
n

%

Statistics

18
13
51

22.0
15.9
62.2

χ2=31.195, df=2,
p<0.001

Number
1 focus
2-5 foci
6-9 foci
≥ 10 foci

18
36
14
14

22.0
43.9
17.1
17.1

Mean=5.2
SD=4.6
Min.=1
Max.=19

Location
Axial
Appendicular
Both

15
21
46

18.3
25.6
56.1

χ2=19.780, df=2,
p<0.001

Total

82

Focusa
Unifocal
Multifocal random
Multifocal bilateralb

Legend: n- number of individuals; SD- standard deviation; a- skeletal foci
determined by the count of anatomic areas with lesions considering a total of 28
distinct anatomic areas per skeleton (see footnote 3), b- considered bilateral when at
least one pair bone was affected.

Anatomic regions
Distribution of skeletal lesions amid 28 anatomic regions (see footnote 4), revealed
that lesions occurred preferentially in the os coxae (Figure 4.26a, Appendix I.1-2). Forty
percent (52 skeletons out of 130 with at least one os coxae observable) of the individuals
had at least one lesion in this area, followed by the rib region (29.8% [37/124]), scapulas
(22.6% [28/124]), and vertebral column (21.9% [28/128]). Simultaneous alteration of
these four anatomic areas occurred in 12 individuals. Yet, simultaneity of lesions in the os
coxae and ribs was indeed the most frequent event, observed in 25 individuals. Conversely,
patellae and hand lesions were extremely rare (0% and 0.8% [1/123], respectively) (Figure
4.26a and Appendix I.1).
Cochran’s test allowed statistical inferences regarding the above-mentioned
proportions (Cochran’s Q=177.984, df=16, p<0.001, n=131). Post-hoc analysis of multiple
comparisons revealed that lesions in the os coxae were significantly higher than the
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remaining anatomical areas. Inversely, hand lesions were significantly less frequent than in
all other anatomical areas. Proportion of individuals with rib lesions was also significantly
higher than the ones observed for the sternum/manubrium, clavicle, radius, fibula, ulna,
hands, and feet, but not for the remaining bones.
A special note for the distribution in the vertebral column can be made, since the
cervical segment was involved in 11.3% (14/124) of the individuals, while the percent value
in the thoracic area was 15.7% (20/127), and lumbar region attained 17.7% (22/124). In
most cases (14.1% [18/128]), multiple vertebral segments were affected. Inversely,
occurrence of lesions exclusively in the cervical vertebrae was noted in one individual, only
in the thoracic region in three, and only in the lumbar segment in six (χ2=24.857, df=3,
p<0.001, n=28).
Skull lesions (16.8% [22/130]) might also be analyzed in its distribution. Lesions
predominated in the parietal bones, reaching 10.2% ([13/128]). The coefficient of
individuals with occipital bone and base of the skull lesions was 8.9% (11/124 and 11/123,
respectively). This value was 6.3% (8/127) for the frontal bone and 3.2% (4/125) for the
temporal bone. Facial bones were not often affected (3.3% [4/123]) nor the mandible
(3.2% [4/124]).
The evaluation of the grouped anatomical regions: skull, pelvic girdle, thoracic
cage/vertebrae (ribs, vertebrae, and sternum/manubrium), scapulas/clavicles, long bones,
and extremities (hand/feet), it is relevant because it provides a broader picture of the
lesion distribution. The pelvic girdle was indeed the most affected region (43.8%
[57/130]), closely followed by the thoracic cage (35.7% [46/129]). Scapulas/clavicle
(27.9% [36/129]), long bones (24.6% [32/130]), skull (16.9% [22/130]), and
extremities (6.3% [8/126]) reached lower coefficients. If we compute these values for
the individuals with lesions (n=82) the frequencies are: 70.4% (57/81), 56.1%
(46/82), 45.0% (36/80), 39.0% (32/82), 26.8% (22/82), 10.0% (8/80), respectively.
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[a]

[b]

Figure 4.26. Schematic representation of the percent value (%) of lesions by anatomic area
(calculated for the number of skeletons with at least one bone observable for the paired
elements). [a] Distribution of all osseous lesions (except long bone periosteal reactions). [b]
Distribution of specific lesions (results presented in section 4.2.2.2). Blue shadow indicates the
highest percent values. Absolute frequencies are described in Appendix I.1-I.4.

Bones
A subsequent analysis took into consideration the relative and absolute frequency of
lesions per bone (considering the total number of bones observed). As shown in the Figure
4.27 and Appendix I.1, the scenario is quite analogous to the one aforementioned. The os
coxae continues to be the most affected, with 32.5% of these bones affected (84 bones with
lesions out of 259 observable). Clearly, analysis per bone carries some bias in comparison
with the evaluation of grouped anatomic areas. For example, if we consider the percentage
of lesions in the total number of vertebrae or ribs (n=2834 and n=2651, respectively) the
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overall coefficient of lesions steeply decreases, with 9.7% (n=274) and 12.2% (n=321),
respectively (Figure 4.27, Appendix I.1). The same panorama occurs for hands and feet. As
such, accounting for these regions as a single anatomic area seems to better expose the
lesions’ distribution (Figure 4.27).

Figure 4.27. Percent value (%) of lesions distribution by the number of bones observed (sexes pooled).

Distribution of lesions in the pair bones left and right sides did not show accentuated
discrepancies (Figure 4.28a, Appendix I.1). Occurrence of bilateral lesions was the most
common event, except in the radii (Figure 4.28b). However, statistically significant
differences of bilateral vs unilateral distribution were only noted in the femur (χ2=9.000,
df=1, p=0.003, n=25).
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[a]

[b]
Figure 4.28. Percent value (%) of lesions distribution by [a] laterality (R- right side, L-left side) and [b]
bilateral and unilateral location in the observable pair bones (n) (sexes pooled).
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4.2.2.2. Prevalence of specific lesions

As stated in section 4.2.1, not all skeletons bared lesions clearly attributable to, or
characteristic of, a metastatic/malignant neoplastic process. For example, occurrence of an
enlargement/widening of the bone contour by deposits of remodeled new bone (see
Chapter 3); areas of woven/lamellar/mix new bone formation, as exemplified in Figure
4.16; small areas with circumscribed porosity/coalescent/reticulated pores; small
geographic osteolytic focus with remodeled and sclerotic borders (1A type in Figure 3.6Chapter 3), cannot be unequivocally associated with the neoplastic/metastatic disease
registered in the cause of death. These lesions could have been caused by the neoplastic
process but are not clearly diagnostic, i.e. are non-specific. Inversely, some of the lesions
observed (exemplified in Figures 4.17 to 4.22) allowed a more confident association with a
malignant neoplastic process, i.e. herein designated as specific lesions. Those include
spiculated reactions (parallel spicules, “sunburst” or “mossy/coral-like” lesions); geographic
osteolytic lesions with less well-defined margins (1B and 1C type in Figure 3.6- Chapter 3);
moth-eaten/permeative osteolytic activity; or extensive destruction of the cortical surface
or of parts of the bone itself. It should be reckoned that the use of term specific in the present
work is merely operational and does not imply that these alterations are pathognomonic of
a neoplastic/metastatic process. Under this scenario, probing the pattern of distribution of
these specific lesions seems of relevance, while attempting a comparison with the results
described in section 4.2.2.1 for all osseous lesions (i.e. pooling unspecific and specific lesions).
Skeletons with at least one specific lesion represented 51.2% (42/82) of the cases with
lesions and 32.1%85 (42/131) of the total sample (χ2=16.863, df=1, p<0.001, n=131). This
low coefficient denotes that specific lesions were not as prevalent as expected in our cohort.
Skeletons showing only specific lesions accounted for merely 24.4% (Figure 4.29).

85

The computed value of 32.1% (n=42) is higher than the value recorded for score 3 (highly consistent) as described in

section 4.2.1, since some individuals despite showing one specific lesion do not meet all the criteria for inclusion on this
score, namely the pattern of distribution in the skeleton.
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26.8
[22/82]
48.8
[40/82]
24.4
[20/82]

Exclusively specific lesions

Exclusively unspecific lesions

Simultaneous

Figure 4.29. Graphic representation of percent values (%) and number
[n/N] of skeletons with only specific lesions (n=20), only unspecific lesions (n=40),
and both (n=22). Percentage calculated for the cohort of skeletons with
lesions (n=82) (sexes pooled). Prevalence considering the total sample (n=131)
is 15.3%, 30.5%, and 16.8%, respectively. The difference between these
proportions was significant (χ2=8.878, df=2, p=0.012, n=82).

Specific lesions (observed in 42 individuals) were mostly distributed multifocally in the
skeleton. This pattern was observed in 66.7% (28 out of 42) of the cases with specific lesions.
Unifocal changes were significantly less common (33.3%, 14 out of 42) (χ2=4.667, df=1,
p=0.031, n=42). Significant differences were also noted between a unifocal, multifocal
random, and multifocal bilateral location (Table 4.XV). The mean number of foci
(anatomic areas affected) was 5.1±4.9 (Table 4.XV). Overall, these trends mimic the ones
noticed for all osseous lesions, as exposed in the previous section.
Specific lesions occurred simultaneously in the axial and appendicular skeleton for most
of the individuals, while an exclusive appendicular or axial location was rarer (Table
4.XV). There were no significant differences (χ2=3.262, df=2, p=0.196, n=19) between the
proportion of individuals affected only in the upper limb long bones (26.3% [5/19]), only
in the lower limb (21.1% [4/19]), or in both (52.6% [10/19]). Overall, these trends
converge to the ones noticed for all osseous lesions, as exposed in the previous section.
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Table 4.XV. Summary of the main patterns for specific lesions
distribution (n=42, sexes pooled).
Specific Lesions
n

%

Statistics

14
5
23

33.3
11.9
54.8

χ2=11.571, df=2,
p=0.003

Number
1 focus
2-5 foci
6-9 foci
≥ 10 foci

14
12
6
10

33.3
28.6
14.3
23.8

Mean=5.1
SD=4.9
Min.=1
Max.=19

Location
Axial
Appendicular
Both

9
11
22

21.4
26.2
52.4

χ2=11.878, df=2,
p=0.003

Total

42

Focusa
Unifocal
Multifocal random
Multifocal bilateralb

Legend: n- number of individuals; SD- standard deviation; a- skeletal foci
determined by the count of anatomic areas with lesions considering a total of 28
distinct anatomic areas per skeleton (see footnote 83), b- considered bilateral when
at least one pair bone was affected.

Anatomic regions
Figure 4.26b in the previous section (see also Appendix I.3-4), illustrates the
distribution of specific lesions by anatomic areas, and its comparison with all osseous lesions
(Figure 4.26a). Notably, there are no outstanding differences, except for the fact that the
scapula no longer figures among the most prevalent location, and the skull increases to the
group of most affected areas (10.8%) (Figure 4.26b and Appendix I.3-4). One aspect that is
worth mentioning is that the occipital bone, base of the skull, and parietal bones are areas
frequently affected (6.5% [8/124], 6.5% [8/123], 6.3% [8/128], respectively). This value
was 3.9% (5/127) for the frontal bone and 1.6% (2/125) for temporal bone. Facial bones
were often unaffected (1.6% [2/123]), like the mandible (1.6% [2/124]).
The vertebral column also showed variability per segment. The cervical region was
affected in a smaller number of cases (10.5% [13/124]) than the thoracic (15.0%
[19/127]), or lumbar (13.0% [16/124]) segments. Only two individuals show involvement
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of only the thoracic region, while the affection of more than one segment occurred in the
remaining (n=19).
Concurrent lesions in the os coxae, vertebrae, and ribs were observed in 16
individuals. Whereas concurrent lesions in the os coxae, vertebral column, ribs, and sacrum
were noticed in 11 skeletons. These are the most frequent association of regions observed
with specific lesions.
Overall, pelvic griddle was indeed the most affected region by specific lesions
(23.8% [31/130]), closely followed by the thoracic cage/vertebrae, with 17.8%
(23/129), long bones, with 13.1% (17/130), scapulas/clavicle, with 11.6% (15/129),
skull (10.8% [14/130]), and hand/feet (2.4% [3/126]). These values for the cohort of
individuals with specific lesions (n=42) was: 73.8% (31/42), 54.8% (23/42), 40.5%
(17/42), 35.7% (15/42), 33.3% (14/42), 7.1% (3/42), respectively.

Bones
Relative and absolute frequencies of specific lesions, considering the total number of
bones observed, are depicted in the Figure 4.30a and Appendix I.3. The os coxae (18.5%,
n=48), vertebrae (15.6%, n=20), ribs (13.7%, n=34), and skull (10.8%, n=14) attained the
highest values. As shown in the Figure 4.30a there are no marked discrepancies regarding
the laterality of the lesions (for absolute values see Appendix I).
Bilateral lesions were computed to all cases with paired bones observable (Figure
4.30b). Ribs (11.1%, n=2) and scapula (16.7%, n=2) exhibit a particularly low percentage
of unilateral lesions. Difference in the proportion of unilateral vs bilateral lesions for these
bones was significant (χ2=10.889, df=1, p=0.001 and χ2=5.333, df=1, p=0.021,
respectively). No other significant results were obtained for the remaining areas.
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[a]

[b]
Figure 4.30. Percent values (%) of the bones exhibiting specific lesions (sexes pooled). [a] Distribution
per total number of bones observed (T) and laterality (R- right side, L-left side). [b] Distribution
regarding a unilateral or bilateral location.
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4.2.2.3. Epidemiology: all osseous lesions and specific lesions

Sex
Among the 82 skeletons with all osseous lesions, 50 were females (61.0%) and 32 were
males (39.0%), corresponding to 64.1% of the total number of females and 60.4% of total
males. This difference that did not reach statistical significance (χ2=0.187, df=1, p=0.666,
n=131, nfemales=78 nmales=53).
No differences between unifocal (nfemales=10, nmales=8), multifocal random (nfemales=7,
nmales=6), and multifocal bilateral (nfemales=33, nmales=18) patterns of distribution was
noticed for the sex subset (χ2=0.794, df=2, p=0.672, n=82). Sexes did not differ (χ2=3.829,
df=2, p=0.147, n=82) regarding lesions’ location in axial (nfemales=10, nmales=5) or
appendicular (nfemales=9, nmales=12) skeleton, or in both regions (nfemales=31, nmales=15).
Mean number of affected anatomic areas (number of foci in the skeleton) was similar for
females

and

males

(meanfemales=

5.7±4.8,

median=3.5,

min.-max=1-18;

meanmales=4.2±4.3, median=3.0, min.-max.=1-19; t=1.469, df=80, p=0.146, CI ]-0.5403.583[, n=82).
Figure 4.31a illustrates the crude prevalence of lesions’ anatomic location per sex
considering the total number of males and females. Noteworthy the dissimilarities between
males and females for rib lesions (Figure 4.31a), reaching statistical significance (χ2=4.475,
df=1, p=0.034, n=131). The discrepancies for the os coxae in the sex-subset (Figure 4.31a)
are in the threshold of significance (χ2=3.643, df=1, p=0.056, n=131). Furthermore, males
did not show hand lesions. No other significant differences were obtained for other
anatomic areas in the sex subgroup.
Evaluation of sex differences for specific lesions (n=42) showed that these lesions were
observed in 29 females (69.0%) and 13 males (31.0%), i.e. 37.2% of the total females and
24.5% total males (nfemales=78 nmales=53), yet without statistical significance (χ2=2.363,
df=1, p=0.124, n=131).
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No sex disparities were observed regarding unifocal (nfemales=8, nmales=6), multifocal
random (nfemales=3, nmales=2), and multifocal bilateral (nfemales=18, nmales=5) patterns of
distribution (χ2=2.036, df=2, p=0.448, n=42, with Monte Carlo adjustment). Mean
number of affected anatomic areas (number of foci in the skeleton) was similar for both
females

and

males

(meanfemales=

5.3±4.5,

median=3.0,

min.-max.=1-16;

meanmales=4.7±6.0, median=2.0, min.-max.=1-19; t=0.393, df=40, p=0.696, CI ]-2.6994.004[, n=42). Similarly, lesion location in the axial (nfemales=5, nmales=4), appendicular
(nfemales=7, nmales=4), or both areas (nfemales=17, nmales=5) did not differ significantly between
sexes (χ2=1.604, df=2, p=0.498, n=42, with Monte Carlo adjustment).
Apart from the fact that there were no male skeletons with specific lesions in hands or
radii, no other significant differences were noticeable for the lesion frequency by anatomic
region (Figure 4.31b).
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[a]

[b]
Figure 4.31. Percent values (%) of lesion distribution by anatomic location for sex sub-set. [a] Computed
for all osseous lesions. [b] Computed for specific lesions. Legend: %-percentage; [n/N]- nlesion sex/Ntotal sex; *
Statistically significant difference for ribs lesions: χ2=4.475, df=2, p=0.034.
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Age at death
Mean age at death of individuals (n=82) with all osseous lesions was 58.2±17.3 years
(median=59.0, min.-max.=15-93 years). It should be noted that this value was not
significantly different from the mean age at death of the 49 individuals without osseous
lesions (mean= 62.0±12.1, median=62.0, min.-max.=36-91 years; Welch’s t=1.492,
df=125.686, p=0.138, CI ]1.253-8.919[, n=131). As such, the presence of all osseous lesions
does not seem to occur in a subset of older or younger individuals.
Probing if with increasing age at death there was also an increase of the number of
lesions foci (anatomic areas) in the skeleton was made with linear regression analysis
(assumptions of normality, homogeneity and multicollinearity were evaluated). The results
did not show that age at death was predictive of the increasing foci number (r=0.001,
ra2=0.000, p=0.991), as such, age at death does not seem to be indicative of a more
widespread lesion distribution in the skeleton.
Evaluation of differences in the mean age at death between individuals with all osseous
lesions and without osseous lesions per bone was not significant (Table 4.XVI). The
exception was noted for individuals with a lesion in the clavicle, showing a lower mean age
at death (48.8±24.1 years) when compared with individuals without lesions (61.0±14.0
years) (Table 4.XVI).
An equivalent analysis was undertaken for the cohort showing specific lesions (n=42).
Mean age at death was 60.6±17.5 years (median=64.5, min.-max.=15-93) which is similar
to the value obtained for the remaining individuals (mean= 59.1±14.7, median=59.0,
min.-max.=21-91 years; t=-0.523, df=129, p=0.602, CI]-7315-4.257[, n=131).
Age at death was not predictive of the number of foci in the skeleton (anatomic areas)
affected by specific lesions, as linear regression results show (r=0.097, r2=0.009, p=0.542).
Age at death was also not dissimilar for specific lesions in the different anatomic areas (Table
4.XVII), except for the clavicle in which the presence of specific lesions occurred in
individuals with a lower mean age at death (48.8±24.1 years) than the remaining ones
(61.0±14.0 years).
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Table 4.XVI. Measures of central tendency and dispersion (years) for age at death of
skeletons with all osseous lesions and without lesions by anatomic area.
Measures central tendency and dispersion

Anatomic area
Skull

n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

No lesion
All Lesions

108
22

59.6±15.3
59.3±17.5

59.0
65.0

15-93
21-86

No lesion
All lesions

110
14

61.4±13.8
49.0±19.2

62.0
46.0

21-93
15-87

No lesion
All lesions

96
28

60.2±14.3
62.4±16.3

59.5
65.5

15-93
24-87

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

99
8

59.1±15.7
61.4±17.2

59.0
65.5

15-93
32-87

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

100
28

59.3±14.8
60.1±19.0

59.0
61.5

21-91
15-93

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

87
37

60.7±15.0
57.8±17.0

60.0
59.0

21-93
15-87

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

78
52

59.2±15.0
60.6±16.6

59.5
61.5

21-91
15-93

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

101
23

61.1±14.0
54.9±20.7

62.0
51.0

21-91
15-93

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

108
14

59.8±15.5
63.4±16.1

59.5
65.5

15-93
32-87

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

115
6

60.7±15.2
55.8±15.5

62.0
55.0

15-93
37-78

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

119
6

60.3±15.4
54.2±15.4

61.0
55.0

15-93
37-78

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

105
25

60.4±15.0
55.9±18.0

60.0
54.0

21-93
15-86

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

112
18

60.2±15.5
55.4±16.2

60.5
55.0

21-93
15-79

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

123
5

60.0±15.6
56.8±12.7

60.0
52.0

15-93
45-78

ns.

No lesion
All lesions

122
1

59.9±15.4
-

60.0
-

21-93
-

-

No lesion
All lesions

115
8

60.3±15.1
60.8±15.2

60.0
60.0

21-93
40-79

ns.

Clavicle
Scapula
Sternum*
Vertebrae
Ribs
Os coxae
Sacrum
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibia
Fibula
Hands
Feet

Statistics
t-student
ns.
t=3.086
df=122
p=0.003
]4.531-20.742[

Legend: n- number of individuals; SD- standard deviation; Min.- minimum, Max.-maximum; ns.- not
significant; * sternum and manubrium.
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Table 4.XVII. Measures of central tendency and dispersion (years) for age at death for
skeletons with specific lesions and without lesions by anatomic area.
Measures central tendency and dispersion

Anatomic area
Skull

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Clavicle

No lesion
Spec. lesions

n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

116
14

59.3±15.5
62.0±17.0

59.0
65.5

15-93
29-86

Statistics
t-student
ns.
t=2.284,
df=122,
p=0.024
]1.633-22.867[

116
8

61.0±14.0
48.8±24.1

60.5
48.0

21-93
15-87

No lesion
Spec. lesions

112
12

60.1±14.4
66.5±17.3

60.0
69.0

15-93
32-87

ns.

Sternum*
No lesion
Spec. lesions

100
7

58.9±15.7
62.9±18.1

59.0
66.0

15-93
32-87

ns.

Vertebrae
No lesion
Spec. lesions

108
20

59.1±14.7
61.8±21.0

59.0
66.5

21-92
15-93

ns.

No lesion
Spec. lesions

106
18

59.9±14.9
58.9±19.6

59.5
63.0

21-93
15-87

ns.

Os Coxae
No lesion
Spec. lesions

100
30

59.3±15.0
61.1±17.5

59.0
65.5

21-93
15-87

ns.

110
14

60.4±14.8
56.8±21.2

60.0
56.0

21-93
15-87

ns.

111
11

59.8±15.4
64.0±17.0

59.0
66.0

15-93
32-87

ns.

120
1

60.4±15.3
-

60.5
-

15-93
-

-.

118
12

59.5±15.2
59.8±20.5

59.0
66.5

21-93
15-86

ns.

126
4

59.7±15.3
56.3± 28.2

59.0
65.5

21-93
15-79

ns.

No lesion
Spec. lesions

122
1

59.9±15.4
-

60.0
-

21-93
-

-

No lesion
Spec. lesions

120
3

60.0±15.0
72.8±6.5

59.5
73.0

21-93
66-79

ns.

Scapula

Ribs

Sacrum

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Humerus

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Radius

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Femur

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Tibia

No lesion
Spec. lesions

Hands

Feet

Legend: n- number of individuals; SD- standard deviation; Min.- minimum, Max.-maximum; ns.- not significant,*
sternum and manubrium; Spec.- specific.
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Neoplasm primary organ
Skeletal distribution of all osseous lesions (n=82) was analyzed considering the primary
organ of the neoplasm (computation of the total number can be consulted in Appendix J1).
For most primary neoplasms, the preferential location of the lesions was a multifocal
distribution (Figure 4.32a). The exception was noted in brain neoplasms, affected
exclusively in the skull bones (unifocal). The category “multiple” also showed higher
frequency of unifocal, and bladder neoplasms had equal frequency of unifocal and
multifocal random. (Figure 4.32a). The statistical evaluation of differences between
multifocal bilateral, multifocal random, and unifocal distribution (dependent variable) and
primary organs, was made with a multinomial regression analysis. Categories of primary
organs (neoplasm with only one or two representatives were grouped86 into the category
“others”), age at death, and sex were established as covariates. The model was not
significant (χ2=20.363, df=18, p=0.313, n=82), with none of primary neoplasms showing
significant differences regarding unifocal, multifocal random, or multifocal bilateral
distribution.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.33a, the diverse primary neoplasms did not differ
regarding its distribution in the axial and appendicular skeleton, or both. Note that in
prostate neoplasms the preferential location was the appendicular skeleton (50.0%); in liver
and primary bone neoplasms there was an equal distribution in these three areas (33.3%
each); in bladder neoplasms no records of lesions in the axial skeleton were noticed; and in
brain neoplasms all lesions were axial (Figure 4.33a). Yet, results of the multinomial
regression for the axial, appendicular, or both locations indicate non-significant results
(χ2=16.285, df=18, p=0.573, n=82).
One question to be posited is whether the number of foci varied among the different
primary neoplasms. Number of foci mean values were higher for cases with “no reference”
(NR) (mean=12.0±2.8, median=12.0, min.-max.=10-24), followed by cases of breast
Category “other” (n=12) included: lung (n=1), carotid (n=1), mouth (n=1), bladder (n=2), brain (n=2), kidney (n=1),
larynx/pharynx (n=1) and pancreatic (n=1) neoplasms, and “no reference” [NR] (n=2). All other primary neoplasms
were considered as single categories.
86
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neoplasms (mean=10.4±5.8, median=8.0, min.-max.=5-18), and leukemia, lymphomas
and similar (mean=6.7±4.9, median=9.0, min.-max.=1-10), whereas all other categories
had a mean value equal or lower than 5.7 (Figure 4.34a, Appendix J2). Due to violation of
the assumption of normality and homoscedasticity, the non-parametric test of KruskalWallis, followed by pairwise comparisons, was used for statistical inference. The
distribution of the foci number was not the same across all categories (χ2KW =21.045,
df=12, p=0.050). Differences were noticed as follows:

i)

Individuals with breast neoplasms had higher mean number of foci (10.4±5.8)
than the ones with bladder (2.0±1.4, p=0.034), liver (mean=2.3±1.4, p=0.007),
intestinal/colorectal (4.1±5.3, p=0.018), gastric neoplasms (5.1±4.7, p=0.036),
and “multiple” (2.0±1.4, p=0.004).

ii)

Individuals with neoplasms without reference (NR) to the primary site (12.0±2.8)
had higher mean number of foci than the ones with bladder (p=0.039),
intestinal/colorectal (p=0.041), liver (p=0.018) neoplasms, and “multiple”
(p=0.012).

Analysis undertaken only for specific lesions (n=42) shows that once again a multifocal
bilateral distribution was preponderant (Figure 32b). However, differences were significant
for unifocal vs multifocal random vs multifocal bilateral patterns (χ2=30.262, df=18,
p=0.040, n=42 with Monte Carlo adjustment). Individuals with intestinal/colorectal
neoplasm had more unifocal lesions (71.4%), while those with liver neoplasm had no
multifocal bilateral lesions. Interestingly, the category of “multiple” showed exclusively a
multifocal random distribution.
For specific lesions, the distribution in the axial and appendicular skeleton or both
(Figure 33b) did not reached statistical differences for each neoplasm category (χ2=21.666,
df=18, p=0.468, n=42 with Monte Carlo adjustment).

[a]

[b]

Figure 4.32. Percent values (%) of [a] all osseous lesions (n=82) and [b] specific lesions (n=42) by primary organ of the neoplasm and unifocal, multifocal random and
multifocal bilateral distribution (sexes pooled). Legend: [n]- number of individuals per location; (n)= number of individuals per primary organ; Intestines-intestines,
colon and rectum; Prostate- prostate and one case of penis neoplasm; Liver- liver and biliary duct; Leuk., lymph- leukemia, lymphoma and similar; Larynx, phar.larynx and pharynx; NR- No reference to the primary site.

[a]

[b]

Figure 4.33. Percent values (%) of [a] all osseous lesions (n=82) and [b] specific lesions (n=42) by primary organ of the neoplasm and appendicular, axial, or both
locations (sexes pooled). Legend from Figure 4.32.
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Mean number of foci in the skeleton was higher for cases of “no reference” (NR)
(mean=11.0±1.4, median=11.0, min.-max.=10-12), followed by cases of prostate
neoplasms (mean=9.3±5.7, median=11.0, min.-max.=3-14), leukemia, lymphomas and
similar

(mean=8.0±2.8,

median=8.0,

min.-max.=6-10),

and

breast

neoplasms

(mean=7.0±4.4, median=8.0, min.-max.=2-12). All other categories had a mean value
equal or lower than 6.7 (Figure 4.34b, Appendix J2). Number of foci distribution for specific
lesions cohort was not the same across all categories of neoplasm (χ2KW=16.009, df=8,
p=0.042). Pairwise comparisons showed that significant differences were noted as follows:

i)

Individuals with prostate neoplasms (9.3±5.7) had higher mean number of foci
than the ones with intestinal/colorectal (3.7±6.8, p=0.019) or uterine (3.1± 2.9,
p=0.051) neoplasms, and near the limit of significance in liver neoplasms
(1.5±0.7, p=0.056).

ii)

Individuals with breast neoplasms (7.0±4.4) had higher mean number of foci
than the ones with intestinal/colorectal neoplasms (p=0.037).

iii) Individuals with “no reference” (11.0±1.4) had higher mean number of foci than
the ones with liver (p=0.045), intestinal (p=0.020), and uterine (p=0.046)
neoplasms.

Figure 4.35a-h illustrates the percent value of all osseous lesions per anatomic area and
neoplasm87 category (see also Appendix K1). Individuals with lesions in the category of
gastric neoplasms were mostly affected in the os coxae, rib cage, and femur (Figure 4.35a).
Yet, these lesions were not particularly widespread, since 60.0% (9/15) of the individuals
had lesion in one to three anatomic areas, whereas 40.0% (6/15) showed seven or more
anatomic regions affected.
87

Percentage of all osseous lesions per category of primary neoplasm and anatomic area (Figure 4.36 a-h) was computed

considering the individuals with lesions within each category of primary neoplasm. In order to obtain the percent value
for the total number of skeletons in each category, the denominator should be replaced, as follows: stomach (n=32), uterus
(n=21), intestines (n=18), prostate (n=9), breast (n=6), liver (n=6), leukemia/lymphoma and similar (n=5), skeleton (n=3),
multiple (n=7), other (n=24). See also Appendix K and J1.
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lymph.

[a]

[b]

Figure 4.34. Box plots representing the number of foci in the skeleton by primary organ of the
neoplasm concerning [a] all osseous lesions (n=82) and [b] specific lesions (n=42). Median is represented
by the dark bar, box includes 25%-75% of the distribution, whiskers represent the non-outlier range,
circle the outliers, and the stars are extreme outliers.
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Figure 4.35a-h illustrates the percent value of all osseous lesions per anatomic area and
neoplasm88 category (see also Appendix K1). Individuals with lesions in the category of
gastric neoplasms were mostly affected in the os coxae, rib cage, and femur (Figure 4.35a).
Yet, these lesions were not particularly widespread, since 60.0% (9/15) of the individuals
had lesion in one to three anatomic areas, whereas 40.0% (6/15) showed seven or more
anatomic regions affected.
Lesions noticed in individuals with uterine neoplasms occurred mostly in the os
coxae, vertebrae, and ribs (Figure 4.35b). In nearly half of these cases (46.7% [7/15]) the
lesions occurred in one to three anatomic areas. In the remaining skeletons, the lesions
were distributed in more than four anatomic areas.
Intestinal/colorectal neoplasms lesions were located mostly in the os coxae and
sacrum (Figure 4.35c). Again, not in a widespread manner; since 80% (eight out of 10) had
one to three anatomic areas involved. The remaining two individuals had four and 19
anatomic areas affected.
Lesions in the category of prostate neoplasm were allocated preferentially in the os
coxae, as well as in the sacrum, femur, and scapula (Figure 4.35d). Half the cases had one
to three anatomic areas involved (n=4), two cases had four lesional areas, and the
remaining two skeletons had 12 and 14.
All individuals with lesions due to breast neoplasms had alterations in os coxae and
ribs, but vertebral lesions were also frequent (Figure 4.35e). Contrary to the previous cases,
skeletons with breast neoplasms showed a widespread distribution, with a minimum of five
and maximum of 18 anatomic areas involved.
Os coxae was always affected in individuals under the category of leukemia or
lymphoma (Figure 4.35f). One case of Hodgkin’s lymphoma only exhibited lesions in os
coxae. The two cases of leukemia showed lesions in the same anatomic areas: clavicle, os
88

Percentage of all osseous lesions per category of primary neoplasm and anatomic area (Figure 4.36 a-h) was computed

considering the individuals with lesions within each category of primary neoplasm. In order to obtain the percent value
for the total number of skeletons in each category, the denominator should be replaced, as follows: stomach (n=32), uterus
(n=21), intestines (n=18), prostate (n=9), breast (n=6), liver (n=6), leukemia/lymphoma and similar (n=5), skeleton (n=3),
multiple (n=7), other (n=24). See also Appendix K and J1.
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coxae, vertebrae, ribs and femur, but one case had one additional lesion in the sacrum, and
the other in the tibia.
Individuals with liver neoplasms, had more alterations in the os coxae, ribs, and skull
(Figure 4.35g). Noteworthy that except for one lesion in a radius, long bones were not
affected in this group. Most of the cases had one or two anatomic areas involved and the
exception was one case with five anatomic areas.
Absence of lesions in the long bones, except for the clavicle, was also noticed for cases
of “multiple” (Figure 4.35h). Three cases had only one anatomic region affected, one case
with three areas and one case with four areas.
Besides the categories depicted in Figure 4.35, the descriptions of groups with three
or fewer individuals are as follows:
 Three individuals with cause of death reported as a primary neoplasm of the
skeleton (n=3) had lesions: an osteosarcoma of the left maxilla showing maxilla,
nasal bones, mandible, and ribs alterations; a primary neoplasm of the os coxae,
in one individual the lesions were located in the os coxae, scapula, ribs, and
vertebrae, and in the second the lesions were observed in the os coxae, scapula,
radius, ulna, tibia, and fibula.
 Two cases of brain neoplasms: only cranial bones affected.
 Two cases of bladder neoplasms: one with lesions in the scapula, while the other
had exhibited involvement of the skull, scapula, and os coxae.
 One case of kidney neoplasm: skull, scapula, and ribs affected.
 One case of pancreatic neoplasm: skull and scapula affected.
 One case of larynx neoplasm: skull, humerus, tibia, femur, vertebrae, and feet
affected.
 One case of lung neoplasm: scapula, sternum, femur, and ribs affected.
 One described as “sarcoma of the carotid”: ribs affected.
 One described as “carcinoses of the mouth”: skull, scapula, os coxae, sacrum,
humerus, femur, vertebrae, and ribs affected.
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Logistic regression analysis was performed considering each anatomic area defined as
dependent variable (lesion yes vs no) and category of primary neoplasms as independent
variable. The significant results (Table 4.XVIII) show that the odds of having os coxae
lesions increases significantly in uterine neoplasms, by a factor of 5.5, also in prostate
neoplasms, by a factor of 10.0, and largely in breast neoplasms, by a factor of 25.0.
Intestinal/colorectal neoplasms were near the threshold of significance for os coxae lesions
(χ2Wald=3.661, df=1, p=0.056). It was also noticeable that the odds of having rib lesions
increased significantly with breast neoplasms, by a factor of 12.1. Leukemia, lymphoma
and similar and breast neoplasms were also predictive of having clavicle lesions. Statistically
significant results (Table 4.XVIII) were also obtained for gastric and uterine neoplasms,
with a decrease in the odds of having skull lesions. No other statistically significant results
were obtained for the remaining anatomic areas and categories of primary neoplasm.

Table 4.XVIII. Logistic regression significant results considering the anatomic region and the
organ of the primary neoplasm.
β
Os coxae

Ribs

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(β)

95% C.I.

Uterus
Prostate
Breast
Intestines

1.705 .701
2.303 .894
3.219 1.225
1.386 .725

5.920
6.627
6.907
3.661

1
1
1
1

.015
.010
.009
.056

5.500
10.000
25.000
4.000

1.393-21.715
1.732-57.722
2.267-275.705
.967-16.551

Breast

2.497 1.184

4.447

1

.035

12.143

1.193-123.618

Breast
3.091 1.308
Leuk.,lymph. 2.686 1.371

5.581
3.839

1
1

.018
.050

22.000
14.667

1.693-285.893
.999-215.310

Stomach
Uterus

5.664
3.878

1
1

.017
.049

.172
.185

.041-.733
.035-.992

Clavicle

Skull
-1.759
-1.686

.739
.856

Os coxae logistic regression model: χ2=20.202, df=9, p=0.017, with 67.7% of correct predictions, n=130. Ribs logistic
regression model: χ2=15.491, df=9, p=0.078, with 74.2% of correct predictions, n=124. Clavicle logistic regression
model: χ2=15.254, df=9, p=0.084, with 88.7% of correct predictions, n=124. Skull logistic regression model:
χ2=15.610, df=9, p=0.075, with 83.1% of correct predictions, n=130.

Figure 4.35. Percent values (%) of all osseous lesions distributed by anatomic area and primary neoplasm (sexes pooled).

(Cont.)

Figure 4.35. (see description in the previous page).

(Cont.)

Figure 4.35. (see description in the previous page).
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Multiple correspondence analysis (method symmetric, axes F1 and F2 explain 68.8%
of the variance) of all osseous lesions was used as exploratory analysis of the relationship
between the variable anatomic location, this time considering broader anatomical areas:
skull, thoracic cage, scapula/clavicle, pelvic girdle, and long bones. The scatterplot in
Figure 4.36, shows that although there is an overall low dispersion of the variables in the
orthogonal plan, some patterns emerge in the visual representation. Skull lesions are most
often seen in the category “other” and primary osseous neoplasms. Lesions of the thorax,
scapula/clavicle, and long bones are mostly associated with breast neoplasms. The group of
uterine and prostate neoplasms, and leukemia, lymphoma and similar, are mostly related
with lesions of the pelvic girdle, also showing fewer lesions in the skull.
This visual analysis was partially corroborated by the logistic regression model
(dependent variable: anatomic area; independent variable: category of primary neoplasm).
Pelvic girdle (χ2=22.831, df=9, p=0.007, with 66.9% of correct predictions, n=130) is
significantly affected in uterine (χ2Wald=7.279, df=1, p=0.007, Exp(β)=6.667, CI ]1.68026.451[), prostate (χ2Wald=8.689, df=1, p=0.003, Exp(β)=17.500, CI ]2.609-117.371[),
breast (χ2Wald=6.907, df=1, p=0.009, Exp(β)=25.000, CI ]2.267-275.705[), and
intestinal/colorectal (χ2Wald=4.960, df=1, p=0.026, Exp(β)=5.000, CI ]1.213-20.611[)
neoplasms. Thoracic region is significantly affected by breast neoplasms (logistic regression
model: χ2=15.194, df=9, p=0.086, with 69.0% of correct predictions; χ2Wald=4.447, df=1,
p=0.035, Exp(β)=12.143, CI ]1.193-123.618[). No other statistically significant results were
attained.
Distribution per anatomic site and category of primary neoplasm, this time
tabulating for the specific lesions, is depicted in the Figure 4.37a-f (see also Appendix K2).
Forearms (except for one case of liver neoplasm) and fibula were never stricken by
specific lesions. The overall pattern is not very dissimilar from the above-mentioned results
for all osseous lesions, with a preponderance of lesions in the os coxae. This was observed for
individuals with gastric neoplasms (Figure 4.37a). In this category, two cases had one and
two anatomic areas involved, two cases with seven areas, and one with 10 areas.
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Figure 4.36. Scatterplot of the multiple correspondence analysis (all osseous lesions) of the anatomic
region affected and neoplasms by primary organ (Totaln=82, sexes pooled). Legend: ST- stomach;
LV-liver, LK/LI- leukemia, lymphoma and similar; BR- breast; INT- intestines/colon/rectum; PRprostate; UT- uterus; MT- multiple; OTH- other; SKL- skeleton; LB-long bones; Thor- thorax;
Sc/Clv- scapula and clavicle; Sku- skull.

In what concerns the distribution of specific lesions in individuals with intestinal
neoplasms, the os coxae and sacrum were most often involved (Figure 4.37b). Except one
case with 12 anatomic areas involved, the remaining had one or two areas with lesions.
The pattern for specific lesions in breast neoplasms was similar to the one of all osseous
lesions (Figure 4.37c). Furthermore, one case had a single anatomic focus, one case with
two, and three with seven areas with alterations.
Specific lesions for the individuals with uterine neoplasms were mostly allocated in the
os coxae and vertebrae (Figure 4.37d). The most common was one or two foci of lesions
(n=6), four (n=1) and six (n=1) foci.
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Prostate neoplasms (Figure 4.37e) show eight anatomic areas with lesions in two
cases, and two areas in one case. Two leukemia cases show specific lesions, and the pattern is
easily inferred from Figure 4.37f.
The following individuals are not depicted in Figure 4.37a-f: two liver neoplasms (one
with lesions in the os coxae and radius; and other with vertebral lesion), one brain
neoplasm (skull), one primary bone neoplasm (os coxae), one larynx neoplasm (skull and
ribs), one pancreatic neoplasm (skull), lung neoplasm (femur), “multiple” (os coxae,
vertebrae and ribs), and mouth “carcinoses” (mentioned above).
Due to small sample sizes, statistical inferences are restricted and were only
performed for the broad anatomical areas. From a statistical point of view, the only results
with significance was found in the breast neoplasm category, which was predictive of an
increase in thoracic cage lesions, by a factor of 10.0 (logistic regression model: χ2=12.130,
df=9, p=0.206, with 84.0% of correct predictions, χ2Wald=5.049, df=1, p=0.025,
Exp(β)=10.000, CI ]1.342-74.511[), and predictive of pelvic girdle lesions (logistic
regression model: χ2=10.140, df=9, p=0.339, with 77.7% of correct predictions,
χ2Wald=6.158, df=1, p=0.013, Exp(β)=14.000, CI ]1.741-112.551[).

4.2.3. Skeletal lesions: typology

4.2.3.1. Prevalence

Among the 82 skeletons with lesions, a mixed skeletal pattern, i.e. simultaneous
occurrence of osteolytic (OL) and osteoblastic (OB) changes, was the most frequent event,
totaling 45.1% (n=37). The second most frequent was a predominantly osteoblastic
pattern, 29.3% (n=24), defined by the presence of OB lesions with possible minimal
osteoclastic activity associated. Thirdly, a predominantly osteolytic pattern, defined by the
presence of OL lesions with possible minimal new bone formation, was recorded in 25.6%
(n=21) of the skeletons with lesions. Nevertheless, differences in these proportions- OB,

Figure 4.37. Percent values (%) of specific lesions distributed by anatomic area and primary neoplasm (sexes pooled).

(Cont.)

Figure 4.37. (see description in the previous page).
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OL, and mixed- was not statistically significant (χ2=5.293, df=2, p=0.071, n=82). It must be
noted that a mixed pattern was scored when OL and OB lesions occurred in different bones
of the skeleton or in the same bone. It was noticeable that in 23.2% (n=19) of the
individuals with a mixed pattern, a similar proportion of OB and OL lesions was noticed. In
14.6% (n=12) the mixed pattern tended towards OL lesions, and in 7.3% (n=6) tended
towards OB lesions.
At least one OB lesion was observed in 81.7% (n=67) of the skeletons, and at least one
OL lesion was noticed in 75.6% (n=62) (51.1% and 47.3% of the total sample [131],
respectively). The prevalence of OB, OL, and mixed lesions considering the 28 anatomic
areas are depicted in Table 4.XIX.

Table 4.XIX. Absolute (n) and relative frequencies (%) of osteoblastic, osteolytic, and mixed lesions per
individual, distributed by anatomic region.
Lesion
N
22

OB
n [%]
4 [18.2]

Clavicle

14

5 [35.7]

Scapula

28

Sternum

Lesion typology
OL
n [%]
10 [45.5]

Mixed
n [%]
8 [36.4]

Sign.
n.s.

4 [28.6]

5 [35.7]

n.s.

15 [53.6]

4 [14.3]

9 [32.1]

p=0.045

8

1 [12.5]

6 [75.0]

1 [12.5]

-

Vertebrae

28

-

20 [71.4]

8 [28.6]

p=0.036

Ribs

37

22 [59.5]

3 [8.1]

12 [32.4]

p<0.001

Os coxae

52

15 [28.8]

15 [28.8]

22 [42.3]

n.s.

Sacrum

23

8 [34.8]

11 [47.8]

4 [17.4]

n.s.

Humerus

14

1 [7.1]

9 [64.3]

4 [28.6]

p=0.033

Radius

6

5 [83.3]

1 [16.7]

-

-

Ulna

6

5 [83.3]

-

1 [16.7]

-

Femur

25

2 [8.0]

12 [48.0]

11 [44.0]

p=0.030

Tibia

18

6 [33.3]

5 [27.8]

7 [38.9]

n.s.

Fibula

5

2 [40.0]

1 [20.0]

2 [40.0]

-

Hands

1

-

1 [100]

-

-

Feet

8

-

5 [62.5]

3 [37.5]

-

Skull

Legend: N and n- number of individuals; %- percent; OB- osteoblastic pattern; OL- Osteolytic pattern; Sign.- statistical
significance for Fisher Exact Test; n.s.- not significant; Sternum- sternum and manubrium.
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Typology of lesions
When the different typology of OB lesions (Figure 4.38) was investigated, it became
evident that woven/mix (mix represents woven with areas of lamellar) new bone formation
(excluding periosteal reactions of the long bones- section 4.2.3.3) attained the highest
coefficients, reaching 78.0% (n=64) of the 82 skeletons with lesions (example in Figure
4.16).
From a descriptive standpoint, the cluster of spiculated reactions included not only
the periosteal reactions described as radiant (“sunburst”) or parallel spicules (“hair-on-end”),
i.e. true spicules, but also the category “coral-like”/”mossy” new bone formation (on the
bone surface or in its interior) due to its disorganized nature (not always a periosteal reaction).
The clustering of these lesions relates with its disorganized nature and its fast-produced new
bone. The tally of spiculated reactions was 26.8% (n= 22) of the individuals with lesions
(Figure 4.38). It encompassed 15 individuals with parallel spicules, ten with “corallike”/“mossy” lesions, and five with “sunburst/radiant” lesions (examples in Figures 4.21,
4.22c, and 4.39). Enlargement or a widening of the bone contour by extensive deposits of
lamellar or mix new bone formation, as exemplified in Figure 4.40), was observed in a
smaller proportion of the sample (14.6%, n=12). No occurrences of shell type lesions were
observed in the present work. The description of the above mentioned typology of lesions
can be found in Table 3.V, Chapter 3.
Different typology of bone destruction was also found in the skeletons under survey.
Osteolytic processes (Figure 4.38) with less severity, i.e. localized areas of pitting/porosity in
a coalescent or reticulated form (example in Figure 4.41) was observable in 26.8% (n=22) of
the skeletons with lesions. Osteolytic foci (multiple or single) with geographic features
occurred in 58.5% (n=48) (examples in Figures 4.17-4.20 and 4.22c). Albeit the variability
of the lesions with geographic margins in terms of size and number, they were recognized
because there was a perforation through the cortical area, thus the majority represents more
aggressive lesions (1C of the Figure 3.6 in the Chapter 3). Yet some were more well-defined
and circumscribed (Figures 4.17-4.20 and 4.22c) other less well-defined and larger (Figure
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4.42). In six instances the osteolytic focus had a peculiar morphology, in a scooped-out
(crater-like) appearance (Figure 4.43).
An osteolytic diffuse lesion (Table 3.V, Chapter 3), resulted in the presence of motheaten/permeative margins (example in Figures 4.22a and 4.44) which occurred in 31.7%
(n=26) of the individuals (Figure 4.38). Absence of a large bone area due to osteolytic
activity (e.g. absence of vertebrae or more than half of the os coxae) was an uncommon
occurrence (11.0%, n=9). Two peculiar typologies of destructive lesions were also identified
in the present work, albeit not often categorized within the group of osteolytic lesions in the
paleopathological literature. These bone alterations correspond to disperse and widespread
osteolytic phenomena in the bone surface. One of these alterations noted, was herein
designated as disperse porosity and it is characterized by widespread pores and/or pitting in a
large area of the bone surface, normally in its full extension (Figure 4.45). This alteration
was recorded in 29.3% (n=24) of the skeletons with lesions. The other alteration, named
disperse cortical, showed a much more intense and deep widespread destructive process in the
cortical surface (as if portions of the cortical surface was “excavated”). It was observed in
14.6% (n=12) of the cases (Figure 4.46). Furthermore, trabecular coarsening of the
cancellous bone within the osteolytic lesions was noticed in 32 skeletons, and resorption of
cancellous bone in 31.
The lesions typology described above, often occur concomitantly in the same
individual (Figure 4.47), with only 25 individuals having only one lesion typology. These
correspond to 16 skeletons with only woven/mix bone formation, seven with only
geographic foci, and two with disperse porosity/pitting. The remaining 57 individuals had
two or more different typologies of lesions in the skeleton, with a 2.9±2.0 (median= 2.0,
minimum=1, maximum=8) mean number of concurrent lesions.
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Figure 4.38. Prevalence (%) and absolute frequency [n] of the lesions typology in
the cohort with lesions (n=82, sexes pooled). Legend: woven/lamellar- corresponds
to the codes 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in the Table 3.V. Spicules [C/R/P]- includes
spiculated reactions: (C) mossy/coral (code 1.5), (R) radiant/sunburst (code 1.4), and
(P) parallel spicules (code 1.4). Coalescent porosity encompasses the porosity/pitting
(code 2.1), coalescent pores (code 2.2) and reticulated (code 2.3). Geographic
margins (code 2.4a and 2.4b). Moth-eaten- includes the moth-eaten and permeative
margins (code 2.5a and 2.5b). Absence of parts (code 2.6). Disperse porosity and
disperse cortical were not contemplated in the Table 3.V, Chapter 3.

Figure 4.39. Illustration of radiant spicules (“sunburst” appearance) in the 6th right
rib sternal area (Sk. no. 457-MBISC, rectal neoplasm).
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Figure 4.40. Illustration a wide of the bone contour
produced by extensive remodeled (lamellar) new bone
formation, in the proximal right tibia, anterior view (Sk.
no. 109-MBISC, cancer of the larynx).

Figure 4.41. Illustration of an area of coalescent porosity,
localized and circumscribed, in the left tibia proximal
diaphysis, medial view (Sk. no. 1106-MBISC, breast
cancer).
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[b]

[a]

Figure 4.42. Illustration of larger and less well-defined osteolytic foci [a] Destruction of a considerable
portion of the vertebral body (superior view) (Sk. no. 1157-MBISC, mouth “carcinoses”). [b] Less welldefined and large area of osteolytic destruction in the right mandibular ramus (Sk. no. 1423-MBISC,
gastric carcinoma).

Figure 4.43. Illustration of scoop-like appearance (solid arrow)
in the posteromedial area of the left femur (Sk. no. 146MBISC, myeloid leukemia).
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Figure 4.44. Illustration of moth-eaten pattern, also noticeable small
patches of new bone formation (woven), located in the right ilium,
posterior view (upper image). Corresponding radiographic appearance of
the moth-eaten margin and a sclerotic area in the lower region of the
ilium. Absence of signs of sclerotic areas in the upper quadrant where
patches of new bone formation are visible at naked eye (lower image- 60
kV, 56 mAs) (Sk. no. 340-MBISC, leukemia).
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Figure 4.45. Illustration of disperse and superficial porosity/pitting widespread
in all surface of the diaphysis of the right femur, medial view. The lower image
depicts the corresponding radiography, without noticeable medullary lesions and
conspicuous evidence of small cortical changes (Sk. no. 1244-MBISC, prostate
neoplasm).
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Figure 4.46. Illustration of disperse cortical
destruction that lost its integrity, located in the
left side of the sacrum (oval line), posterior view.
Noticeable coral-like new bone formation (arrow)
and moth-eaten lesions (arrow head) (Sk.
no. 397-MBISC, prostate neoplasm).

50.0%
[41]
30.5%
[25]
19.5%
[16]

1

2-4
5-8
Nr. concurrent lesion typology
Figure 4.47. Prevalence (%) and absolute frequency
[n] of skeletons with combination of different lesions
typology (Totalnlesions=82, sexes pooled).
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Forty-eight out of the 64 skeletons (75.0%) with woven/mix (woven with areas of
lamellar) new bone formation had other skeletal lesions concomitantly. From the 22
skeletons with spiculated reactions, woven/mix was associated in the same area in 19, and
in all was associated in the same skeleton. Woven/mix was also present in association
with destructive lesions as follows: all cases where absence of parts was noticed; 24 out
of 26 skeletons (92.3%) with moth-eaten/permeative; ten out of 12 (83.3%) with disperse
cortical lesions; 18 out of 22 cases (81.8%) with coalescent porosity; 19 out of 24
(79.2%) with disperse porosity; and 34 out of 48 skeletons (70.8%) with geographic foci.
Osteolytic geographic lesions were also commonly associated with other forms of
bone destruction, namely in 19 out of 22 (86.4%) skeletons with coalescent porosity; 22 out
of 26 (84.6%) with moth-eaten/permeative, 16 out of 24 (66.7%) with disperse porosity;
nine out of 12 (75.0%) with disperse cortical destruction; and nine out of nine with absence
of parts.
The visual perception of the lesions typology association was obtained by a
multiple correspondence analysis (method symmetric, axes F1 and F2 explain
84.5% of the variance). The scatterplot (Figure 4.48) illustrates the grouping of lesions in
our sample. The first orthogonal component (F1), characterizes the presence of lesions
most often associated, which were: disperse porosity (DISPOR-1), disperse cortical
destruction

(DISCORT-1),

moth-eaten/permeative lesions (MOTH-1), spiculated

reactions (SPIC-1), and woven/mix (WL-1).

Individuals

with

geographic

lesions

(GEO-1) often had coalescent porosity (COAPOR-1). Bone contour enlargement/
widened (ENL) and absence of geographic lesions seem to occur together.
Logistic regression model was used to test the statistical significance of the exploratory
analysis. Evaluation of woven/mix (dependent variable) and all other lesions (independent
variable) in a logistic regression analysis (model was significant: χ2=29.160, df=8, p≤0.001,
with 79.3% of overall correct predictions) showed that the odds of having woven/mix
lesions increased with moth-eaten/permeative margins (χ2Wald=3.835, df=1, p=0.050,
Exp(β)=6.624, CI ]0.999-43.947[). Equally, woven/mix was negatively predictive of having
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geographic margins (χ2Wald=9.122, df=1, p= 0.003, Exp(β)=0.087, CI ]0.018-0.424[).
Logistic regression model was significant (χ2=28.859, df=8, p≤0.001, with 76.8% of overall
correct predictions), showing that geographic lesions increased with moth-eaten/permeative
lesions (χ2Wald=4.787, df=1, p= 0.029, Exp(β)=0.5.129, CI ]1.186-22.186[). Disperse cortical
and moth-eaten/permeative also showed significant results (χ2Wald=4.210, df=1, p=0.040,
Exp(β)=0.7.631, CI ]1.095-53.172[), as well as disperse porosity and spiculated reactions
(χ2Wald=4.643, df=1, p=0.031, Exp(β)=4.790, CI ]1.152-19.915[).

Figure 4.48. Multiple correspondence analysis scatterplot of the variable lesion type (Totaln=82,
sexes pooled). Legend: WL- woven/mix; ENL- wide bone contour (enlargement); SPICspiculated reactions (“coral”, “radiant”, “parallel”); COAPOR- coalescent porosity; GEOgeographic; MOTH- moth-eaten/permeative; DISPOR- disperse porosity; DISCORT- disperse
cortical destruction; APART- absence of parts; 0- absence of lesions; 1- lesion.
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4.2.3.2. Epidemiology

Sex
Among the 82 skeletons with a pattern of mixed (n=37), predominately OB (n=24),
and predominately OL (n=21), there was statistical differences in the sex cohort (χ2=12.063,
df=2, p=0.002, n=82, nfemales=50, nmales=32). As illustrated in Figure 4.49, females had
higher proportions of OL and mixed patterns, which significantly differ from the lower OB
patterns’ value. Males had much lower values of OB patterns when compared with OL and
mixed ones. Furthermore, the comparison between sexes occurred as follows: in skeletons
with an OB pattern (n=24) the proportion of females (33.3% [8/24]) was significantly lower
than males (66.6% [16/24]); conversely males (19.0% [4/21]) had less OL pattern (n=21)
than females (81.0% [17/21]); whereas the mixed pattern (n=37) was not significantly
different between sexes, occurring in 25 (68.0%) females and 12 (32.4%) males.
Considering specific lesion typology (Figure 4.49), significance was not reached for
differences between sexes and lesion types. The exception was noted for the geographic
lesions which occurred in a higher proportion of females (70.0% [35/50]) than in males
(40.6% [13/32], χ2=6.958, df=1, p=0.008).

Age at death

The mean values of age at death did not statistically differ (F=0.667, df=2, p=0.516,
n=82) between individuals with mixed, OL, and OB patterns (Figure 4.50).
Albeit the lesions often occurred concomitantly in the same individual, it seems
relevant to still evaluate if age at death was an influential parameter in any lesion typology.
Figure 4.51 shows that the values of age at death did not differ substantially. This
inference was corroborated by a logistic regression model that did not reach statistical
significance between age at death (dependent variable) and presence/absence of any of the
lesion typology (Appendix L).
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Figure 4.49. Percent values (%) and number [n] of typology of lesions for the sex cohort anatomic
location for sex subset. Legend: %-percentage; [n/N]- nlesion sex/Ntotal sex; see also legend of Figure
4.48 for the abbreviation of the lesion typology.
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Figure 4.50. Box plots of age at death of the individuals (n=82) with mixed, OB and OL patterns. Mean
SD, Median, Min.-Max., respectively: 58.018.4, 58.0, 15-93 (Mixed); 55.517.3, 57.5, 24-84 (OB);
61.415.2, 63.0, 32-86 (OL). Median is represented by the dark bar, box includes 25%-75% of the
distribution, whiskers represent the non-outlier range.
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Figure 4.51. Box plots of age at death of the individuals (n=82) and lesion typology. Mean
SD, Median, Min.-Max., respectively: 56.818.2, 58.0, 15-93 (WL); 55.015.5, 55.0, 27-83
(ENL); 60.614.7, 58.5, 32-87 (SPIC); 57.619.7, 59.0, 15-87 (COAPOR); 59.218.3, 61.5,
15-93 (GEO); 58.819.1, 63.5, 15-87 (MOTH); 60.314.9, 60.5, 32-87 (DISPOR);
56.419.1, 57.0, 32-87 (DISCORT); 61.423.1, 67.0, 15-86 (APART). See legend of Figure
4.50.
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Neoplasm primary organ
The proportion of mixed (n=37), predominantly OB (n=24) and predominantly OL
(n=21) patterns in the skeleton was evaluated considering each primary organ. As illustrated
in the Figure 4.52, mixed patterns were the most prevalent among all primary neoplasm,
except in neoplasms of the stomach, liver, “multiple”, and “other”.
The scatterplot (Figure 4.53) produced by a multiple correspondence analysis (method
symmetric, axes F1 and F2 explain 52.6% of the variance) helps to illustrate these
associations. In the orthogonal plan, we see that gastric neoplasms stand out from the
remaining categories by being associated mainly with absence of mixed patterns, and with
frequent OL ones. Liver neoplasms, “other”, and “multiple” share a predominance of OB
patterns. Leukemia, lymphoma and similar, breast, skeletal, intestinal, uterine, and prostate
neoplasms also form another cluster, by sharing a predominance of mixed patterns.
Whereas, leukemia, lymphoma and similar and breast neoplasms do not show OL pattern,
the case of prostate and uterine neoplasms rarely show OB pattern.
Statistically significant differences (χ2=40.008, df=18, p=0.006, n=82, with Monte
Carlo adjustment) were found between individuals with uterine neoplasms (more mixed
patterns and fewer OB ones) and gastric neoplasms (with higher proportion of OL and
absence of mixed ones). Uterine neoplasms also statistically differ from liver neoplasms with
the latter having higher frequencies of OB. Gastric neoplasms significantly differ from all
other categories regarding mixed patterns. Primary neoplasms of the skeleton statistically
differ from intestinal, gastric, “other”, and “multiple”, since exhibit exclusively mixed
patterns.
Woven/mix new bone formation and osteolytic geographic margins were the most
common type of lesion for each primary organ89, except for the category “multiple” (Figure
4.54). Moreover, individuals with breast neoplasms frequently showed high prevalence of

Percentage for category of primary neoplasm and lesion (Figure 4.54) was computed considering the individuals with
lesions within each category of primary neoplasm. In order to obtain the percent value for the total number of skeletons in
each category, the denominator should be replaced, as follows: stomach (n=32), uterus (n=21), intestines (n=18), prostate
(n=9), breast (n=6), liver (n=6), leukemia/lymphoma and similar (n=5), skeleton (n=3), multiple (n=7), other (n=24).
89
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spiculated reaction. The neoplasms of the liver, skeleton, and leukemia, lymphoma and
similar, had less diversity of lesions than the remaining categories (Figure 4.54).

Figure 4.52. Prevalence (%) and absolute frequency [n] of skeletons with mixed, osteoblastic (OB), and
osteolytic (OL) patterns distributed by primary organ (n=82, sexes pooled). Legend: *- statistical differences in
the proportion of OB, OL, and mixed within the category of primary organ (χ2=59.052, df=27, p=0.001,
with Monte Carlo adjustment).

Category “other”, not depicted in Figure 4.54, encompasses two cases of brain
neoplasms (Sk. no. 10 and no.200-CISC), both showing woven/mix new bone formation,
coalescent porosity, geographic margin, and one of them also having motheaten/permeative lesions. One individual with mouth “carcinoses” (Sk. no. 1157-MBISC)
had woven/mix new bone formation, parallel spicules, coalescent porosity, geographic and
moth-eaten lesions, and absence of bone parts. One case of neoplasm of the larynx (Sk. no.
109-MBISC) had concomitant lesions: woven/mix new bone formation, wide bone
contour, radiant and parallel spicules, geographic lesions, and disperse porosity. The
individual with a pulmonary neoplasm (Sk. no. 484-MBISC) exhibited woven/mix new
bone formation and moth-eaten margins. One individual with pancreatic neoplasm (Sk. no.
1018-MBISC) had radiant/sunburst spicules and woven/mix lesions. Two individuals with
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bladder neoplasms (Sk. no. 112 and 608-MBISC), one individual with kidney neoplasm (Sk.
no. 222-MBISC), one individual with “sarcoma of the carotid” (Sk. no. 577-MBISC) only
exhibited woven/mix new bone formation. One individual without reference to the primary
malignant neoplasm (Sk. no. 1394-MBISC) showed all lesions typology, except wide of
bone contour, disperse cortical destruction and absence of parts. The other skeleton (Sk. no.
747-MBISC) also without reference to the primary organ showed wide bone contour,
coalescent porosity and geographic lesions.

Figure 4.53. Scatterplot (multiple correspondence analysis) of the anatomic region affected and
neoplasms (Totaln=82, sexes pooled). Legend: ST- stomach; LV-liver, LK/LI- leukemia,
lymphoma and similar; BR- breast; INT- intestines/colon/rectum; PR- prostate; UT- uterus;
MT- multiple; OTH- other; SKL- skeleton; LB-long bones; Thor- thorax; Sc/Clv- scapula and
clavicle; Sku- skull; 0- absence; 1-presence.
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Figure 4.54. Prevalence (%) and absolute frequency [n] of skeletons with different types of lesions (n=82,
sexes pooled) distributed by primary organ of the neoplasm. Legend Figure 4.48.

Multiple correspondence analysis (method symmetric, axes F1 and F2 explain 84.5%
of the variance) was performed. The scatterplot (Figure 4.55) indicates that individuals with
uterine, prostate, and breast neoplasms show a stronger relationship with woven/mix (WL-
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1), moth-eaten/permeative (MOTH-1), disperse porosity (DISPOR-1), and spiculated
reactions (SPIC-1), although slightly more distant from disperse cortical destruction
(DISCORT-1). Individuals with leukemia, lymphoma and similar and primary bone
neoplasms are closer to geographic lesions (GEO-1), and coalescent porosity (COAPOR-1).

Figure 4.55. Multiple correspondence analysis scatterplot of the variables lesion typology (Totaln=82, sexes
pooled) and primary organ of the neoplasm. Legend: ST- stomach; INT- intestines and colorectal; LK/LI=
leukemia, lymphoma and similar; LV- liver and biliary duct; UT- uterus; BR- breast; PR-prostate; SKLskeleton; MT- multiple (multiple organs, and diffuse in the abdomen, peritoneum, mediastinum); OTHother (all other categories neoplasms and no reference); WL- woven/mix; ENL- wide bone contour
(enlargement); SPIC- spiculated reactions (“coral”, “radiant”, “parallel”); COAPOR- coalescent porosity;
GEO- geographic; MOTH- moth-eaten/permeative; DISPOR- disperse porosity; DISCORT- disperse
cortical destruction; APART- absence of parts; 0- absence of lesion; 1- lesion.
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In order to determine the statistical significance of the exploratory analysis, a logistic
regression model was implemented with the following results:
i) Woven/mix new bone formation was not significantly different among the diverse
primary neoplasms categories (model: χ2=18.522, df=11, p= 0.070, 82.9% correct
classification), as well as for a widening of bone contour (model: χ2=10.166, df=11, p=
0.515, 85.4% correct classification), coalescent porosity (model: χ2=17.566, df=11, p=
0.092, 78.0% correct classification), geographic lesions (model: χ2=15.730, df=11, p= 0.151,
72.0% correct classification), moth-eaten/permeative (model: χ2=7.805, df=11, p= 0.731,
73.2% correct classification), disperse porosity (model: χ2=13.673, df=11, p= 0.252, 74.4%
correct classification), disperse cortical destruction (model: χ2=14.021, df=11, p= 0.232,
85.4% correct classification), and absence of parts (model: χ2=7.400, df=11, p= 0.766,
89.0% correct classification).
ii) Presence of spiculated reactions (model: χ2=19.435, df=11, p= 0.054, 76.8% correct
classification) was marginally significant in breast neoplasms (χ2Wald=3.656, df=11, p=0.056,
Exp(β)=14.327).

4.2.3.3. Particularities: long bones periosteal reaction

Analysis of woven and/or lamellar new bone formation located in the long bones
diaphysis (clavicle excluded)- manifested as very superficial, small and isolated patches
without association with any other bone changes in that area- were excluded from the
previous analysis. From the 131 skeletons in the malignant cohort, 54.2% (n=71) shows at
least one occurrence of periosteal new bone in one or more long bone diaphysis. In 35.2%
(n=25) of these skeletons, no other category of proliferative or destructive lesions were
observed, whereas in 49.3% (n=35) proliferative or destructive lesions were found
throughout the skeleton, yet non-specific ones (the pattern would correspond to score 2 from
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the section 4.2.1). Finally, 15.5% (n=11) of this group had overt signs of a malignant
neoplasm in the skeleton.
The skeletons with periosteal bone apposition had a 2.83±2.0 mean number of
affected bones per individual, with a minimum of one bone affected and a maximum of 12.
In 60.6% (n=43) of the cases there was at least one pair of bones affected (bilateral) and in
39.4% (n=28) the distribution was unilateral.
As expected, the tibia (27.4%; n=71) was the most frequent location of these lesions,
with 71 bones affected among the 259 observable (Figure 4.56). The humerus was the less
frequently affected (1.3%, three out of 239). The hands and feet were affected in 11.4%
(n=14) and 27.6% (n=34), respectively.

Periosteal reactions of long bones
% (n)
Humerus (N=239)
Radius (N=235)
Ulna (N=245)
Femur (N=258)

1.3 (n=3)
2.6 (n=6)
3.3 (n=8)
11.2 (n=29)

Tibia (N=259)
Fibula (N=251)
Hands* (N=123)
Feet* (N=123)

27.4 (n=71)
14.3 (n=36)
11.4 (n=14)
27.6 (n=34)

Figure 4.56. Absolute (n) and relative frequency (%) of the number of long
bones with periosteal apposition calculated within the number of bones
observable (N). Legend: *- hands and feet were considered as one single anatomic element and
scored as observable if at least one bone was present.
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| 5.1 | The documentary records

Reference skeletal collections with documentary records of biodemographic data,
including cause of death, are extraordinary repositories of information and instrumental to
advances in paleopathological research (Ubelaker, 1982; Santos, 2000). However, the
reference collections, as well as other assemblages of human skeletal remains, are mortality
samples, i.e., a selected subset of the deceased. As such, they are exposed to innumerous
biases that limit their representativeness of the living population (Waldron, 1987; 2007;
Saunders et al., 1995; Usher, 2002; Komar & Grivas, 2008; Jackes, 2011; Boldsen &
Milner, 2012). Some of these biases include the broad time span that most of these
collections encompass, the non-random and non-arbitrary rules of skeletal selection and
collection (e.g. preferential choice of certain age or sex groups), the socioeconomic
determinants that restrict the individuals available (e.g. availability only of unclaimed
bodies or indigent), non-representativeness of the living population in terms of age and sex
profiles, or the differential degree of preservation of the remains. These, and other factors,
function as sieves that redefine or limit how well a sample of the death can describe the
living (Saunders et al., 1995; Usher, 2002; Waldron, 2007; Komar & Grivas, 2008; Jackes,
2011; Boldsen & Milner, 2012). We must always take into consideration that skeletal
assemblages are windows to the biocultural life history of the individuals but these
assemblages are also embodiments of the collection’s history and curation strategies. They
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emerge not only as a biological testimony but as a culturally created entity (Usher, 2002;
Komar & Grivas, 2008; Stodder, 2008). Our ability to draw inferences on health and
disease based on human skeletons strongly rely on how representative this sample is of the
living population (Saunders et al., 1995; Wright & Yoder, 2003; Komar & Grivas, 2008).
However, these biases do not invalidate research done on these collections as long as its
impact is evaluated and taken into consideration. This requisite prompted the discussion
exposed in the following sections. It aims to debate if and how the paleoepidemiological
profile of the individuals with neoplasms in the Portuguese identified skeletal collections is
similar to the Portuguese mortality profiles in the 19th and 20th centuries. Furthermore, the
analysis in detail of the data found in the collection records also enables future comparisons
with other skeletal samples.

5.1.1. Neoplasms in the collections: epidemiological profile

The Portuguese reference skeletal collections under analysis (Museu Bocage Identified
Skeletal Collection [MBISC], Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection [CISC], Medical
School Collection [MSC], and International Exchange Collection [IEC]) had a total of 260
(8.8%) records of individuals with neoplasms in the cause of death, among the 2951
existing records. When considered separately, the crude prevalence was 11.8% (91/769) in
the MBISC, 8.9% (45/505) in the CISC, 8.1% (93/1143) in the IEC, and 5.8% (31/534)
in the MSC [with statistical differences between the MBISC and both MSC and IEC
(χ2=15.396, df=3, p=0.002)]. Age-standardized prevalence was 7.5%, 6.3%, 7.1% and
4.8%, respectively for the MBISC, IEC, CISC, and MSC. These differences between
crude and age-standardized prevalence shows that when age at death structure is
considered, the coefficients are higher in the MBISC and IEC. These results clearly
demonstrate that in archaeological settings comparison of neoplasm’s prevalence from
different sites cannot be made without applying appropriate age-standardization methods.
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By considering only the malignant and unidentified cohort, the prevalence reaches
8.2% (240/2951), corresponding to 11.7% (90/769) in the MBISC; 8.1% (41/505) in the
CISC; 7.1% (81/1143) in the IEC, and 5.2% (28/534) in the MSC.
Relatively similar values of prevalence of neoplasms as indicated in the cause of death
were found in other international skeletal reference collections from the 19th and 20th
centuries. In the Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection (Cleveland Museum of Natural
History, United States), amassed between 1913 and 1933, 4.3% (n=129) of individuals
deceased by cancer according to the collection’s records (Rothschild & Rothschild, 1995).
For the Stanford Collection (University of Iowa, United States), amassed between 1920 and
1940, the value is 6.0% of the 214 death records (S. Schermer, 2012, pers. comm.90). In the
Terry Anatomical Collection (Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of Natural
History, Washington, D.C., United States), collected between 1920s and 1960s, the tally of
malignant neoplasms is 6.9% (108/1558)2 (D. Hunt, 2012, pers. comm.). Watkins (2012)
published a partial analysis of the W. Montague Cobb Human Skeletal Collection (College
of Arts and Sciences, Howard University, United States), dating between 1932 and 1969.
The 105 cause of death records analyzed show that 9.5% (10/105) corresponded to cancer
registries. The Maxwell Museum Documented Collection (New Mexico, United States),
was created in 1975, thus extending beyond the chronology of the Portuguese collections.
The value obtained for cancer recorded as the cause of death was 11.1%, considering 233
individuals with registries (Komar & Grivas, 2008). The Huntington Skeletal Collection
(Smithsonian Institution) is composed by individuals deceased between 1892 and 1920. For
this assemblage, the malignant neoplasms account solely for 1.3% (45/3390) of the
registries of cause of death (D. Hunt, 2012, pers. comm.91), being the one that mostly diverge
numerically from our results. European reference collections (Spain, Italy, and Greece),

90 The

prevalence was calculated based on the Stanford Collection record files for the causes of death, gently provided by
S. Schermer from the University of Iowa.

91 The prevalence for the Terry and the Huntington collections was calculated based on the collections record files, gently
provided by Dr. David Hunt, from the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of Natural History.
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and collections from South Africa (Dart collection) and Canada (Grant collection) do not
have published data regarding the prevalence of neoplasms.
In our study, as expected, the neoplasm cohort comprised mostly malignant and
neoplasms with unidentified nature (76.9% [200/260] and 15.4% [40/260], respectively),
while the benign counterpart accounted only for 20 cases (7.7%). The low coefficient of
benign neoplasms is not surprising, since they seldom contribute to the mortality by
neoplasms. These neoplasms were scarcely registered in the Portuguese mortality statistics
(Anuário Estatístico and WHO, 2014c) as well; with benign or non-specified neoplasms
accounting for 0.5% of deaths in the 1930s and decreasing to 0.1% by the 1960s. Hoffman
(1915a: 109) early report on world cancer mortality statistics already mentions a decline in
the number of benign neoplasms in the mortality statistics “as a result of more precise and
accurate methods of laboratory diagnosis”. In the present work, the classification of
neoplasms with unidentified nature corresponds to all registries in which the word tumor or
neoplasm was used without explicitly stating a malignant nature. We argue that these
records are likely of individuals with a malignant neoplasm (see Chapter 3 for the
arguments that sustain this assumption).
When the age structure of the collection was adjusted (age standardization),
neoplasms consistently figured among the main causes of death in the collections. The first
and second most prevalent conditions were invariably certain infectious and parasitic diseases
and diseases of the circulatory system (Figure 5.1). Neoplasms ranked 4th in the cause of death for
the MBISC and IEC, and 5th and 6th for the CISC and MSC, respectively (Figure 5.1).
This panorama has some resemblance with the Portuguese mortality census for the late
19th century up to the last quarter of the 20th century. Yet, before highlighting key
similarities, it should be noted that the Portuguese mortality statistics lack specificity and
periodicity up to the early 20th century (Carqueja, 1916; Morais, 2001; 2002; Fernandes et
al., 2004; Nogueira & Remoaldo, 2010; Rodrigues, 2010; Costa, 2012). It was only after
the 1920s that reports on mortality by cause of death started to be published more
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consistently and accurately (Morais, 2001; 2002; Fernandes et al., 2004; Nogueira &
Remoaldo, 2010; Rodrigues, 2010) (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 5.1. Graphic representation of age-standardized prevalence (AS)
of the main causes of death by ICD-10 groups of disease [MBISC
(n=769), CISC (n=505), MSC (n=534) and the IEC (n=1143)]. Legend:
Infectious- Certain infectious and parasitic diseases-A00-B99;
Circulatory- Diseases of the circulatory system-I00-I99; Respiratory:
Diseases of the respiratory system-J00-J99; Digestive- Diseases of the
digestive system-K00-K93; Neoplasms-C00-D48; Not classifiedSymptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not
elsewhere classified-R00-R99.
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Until the end of the 19th century mortality and morbidity were strongly associated
with infectious diseases and unknown and poorly defined conditions (Morais, 2002;
Henrique & Rodrigues, 2008; Henriques et al., 2009), with malignant neoplasms being
rarely reported in mortality studies (Costa, 2012). The effects of public health measures and
sanitary reforms in the control of infectious diseases were still barely impacting the
Portuguese society of the late 19th century/early 20th century (Fernandes et al., 2004; Veiga
& Moreira, 2004; Rodrigues, 2010). Outbreaks of epidemic diseases, such as cholera,
typhus, smallpox, flu or dysentery, were still common. Tuberculosis, bronchitis and
pneumonia were leading causes of mortality throughout the first decades of the 20th
century (Carqueja, 1916; Morais, 2001; 2002; Fernandes et al., 2004; Veiga & Moreira,
2004; Viegas et al., 2009; Rodrigues, 2010).
In 1930, infectious and parasitic diseases still represented nearly 23.6% of all deaths
(Morais, 2002; Henriques & Rodrigues, 2008; Rodrigues, 2010), yet the burden of
circulatory diseases (9.2% in 1920 and 15.5% in 1930) and malignant neoplasms were
steadily increasing along time (Figures 5.2 and 5.3) (DGE, 1931; Correia, 1938; Ferrão,
1996; Morais, 2002; Henrique & Rodrigues, 2008; Rodrigues, 2010). In fact, the burden of
malignant tumors represented 1.2% of all deaths in 190292-1910, shifting to 2.7% in 1930
and 2.9% in 1940. Cancer crude mortality rates in 1904 was 22.0 per 100, 000 (Neves,
1906) and doubled to 47.8 and 53.6 per 100, 000 in 1933 and 1948, respectively
(Anonymous, 1950). Concerns on the impact of cancer were also expressed in the
Portuguese medical community (see Chapter 2). Cid (1902) notes that cancer deaths were
progressively augmenting and required urgent attention from the medical community.
Nunes (1923) refers to cancer as a major scourge. In the bulletin of the National Statistics
Institute from 1930 it is noted that “cancer killed 3,199 victims of both sexes, a number
superior by 211 to the year of 1929, which shows the progress that the terrible scourge has
made” (DGE, 1931: IV).

92

In the database of the Instituto Nacional de Estatística the data regarding mortality by malignant neoplasms starts to be

recorded in the year of 1902. For previous years there are some publications of statistics on medical journals (e.g. O Correio
Médico, A Medicina Contemporânea) but only for the city of Lisbon for 1881-1892 (Costa, 2010).
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Figure 5.2. Evolution of the main causes of death in Portugal between 1902 and 1986, with
the main conditions labeled on the graphic [Source: adapted from Simões (1989 in Ferrão,
1996: 170). Reprinted with permission from J. M. Simões].

By the mid-20th century infectious and parasitic diseases (18.8% of all deaths in 1950)
were being displaced as major causes of mortality, in contrast to the panorama for the
circulatory system diseases (21.9% of all deaths in 1950) and malignant neoplasms (4.8% of
all deaths in 1950) (Morais, 2002; Henrique & Rodrigues, 2008; Rodrigues, 2010). Cancer
mortality rates in 1955 was 82.7 and 87.3 per 100, 000 males and females, respectively
(WHO, 2014c). During the 1960s malignant tumors, cerebrovascular and heart diseases
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were conjointly responsible for more than 35% of all deaths (INE, 1966; Ferrão, 1996;
Fernandes et al., 2004). Malignant neoplasms accounted for 9.2% of deaths in 1960 (crude
mortality rate was 101.1 and 95.2 per 100, 000 for males and females, respectively [WHO,
2014c]). In the 1970s infectious and parasitic diseases accounted for only 2.6% of the
mortality, whereas diseases of the circulatory system and malignant neoplasms accounted
for 38.8% and 11.7% of deaths, respectively (Morais, 2002; Henriques & Rodrigues, 2008).
In 1970 the crude mortality rate by cancer was 135.9 and 115.5 per 100, 000 for males and
females, respectively (WHO, 2014c). These values illustrate the extraordinary increasing
burden of noncommunicable diseases along the 20th century that contrast with the decline
in infectious-related conditions (Figure 5.3).
The journey towards a greater cancer burden was noticed in Europe and North
America in the late 19th century and early 20th century, as clearly illustrated in early
epidemiological studies (e.g. Walshe, 1844; Hoffman, 1915a, see Chapter 2). However, as
afore-mentioned, the Portuguese cancer-related mortality started to shift later in time
(Costa, 2010; 2012), with the consolidation of the Portuguese epidemiologic transition93
occurring by the second half of the 20th century (Barreto, 1996; Ferrão, 1996; Morais,
2001; 2002; Fernandes et al., 2004; Henrique & Rodrigues, 2008; 2010; Nogueira &
Remoaldo, 2010; Rodrigues, 2010). Societal, demographic, and economic changes (e.g.
development of the industrial and tertiary sectors), along with improvements in health
conditions, public health and sanitary measures, or increased longevity, were factors that
prompted the shifting epidemiologic and demographic realities (Barreto, 1996; Ferrão,
1996; Fernandes et al., 2004; Henrique & Rodrigues, 2008). In all, it can be considered
that the profile obtained in the Portuguese skeletal collections under survey, dating from

93

Epidemiologic transition theory was proposed by A. R. Omran in 1971, focusing on the “complex changes in patterns

of health and disease and on the interactions between these patterns and their demographic, economic and sociologic
determinants and consequences” (Omran, 2005: 732). Omran (2005: 737) established three stages on the epidemiologic
transition regarding mortality patterns: “1) the age of pestilence and famine, characterized by high mortality, with strong
fluctuations and with low and variable average life expectancy; 2) the age of receding pandemics, when mortality declines
progressively and the rates of decline accelerate with less frequent epidemic peaks. The average life expectancy at birth
increases; 3) the age of degenerative and man-made diseases, when mortality continues to decline and stabilizes at a low
level. Increase the average life expectancy at birth”.
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the late 19th century up to the 1970s, in some way mirrors the Portuguese reality. We
noticed that infectious and parasitic diseases are prevalent in these collections, yet cancer
already figures among the principal causes of death, particularly for the collections that
extend towards the mid and late 20th century. From a biodemographic and epidemiological
perspective, the osteological sample is well framed within the Portuguese cancer landscape
and reflects the Portuguese late epidemiological transition as well.
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Figure 5.3. Percentage of deaths by cancer (%) and absolute number of deaths (n) by malignant
neoplasms (MT), in Portugal between 1902 and 1975. [Source: computations by the author
based on the crude data from the Portuguese National Institute of Statistics (Anuário Demográfico
between 1902 and 1968 and Anuário Estatístico between 1969 and 1975) and the WHO (2014c)
between 1955 and 1975]. Percentage (%)= (number of deaths by malignant neoplasms year/total
of deaths year)*100.

In a comparative perspective, it was also interesting to notice a relatively wide range
of neoplasms prevalence in the reference collections, ranging from 5.8% to 11.8%.
Multiple factors can have influenced these disparities, yet one of the relevant aspects is their
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distinct chronological span. The collection with a broader and later chronology of death,
the MBISC (years of death ranging from 1880 to 1974, with a mean of 1945 [SD=13.2])
showed higher prevalence. On the other hand, the MSC that covers an earlier and shorter
temporal frame (years of death ranging from 1895 to 1903, with a mean of 1899 [SD=2.2])
had the lowest coefficients. The other two collections had an intermediate position (19041936, mean of 1925 [SD= 7.1] and 1904-1937, mean of 1930 [SD=3.8], for the CISC and
IEC respectively). This scenario makes sense under the known, and above-mentioned, rise
of deaths by cancer along the 20th century. Interestingly, when the data from the four
collections is pooled, we notice a positive rise in neoplasms’ frequency per year of death,
which is statistically significant (βYear

Death=0.014,

χ2Wald=11.136, df=1, p=0.001). This

trend is noticeable in the CISC (βYear Death=0.062, χ2Wald=4.857, df=1, p=0.028), but not in
the remaining collections. In the MBISC the number of neoplasms is significantly higher
post-1950 (before 1950= 10.1% [39/386]; after 1950= 15.6% [48/307], χ2=4.731, df=1,
p=0.03). These values support the expected temporal trend. However, the temporal trend
obtained has multiple and complex causes. One should not disregard that the capacity to
diagnose cancer and the accuracy of death certificates also shifted along time. The analysis
of the category Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified
can serve as a proxy to the quality of the records. The fact that the MSC has the highest
proportion of individuals in this category (16.3%, n=87), whereas it was lower in the
remaining collections (MBISC: 6.9%, n=53; IEC: 6.8%, n=78, CISC: 4.6%, n=23), also
corroborates the important relation between the chronological context and the number of
cases registered.
Differences in the age at death structure is another factor that may have influenced
the disparities in neoplasms’ prevalence noticed in the collections (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.9
and Table 4.II). The analysis of all age at death records in the MBISC shows a negatively
skewed demographic pattern, i.e. the highest proportion of individuals is observed in the
70-79 age at death class, and this collection is mostly composed by middle-aged/older
individuals. The other collections have a higher proportion of individuals allocated in
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younger age at death groups (20-39 years in the CISC, 20-29 years in the IEC, and 40-49
years in the MSC). The age at death profiles are statistically different (H=73.658, df=3,
p<0.001, n=2942), with the MBISC and MSC diverging from the CISC and IEC (twosample Kolmogorov-Smirnov=1.191, p=0.117, n=1648). Since both incidence and
mortality by cancer are severely influenced by age (Jemal et al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas,
2009; American Cancer Society, 2015), it is not surprising that the highest percentage of
neoplasms were recorded in the MBISC. Even nowadays, the effect of age structure and
cancer in living populations is well established from an epidemiological perspective. For
example, variations in the age structure of low-income countries- with higher proportion of
young individuals- and high-income countries are considered as one of the factors that
contribute to a higher incidence and mortality by cancer in the latter (Jemal et al., 2008;
2013; American Cancer Society, 2015). According to the Global Burden of Disease Cancer
Collaboration (2015: E18), on a global level “aging contributed between 20% and 43% to
the absolute increase in incident cases [of cancer] between 1990 and 2013”.
Geography can be considered as a third possible influential factor for the disparities
observed in our study. The MBISC is composed by individuals that died in the city of
Lisbon, whereas the skeletons from the CISC and IEC were exhumed from Coimbra
cemeteries. The MSC has individuals with provenance from Coimbra, Porto, and Lisbon
(Chapter 3). Since the end of the 1800s (Costa, 2010; 2012) and along the 20th century
Lisbon had consistently higher incidence and mortality rates by cancer (Figure 5.4), when
compared with other Portuguese cities (Carqueja, 1916; Morais, 2002). Neves (1906) work
showed that the cities of Lisbon (82.8 per 100,000) and Porto (62.0 per 100,000) showed
highest mortality by cancer in 1904. For the period 1916-1925, Correia (1938) reports once
again the predominance of these cities (Lisbon with 7.7 per 10,000 and Porto with 5.8 per
10,000). A similar panorama was found in the following years, reflecting a more developed
and urban character of these areas, according to Morais (2001; 2002). It was only by the
1970s that malignant neoplasms started to figure among the leading causes of death in
Coimbra (Morais, 2001; 2002). It also relevant to note that Lisbon had a superior medical
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specialization on oncological diseases and consequently accuracy of the obituary records
(Morais, 2002). As described in Chapter 2, the impact of the Portuguese Institute of
Oncology (IPO) with genesis in Lisbon, was crucial to the health policies as well as medical
and social awareness. The efforts and actions of the Institute were mostly felt in Lisbon up
to the mid-20th century and much later in other Portuguese cities (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 5.4. Percentage (%) of deaths by malignant tumors (MT) in Coimbra,
Lisbon and Porto districts for the decades between 1902 and 1960 (value of the
first year per decade). [Source: calculations by the author based on crude data
from the Portuguese National Institute of Statistics (Anuário Demográfico between
1902 and 1968 and Anuário Estatístico between 1969 and 1975) and the WHO
(2014c) (between 1955-1975)]. Percentage (%)= (number of deaths by
malignant tumors year/total of deaths year)*100.

5.1.2. Neoplasms by location
The neoplasms of the digestive and reproductive systems prevailed in all collections,
without accentuated discrepancies between the MBISC, CISC, IEC, and MSC. Digestive
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system neoplasms accounted for 39.6% (103/260) of the cases in the pooled samples
[MBISC: 45.1% (41/91), CISC: 44.4% (20/45), IEC: 35.5% (33/93), and MSC: 29.0%
(9/31)]. The neoplasms of the reproductive system corresponded to 28.1% (73/260) of the
pooled samples [MBISC: 29.7% (27/91), CISC: 28.9% (13/45), IEC: 30.1% (28/93), and
MSC: 16.1% (5/31)].
The computation for the malignant/unidentified cohort revealed a predominance of
neoplasms of the stomach (n=59) and uterus/ovary (n=34). An intermediate rank was
occupied by intestinal (n=26), breast (n=12), prostate (n=7), skeletal (n=9), and liver (n=8)
neoplasms (Figure 5.5, Appendix F2). Of interest is the intermediate position of primary
bone tumors (3.8%), while nowadays these conditions are considered rare, representing less
than 0.2% of all cancers (Hansen, 2009; Kindblom, 2009; Hauben & Hogendoorn, 2010;
Franchi, 2012; Grimer et al., 2013). Lungs (n=2), esophagus (n=1), carotid/aorta (n=2),
and lip (n=1) neoplasms were rarely reported (Figure 5.5, Appendix F2). Females were
significantly more affected by reproductive system neoplasms (females: 32.4%, n=46;
males: 7.1%, n=7; χ2= 20.045, df=1, p<0.001) while an inverse pattern was obtained for
the digestive system (males: 52.0%, n=51; females: 36.6%, n=52; χ2=5.017, df=1,
p=0.025). The collections share these trends, with few exceptions, notably prostate
neoplasms figured among the predominant only for the MBISC, whereas breast neoplasms
were only registered in the MBISC and IEC. The number of cases with unknown primary
location had the highest scores (32.1%, n=9) in the MSC. This collection also had no
records of intestinal, breast, or prostatic cancers (Figure 5.5, Appendix F2).
Predominance of digestive and reproductive system tumors, in our study, is consistent
with the Portuguese epidemiological landscape during the early years of the 20th century.
Neves (1906) states that in the clinical practice cancers of the digestive organs, female
reproductive system, and skin were the most frequently encountered (889.4‰ of the 1,188
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Figure 5.5. Percentage (%) of the most frequent primary organs within the malignant/unidentified
cohort by sexes for the MBISC (nfemale=55, nmale=35, ntotal=90), CISC (nfemale=25, nmale=16, ntotal=41),
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patients surveyed), noting that the highest mortality was also caused by these tumors.
Nunes (1923) mentions a preponderance of gastric cancer in Portugal for 1913-1916. This
scenario was also described internationally, for example, Hoffman (1915a,b) refers to the
highest mortality due to stomach, liver, female generative organs, breast, peritoneum,
intestines, rectum, and skin cancer in several countries during 1906-1910 and 1908-1912
(Figure 5.6).

Data from the official mortality statistics Anuário Demográfico- from the

Portuguese Instituto Nacional de Estatística (INE)- shows that in 1920 females died
mostly due to uterine/cervical, stomach, and breast cancer, while male mortality was
dominated by stomach, intestinal, liver, and facial cancers (Figure 5.7). The cancers that
currently are among key contributors to incidence and mortality, such as from the
prostate and lung, were scarcely reported in the early mortality statistics (Morais &
Melo, 1943; Hoffman, 1915a,b). For example, surgeon J. Adams from the London
Hospital refers, in 1853, that prostate cancer was rare (Denmeade & Isaacs, 2002).

Figure 5.6. Chart of the mortality by cancer per organ for 1908-1912, in several
countries. [Reproduced from Hoffman (1915a: 228)].
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After the 1950’s data on the Portuguese mortality by tumor location (Figure 5.8)
shows that the primacy of stomach and uterine/cervical cancer was upheld up to the end of
the 1970s. For North American and European countries, with an earlier epidemiological
transition, the decline started to be noticed since the mid-20th century. Breast cancer
impacted the overall cancer-related mortality but increased along time (WHO, 2014c;
American Cancer Society, 2015). Hence, a rapid decline in the incidence of cervical
cancers and increase in breast cancers is a common pattern during the epidemiological
transition in a given country (Bray, 2014). Lung and prostate cancers gained
epidemiological visibility after the mid 20th century (WHO, 2014c; American Cancer
Society, 2015).
The explanations to the overall decline in uterine/cervical, liver, and stomach
cancers during the last fifty years in the Western world are manifold. Neves (1906) and
Ramos (1955) mention that modalities of early detection and screening were influential;
some cancers, like from the breast or uterus/cervical, were easier to detect with the limited
diagnostic techniques during medical examination, hence contributing to a higher
frequency in the early 20th century. Stricker & Kumar (2010) refers the improvements in
screening and early diagnosis (e.g. Papanicolaou smear test), better food preservation
techniques, reduction of some dietary carcinogens or attenuation of consumption of salted,
smoked, and preserved foods (Stricker & Kumar, 2010; American Cancer Society, 2015).
The decline in chronic infectious diseases (with improvement in sanitation, antibiotics, and
preventive campaigns) related with uterine, cervical, liver, or gastric cancers (e.g.
Helicobacter pylori, Human papillomavirus, Hepatitis B and C viruses, Clonorchis sinensis, Opisthorchis
viverrini), also played a role in the downward trends observed. In fact, these factors are still
relevant today when we consider the greater impact of infection-related cancers in many
parts of the world. In low income countries, a preponderance of stomach, liver, cervix, and
esophagus cancers is still noted, i.e., wholly or partly related to infectious diseases. Yet,
lung, colorectal, and breast cancers are gaining terrain. Whereas in high income the most
frequent cancers are from the lung, breast, prostate, and colorectal organs (Ferlay et al.,
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2013; Bray, 2014; Franceschi & Herrero, 2014; American Cancer Society, 2015). “Factors
that contribute to [current] geographic differences in cancer occurrence include variations
in the age structure of the population, the prevalence of risk factors, the availability and use
of diagnostic tests (e.g., for cancer screening) and the availability and quality of treatment.
For example, infections associated with cancer are more common in developing than
developed countries. […] Two of the five leading cancers in men (liver and stomach) and
women (cervix and stomach) in developing countries were related to infection. Stomach
cancer continued to be the most common infection-related cancer worldwide, followed
closely by liver and cervix” (American Cancer Society, 2015: 3).
Akin to the above-mentioned, explanations for the rise of lung, colorectal, and
prostate cancers are multiple, notably, tobacco consumption, unhealthy dietary habits, low
levels of physical activity, environmental and lifestyle changes, or increased longevity,
which are characteristics of populations undergoing developmental transitions (Denmeade
& Isaacs, 2002; Bray, 2014). In prostate cancer, the improvements of medical diagnosis,
namely with better histologic differentiation with other types of urinary diseases, must have
played a role as well (Denmeade & Isaacs, 2002).
It becomes clear that the explanations for the time trends observed in cancer-related
mortality are complex, resulting from the interplay of biological, sociocultural, and
environmental factors. For this reason, it is always difficult to differentiate between true
variation on a certain type of cancer and the effect of artifacts, such as changes in the
systems of classification, improvement of the death certificates’ accuracy, or improvements
in the techniques and specificity of diagnosis (Silva, 1999; Jemal et al., 2008). Still, the
important point of the above-mentioned analysis is to reveal that the type of neoplasm
registered in the reference collections is not markedly divergent from the official statistics
for this period in Portugal.
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5.1.3. Sex and age at death distribution
Sex distribution of the neoplasm cohort in the reference collections, exhibited a
preponderance of females over males, with an increase in the odds by a factor of 1.6
(OR=1.6 [C.I.=1.249-2.096], females: 59.2% [154/260] or 10.8% [154/1427], males:
40.8% [106/260] or 7.0% [106/1524], χ2=13.540, df=1, p<0.001). Yet, sex differences
were statistically significant only in the CISC (nfemales=28, nmales=17, χ2=4.415, df=1,
p=0.036) and IEC (nfemales=56, nmales=37, χ2=3.796, df=1, p=0.051).
Again, a trend of higher cancer-related mortality in females was also described in the
first epidemiological study of cancer in Portugal in 1904 (Neves, 1906). Neves (1906)
reported that a total of 466 males and 668 females (697.6 males per 1,000 females) died of
cancer in his study. In fact, up to the beginning of the 1970s the deaths by malignant
neoplasms were consistently higher in females (Table 5.I), a trend that shifted after this
period (Morais, 2002). The oncological statistics extensively compiled and organized by the
Instituto Português de Oncologia (IPO) (see Chapter 2) since 1927, also withstand the notion of a
sex differential. For 1928-1933 a superior number of females with malignant neoplasms
were observed in the clinical consult of the IPO (1928: 451 females and 176 males; 1933:
990 females and 340 males) (Costa, 2012).
Interpretations of the sex differentials in mortality are not straightforward. Ramos
(1955) argues that the most reasonable explanation for this trend- observed not only in
Portugal but also in Europe and the U.S. (Hoffman, 1915a,b)- was the difficulty on
diagnosis of deep tumors (e.g. colon, esophagus, lungs) which were more frequent in men.
On the contrary, in females, there was a more accessible diagnosis of external neoplasms of
the genitalia and breasts. This author considers that the shifts towards higher male
mortality was due to better diagnostic techniques rather than a real shift in the
incidence/mortality. Gender-specific inequalities, for example, an unequal tendency to
seek medical and health care is an explanation that can also be posited.
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Table 5.I. Crude prevalence (%) of deaths by malignant neoplasms
for the Portuguese sex cohort recorded in the first year of each
decade 1900-1970.
Year

% Deaths by malignant neoplasms
Male

Female

1902

1.0

1.3

1910

1.0

1.3

1920

1.0

1.3

1930

2.3

3.3

1940

2.4

3.5

1950

4.3

5.2

1960

8.9

9.4

1970

11.8

11.5

Legend: %- nfemale or nmale/Ntotal

. [Source: calculations by the

number of female or male deaths

author based in the crude data from the Portuguese National Institute of Statistics
(Anuário Demográfico and Anuário Estatístico) from 1902 to 1960 and WHO mortality
database from 1960 to 1970]. Prevalence (%)= (number of male or female deaths by
malignant neoplasms year/total of deaths year)*100.

Age at death profile of the individuals with neoplasms, showed higher coefficients in
the age classes of 50-59, 40-49, and 60-69 years, with 15.9% (69/433), 14.4% (61/423),
11.3% (43/382), respectively (Chapter 4, Table 4.II). The comparison of the mean age
between the neoplasm (n=260, mean age at death= 54.5, SD=16.1 years) and the nonneoplasm cohorts (n=2682, mean age at death= 47.7, SD=22.8 years) showed significant
differences (t=6.237, df=367.227, p<0.001, CI=]4.666-8.963[) (Appendix G). A positive
increase of the number of neoplasms with age at death was noted (βAge=0.013,
χ2Wald=17.987, df=1, p<0.001); as well as when only the malignant/unidentified cohort was
selected (βAge=0.013, χ2Wald=17.440, df=1, p<0.001). Noteworthy the absence of significant
differences in terms of mean age at death for the individuals with benign, malignant or
unidentified neoplasms (F=0.174, df=2, p=0.841, η2p=0.001, π=0.077). There were no
marked dissimilarities between the collections. The highest percent value of individuals
with a neoplasm was observed in the 50-59 (21.0%) and 60-69 (23.5%) age classes in the
MBISC. In the CISC, this value was higher in the 40-49 (16.7%) and 70-79 (18.0%) age
classes. In the MSC it was mostly in 40-49 years (11.1%) and 50-59 years (7.4%), affecting
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the same age groups in the IEC (40-49 years [17.0%] and 50-59 years [19.1%]). The
individuals with neoplasms in the MBISC have significantly higher mean age at death
values [63.1 (SD=14.6) years] when compared with the other collections (F=16.025, df=3,
p<0.001, η2p=0.158 (power), π=1.000; post-hoc Tukey HSD: 95% CI ]4.48-18.52[; ]7.8423.86[; ]7.46-18.82[, p<0.001).
It is well-known the strong link between age and cancer incidence/mortality (Jemal et
al., 2008; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; American Cancer Society, 2015). The Portuguese
mortality model in the early and mid-20th century also shows a concentration of deaths by
cancer in the middle-aged adults. In 1904, the age classes of 50-54 years (163.3‰), 55-59
(109.9‰), and 60-64 (143.9‰) were the ones with higher cancer deaths (Neves, 1906).
Figure 5.9 illustrates a similar trend registered by Nunes (1923) between 1913 and 1916.
Raposo (1950) also mentions that the age classes of 50-59 years and 60-69 years
predominated in cancer mortality for 1929-1933 and 1944-1948. After the 1950s the
values rose in the subsequent ages, in particular for the age groups of 70-79 years and older
than 80 years (Figure 5.10) (Morais, 2002; WHO, 2014c). Progress in therapeutics and
earlier diagnosis and shifts in the demographic profile of the population (Morais, 2001,
2002), such as aging (Morais, 2002; Fernandes et al., 2004; Henriques & Rodrigues, 2010),
are some of the major contributors to these trends. Life expectancy at birth almost doubled
in less than a century (from 35.8 and 40.0 for males and females, respectively in 1920 to
73.0 and 79.7 by the end of the 20th century) with global gains in survival for older ages in
Portugal (Fernandes et al., 2004; Henriques et al., 2009; INE, 2013). Interestingly, in
countries where the demographic and epidemiological transition occurred earlier than in
Portugal, the distribution of mortality by cancer in older age groups was seen in earlier
periods, for example, in the age group of 75 years and above in the U.S. (Figure 5.11) and
65 years and above for some European countries (e.g. England, Wales, Holland), as
exemplified in Hoffman (1915a).
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Figure 5.9. Mortality curve (annual means) by cancer and age classes
for 1913-1916 in Portugal. [Reproduced from Nunes (1923: 75)].

Figure 5.10. Portuguese temporal trends (1955-2013) of age-specific mortality rate (per 100,000) by all
cancers for males (left) and females (right). [Source: World Health Organization (WHO, 2014c)].
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Figure 5.11. Charts of cancer mortality by sex and ages, for 1901-1911 in the
United States. [Reproduced from Hoffman (1915a: 232)].

A final note on cancer of young ages registered on the present study must be made.
In the pooled collections only 1.5% of the neoplasms were reported in individuals younger
than 20 years of age at death. The five records in the malignant category corresponded to
myeloid leukemia (Sk. no. 146- MBISC), osteosarcoma of the hip (Sk. no. 56-MSC),
sarcoma of the right thigh (Sk. no. 452-IEC), intra-abdominal diffuse sarcomatosis (Sk. no.
622-IEC), and a sarcoma of the right cervical region with metastasis (Sk. no. 657-IEC).
This scarcity is not unexpected since “cancer is primarily a disease of adults” (Coleman &
Rubinas, 2009: 75). Childhood cancer (< 15 years) represents ca. 10% of all deaths in the
United States (Kumar et al., 2015) and between 0.5% and 4.6% of the total number of
cases in a given country; i.e. an overall incidence of 50 and 200 per million children per
year (Steliarova-Foucher & Frazier, 2014). Hematological malignances (notably leukemia,
and non-Hodgkin lymphomas) are the majority (40-60%), also frequent are embryonal
neoplasms (retinoblastoma, neuroblastoma, nephroblastoma) and bone and soft tissue
sarcomas (Hansen, 2009; Kindblom, 2009; Steliarova-Foucher & Frazier, 2014; Kumar et
al., 2015), which finds some parallel in the present study.
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| 5.2 | Paleopathological study

5.2.1. Paleopathological diagnosis: an appraisal

Limits and constraints on disease identification in past human remains have been
widely debated in the field of paleopathology (e.g. Wood et al., 1992; Miller et al., 1996;
Armelagos & van Gerven, 2003; Ortner, 2003; Zuckerman et al., 2016). Paleopathological
research is hindered by multidimensional factors, notably the poor preservation and/or
taphonomic effects upon the skeletal remains, the small sample sizes that often render them
non-representative of the living population, or methodological and diagnostic limits (Wood
et al., 1992; Saunders et al., 1995; Usher, 2002; Armelagos & van Gerven, 2003; Ortner,
2003; Waldron, 2009; Zuckerman et al., 2016). The latter are of particular relevance for the
study of cancer in the past. Yet, these methodological/diagnostic problems have been
underestimated by some scholars while arguing that its impact does not justify the paucity of
these conditions in paleopathology (David & Zimmerman, 2010). For advances in paleooncology, it is germane to quantify these limits and our ability to detect malignant neoplastic
conditions in past skeletal remains (Brothwell, 2008). Research aiming to quantify the
diagnosis accuracy assists on settling the long-standing and contentious debate on cancer’s
rarity in the past (Brothwell, 2012).
It is an additional advantage to conduct such research in skeletal remains from
individuals that lived in time when the array of therapeutics available was smaller, and less
effective, than nowadays. It is also critical to quantify the diagnosis accuracy in individuals
with known cause of death (Rothschild et al., 2002). The identified skeletal collections under
study, meet both requirements, since the sample is composed of individuals with a recorded
neoplastic cause of death and that lived in a pre-chemotherapy and pre-hormone therapy
period (Costa, 2010). This setting provides an excellent setting to answer to our research
question: does the visual inspection of osseous lesions give an approximate measure of the malignant
neoplasms true prevalence as registered in this cohort?
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Allocation of the skeletons (n=131) with malignant/unidentified neoplasms (designated
only as malignant) into a scoring system- according to the typology, typography, and
extension of their lesions- permitted a partition into a scale of diagnostic ability/accuracy.
The three-score system segregated individuals that showed no osseous changes compatible
with a neoplastic process (score 1), the ones that showed osseous lesions with non-diagnostic
features (score 2), and the ones with distinctive osseous signs of neoplastic changes, mostly
metastatic (score 3). Allocation of the individuals in the three scores was not severely
influenced by a differential degree of completeness/preservation of the skeletons (measured
by the Anatomical Preservation Index: meanscore 1=90.3±14.1, meanscore 2=91.3±11.3, meanscore
3=88.2±13.2,

F=0.485, df=2, p=0.618, n=131). This result indicates that the ability to

identify lesions was not severely obstructed by preservation/completeness, which is an
important factor to consider in bioarchaeological context.
Our results show that 37.4% (n=49) of the skeletons were allocated into score 1, 45.0%
(n=59) to score 2, and 17.6% (n=23) to score 3. Even if the tally of skeletons showing osseous
alteration (sum of score 1 and score 2) reached 62.6% (n=82), which is a significant proportion
when compared with the ones without osseous lesions (χ2=8.313, df=1, p=0.004); the
recognition of evident skeletal metastasis/neoplastic process was not straightforward, when
based uniquely in the visual inspection of these skeletal remains. Nearly half of the skeletons
in our sample (score 2: 45.0%, n=59) had lesions that could not be clearly attributable to a
neoplastic/metastatic condition based on paleopathological criteria (see Chapter 3). In the
absence of cause of death records, as often in bioarchaeological settings, it is unlikely that
such cases would be accurately diagnosed.
Only 17.6% (n=23) of the skeletons exhibited the expected lesional pattern (score 3), in
which a diagnosis of malignant neoplastic disease (mostly metastases since there were only
three cases of primary bone neoplasms), could be made with confidence. This coefficient is
significantly lower than the coefficient of the two other scores (χ2=15.817, df=2, p<0.001).
Thus, in our cohort the percent of cases exhibiting possible neoplastic bone lesions
ranges between 17.6% and 62.6%, with the lower limit corresponding to the diagnosis made
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with confidence and the upper limit representing skeletons with any kind of osseous lesion.
The lower limit represents a gross estimation of diagnostic sensitivity (defined in clinical
epidemiology as the statistical measure of the proportion of positives—individuals with the
disease— that are correctly identified among all individuals with disease [Rothman et al.,
2008]). It becomes clear that a diagnostic sensitivity of 17.6% is fairly low, which demonstrates
that by visual inspection alone we were able to identify a relatively small percentage of the
malignant neoplasms documented in our cohort.
The lower limit is within the range found in other skeletal reference collections.
Rothschild & Rothschild (1995) noted that among the 129 individuals with cancer registered
in the Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection (Cleveland Museum of Natural History, U.S.),
dated between 1913 and 1933, only 8.5% (11/129) showed signs of bone metastases through
direct visual examination. A preliminary survey of the W. M. Bass Donated Skeletal
Collection (Tennessee, U.S.), done by Maijanen & Steadman (2013), shows that 27.4% (23
out of 84) of the skeletons had evidence of bone metastatic disease. This collection is
composed by bodies of donors from present-day Americans, that died mostly with breast and
prostate cancers, and often underwent cancer treatment (Maijanen & Steadman, 2013).
Differences in the most prevalent primary neoplasms in these reference collections as well as
chronological disparities can be evoked as possible reasons for the dissimilarities in the
coefficients obtained. Abrams et al. (1950) recorded 27.2% (n=272) of bone metastases
detected in autopsies from 1000 cadavers, examined at the Montefiore Hospital, New York,
between 1943 and 1947. Autopsy studies performed at the Zurich Pathological Institute
preceding 1948, and collected from over 3000 malignant tumors, show a 12% prevalence of
skeletal metastases (Ortner, 2003). These autopsy and reference collection studies,
consistently show a relatively low percentage of individuals with recognizable metastatic
inspected visually and externally (without radiography) when compared with the number of
soft tissue cancers recorded in vivo. These values support the theoretical inference that in the
past a large proportion of cancer cases would not leave evident skeletal signs, thus remain
undetected by the paleopathologist.
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These estimations cannot be generalized since we must take into consideration the
composition of the sample in terms of the neoplasm primary organ, because not all malignant
neoplasms have equal osteotropic propensity (Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Fournier et al.,
2014; Kumar et al., 2015; Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith, 2016). Overall, the skeletal
system is one of the preferential sites for metastatic lesions (Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith,
2016). Clinically, osseous metastases are generally detected in approximately 25-30% of the
patients at initial diagnosis and in ca. 50% for advanced cases (Coleman & Rubinas, 2009;
Stricker & Kumar, 2010; Amoretti et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015). The most osteotropic
primary cancers, i.e. breast and prostate, tend to metastasize to bone in ca. 60-80% of the
patients, followed by lungs, kidney, and thyroid cancers (ca. 30-65%). Gastrointestinal
cancers have a lesser predilection for the skeleton (<18%) (Amoretti et al., 2013; Kumar et
al., 2015; Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith, 2016; see Chapter 1). Logically, samples (or
archaeological skeletal series) composed by higher proportion of individuals with osteotropic
neoplasms will most likely show higher bone lesions coefficients. Based on clinical reference
values for the metastasizing propensity (Galasko, 1986; Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b), we can
estimate the theoretical frequency of osseous metastasis expected in our cohort (Fskeleton), as
follows:

Fskeleton= ∑(Pns x Pmtt)
Where Pns= proportion of the neoplasms per primary organ in our sample, and Pmtt= clinical estimated
proportion of bone metastasis per organ.

Table 5.II. shows the computation of the theoretical expected values (Fskeleton) based in
clinical studies published between 1902 and 1985, therefore suitable for the chronological
context of our cohort. The theoretically expected frequency of bone metastases (Fskeleton) in
our cohort ranged between 18.9% and 41.0%, considering upper and lower limits. As abovementioned, the prevalence in our study was 17.6% (n=23), which is closer to the theoretical
lower limit. If the paleopathological diagnosis allowed good estimate of the real frequency of
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neoplasms recorded, then our values would need to be much closer to the upper bound of
the theoretical/expected.

Table 5.II. Reference values for the frequency of skeletal lesions in clinical settings and
computation of expected number on the sample under study.
Sample

Clinical

Expected

n

Lower
bound
%

Upper
bound
%

Lower
bound
n

Upper
bound
n

Prostate
Breast
Lungs
Kidney
Colon/rectum
Uterus
Leuk./Lymp.
Bladder
Oral cavity/
larynx/pharynx
Stomach
Pancreas
Esophagus
Liver
Brain
Skeleton
Multiple

9
6
1
2
18
21
5
2

33
47
30
33
8
50
5
13

85
85
64
60
61
56
50
42

3
3
0
1
1
11
0
0

8
5
1
1
11
12
3
1

3
32
2
1
6
4
3
7

14
2
1
1
0
0
100
-

21
18
4
2
1
1
100
-

0
1
0
0
0
0
3
0

1
6
0
0
0
0
3
0

Total n

122

23

50

-

18.9%

41.0%

Fskeleton %
Excluded
No reference
Carotid/aorta
Total

8
1
131

n= number of individuals in our cohort, %= percent. Data obtained from autopsy and radiology studies
compiled in Galasko (1986) and Resnick & Kransdorf (2005b), based on diverse works published between 1902
and 1985.
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Based on these values, we may attempt a reflection considering a hypothetical
archaeological population. If we were to study an archaeological skeletal sample of 100 very
well-preserved individuals (a large size considering the sample sizes studied by
paleopathologists), with a primary neoplasms profile similar to our reference collections, and
with approximately 10% (n=10) of deaths caused by cancer; then we would possibly find
1.76 to 6.26 individuals with skeletal evidence of cancer (that is, 17.6% of 10 cases with a
confident diagnosis and 62.6% of 10 cases with possible diagnosis). These values are not
markedly different from crude prevalence reports in paleopathological studies (see Table 2.I,
Chapter 2); and in our example we are estimating a high proportion of deceased by cancer,
i.e. 10%. Furthermore, in this example are not included the demographic bias (age at death
profile) nor the scores of preservation/completeness. This exercise demonstrates that the low
coefficient of cancer reported by paleopathologists is not an indication per se of these
conditions' rarity in the past.
A brief discussion regarding the group of skeletons classified as score 2 (examples
described in Chapter 4) must be made under three scenarios. First, it is plausible that some
of these osseous lesions represent markers of a metastatic/neoplastic process in early stages.
For

the

skeletons

with

only

woven/mix

new

bone

formation,

a

neoplastic

pathogenesis cannot be excluded. As Greenspan & Borys (2016:7) note, “no single periosteal
response is the hallmark to a particular neoplasm”, even if interrupted and rapidly produced
bone is more likely to be seen in aggressive neoplasms (Ragsdale, 1993; Burgener et al., 2008;
Costelloe & Madewell, 2016; Greenspan & Borys, 2016). Thus, areas of subtle new bone
formation could be a response to the neoplastic disease recorded in the cause of death (see
section 5.2.2.2 for further discussion); yet their typology and pattern are non-specific.
Detection of unifocal osteolytic lesions (OL) can also suggest initial stages of disease
progression or solitary metastases (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Reith, 2016). However,
without previous knowledge of the cause of death it would be impossible to diagnose such
cases with confidence, because OL also occur in non-neoplastic diseases, for example, in
infections (Santos, 2000; Matos & Santos, 2006; Costa et al., 2009; Matos, 2009; Pálfi et al.,
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2012; Lopes, 2014). Paleopathologists “observe one stage of an often-complex sequence of
skeletal involvement that is arrested at the time of death”, and not necessarily their
prototypical and end-stage manifestations (Ortner, 2011: 6). The high percentage of score 2
in this study also underlines the idea that there is potential to improve diagnostic criteria in
paleopathology (see section 5.2.2).
Second, we could hypothesize that cases included in score 2 could be a consequence of
para-neoplastic syndromes (occurring in ca. 8-15% of patients in clinical settings) (Coleman
& Rubinas, 2009; Pelosof et al., 2010), some of which may have the potential to induce
osseous changes (e.g. hypercalcemia of malignancy, acromegaly, rheumatic syndromes,
hypertrophic osteoarthropathy) (Pelosof et al., 2010; Kanaji et al., 2014). One paradigmatic
example is the well-established relationship between hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (HOA)
and thoracic cancers (Vandemergel et al., 2004; Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Pelosof et al.,
2010; Kanaji et al., 2014). Pelosof et al. (2010) notes that in current clinical practice, 90% of
HOA cases are due to para-neoplastic syndromes. These events are rarely accounted for in
paleopathology, and even more rarely attributed to neoplastic manifestations, as they are
most often associated with infectious diseases (Rothschild & Rothschild, 1998; Ortner, 2003;
Assis et al., 2011). Studies in reference collections are illustrative of this trend. Assis et al.
(2011:159) reported 7.9% of HOA in 329 skeletons from the CISC, noticing that “individuals
who died from tuberculosis (TB) showed a higher prevalence of HOA (13.6%), followed by
those with pulmonary non-TB (6.2%), and extrapulmonary non-TB (3.6%) causes of death.”
Rothschild & Rothschild (1998) surveyed the Hamman-Todd, Grant, and Terry reference
collections finding that 20% of the individuals with TB had HOA, compared to 17% with
non-TB chronic pulmonary disease, 16% with endocarditis, and 12% with cancer. In our
study, HOA was present in 6.1% (eight out of 131) of the malignant neoplasm cohort.
Although this value is lower than the ones above-mentioned for TB, it is not a negligible one.
Furthermore, the way to identify HOA is also different among the researchers94. Malignant
94

Assis et al. (2011) criteria for HOA diagnosis was based on the presence of periosteal new bone formation symmetrically

located in at least two pairs of bones (long bones, short, and flat bones), while in Rothschild & Rothschild (1998) the
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neoplasms must be always considered as part of the differential diagnosis of HOA in past
populations. Curiously, none of the eight individuals with HOA had a pulmonary neoplasm
as the cause of death. Individuals with HOA in our sample included the following categories:
uterine, breast, gastric, liver, intestinal neoplasms, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, osteosarcoma
of the maxillae, and cancer of unknown primary organ. Although intrathoracic neoplasms
and Hodgkin’s lymphoma are the most frequently associated with HOA, it may also occur
in liver, gastrointestinal, colorectal, esophagus, breast cancers, and others (Vandemergel et
al., 2004; Armstrong at al., 2007; Nahar et al., 2007). Skeleton no. 358-MBISC with cause
of death recorded as gastric carcinoma (52-year-old female) possibly illustrates such an
association. It shows symmetric new bone formation (Figure 5.12) in the ulnae, femurs, tibiae,
fibulae, metatarsals, and pubic bones. Unilateral lesions were noticed in the right radius and
left humerus. Lamellar bone deposits were visible in the shaft of an unidentified rib.
Lastly, individuals allocated into score 2 could also represent cases of co-morbidity (see
Schaik et al. [2014] study of co-morbidity in reference collections). Malignant neoplasms
result in a dysfunction of the affected organ but also lead to an overall debility, decline in the
health or nutritional status (anemia), and promote higher susceptibility to systemic or local
infections (Monteiro, 1921; Palmore et al., 2015). Some examples can be enunciated in the
Portuguese coeval context. Monteiro (1921: 68-69) refers that “locally, cancer infects easily
[…] producing ulcerations, abscesses with notorious foul suppuration or gangrenous
[lesions]”. The author also mentions that ulcerations are an entry way for pathogens that,
due to the general debility of the patient, usually spread to multiple organs. Monteiro (1921)
argues that bronchitis, bronchopneumonia, pneumonia, or tuberculosis, were frequently
associated with cancer; these infections often caused the death of the patient instead of the
cancer per se. In the works of Monteiro (1912) and Morais & Melo (1943) are depicted several
examples of patients with anemia, cachexia, and pneumonia associated with an underlying
malignant neoplasm (see Chapter 3). Aguiar (1914) describes a 25-year-old patient with
diagnostic criteria are not mentioned. In the present work, HOA was diagnosed based on the presence of periosteal new
bone formation (ranging from multi-layered new bone to a dense and irregular surface [Ortner, 2003; Resnick & Kransdorf,
2005a]) in more than two pairs of long bones, preferably associated with arthritis.
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diagnosis of cancer as well as syphilis and tuberculosis. Another testimony is mentioned by
Vilhena (2002: 65), stating that “in the 1950s [patients] arrived at the Institute [Portuguese
Institute of Oncology] with advanced lesions, ulcerated, infected, with massive destruction of
tissues and organs, arriving from other hospitals […], when they were in terminal phases”, a
situation that was gradually altered along time (Vilhena, 2002). In the first worldwide cancer
epidemiological survey, Hoffman (1915a) comments that coeval statistical studies point out
to frequencies of 5% to 20% for tuberculosis and cancer coexistence. Whereas, one out of
five cases of syphilis would coexist with cancer. In our cohort, two individuals (Sk. no. 1234MBISC and Sk. no.172-CISC) had cachexia associated with cancer in the cause of death
records (termed cancerous cachexia). One other individual (Sk. no. 149-CISC) had
“bronchopneumonia and tumor” in the cause of death with no skeletal lesions observed.
Association of cancer and pneumonia was also mentioned by Schaik et al. (2014) in the Galler
reference collection.

Scoring groups and biodemographic factors
Sex and age at death were not influential, from a statistical point of view, in the
allocation of individuals into the scoring groups. A numeric superiority of females (21.8%) in
score 3, and males in score 1 (39.6%) and score 2 (49.1%) (χ2=2.518, df=2, p=0.284) was
observed. However, these results are influenced by the neoplasms primary organ as score 3
individuals have higher proportion of breast neoplasms. We did not find any statistical
difference between age at death and score allocation (meanscore 1=62.0±12.1, meanscore
2=56.6±16.6,

meanscore 3=62.2±19.0, F=2.053, df=2, p=0.133, n=131), despite the fact that

metastatic lesions are predominant in the elderly. The lack of an association between score 3
individuals and older age groups is not surprising, since we could only measure the effects of
age if we had information on age at onset and disease duration.
The most important biodemographic parameter was the year of death. For later
chronologies of death, the proportion of individuals with score 3 augmented significantly
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[a]

[b]
Figure 5.12. Symmetrical periosteal new bone deposition
(lamellar) with dense and irregular surface producing thickening
and widening of the bone contour. [a] Proximal half of the tibiae
(right and left anterior view, right tibia medial view) [b]
radiographic image of the right tibia (anteroposterior; 60 kV;
56mAs, courtesy of C. Prates-IMI) where layers of lamellated
continuous periosteal reaction are noticeable (white arrow). [c]
distal portion of the ulnae (Sk. no. 358-MBISC, gastric
carcinoma).

[c]

(meanscore 1=1940±13.8, meanscore 2=1938±13.1, meanscore 3=1948±10.9, F=4.853, df=2,
p=0.009, n=127, post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.006). Per each year of death date, the odds of
being allocated into score 3 increased by a 1.07 factor (Logistic regression: p=0.009; 95%
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CI]1.02-1.12[). Furthermore, skeletons with score 3 were only detected in the death cohort of
1921-1930 and afterwards. This outcome was not an artifact of differential proportion in
osteotropic malignancies during the later decades of death (distribution of osteotropic
neoplasms per decade of death did not show significant differences: χ2=3.690, df=6, p=0.852,
with Monte Carlo adjustment).
To interpret this time-trend, first we must consider the possibility of chance or
collection selection bias. For example, the MBISC was amassed in different periods by
different researchers, thus the exclusion of skeletons with lesions could have been done in
early phases of the recovery and not in the later ones. Emphasis on osteometry in the early
phases of anthropological research could produce similar bias in the CISC. Second, we must
ponder the effect of therapeutic and palliative care improvements that occurred in later
decades of the 20th century (see Chapter 2), which led to a longer survival span. A longer
period living with cancer contributes to a growing skeletal dissemination (Mundy, 2002;
Sundermeyer et al., 2005; Santini et al., 2012). In a clinical study of individuals with
colorectal cancers (1993-2002), Sundermeyer et al. (2005) showed that the survival span and
the prevalence of bone metastases increased significantly with the number of systemic
therapies administered. As Sundermeyer et al. (2005: 112) states, “a patient previously
destined to die quickly of visceral disease may now live nearly 2 years, a sufficient time for
growth of occult bone or brain metastases”.
If we consider that since the mid-20th century were implemented public awareness
campaigns, screening programs, early diagnosis and treatment protocols (Rector, 1938;
Marques, 1972; Conde, 1974; Raposo, 2004; Costa, 2010), and availability of oncological
medical infrastructure (Gama, 1971; Conde, 1995; Vilhena, 1995; Costa, 2010; see also
Chapter 2), then the time-trend verified for allocation of score 3 individuals (i.e. with more
overt signs of metastases) is a plausible one. Inversely, in Portugal, up to the early 20th
century, a great proportion of patients would take long to seek medical care, some would
refuse to go to the hospital or were still treated in facilities without oncological specialization,
resulting in poor survival prognosis (Vilhena, 2002; Costa, 2010). Poor survival of cancer
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patients are also often mentioned in the worldwide literature for the early period of oncology.
In 1850s, Lebert (1851:172) expressed that “cancer, in the actual state of the science it is
absolutely incurable”. In 1767 Burrows writes:
“[…] whatever has been proposed for the curing of cancers, are merely palliative medicines;
and that no real specific has been hitherto discovered for that fatal disorder, although the
physicians of all nations, from the time of Hippocrates to the present, have, by numberless
researches and experiments, made trial of every thing in nature, from the most innocent drug,
to the most virulent poison, both in the mineral and vegetable kingdoms; yet the disease still
baffles the power of physic” (Papac, 2001: 392).

This idea corroborates the notion that in past populations, with non-effective
therapeutic options, individuals would less likely develop skeletal metastasis. This is
particularly true for rapidly progressing cancers causing a swift death. Yet, this reasoning
does not hold true for all circumstances. In the past, absence of therapy targeting the burden
of bone metastases may have led to the development of severe osseous lesions, in individuals
with better prognosis and more slowly progressing cancers (e.g. prostate and breast
neoplasms. For example, already in 1853 Paget refers a 46.3% improvement in 3-6 years
survival in women operated for breast cancer (Lima, 1870). The example of the Irish cancer
mortality profile in 1901 also illustrates this point. In Figure 5.13, it is notorious that most
females and males with stomach cancer would die before 6 months of disease duration,
whereas the majority of females with breast cancer would die within 1-2 years of illness
duration (Hoffman, 1915a). Nowadays, 5-year survival in breast cancers can reach 75.8%
(Yong et al., 2011) and in prostate cancer it varies from 40% to 80% (Nørgaard et al., 2010).
Patients with bone metastases have a median survival of 24-55 months in breast and prostate
cancers, while it is 3-6 months in lung cancers patients (Nørgaard et al., 2010; Yong et al.,
2011; Chow et al., 2015; Body et al. 2017). One-year survival ranged from 9-11% in patients
with lung cancer; 18-26% for colorectal; 11-17% for bladder; 11-28% for cervix; 21-44% for
the ovary; 35-37% for prostate; and 50-53% in breast cancers as suggested by the large
cohort study done by Svensson et al. (2017). These values are higher than the average
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duration of life after the diagnosis of bone metastases observed by Clain (1965) in a mid 20th
century cohort. In the study by Clain (1965) patients with lungs, bladder, cervix/uterus,
rectum, nasopharynx, melanoma, and stomach cancers survived less than four months,
whereas patients with breast, prostate, kidneys, and thyroid cancers had values between 10
and 16 months. In the large cohort of 1107 patients registered in the Scandinavian Sarcoma
Group- Skeletal Metastases Registry, the median survival after bone metastases surgery (nonspinal) was longest in myeloma (26.3 months), thyroid cancer (22.7 months), breast cancer
(12 months), and kidney cancer (10 months). Prostate (6 months), lungs (4.1 months), bladder
(3.4 months), and melanoma (2.3 months) neoplasms had the worst prognosis (Ratasvuori et
al., 2013). Hence, although our study suggests that there is a relationship between the period
when the individuals died and the presence of more severe lesions, the extrapolation to past
populations is difficult. Mostly because development and survival with bone metastases is
multifactorial, depending on the type of cancer (and also the primary cancer cell-type), the
rate of progression, the genetic composition and cancer grade, the presence or not of
extraosseous metastatic foci, therapeutic procedures, and other factors (Santini et al., 2012;
Svensson et al., 2017). Even the genomic and histopathologic characteristics associated with
aggressiveness and progression of a cancer can vary within the same neoplasm, as
demonstrated for esophageal cancers (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013). Due to the heterogeneous
natural course of cancer, generalizations on development of bone metastases in the past are
difficult.

Figure 5.13. Table from Hoffman (1915a: 166) with the description of illness duration
in cancer patients in Ireland, 1901.
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As expected, within the primary organs, the statistically significant results (Fisher ChiSquare: χ2=57.117, df=30, p=0.006) were obtained for a higher frequency of individuals with
breast neoplasms, with 83.3% (n=5, or 21.7% of the score 3) allocated into score 3, when
compared with other scores. Conversely, 53.1% (n=17 or 34.7% of score 1) of the individuals
with gastric neoplasms were allocated into score 1. Although not significant, this value was
also high for intestinal/colorectal neoplasms (44.4% [n=8] or 16.3% of score 1). From a
clinical standpoint, stomach and intestines/colorectal neoplasms are known to be less
osteotropic (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Kumar et al., 2015; Greenspan & Borys, 2016;
Reith, 2016). Statistically significant was also the allocation of individuals with liver
neoplasms into score 2 (83.3%, n=5). The use of multiple correspondence analysis aided in
the perception that individuals with gastric neoplasms and category “other” (50.0% [n=2],
or 3.4% of score 2) were most often classified as score 1. Neoplasms of the liver, uterus (57.1%
[n=12], or 20.3% of score 2), “multiple” (57.1% [n=4] or 6.8% of score 2), and of the skeleton
(100% [n=3] or 5.1% of the score 2) were mostly classified as score 2. Association with score 3
occurred mainly in breast neoplasms and leukemia/lymphoma and similar (40.0% [n=2] or
8.7% of score 3). The results for prostate neoplasms are more difficult to analyze in the spatial
distribution, but numerically, 55.6% (n=5, or 8.5% of score 2) of the individuals classified as
score 2, and 33.3% (n=3, or 13.0% of score 3) classified as score 3. These results suggest that
the most extensive and diagnostic features were observed in breast neoplasms, which is
compatible both with its osteotropic propensity, its indolent nature, and longer survival
spans, even in the presence of metastatic disease (as mentioned above). Conversely, gastric
and intestinal/colorectal neoplasms show fewer diagnostic features but these are also less
osteotropic and have lower survival spans in the presence of metastatic disease (Yong et al.,
2011; Kumar et al., 2015; Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith, 2016; Svensson et al., 2017).
Furthermore, in our study, individuals in the group of osteotropic neoplasms (n=22)
had five times higher odds of being allocated into score 3 (p=0.010; 95% CI ]1.463-16.501[).
These results are compatible with epidemiological, clinical, radiographic, and autopsy
findings, as previously mentioned (Galasko, 1986; Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Reith,
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2016), and serve to emphasize the significance of the type of primary neoplasm in the
likelihood of developing bone metastases.

5.2.2. Enhancing the paleopathological diagnosis: is it possible?

As discussed in the previous section, the measurement of the diagnostic ability to detect
malignant neoplasms did not yield satisfactory results. The key issue relates to the high
coefficient of individuals exhibiting osseous lesions with poor specificity (score 2). The analysis
of the lesion pattern and type, in the 131 skeletons, contributes towards diagnostic
improvements.
A total of 82 (62.6%) individuals exhibited osseous lesions (group all osseous lesions).
Contrary to our expectations, only 32.1%95 (42/131) of the cohort had at least one type of
lesion commonly found in neoplastic/metastatic process, i.e. specific lesions. We emphasize
that in the present study, the term specific is merely operational referring to a group of bone
alterations (Chapter 4) that are more likely to be observed in malignant neoplasms; hence it
does not imply that these are specific or pathognomonic of cancer. Twenty-two skeletons
(26.8% of the 82) had both specific and non-specific lesions, whereas forty skeletons (48.8% of
the 82) had only non-specific lesions (of note that long bone periosteal new bone formation was
not included in this count).
The question whether improvements in diagnostic criteria can be made based on this
sample is paramount. Firstly, we will discuss if the anatomical distribution of the lesions is
concordant or discordant with clinical studies and if it is auxiliary in the detection of
metastatic/neoplastic bone disease; secondly, we will address if the lesion typology can add
new information to the paleopathological diagnostic criteria educed from the
clinical/radiological studies. Paleopathologists benefit from the direct visualization of bone

95

This value is higher than the value recorded for score 3 (highly consistent) because some individuals despite showing one

specific lesion did not meet all the criteria for inclusion in this score, namely the pattern of distribution in the skeleton.
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lesions, hence the ability to notice morphological nuances is fairly good. The following
discussion refers mostly to diagnosis of bone metastases, since only three cases are related to
malignant primary bone neoplasms.

5.2.2.1. Skeletal anatomic distribution

Our data shows that the individuals exhibited mostly a multifocal distribution of the
lesions in the skeleton, both for the group with all osseous lesions (n=82) and the group with
at least one specific lesion (n=42), corresponding to 78.0% (64/82) and 66.7% (28/42),
respectively (Figure 5.14). The multifocal allocation was mostly bilateral (62.2% [n=51] and
54.8%, [n=23], respectively). The extension was considerable, since most of the individuals
had two to five anatomic areas affected (43.9%, n=36) for those with all osseous lesions;
whereas this value was 1-2 to five foci (33.3% [n=14] and 28.6% [n=12], respectively) in the
specific lesions cohort. Naturally, this value is underestimated, and not comparable with
clinical studies, because it refers to visible alteration on the external bone surface or in areas
of bone breakage. However, it is well known clinically that bone metastases typically occur
in multiple skeletal areas (Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009). Solitary metastases seldom occur,
and despite the sparse clinical studies, its occurrence seems to range between 2-3% (Rubin
et al., 2006; Vieillard et al., 2015) to ca. 9-14% (Wilson & Calhoun, 1981). In the
Scandinavian Sarcoma Group- Skeletal Metastases Registry, the majority of the patients
presented multiple bone metastases (84.9% in breast cancer, 81.4% in prostate cancer), yet
high frequency of renal cancers were associated with solitary metastases (38.8%) (Ratasvuori
et al., 2013). Other studies showed that solitary metastases may reach 27% in breast
neoplasms (Vieillard et al., 2015).
A multifocal skeletal distribution is an important diagnostic criterion for malignant
neoplasms in paleopathology (Ortner, 2003), yet this presentation cannot be considered
pathognomonic. Multifocal lesions- particularly destructive ones- occur not only in
metastases. Other conditions are part of differential diagnosis (DD): Langerhans cell
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histiocytosis, hematological neoplasms, multiple myeloma, Paget disease of bone, infectious
disease, to name a few (Ortner, 2003). Clinical studies have reported a multifocal distribution
of skeletal lesions in TB reaching values as high as 13% (Santos, 2000; Rathod et al., 2017).
In dry bone surveys, Kelley & Micozzi (1984, in Santos, 2000) reported 16% (70/445) of
multifocal destructive lesions in skeletons with TB, and Santos (2000) recorded 0.8% in the
CISC. However, we should emphasize that in both cases the coefficients are considerably
lower than the 78.0% and 66.7% obtained in our sample. Even if 22.2% (n=18) of the
individuals with all osseous lesions and 33.3% (n=14) with specific lesions still showed a unifocal
distribution (at least visible externally). Primary bone neoplasms and early stages of
metastatic diseases may produce solitary bone lesions, which hardly allow a confident
diagnosis (Rothschild, 1995, in Cockburn, 1995a; Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Reith, 2016).
As such metastatic bone disease must be considered in the DD of unifocal lesions in past
remains (Ragsdale et al., 2017); in the other hand the presence of solitary lesions reinforces
the need of a skeletal radiographic survey.
Areas richer in hematopoietic tissue, namely the spine, hip bones, ribs, skull and the
extremities of the long bones, are the expected anatomical regions of predilection in
metastatic bone disease (Mundy, 2002; Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009; Hauben &
Hogendoorn, 2010). Circulatory patterns (Batson vertebral venous plexus) may also
contribute, at least partially, to the axial skeleton and near the trunk predilection; as it is
important the contribution of intrinsic cellular and extracellular properties of these tissues
(Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009). Unsurprisingly, these were the most common lesional areas
identified in our cohort (Figures 5.14 and 5.15). The os coxae is by far the most affected bone
(40.0%, n=52 of the 130 individuals and 64.2% of the 81 individuals with all osseous lesions).
If we consider specific lesions, the percent values for this bone are 23.1% (30/130) and 71.4%
(30/42). For all osseous lesions (percent in the total sample analyzed and in the skeletons with
lesions, respectively), the ribs (29.8% and 47.4%), scapulas (22.6% and 37.3%), vertebrae
(21.9% and 34.6%), femurs (19.2% and 30.5%), sacrum (18.5% and 29.8%), and skull
(16.8% and 26.8%) were the other sites of involvement by decreasing order. When taking
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into account the specific lesions (calculated within the total skeletons surveyed and in the cohort
with specific lesions, respectively) the predominant locations were the vertebrae (15.6% and
48.8%), ribs (14.5% and 43.9%), sacrum (11.3% and 36.8%), skull (10.8% and 33.3%),
scapulas (9.7% and 30.0%), and femurs (9.2% and 28.6%) (see Appendix I). Hands and feet
involvement was extremely rare, which is compatible with clinical data. Computation of the
differences between the percent of all osseous and specific lesions (%difference=%all osseous
lesions - %specific lesions) per anatomic area is depicted in Figure 5.16.
Tubiana-Hulin (1991) study of 212 patients show that metastatic lesions in the lumbar
and dorsal spine (59% and 57%, respectively) prevailed, followed by the pelvic bones (49%),
ribs (30%), femur (24%), skull (20%), cervical spine (17%), and humerus (13%). In the Rizzoli
Orthopedic Institute case archives (from 1900 to 2012) the most common metastatic
locations were in the vertebral column, followed by the pelvic bones, femur, ribs, and skull
(Picci et al., 2014). Whole-body scintigraphy performed by Tofe et al. (1975) denotes a
predilection of the thoracic bones (ribs, sternum, scapula, shoulders) (54%, n=378), vertebrae
(52%, n=361), pelvis (38%, n=262), limbs (34%, n=236), and skull (22%, n=154). Schneider
(2005) refers that in radionuclide techniques the vertebrae and thorax are involved up to
50%, pelvis in 38%, extremities in 34%, and skull in 22%. Also with bone scans Kakhki et
al. (2013) refers the involvement of the spine (18.8%, n=30), ribs (14.4% n=23), pelvis (9.4%,
n=15), sternum (7.5%, n=12), femur (5.0%, n=8), scapula, skull (3.8%, n=6), humerus
(1.9%, n=3), clavicle (1.3%, n=2), tibia and fibula (0.6%, n=1). In an autopsy study of 2,001
individuals with bone metastases, Clain (1965) reported 68.8% of lesions in the vertebrae,
40.9% in the pelvis and sacrum, 25.2% in the femurs, 25.1% in the ribs, 13.9% in the skull,
with all other anatomical sites with coefficients lower than 10%.
Comparison with other reference collections is possible with the study of Rothschild &
Rothschild (1995) in the Hamann-Todd collection. The authors noted that the distribution
of visible skeletal metastases was as follows: 64% in the pelvis, 45% in the vertebrae, 36% in
the femur, 27% in the ribs, 18% in the scapula and humerus, and 9% in the tibia. Except
for higher values of femoral lesions in comparison with rib lesions, the distribution is similar
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with our study. Maijanen & Steadman (2013) preliminary study in the W. Bass Donated
Skeletal Collection, also noted that the os coxae (n=13), ribs (n=13), vertebrae (n=9), and
scapula (n=8), were the most affected areas, followed by the skull (n=5), sternum and sacrum
(n=3 each) (% values were not indicated).
Interestingly, if the spine is clinically referred as the predilection site (Kalogeropoulou
et al., 2009), in the reference collections above-mentioned hip bone changes prevailed.
Possible justifications are the greatest difficulty to identify, and make a DD, of vertebral
lesions at naked eye observations or anatomical differences. A plausible reason is also the
higher number of prostate and breast cancers generally included in clinical studies as
opposed to the reference collections (except in the W. Bass Collection).
Pelvic girdle and thoracic cage bones were preferential sites of involvement (Figures
5.14 and 5.15) being landmarks for diagnosis as established in clinical and paleopathological
literature; particularly when both areas are involved simultaneously (specific lesions in the os
coxae, vertebrae, and ribs concomitantly affected 39.0% [16/41] of the cases) (Figure 5.14).
Solitary lesions in these areas were not frequent (specific lesions: 25.8% [8/31] in the pelvic
girdle and 17.4% [4/34] in the thoracic cage).
Due to historical reasons, it is significant to elaborate on the relevance of craniofacial
lesions to the paleopathological diagnosis. In paleopathology’s early formative phase,
primacy was given to the skulls in the excavation, collection, and studies of archaeological
sites, corresponding to more than 70% of the skeletal material investigated up to the 1970s
(Campillo, 2005). This anatomical structure is also generally well preserved giving it
preeminence in research (Campillo, 2005). Many early publications of metastatic carcinomas
were done solely based on osteolytic cranial lesions; these studies rarely integrated postcranial
analysis (Campillo, 2005; Hunt, 2013). In a paleopathological literature review, we identified
at least 40 publications (among the ca. 150) with a diagnosis of bone metastases based on
skull lesions alone (e.g. El-Rakhawy et al., 1971; Waldron, 1987; Campillo, 2005; Molnár et
al., 2009). This early trend in paleopathology, contributed to an overestimation of this
anatomic area from a diagnostic perspective. As aforementioned, clinical studies do not show
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a particularly high involvement of the skull nor the present study. The coefficient of skull
involvement was similar to the scapulas/clavicles, and long bones, when reported in specific
lesions (Figures 5.14 and 5.15), and lower than the thoracic cage or pelvic girdle coefficients.
Differential diagnosis of isolated craniofacial lesions is extremely difficult, particularly
in osteolytic processes (Hackett, 1976; Mark, 2007; Marques et al., 2013). Infectious
conditions, malignant and benign primary bone neoplasms, head and neck neoplasms,
myeloma, hemangioma, meningioma, aneurysmal bone cyst, Langerhans cell histiocytosis,
Paget disease (Mark, 2007; Diyora et al., 2009), or even direct invasion from scalp/skin
tumors (Ragsdale et al., 2017) must be addressed in the differential diagnosis. Even if
tuberculosis only rarely affects the skull (0.2-1.3% of the patients with bone tuberculosis,
affecting predominantly younger individuals [Santos, 2000; Diyora et al., 2009]), some cases
denoting severe skull involvement were already described in reference collections (Santos,
2000; Pálfi et al., 2012). Contrary to TB, early cranial lesions due to syphilis represent a
diagnostic challenge (Hackett, 1976; Lopes, 2014), while latter stages are less problematic.
Other forms of infectious diseases (Costa et al., 2009; Diyora et al., 2009) should also be
considered as well (see section 5.2.2.2). However, one result that might be of diagnostic aid
was the observation that in the 14 skulls with specific lesions, the facial bones and mandible
were rarely involved (14.3% [2/14] and 14.3% [2/14], respectively). By the contrary, the
occipital bone, base of the skull, and parietal bones often did (57.1% [8/14] each) (Figure
5.17). Multiplicity of lesions (n=10) in the skull is also an argument in favor of these
conditions.
Vertebral lesions also pose a diagnostic problem, especially to the scrutiny with TB,
trauma, or even degenerative disease. In our study, multiple segment involvement in spinal
lesions prevailed, corresponding to 64.3% (18/28) in the all osseous lesions cohort and 90%
(18/20) in the specific one. Furthermore, the vertebral bodies (85.7% [24/28]) and neural
arches (75% [21/28]) often displayed concomitant changes (60.7% [17/28]), as described
clinically (Aebi, 2005; Burgener et al., 2008; Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009). This feature aids
in the DD (Aufderheide & Rodríguez-Martín, 1998; Ortner, 2003). TB may lead to spinal

Figure 5.14. Schematic representation of the main steps in a diagnostic tree (algorithm) to guide the identification of bone metastases in paleopathology,
indicated by the grey shapes. The white rectangles indicate necessary actions at each step. The figure also represents a synthesis of the anatomical distribution
and location of the lesions observed in the present study. Percent (%) calculated for the cohort with all osseous lesions (n=82) and specific lesions (n=42),
indicated in the observation shapes. See page 319 for the complete algorithm with lesion typology. Legend: Mets.= metastases; sk.= skeleton(s); OB/OL=
osteoblastic and/or osteolytic lesions; OL= osteolytic lesion. (For absolute frequencies see Chapter 4 and Appendix I).
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Figure 5.15. Frequencies (%) of all osseous and specific lesions distributed by anatomic region in the
malignant cohort (n=131).

Figure 5.16. Representation of the difference in the percentage (%difference represented by the line graph)
of skeletons with all osseous lesions (green triangle) and with specific lesions (blue square). Computation:
%difference=%all osseous lesions - %specific lesions) (sexes pooled). Legend: *- difference is not statistically
significant.
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Figure 5.17. [a] Multiple osteolytic lesions surrounded by new bone formation in the
cranium (affects the frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital bones, and the base of the
skull; the latter show lesions with moth-eaten margins). Similar lesions were found in
the [b] femurs (image: left femur). [c] Hip bones (image of the right os coxae and
radiography of both os coxae [60 KV 56 mAs]). Furthermore, the left scapula, ribs,
vertebrae, and left humerus also display osteolytic lesions (Sk. no. 1157-MBISC,
“mouth carcinosis”).
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[a]

[b]
Figure 5.18. [a] Thoracic region (T1 to T12) showing extensive destruction
and collapse of the T8 (close up upper image) and T9 (close up lower image)
vertebral bodies. [b] External rib surface with an area of destruction
associated with new bone formation. Noteworthy that the visceral surface
of the ribs had new bone formation. The os coxae show an area of
coalescent porosity and new bone formation (Sk. no. 356-MBISC,
neoplasia of the costal arch and liver).

collapse but rarely involves other anatomical sites simultaneously, except the ribs (Roberts &
Buikstra, 2003). Interestingly, one individual herein studied had extensive vertebral collapsewith destruction of T8-T9 and bone changes in the ribs and os coxae (Sk. no. 356-MBISC)
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(Figure 5.18)- likely related to the costal arch and liver neoplasm reported in the cause of
death. In clinical settings, spinal pathological fracture with collapse is a well-recognized
phenomenon in vertebral metastases (Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009), hence these events when
detected in archaeological remains requires careful DD.

5.2.2.2. Skeletal typology of lesions

“Pathologic bone morphology is the result of disease-related changes in the circulation,
metabolic [biomolecular] factors, and/or mechanical stress, which can stimulate the activity
of the only three cell type that can modify bone structure: osteoclasts, osteoblasts and, to a
much lesser extent, osteocytes” (Ragsdale et al., 2017: 1). It is precisely an altered osteoclastic
and osteoblastic activity, induced by the neoplastic cells’ interaction with bone
microenvironment (through soluble factors and with mediation of the immune system; see
Chapter 1), which leads to the osseous changes in bone metastatic disease. Changes in the
bone structure cannot be directly induce by the neoplastic cells themselves (Mundy, 2002;
Chappard et al., 2011; Clézardin, 2013; Fournier et al., 2014; Weinberg, 2014).
Detailed characterization of the osteoblastic, osteolytic, or mixed (i.e. both processes
occurring) lesions is a “key factor in identifying the type of neoplastic disease that is
represented” in ancient remains (Ragsdale et al., 2017: 1). Sometimes, subtle differences in
the lesion morphology hints towards the progression rate or aggressiveness of the underlying
pathological process. Of note that the term aggressive connotes the activity of the biological
process- whether a tumor, infection, trauma, or other (Chhem et al., 2008)- and does not
necessarily translate into a diagnosis. For instance, spiculated periosteal reactions (“hair-onend” or “sunburst”) connote irregularly and rapidly deposited new bone formation signaling
in most cases a more aggressive and quickly progressing condition. These lesions occur in
malignant neoplasms and other conditions, including infections (Ragsdale, 1993; Bennett &
El-Khoury, 2004; Greenspan et al., 2007; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Madewell et al.,
2013). Osteolytic lesions (OL) with geographic margins are usually associated with a slower
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biological process, resulting from a more indolent and localized osteoclastic activity often
with time for margins’ remodeling (with bone formation creating a sclerotic margin);
however, geographic IC type margins (Chapter 3) reveals increased aggressiveness. For this
reason, it can be found in malignant neoplasms, although not exclusively (Burgener et al.,
2008; Madewell et al., 2013). Moth-eaten margins “implies a poorly demarcated focus of
bone destruction with a long zone of transition from normal to abnormal none, indicating
its aggressive nature and rapid growth potential” (Burgener et al., 2008: 75). Malignant
primary bone neoplasms, metastatic bone disease, multiple myeloma, lymphoma,
neuroblastoma, Langerhans cell histiocytosis, or osteomyelitis are some of the conditions that
might produce this type of margin (Burgener et al., 2008; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009;
Madewell et al., 2013). In neoplasms, moth-eaten margins “[…] usually begin on the
endosteal surface and progress along the cortical axis outward to the periosteum. The defects
filled with neoplasm are usually oval and represent active osteoclastic resorption at the
cancellous and cortical bone. Bone lesions with a moth-eaten pattern of osteolysis may have
cortical penetration” (Madewell et al., 2013: 12). For this reason, when extending through
the external cortical surface these lesions have the potential to be detected by naked eye
observation. Destructive lesions with permeative margins are the result of “cortical tunneling
from osteoclastic cutting cones in an accelerated phase of normal cortical remodeling that is
stimulated by hypervascularity and tumor extension” (Madewell et al., 2013: 12). This rapid
progression induces lesions with wider zones of transition and a more diffuse and uniform
pattern than the ones produced in geographic or moth-eaten margins (Costelloe & Madewell,
2016). As noted in Chapter 3, the permeative margin described in radiology is not easily
recognized in the dry bone specimen due to the paucity of paleopathological comparative
data. Ragsdale (1993: 461) considers that the distinction between moth-eaten and permeative
“is of little practical importance since the differential diagnosis for either includes essentially
the same aggressive lesion”. For this reason, lesions that were possibly permeative in our
study were merged into the moth-eaten category. However, future research on the
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identification of these lesions in dry bone specimens with comparison with modern clinical
or surgical specimens is of relevance.
From a clinical standpoint, approximately 75% of metastatic neoplasms spreading to
bone are osteolytic, 15% is osteoblastic and the remaining 10% are mixed (Greenspan &
Remagen, 1998). In the present study, most of the individuals showed co-occurrence of
osteoblastic (OB) and osteolytic (OL) lesions; in a skeletal pattern designated as mixed (45.1%
[37/82] or 28.2% of the sample [37/131]). Skeletons with a predominately OB (29.3%
[24/82] or 18.3% [42/131]) or predominately OL pattern (25.6% [21/82] or 16%
[21/131]) were less often recorded. These differences did not reach statistical significance
(χ2=5.293, df=2, p=0.071, n=82). A predominance of mixed classification results from the fact
that skeletons with OL often exhibited areas of woven/mix bone in the vicinity of the lesion
or in the same bone, rendering their allocation into the mixed group. On the other hand, even
exuberant forms of proliferative lesions, as in spiculated reactions, often showed smaller areas
of underlying osteolytic activity (Figure 5.19; see also Figures 4.19 and 4.22-Chapter 4). As
already addressed by several scholars (e.g. Mundy, 2002; Clézardin, 2013; Weinberg, 2014),
the coupling of bone destruction and formation (in different proportions) occurs in most
metastatic bone disease. “During osteoclastic metastasis process, the release of TGF-β and
IGFs can lead to the associated formation of new bone (via paracrine way) on the trabecular
or cortical eroded areas. These metaplastic foci are observed in almost all osteolytic
metastases” (Chappard et al., 2011: 71). As such, new bone formation detection in skeletons
with OL can be due to the direct effect of the neoplastic cells modulating osteoblasts’ activity
and also due to reactive bone formation, in response to the bone loss, as a repair mechanism
(Galasko, 1986). Most case-reports of bone metastases described in bioarchaeological studies
are reported as of the osteolytic type (Brothwell, 2012), which is not concordant with the
afore-mentioned results.
Concerning the typology of proliferative lesions, it was noted that the presence of
woven/mix new bone formation (excluding periosteal appositions described in section
4.2.3.3) located in the external bone surface and/or in the cancellous bone (the latter only
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[a]

[b]

[c]

Figure 5.19. Skeleton with mixed classification: visible osteoblastic and osteolytic
lesions. [a] Multiple osteolytic foci with geographic and moth–eaten margins,
associated with new bone formation in the right os coxae (posterior view), seen on dry
bone and on X-ray. [b] Left scapula (anterior view) with geographic and moth-eaten
margins seen on dry bone and on X-ray. Of note that the area with moth-eaten has
new bone formation extending from within (arrow head). [c] Proximal left femur with
new bone formation. (cont.).
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[d]

[e]

Figure 5.19. (cont.) [d] Proximal left humerus with an osteolytic lesion (geographic
margins). [e] Right inferior rib with “coral” bone proliferation associated with
osteolytic activity in the sternal end, visible on dry bone and on X-ray (arrow shows a
fracture) (Sk. no. 1298-MBISC, prostate cancer).

Figure 5.20. Percent value of each lesion typology observed, calculated
within the total sample (n=131). For absolute values see Chapter 4.

noticed when the bone breakage allowed inner inspection) was the most recurrent event;
totaling 78.0% (n=64) of the 82 skeletons with osseous lesions or 48.9% (n=64) of the 131
observed (Figures 5.20 and 5.21, respectively). In a small coefficient (14.6%, n=12) a focal
cortical thickening, i.e. a wider contour of the bone, was seen (Figure 5.12 and Figure 4.40Chapter 4). The widening was produced mostly due to lamellar/mix bone deposition in a
solid and continuous periosteal reaction. Its correlation with an underlying neoplastic process
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is less likely, and impossible to establish without radiography. Although localized cortical
thickening can be produced by leukemias, lymphomas, prostatic and breast carcinomas, it is
a rare occurrence (Burgener et al., 2008). These types of bone changes have poor diagnostic
value. Shell-like reactions were not observed in our cohort, even if they may occur in the
kidney and thyroid neoplasms (Ragsdale et al., 2017).
The second most frequent proliferative lesion noted was in the form of parallel spicules
found in 18.3% (15/82) or 11.4% (15/131) of the individuals, followed by diffuse deposits of
bone with a nodular and disorganized “coral-like”/mossy appearance, noticed in 12.2%
(10/82) or 7.6% (10/131) of the sample (Figure 5.19e; see also Figure 4.21- Chapter 4). Bone
proliferation in the form of a radiant or “sunburst” spicules occurred only in 6.1% (5/82) or
3.8% (5/131) of the individuals. We designated this group of lesions as spiculated bone reactions
(parallel spicules, “sunburst”, or “coral-like/mossy”) and its occurrence reached 26.8%
(n=22) of the 82 individuals with lesions or 16.8% of the 131 skeletons (Figures 5.20 and
5.21). “Coral-like”, parallel spicules, and “sunburst” lesions have higher diagnostic weight,
since they are the consequence of high bone turnover rates, representing rapidly formed
lesions with a disorganized and irregular form (Ragsdale et al., 1981; Ragsdale, 1993;
Bennett & El-Khoury, 2004; Davies & Cassar-Pullicino, 2009; Amoretti et al., 2013). These
lesions are of relevance for diagnostic purposes. It should be noted that, unsurprisingly,
“sunburst” lesions occurred only in 3.8% of our cohort. They are mostly associated with
primary bone sarcomas (e.g. osteosarcoma; Ewing sarcoma) or hemangioma and
meningioma (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Ragsdale et al., 2017). Their occurrence in bone
metastases is less frequent even if they were recorded clinically, particularly in prostatic,
bronchi, gastrointestinal, colorectal cancers or in neuroblastomas and retinoblastomas (Vilar
et al., 1979; Bloom et al., 1987; Nguyen, 2003; Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009). Contrary to
what expected, “sunburst” lesions were not observed in any of the primary bone neoplasms
in our study. While they occurred in two individuals with prostatic neoplasms, and in
individuals with rectum, pancreas, and larynx neoplasms.

Figure 5.21. Schematic representation of the main steps in a diagnostic tree (algorithm) to guide the identification of bone metastases in paleopathology, indicated by the
grey shapes. The white rectangles indicate necessary actions at each step. The figure also represents a synthesis of the percent [%] of each typology of lesion (white shapes)
obtained in the present study (n=82). Definition of the terms typical, highly consistent and consistent from Appleby & Buikstra (2015). (For absolute frequencies see
Chapter 4).
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In our study, if the spiculated bone reactions rises little diagnostic doubts the large
coefficient of woven/mix new bone formation requires further considerations. The latter are
almost ubiquitously present in bioarchaeological human remains. A wide plethora of diseases
(e.g. trauma, infections, metabolic, neoplasms, etc.) can elicit this type of lesion (Ortner,
2003), contributing to its poor diagnostic specificity. Several reasons can be posited for the
large coefficient of woven/mix bone formation in our cohort, as follows:

i) Woven/mix bone formation located in the external cortical surface can be caused by
an underlying bone marrow/endocortical process, related to a primary or metastatic bone
lesion (Madewell et al., 2013). Our study corroborates this idea- and the importance of
woven/mix lesions from a diagnostic perspective- since among 64 skeletons showing
woven/mix new bone formation, 48 (75.0%) had at least one other type of osseous lesions in
the skeleton. For example, all 22 skeletons with spiculated reactions also showed woven/mix
bone formation, and in 19 these two lesions were observable in the same area (Figure 5.22).
These combined reactions are important from a diagnostic standpoint and likely to occur in
neoplastic conditions (Ragsdale et al., 2017). It was also noticeable that woven/mix bone was
often located adjacent to cortical osteolysis, an event also observed in experimental animal
models (Figure 5.23) (Blomme et al., 1999; Rosol et al., 2004; Chappard et al., 2011). Even
if these reactions are likely part of a complex change of the bone structure induced by the
marrow metastatic/neoplastic process (Blomme et al., 1999; Rosol et al., 2004), it can also
result from the direct action of the molecular products released by the neoplastic cells upon
the osteoblasts. Chappard et al. (2011: 71) refers that in osteoclastic metastasis the release of
TGF-β and IGFs lead to the formation of new bone, and “these secreted factors can diffuse
through the vascular spaces of the cortices (Haversian canals) to stimulate the proliferation
of osteoprogenitor cells of the periosteum: the presence of woven bone in the periosteal areas
is rather characteristic of a marrow metastasis”. Furthermore, in our study, co-occurrence of
woven/mix new bone and geographic and/or moth-eaten/permeative lesions was recorded
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in 34 skeletons. Figure 5.24 illustrates such event in a 27 year-old female with leukemia (Sk.
no. 340-MBISC). Noteworthy that in the left ilium (Figure 5.24a) the underlying OL would
be unnoticeable if the woven bone layer was not partially lost due to taphonomy. This
reinforces the key role of systematic radiographic survey of all woven bone lesions in
archaeological remains. This skeleton also had OL and/or OB lesions in the coxae, ribs,
sacrum, clavicles, vertebral bodies, and femurs (see also Chapter 4, Figure 4.44, for X-ray of
the ilium). This skeleton shows signs of autopsy and had a skeletonized fetus associated.
The skeleton of a 37 year-old female (Sk. no. 402-CISC) with uterine cancer recorded as
cause of death also illustrates the afore-mentioned co-occurrence. Four OL located in both
os coxae and sacrum had woven bone surrounding its margins (Figure 5.25). The left greater
sciatic notch shows very small parallel spicules (lesion area: 27 x 22 mm) (Figure 5.25). The
femurs and tibiae were affected by disperse porosity in all extension of the diaphysis, yet the Xray did not show any visible intramedullary change. The distal left ulna and radius and one
left rib (7th or 8th) shows widening of the bone contour, compatible with a well-remodeled
and old fracture callus (Figure 5.26). Finally, we also observed multiple patches of
woven/mix new bone formation- without externally visible OL- in the upper part of the ilia,
pubic bones (Figure 5.25), and scapulas. The X-ray analysis of these areas did not reveal any
intramedullary OL (except a suspicious radiolucent area in the pubic bones). Interpretation
of the presence of woven bone associated with the OL is straightforward, which does not
hold true for the remaining patches of woven bone or spicules without any evidence of OL.
The latter are good illustrations of the question: how to interpret isolated or non-concomitant areas of
woven/mix new bone without further signs of malignancy?
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Figure 5.22. Illustration of woven bone (white
arrow) and radiant spicules with “sunburst”
typology (dark arrow) in the same area of the left
scapula. Moderate osteolytic activity is also
noticed (Sk. no. 457-MBISC, rectal neoplasm).

[a]

[c]

[b]
Figure 5.23. [a] Rat “prostatic carcinoma
metastasis in the body of a lumbar vertebrae
(arrowhead), causing disruption and expansion
of the bone”. [b] “Prostatic carcinoma
metastasis in the distal femur. Note the lysis of
the cortical bone, with growth of the carcinoma
into surrounding tissues” and periosteal
reaction (arrowhead). [Reprinted with
permission from the John Wiley and Sons:
Blomme et al. (1999: 187-7)]. [c] Prostate
carcinoma in a dog. “Two predominantly
osteoblastic and partially osteolytic bone
metastases of prostate carcinoma in the
diaphysis (Ca) and metaphysis/epiphysis.” In
the X-ray is visible layers of new bone on the
cortical surface near the osteolytic lesion (Ca).
[Reprinted with permission from Springer:
Rosol et al. (2004: 47-81)].
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[a]

[c]

[d]

[b]
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[e]

[f]

Figure 5.24. [a] Extensive area (43 x 36 mm) of woven bone located above an osteolytic processmoth-eaten- (arrow), in lateral region of the left ilium (anterior view). [b] The posterior surface of the
same bone shows moth-eaten lesions and a layer of woven bone. [c] Right ilium with similar lesions
(anterior view). [d] Detail of the woven bone and osteolytic lesions (note that the whitish areas are
likely the result of woven bone loss due to taphonomic factors). [e] Left clavicle (medial extremity)
shows an interrupted new bone formation (woven) surrounding a geographic osteolytic focus
(arrowhead). [f] Vertebra T2 (inferior view) with multiple osteolytic lesions. (see Figure 4.44-Chapter
4 depicting the ilium and the corresponding X-ray) (Sk. no. 340-MBISC, leukemia).

ii) Isolated occurrences of the outer surface woven/mix new bone formation without
overt signs of metastatic lesions occurred in 25.0% (16/64) of the skeletons with woven/mix
new bone formation (long bone periosteal reactions excluded). The diagnostic value of these
lesions is difficult to establish under the light of a metastatic process. Subperiosteal metastases
per se are often of the osteolytic type and traditionally considered uncommon (Ortner, 2003;
Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b). Even if Miric et al. (1998) or Seeger et al. (1998: 26)
counterargument, suggesting that “metastatic disease involving the surface of a bone is not
uncommon. […] A review of radionuclide bone scans and correlative plain radiographs of
1,237 patients found a 2% prevalence of surface [osteolytic] metastases. The cortical lesion
was the only metastatic focus in eight of these patients”. For this phenomenon “an important
consideration is the capillary system of the cortex, which likely plays a significant role in the
development of cortical metastasis. The cortex receives its vascular supply from anastomatic
branches including medullary, periosteal and nutrient artery vessels” (Yin et al., 2005: 58;
see also Hendrix et al., 1991; Miric et al., 1998). Soft tissue neoplasms can also cause adjacent
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[a]

[b]

[d]

[c]

[e]

Figure 5.25. [a] Right os coxae with one large osteolytic focus (50 x 32 mm) in the anteromedial
region. Detail of the interior of the lesion with extensive resorption of the trabeculae (right upper
image) and detail of the osteolytic process margins surrounded by woven bone (right lower image).
[b] Left greater sciatic notch (anterior view) with woven bone and small spicules (27x 22 mm). [c]
Right pubic bone (lateral view) with a patch of new bone formation. [d] Sacrum with areas of dense
new bone formation (dark arrow head) and an osteolytic process with woven bone in the margins
(white arrow head). [e] Disperse porosity in the middle diaphysis of the right femur. (Sk. no. 402CISC, uterine cancer).
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Figure 5.26. Distal left ulna. X-ray
seems to indicate areas of osteolysis
(left image). CT scan disproved this
interpretation, due to the presence of
cortical alterations (and absence of
OL) possibly linked with an old
fracture (Sk. no. 402-CISC, uterine
cancer) [CT-scan courtesy of R.
Gaspar/CHUC; analysis courtesy of
C. Prates/IMI].

surface osteolysis (e.g. saucerization) or periosteal new bone formation (Ragsdale et al., 2017).
Ragsdale et al. (2017:3) suggest that “pressure and altered regional blood flow are important
mechanisms by which soft tissue lesions can affect subjacent bone”. Bone metastases caused
by direct extension are less frequent than through hematogenous or lymphatic dissemination
but can occur. A classic example is the Pancoast’s tumor (apex of the lung) that invades
adjacent ribs and cervical vertebrae or bladder and rectum carcinomas that metastasize to
the hip bones and breast cancers to the ribs (Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009). Metastatic tumor
deposits from “regional lymph nodes may secondarily involve adjacent osseous structures.
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This type of tumoral spread to bone occurs for example in metastatic pelvic tumors, with
imaging studies typically depicting a paravertebral soft tissue mass (representing enlarged
lymph nodes) and scalloped erosions of one or more vertebral bodies” (Kalogeropoulou et
al., 2009: 121). Ratanatharathorn et al. (1994: 2375) reported 41.5% of patients with cervix
cancer with “bone involvement as the result of direct extension from adjacent soft tissue”.
Spread of neoplastic cells across the serous cavities, leading to fluid increase (pleural effusion
and ascites) is known to occur, especially in adenocarcinomas (Oien et al., 2007). Even if the
cited examples refer most often to OL processes, there is no reason to assume that a direct
metastatic extension, soft tissue pressure or vascular phenomena do not cause surface
woven/mix bone proliferation at early stages or as a reparative mechanism. In fact, Yeh et
al. (2017) reported one case of intramuscular hemangioma located near the periosteum of a
long bone that induced periosteal new bone formation. The authors note the possible effect
of compression exerted on the neighboring structures. Another line of inquiry links the effect
of the soft tissue neoplastic cells and their secreted regulatory factors as the promoters of
periosteal new bone formation. Izbicka et al. (1997) compared and quantified the extent of
new bone formation stimulated by different human tumor cell lines (HeLa, Hep-2, AV-3,
FL, WISH and KB) when injected over the calvarium of mice. Some cell lines stimulated
appositional bone growth (histologically woven) adjacent to periosteal bone surfaces at the
injection site, while some others induced new bone growth over calvarial surface at distant
sites from the tumor mass epicenter. Animal studies (Figure 5.27) also showed that infiltration
of prostate carcinoma into the pelvic cavity induced new woven bone subperiostally (Rosol
et al., 2004). Thus, it is plausible that periosteal reactions can occur due to the interaction of
the malignant cells, or even just the inflammatory products, adjacent to the bone (E. Keller,
2017 comm. pess.). In our study, a possible example is given by the presence of a woven bone
patch in the right pubic bone inner surface, in a skeleton with bladder cancer. Two
individuals with prostate neoplasms and one with uterine cancer showed moderate new bone
formation in the hip bones; similar events occurred in rectal and intestinal neoplasms. As
mentioned above these pelvic tumors do extend by direct invasion.
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Figure 5.27. Prostate carcinoma in a dog (macroscopic photograph
and radiograph of the caudal lumbar vertebrae and sacrum). The
carcinoma invaded the pelvic cavity and induced marked
proliferation of periosteal new bone along the ventral surface of the
lumbar vertebral bodies and sacrum. There also was invasion into the
medullary cavity of the sacrum (best seen as an area of lysis on the left
of the images). [Reprinted with permission from Springer: Rosol et al. (2004: 4781)].

Paleopathological studies can also support the link between woven bone in certain
anatomical areas and cancer. In a preliminary study of recently deceased individuals,
diagnosed and undergoing treatment for cancer, from the W.M. Bass Donated Skeletal
Collection, Maijanen & Steadman (2013) also refers that active (woven) or healed periosteal
reaction (the authors distinguished it from rapidly proliferative ones seen in cancer) was noted
in the ribs (no values provided nor location on the rib) of individuals with breast or lung
cancers. The authors note that almost all the skeletons studied in the cancer cohort showed
periosteal reactions in the ribs and long bones. In our cohort, there was only one case of lung
cancer (Sk. no. 484-MBISC). Woven bone was detected in the ribs, sternum, and scapula
and an OL lesion in the femur. Seventeen other skeletons (18 in total) showed woven/mix
new bone formation in the ribs (with and without other bones affected). These rib lesions
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were found in diverse causes of death (five gastrointestinal neoplasms, three uterine, three
liver/biliary tract neoplasms, one kidney neoplasm, and one from the breast, one
osteosarcoma of the mandible, “carcinoma of the iliac”, “sarcoma of the carotid”, and one
“lymphosarcoma of the neck and mediastinum”) (example in Figure 5.28). Except in three
cases with involvement of all rib segment, the predominant location was the visceral surface.
In paleopathology woven/mix rib lesions in the visceral surface have been traditionally
associated with pulmonary TB (Matos & Santos, 2006). Matos & Santos (2006) and Santos
& Roberts (2006) showed that individuals who died from pulmonary TB, presented 90.5%
(76/84) and 85.7% (54/63), respectively, of new bone formation on the rib’s visceral surface.
The observation of this lesion in TB studies is therefore considerably higher than the ones
observed in our cohort (14.5% [18/124]). Yet, its occurrence, directly or indirectly, linked
with a neoplastic condition is also possible. Monteiro (1921) describes a clinical patient, a 48year-old female, with general debility, profound anorexia and asthenia, caused by a uterine
cancer. He notes that the patient coughed and had changes in the respiratory system.
Autopsy revealed “extensive pleural adhesions, in the left and right side to the thoracic wall
and diaphragm”, as well as an edema in both sides of the lungs; hardening of the left lung
apex; with the liver and peritoneum having hypertrophy of the ganglia, increased thickness
and adhesions (Monteiro, 1921: 82). We can hypothesize that these profound and
generalized alterations of the soft tissue could induce periosteal reactions akin to the ones
observed in TB. This example also illustrates that another interpretation for the frequency
of woven/mix new bone formation in our cohort is the result of co-morbidity or paraneoplastic syndromes (discussed in section 5.2.1).
The second most common lesion observed in our cohort was, unsurprisingly, osteolytic
lesions with a geographic margin (58.5%, n=48) followed by moth-eaten/permeative ones
(31.7%, n=26). Although in radiography the geographic margins are mostly detected
intramedullary, in our cohort these were recognized because they extended through the
cortex. Likely, a higher coefficient of these lesions would be obtained if a radiographic survey
of all bones would have been made.
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[a]

[b]

Figure 5.28. [a] A thickened area (75 x 35 mm), with new bone
formation, in the endocranium (anteriorly in the groove for the superior
sagittal sinus). The skull shows signs of autopsy. [b] Ribs (four left and
three right) had a layer of new bone formation in the visceral and
vertebral region. Small patches of woven/lamellar bone was noticed in
the scapulas (<10 mm). (Sk. no. 222-MBISC, right kidney tumor).
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Our observations indicate that most of the geographic type margins had a relatively
wide zone of transition, characterized by surrounding smaller areas of osteolytic activity (with
or without woven bone associated) (see Figure 5.17 and 5.19d). This indicates lesions showing
a greater biological activity (classified as 1C in the scheme of Chapter 3). Geographic (1C)
and moth-eaten/permeative margins are likely to happen in malignant primary bone
neoplasms (e.g. osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma) and metastases,
hematological malignancies (lymphoma, multiple myeloma, leukemia) and other malignant
conditions or infectious diseases (e.g. fungal, mycobacterial) (Rothschild & Rothschild, 1995;
Madewell et al., 2013; Ragsdale et al. 2017). These lesions represent diagnostic difficulties
with multiple myeloma, yet the presence of reactive bone and irregularity in size may aid in
the diagnosis (Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009). Langerhans cell histiocytosis is also a relevant
consideration, yet the age at death profile might be useful for diagnostic purposes. Infectious
diseases are also an important component of the differential diagnosis (Waldron, 1987,
Rothschild et al., 1997; Hershkovitz, 1998; Matos & Santos, 2006; Lopes, 2014). For
example, Matos & Santos (2006) found OL (geographic type) in 4.8% (4/84) of the
individuals (three cases of rib lesions and one on the clavicle) with pulmonary TB, and in one
case (“pulmonary edema”) among the 49 individuals with pulmonary non-TB conditions. As
the authors refer, destructive rib lesions in TB may range between 5% to 15% as reported
in clinical studies. A “possible explanation for destructive lesions on ribs is the hematogenous
spread of the bacilli, provoking infection in bone” (Matos & Santos, 2006: 197). Osteolytic
lesions were also reported in other studies with TB as the cause of death (e.g. Santos, 2000;
Pálfi et al., 2012). Isolated OL lesions in one rib of a skeleton with “cerebral syphilis and
aortitis” in the CISC and one palatal OL lesion in a skeleton diagnosed with syphilis in the
IEC was reported by Lopes (2014) (Figure 5.29). Palatal perforations with well-delimited
margins (geographic) associated with the rhinomaxillary syndrome (Figure 5.29) can also be
found in leprosy (Matos, 2009). Extensive destructive lesions in the face was observed in three
Chilean skeletons with confirmed presence of Leishmania DNA (Costa et al., 2009). Probably
due to terminology, we did not find reference to moth-eaten margins in non-neoplastic
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conditions paleopathological studies, even if clinically it is considered that this “pattern may
also be seen in osteomyelitis, which may cause aggressive osteolysis, especially in its
acute/subacute form” (Madewell et al., 2013:12). Finally, it past skeletal remains osteolytic
lesions are of difficult distinction from taphonomic processes (Strouhal, 1991; Capasso, 2005;
Brothwell, 2012). Noteworthy that we often found difficult to distinguish between
degenerative disk disease and geographic lesions in the vertebral bodies, a problem also
enunciated by Maijanen & Steadman (2013).
Coalescent porosity in a delimited and circumscribed bone area (Figure 4.41-Chapter
4 and Figure 5.30a) was noticeable in 26.8% (n=22) of the individuals with lesions (or 16.8%
of the 131 skeletons surveyed). These occurrences are likely to represent early stages of
cortical dissemination of the metastatic/neoplastic process, and difficult to distinguish from
other pathological processes (Hacket, 1976). Absence of a large bone area or collapse of
anatomic structures (Figure 5.18) was observed in nine individuals (11.0%).
Two typologies of lesions found in the present study have no parallel with the
classificatory scheme described in the radiological and paleopathological literature. One of
these types was coded as disperse cortical (DISCORT) and it is characterized by an extensive
area of cortical surface destruction where the cortex lost its integrity. These lesions may
represent an advanced stage of bone destruction. It was observed in 14.6% (n=12) of the 82
individuals with lesions (Figures 4.46-Chapter 4, Figures 5.30, 5.31). Figure 5.31 illustrates
an extensive example of disperse cortical lesions associated with thickening of the trabeculae
and inner new bone formation (visualized in areas of bone damage), detected in a case of
uterine carcinoma (Sk. no. 210-MBISC). Remarkably, the radiography shows a “mosaic”
pattern (thickened and disorganized trabeculae that produces sclerosis interspersed with
radiolucent areas) characteristic of Paget disease of bone (C. Prates, 2016 pers. comm.). The
left os coxae, femurs, and tibiae possibly have earlier stages of cortical changes, yet its subtlety
raises doubts; further full radiographic examination of this skeleton is planned.
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Figure 5.29. Example of palatal OL in a skeleton with leprosy from the St. Jørgen’s Medieval leprosarium in
the left picture (courtesy of V. Matos- image from Matos [2009]). The image on the right depicts a palatal OL
in an individual with syphilis from the International Exchange Collection (IEC) (courtesy of C. Lopes- image
in Lopes [2014]).

[a]

[b]
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[c]

[d]

[e]
Figure 5.30. [a] Area (5 x 5 mm) of coalescent porosity (white square) in the left parietal
bone, showing some trabecular coarsening (detail in right image). The frontal bone
exhibits a similar lesion (see also Figure 4.41-Chapter 4 for the coalescent porosity in the
left tibia). [b] Diffuse osteolytic activity in the base of the skull, with moth-eaten and disperse
cortical destruction. [c] Osteolytic focus (23 x 8 mm) with trabecular coarsening in the
manubrium (anterior view). Two similar lesions were recorded in the left ilium. [d] Disperse
cortical destruction in the distal portion of the left humerus (posterior view). [e] Atlas with
osteolytic destruction, with loss of parts of the posterior arch, associated with disperse cortical
destruction, and new bone superimposed on the trabeculae. Similar lesions were noticed
in the cervical segment and in the L1. Of note that three ribs also show destructive and
proliferative lesions. (Sk. no. 1106-MBISC, breast cancer).
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Figure 5.31. Extensive destructive changes, termed disperse cortical (DISCORT), with thickening of the
trabeculae, in the right os coxae. The radiography exhibits a “mosaic” pattern. (Sk. no. 210-MBISC,
uterine carcinoma).

The other type of lesion uncorrelated with what is described in the literature was
designated as disperse porosity (DISPOR). It is characterized by fine pitting or small porosityoval or round- of the outer cortical surface. These pits or pores can be enlarging and irregular
in size and depth. Some are located perpendicular to the bone and others enlarge
longitudinally as well. These changes always affect a large extension of the bone surface and
are distinct from coalescent porosity (Figures 4.45-Chapter 4, 5.25e, 5.32, 5.33, 5.34). The
outer margins of the pits are smooth and remodeled indicating osteoclastic and osteoblastic
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synergistic effect. This lesion typology was visible in 29.3% (n=24) of the individuals. Figure
5.32 seems to represent a more superficial bone change that contrasts with the perforating
nature of the changes illustrated in Figures 5.33 and 5.34. Whether these are simply different
stages of the same kind of lesion or distinct phenomena is difficult to determine. Yet,
radiographic analysis of lesions similar to the ones observed in Figure 5.32 did not show
intramedullary changes in the individuals surveyed radiographically; even if conspicuous
cortical changes were seen in some cases, as illustrated in the X-ray of the Figure 4.45Chapter 4. This contrasts with the rib lesions shown in the Figure 5.34 with extensive
intramedullary changes. It is unclear if the subtle and superficial disperse porosity (Figure 5.32)
could correspond to the permeative process or cortical tunneling described in the radiological
literature. Furthermore, this typology of bone changes was not always detected in skeletons
with further signs of a neoplastic/metastatic process in our sample. Its superficial and spread
nature makes it difficult to relate, directly or indirectly with the underlying neoplastic cause
of death. One interesting result is that this alteration was seen predominantly in the breast
(60.0%), uterus (53.3%), and prostate (37.5%) neoplasms, i.e. reproductive system ones. The
interpretation of the etiological mechanism is not possible, and further research is needed,
especially in non-neoplastic conditions.
Overall, it was demonstrated that bone metastases can have various appearances and
often multiple typology of lesions concomitantly (Chhem et al., 2008). The association of
lesions in our cohort was obtained by performing a multiple correspondence analysis. The
results show that the lesions that were most often associated were: disperse porosity, disperse
cortical destruction, lesions with moth-eaten margins, spiculated reactions, and woven/mix
new bone formation (see Figure 4.55-Chapter 4). Except for the first and the latter, the other
typologies are associated with more advanced disease stages (“aggressive” nature), thus its
combination is of diagnostic relevance. Individuals with geographic margins often showed
coalescent porosity in the sample surveyed. Such relationship corroborates the idea that
coalescent porosity tends to progress into larger lesions of geographic nature (Hacket, 1976).
For this reason, the detection of small areas of coalescent porosity should be followed by a
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close examination of the remaining skeleton, preferably by means of radiography. The
presence of only one lesion typology (proliferative or destructive) occurred only in 30.5%
(n=25) of the individuals with lesions.

Figure 5.32. Right femur diaphysis with subtle disperse porosity
(DISPOR). This lesion was observed in the femurs and tibiae, whereas
the spine, sacrum, and calcaneus shows clearer areas of bone
destruction. (Sk. no. 227-CISC, stomach cancer).

[b]
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[c]

[d]

[e]
[b]
Figure 5.33. [a] Diaphysis of the left humerus (proximal) with disperse porosity (DISPOR)
extending throughout the bone surface (anteriorly and posteriorly). Geographic lesions were
also observed (arrow). [b] 10th left rib (posterior) with disperse porosity. [c] 7th right rib
(visceral and vertebral end) with a small patch of woven bone. [d] Disperse porosity and
geographic lesions in the T4-T5 (posterior view). [e] New bone formation on the left clavicle
diaphysis. Disperse porosity occurs also in the os coxae, sacrum, sternum, clavicles, scapulas,
long bones, vertebrae, and ribs. Osteolytic foci were observed in the right os coxae, sacrum,
right scapula, humeri, vertebrae, and ribs. Woven bone was noticed in the scapulas,
clavicles, and ribs. (Sk. no. 1641-MBISC, breast carcinoma).

5.2.2.3. Paleopathological identification of the neoplasm primary organ: how far is too far?

In the bioarchaeological literature, the malignant neoplasm primary organ is often
inferred or suggested in reports of metastatic bone disease (e.g. de la Rúa et al., 1995;
Urteaga & Pack, 1966; Dupras et al., 2013; Lieverse et al., 2014; Luna et al., 2015); despite
the skepticism that these inferences arise as expressed by several scholars (Ortner, 2003;
Ragsdale & Lehmer, 2012; Marques et al., 2013). Neoplasms of the breast or the prostate
are the ones most often suggested based in the analysis of the individual’s sex, age at death,
lesions distribution, and the osteoblastic vs osteolytic nature of the bone changes. In our
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Figure 5.34. 4th right rib (posterior) with disperse porosity and geographic foci (arrow). The radiography (60 kV,
56 mAS) shows extensive sclerosis and radiolucency, denoting a higher degree of severity than the external
lesions would suggest. Osteolytic and/or proliferative lesions were also observed in the clavicle, sternum,
scapulas, os coxae, sacrum, humeri, ribs, and vertebrae (Sk. no. 397-MBISC, prostate neoplasm with urinary
retention).

survey of published case-studies and based on the data recorded in the C.R.A.B.96 database,
it becomes evident that among the ca. 150 skeletons with metastatic bone disease published,
prostate or breast neoplasms were suggested in approximately 15.3% (n=23) and 10.0%
(n=15), respectively. In 16.7% (n=25) other primary organs were indicated and in 58.8%
(n=87) the authors did not specifically argue for one primary organ.
One of the inferences pitfalls is the assumption that current clinical and
epidemiological landscapes fully mirror past prevalence of oncological diseases. As discussed
in the section 5.2.1, it is undisputable that osteotropism varies among different neoplasms
(Table 5.II). Thus, from a current epidemiological, clinical, and biomolecular standpoint we
would expect that prostate, breast, lungs, kidney, and thyroid malignant neoplasms would

96 C.R.A.B.

is an online file of case-studies at the site PRO (Paleo-oncology research organization) at the URL:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DePDwN8Vo94toNSEbjI4wBW74droQXxB_6jUYr5HRsc/edit#gid=0.
The above-mentioned values can be considered approximate due to small divergences between our database and the
C.R.A.B.
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be often diagnosed in past populations (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Kumar et al., 2015;
Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith, 2016). Li et al. (2012) indicates that the tally of primary
breast, prostate, and lung cancers represent 68% of the estimated 280,000 adults with
metastatic bone disease in the United States in 2008. However, the paleopathological
diagnosis should not rely exclusively on a probabilistic reasoning based on today’s
epidemiological and clinical data. We have not yet ascertained if these neoplasms were the
most prevalent in the past as well (see next section).
The second pitfall resides on the underestimation of the osseous lesions broad
spectrum- its pattern and distribution- produced by the same type of neoplastic process, or
the heterogeneity of osseous lesions found in one individual. The question is: different primary
neoplasms actually show a bone metastatic pattern that renders them identifiable in paleopathology?
Our results show that (scoring system discussed in section 5.2.1) individuals with
osteotropic neoplasms (n=22) had five times higher odds of being allocated into score 3. The
cohort of individuals with breast neoplasms stand-out, with higher score 3 classification, yet
the same did not hold true for other osteotropic neoplasms, such as from the prostate or
kidney (yet the sample size for the latter is very small). Furthermore, individuals with breast
neoplasms still attained higher coefficients of specific lesions when compared with other
categories (Figure 5.35). Gastric neoplasms had a low score of lesions (Figure 5.35) in our
study akin to what is noticed in the clinical literature. Table 5.II shows that, considering
upper and lower limits, the reference values of bone involvement in diverse primary organs
do not markedly differ from the ones attained in our cohort. Furthermore, Abrams et al.
(1950) autopsy findings (Table 5.III) show that 73.1% and 10.9% of the individuals had
osseous lesions in relation with breast and stomach neoplasms, respectively, values that are
very similar to the ones attained in our survey. Recent clinical data suggests that the former
range between 60-80% and the latter <18% (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Kumar et al.,
2015; Greenspan & Borys, 2016; Reith, 2016). Hence, we could state that the clinical
reference provides a good reference source for estimating the primary organ based on
osteotropism. However, the diagnostic questions emerge precisely when discrepancies
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between what expected and observed are found. For example, prostate neoplasms did not
reach high coefficients of specific lesions despite the elevated values of all osseous lesions; the two
individuals with kidney neoplasms also did not exhibit specific lesions; the single case of a
pulmonary neoplasm showed conspicuous lesions (as aforementioned). Liver neoplasms
rarely metastasize to bone (Table 5.II) and in our small sample, 33.3% (Figure 5.35) showed
at least one specific lesion. These divergences illustrate the difficulties to pinpoint a specific
diagnosis, particularly when dealing with a small sample size, as it happens in
bioarchaeological contexts. Even in clinical contexts the results are not always concordant.
Just to illustrate this point we mention the study of Wang et al. (2013) where bone imaging
of patients with malignant tumors revealed a much higher coefficient of bone metastasis in
prostate carcinoma than in the breast carcinoma (70.8%; [102/144] and 41.7%; [150/360],
respectively); whereas other studies did not found significant differences between these two
conditions (e.g. Tofe et al. [1975]; Wilson & Calhoun [1981]). Kakhki et al. (2013) report
insignificant differences between the percent of bone involvement in patients with lung
(62.5%), prostate (40.6%), gastrointestinal (38.5%), and breast (32.7%) cancers. These studies
show that variability of metastatic propensity is also a reality in clinical contexts, which limits
of what we can infer in paleopathology as well.
Evaluation of the lesions anatomic distribution considering different categories of
primary malignant neoplasms was poorly discriminant. Considering only the distribution of
specific lesions, we noticed that except the intestinal/colorectal (71.4%, n=5), brain,
pancreatic, and primary bone neoplasms (100% each) that had a preferentially unifocal
lesions, all other categories rarely had this pattern (16.7% [n=1]; 37.5% [n=3]; 0%; 0%, in
gastric, uterine, breast, and prostate neoplasms, respectively). These trends show that a
multifocal affection occurred in several primary neoplastic categories irrespectively of their
osteotropic propensity. The number of affected anatomic areas was higher in the cohort with
prostate neoplasms (mean=9.3± 5.7, median=11.0, min.-max.=3-14), leukemia, lymphomas
and similar (mean=8.0± 2.8, median=8.0, min.-max.=6-10), and breast neoplasms
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Figure 5.35. Graphic representation of the relative frequency (%) of individuals with all
osseous lesions and specific lesions by primary organ (see Appendix J1 for absolute
frequencies).

(mean=7.0± 4.4, median=8.0, min.-max.=2-12), yet the range and standard deviation are
elevated (see Figure 4.34- Chapter 4).
Overall the os coxae was the most affected bone in the great majority of the cases
(Figure 4.35-Chapter 4). For all osseous lesions, statistical significance was reached for the
presence of pelvic girdle lesions in uterine (χ2Wald=7.279, df=1, p=0.007), prostate
(χ2Wald=8.689,

df=1,

p=0.003),

breast

(χ2Wald=6.907,

df=1,

p=0.009),

and

intestinal/colorectal (χ2Wald=4.960, df=1, p=0.026) neoplasms. Which is quite interesting
considering the anatomic proximity and the possible Batson venous plexus effect in some
cases. The thoracic cage was significantly affected in breast neoplasms (logistic regression
model: χ2=15.194, df=9, p=0.086, with 69.0% of correct predictions; χ2Wald=4.447, df=1,
p=0.035). If we consider specific lesions, statistical significance was reached in the cohort of
individuals with breast neoplasms; with an increase of odds of thoracic cage lesions by a ten
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factor, but also pelvic griddle lesions by a factor of 14. Predilection for thoracic or pelvic
bone changes in the breast, prostate, gastrointestinal, and uterine/cervix cancers is also
reported in the literature (Tofe et al., 1975; Ratanatharathorn et al., 1994; Kakhki et al.,
2013). From an anatomical point of view, it would be difficult to distinguish between
prostate or intestinal/colorectal neoplasms; or uterine, breast, and intestinal/colorectal
neoplasms, solely based in anatomical variances (see Figure 4.37-Chapter 4).

Table 5.III. Compilation of the prevalence of bone metastases obtained by postmortem examination of cadavers (Abrams et al., 1950) and visual inspection of
skeletons from reference collections (Rothschild & Rothschild, 1995; Maijanen &
Steadman, 2013).

Abrams et al. (1950)

Rothschild &

Maijanen &

Rothschild (1995)

Steadman (2013)

Sample Metastases

Sample

Metastases

Sample

Metastases

(N)

% (n)

(N)

% (n)

(N)

% (n)

Breast

167

73.1 (122)

8

25.0 (2)

14

35.7 (5)

Lung

160

32.5 (52)

8

38.0 (3)

36

25.0 (9)

Stomach

119

10.9 (13)

32

28.0 (9)

-

-

Colon/

118/87

9.3 (11)/

7/-

29.0 (2)/-

8/-

37.5 (3)/-

Site origin

rectum

13.0 (11)

Kidney

34

24 (8)

-

-

-

-

Pancreas

32

13 (4)

5

40 (2)

8

0

Prostate

19

0

3

33.0 (1)

9

33.3 (3)

Urethra

0

0

6

0

-

-

Uterus

23

0

10

0

-

-

Esophagus

17

0

5

60 (3)

-

-

Leukemia

-

-

-

-

6

33.3 (2)
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Furthermore, as illustrated by Wang et al. (2013) albeit a predilection for thoracic
and pelvic bones involvement in prostate neoplasms this sequence changes when
comparing different degrees of metastatic bone disease severity. In cases with few bone
metastases the vertebrae, ilium, and ribs were the predilection sites, whereas in cases with
extensive bone metastases the order was ribs, ilium, and vertebrae. These authors mention
similar shifts in the study of patients with breast carcinoma (shifting from the predilection of
ribs, sternum, vertebrae, and ilium in cases with few bone metastases while the ribs,
vertebrae, ilium, and skull are predominant sites in extensive bone metastases). “These
outcomes demonstrate that the distribution of metastatic bone lesions is not always fixed,
but is changed […]” likely related with different pathways of metastasizing at early and
latter stages (Wang et al., 2013: 396). The Batson venous plexus might be the preferential
pathway for lumbar vertebrae involvement in early stages of metastatic lesions in prostate
carcinoma, subsequently spreading to the ribs and other bones. Whereas in breast the
preferential dissemination to the ribs and other thoracic bones might be associated with
direct invasion and/or via the lung-aorta route or lymphatic pathways (Kakhki et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2013). As Tubiana-Hulin (1991: 10) refers, “when account of the
natural history of tumors and their predilection for skeletal sites is made, there appears to
be little difference in the distribution of disease between tumor types”. The comparison
between prostate and lung cancer skeletal anatomical distribution by Wang et al.
(2015) suggests that anatomical features do not aid in the differentiation between these
primary neoplasms. In the study of reference skeletal collections, Rothschild & Rothschild
(1995: 360-362) mentions that “no relationship was noted between distribution of
metastatic disease and the location of the initial cancer or its histologic subtype. […] The
skeletal distribution provides no clue to the site of origin”.
Finally, it is important to assess if the typology of lesions has differentiation potential.
Different neoplasms may have a higher or lower propensity to produce mixed, OL or OB
lesions. Osteolytic lesions are most common in carcinomas of the breast, lung, kidney, and
thyroid (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Chappard et al., 2011). However, melanoma,
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gastrointestinal, and uterine cancers (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b; Chappard et al., 2011),
or lymphomas (Burgener et al., 2008), can also be characterized by osteolytic metastases.
Osteoblastic metastases are largely more common in prostate cancers, yet these lesions also
occur in the lungs, gastrointestinal (Amoretti et al., 2013), bladder, uterine, pancreatic,
breast, and nasopharyngeal cancers (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b). Mixed lesions are often
observed in the lung, breast, cervix (Resnick & Kransdorf, 2005b), and gastrointestinal
cancers (Burgener et al., 2008). Only in few exceptions, as the case of myeloma97,
neoplasms elicit exclusively osteolytic bone metastases (Mundy, 2002; Chappard et al.,
2011; Fournier et al., 2014). However, in our cohort, all neoplastic categories evidenced
more frequently a mixed pattern, except for gastric (significantly more OL patterns
[p=0.006]), liver (more OB patterns), and the categories “other” (more OB patterns). For
example, breast neoplasms had one individual with OB pattern and the other four with a
mixed pattern. This result is not surprising, since more than 15–25% of the patients with
advanced breast malignant neoplasms have osteoblastic or mixed lesions (Mundy, 2002;
Weinberg, 2014). Therefore, the general pattern of OL, OB or mix was not enough to
clearly discriminate neoplastic categories, except for the cases above-mentioned.
This discrepancy with clinical data might be related to the fact that paleopathologists
are often examining latter stages of lesions progression (when the lesions are visible
externally). Often, in modern radiographic studies the pattern recorded pertains to
intramedullary lesions in earlier stages of disease identification or in individuals with access
to medical intervention (Miller et al., 1996; Roberts & Connell, 2004). Modern examples of
“treated or early diagnosed disease cannot be easily compared with evidence” from past
remains (Rothschild, 1995 in Cockburn, 1995a:10-11). Advanced and untreated cases
might show more evidences of osteolytic and osteoblastic activity than assumed based on
clinical contexts. Furthermore, as noted by Hall (2005) even if metastatic breast cancer

97 Even

if multiple myeloma (malignancy of plasma cells) shares features with metastases to produce osteolysis, the models
are different (Fournier et al., 2014). In myeloma “malignant plasma cells release strong inhibitors of the Wnt pathway, a
key factor in the activation and function of osteoblasts” (Chappard et al., 2011: 71).
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initiates with osteolytic metastases, its relatively indolent nature makes that long-term
survivors show sclerotic or mixed bone lesions. Even if from a biomolecular perspective it is
well established that some growth factors produced, for example, by breast malignant cells
are osteoclastic-activity inducers, and the ones expressed by prostate neoplasms are
osteoblastic-activity inducers, the fact is that “there is much evidence that both resorption
and formation are activated in most bone metastases” (Mundy, 2002: 585). Often,
osteolytic neoplasms have reparative osteoblastic activity and vice-versa (Mundy, 2002;
Buijs & van der Pluijm, 2009; Chappard et al., 2011; Clézardin, 2013). Inversely, we must
also reflect on the paleopathologist’s ability to detect inconspicuous lesions (new bone
formation or bone destruction) that due to its small dimension or inconspicuous nature are
hardly accessible to the oncological radiologist (even if it depends on the imaging modality
used). “More subtle changes apparent on a dry-bone specimen will not be part of the
experience of the radiologist, and thus not be part of the radiological descriptive and
classificatory system” (Ortner 1991:8). Radiology has the undisputable advantage to
recognize, and characterize, internal lesions, inaccessible during direct visual inspection of
bones (Chhem et al., 2008). A good example of this contrast is given by Rothschild &
Rothschild (1995: 261) in the comparison between dry bone specimens radiological and
gross examination in individuals with cancer from the Hamann-Todd collection. The
authors refer that “some visually detected lesions were not seen on X-ray. Because there
must be a 30-50% increase or decrease of bone density before it can be recognized
radiologically, it is not surprising that all visually detected lesions cannot be detected in this
manner”. Inversely, their study also shows that bone metastatic lesion’s detection made by
“radiologic examination was three times that of visual examination”. The idea, often cited
in the literature, that osteolytic lesions in the trabecular bone are not recognized
radiographically until 30-50% of bone loss (Rothschild & Rothschild, 1995;
Kalogeropoulou et al., 2009) or as far as 70% in the cortical envelope (Greenspan et al.,
2007), comes from the work of Edelstyn et al. (1967). It was tested in a vertebra of a
middle-aged individual, thus these values must be taken with caution. However, it is
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obvious that radiographic and direct exams bring different, and complementary, diagnostic
information. This issue is illustrated in Figure 5.36 and Figure 4.44-Chapter 4. Due to this
variability of lesions’ stages the paleopathological analysis can hardly provide a confident
indication of the primary organ based on the overall OB, OL or mixed pattern.
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Figure 5.36. [a] Left ilium (posterior view) with extensive osteolytic lesions (including antemortem loss of a significant part of the bone medially) and woven bone- located above the
OL- in the ilium, thicker near the iliac crest. The woven bone thickness is less noticeable in
the radiography (60 kV, 56 mAs) but the large OL with geographic margins is only
recognized in this modality. [b]Left femur with OL-moth-eaten margins (arrow)- and
adjacent woven bone formation (white brackets) in the proximal extremity (anterior view).
The distal portion (medial view) has osteolytic lesion-geographic margin- as well as and
multiple areas of radiolucency seen in the X-ray (60 kV, 56 mAs). [c] Thoracic vertebrae
(T1-T3) with diffuse OL. [d] Left clavicle (medial extremity) with woven bone formation in
the cortical (arrow head) and endosteal (arrow) surfaces, associated with osteolytic activity.
The medial region was lost ante-mortem. The individual also shows lesions in the tibiae,
sacrum, and ribs- see also Figure 4.43-Chapter 4. (Sk. no. 146-MBISC, myeloid leukemia).

In most of the neoplastic categories surveyed, a preponderance of woven/mix new
bone formation and geographic lesions (except for the category “multiple”) was observed
(Figure 4.54, Chapter 4). The multiple correspondence analysis showed some association
between uterine, prostate, and breast neoplasms with woven/mix new bone formation,
moth-eaten, disperse porosity, and spiculated reactions. Primary bone neoplasms, and leukemia,
lymphoma and similar were more correlated with geographic margins and coalescent
porosity. Yet, the statistical analysis only revealed marginally significant differences for the
presence of spiculated reactions in breast neoplasms (80.0%) (model: χ2=19.435, df=11, p=
0.054, 76.8% correct classification; χ2Wald=3.656, df=11, p= 0.056) and in uterine
neoplasms (26.7%) (χ2Wald=3.656, df=11, p= 0.056).
“Coral-like” lesions are often considered a distinctive feature of prostatic neoplasms
in the paleopathological literature (Ortner, 2003). Of the ten individuals with this lesion
typology, four died of breast neoplasms, two of the prostate, two of the uterus, one of the
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rectum, and one of unknown origin. Interestingly the skeleton that showed the most
extensive lesions, in terms of severity and anatomic spread of “coral-like” bone formation,
died due to a rectum neoplasm (Figure 4.21, Chapter 4). Again, we have no reasons to
confidently associate this typology of lesions exclusively to prostatic neoplasms.
Clearly, the trends identified in clinical and biomolecular settings are of major
importance to narrow down diagnostic possibilities for the primary organ associated with
the metastatic pattern in bioarchaeology (Ragsdale et al., 2017). However, as aforesaid,
overstretching the diagnosis proposal to one type of primary organ is problematic. Even in
the clinical setting, with clinical, radiologic, and molecular datasets available, this difficulty
is underscored. Helms (2014: 45-46) refers that “judging the origin of the tumor from the
appearance of the metastatic focus can be difficult- if not impossible- although some
appearances are fairly characteristic. For instance, multiple sclerotic foci in a male patient
are probably prostatic metastases, although lung, bowel, or almost any other organ tumor
could present in the same way. In a female patient the same picture would probably
indicate breast metastases. […] Although there are many exceptions to this rule”. Hence,
an almost dualistic posit between breast and prostate neoplasms in paleopathological
studied, overestimates its impact in the past.
Different types of neoplasms actually show a bone metastases pattern that allow its scrutiny in
paleopathology? The small sample size in our study limits statistical inferences; however the
small differences observed translate the difficulty in identifying the primary organ. We
agree with Ragsdale (1995 in Cockburn, 1995a: 8) note that “the pathologic gross
configuration of primary and metastatic skeletal tumors: a. is extremely variable within a
collection of the same entity; b. changes dramatically over time in an individual lesion, as
demonstrated in serial radiographs in untreated cases; c. includes diagnostically important,
but fragile and ephemeral periosteal additions, and possibly matrix products that are
unlikely to preserve well; d. that are seen clinically today are our source of criteria, but in
general bear little or no resemblance to the untreated end-stage of the process.” The
circumstances of the past do not necessarily mimic the ones of the present, and to
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specifically pinpoint only one category of primary neoplasm is exceeding our diagnostic
abilities (…going too far).

5.2.3. Debates on the antiquity of neoplasms: the oncological paradox?

Oncological conditions became the epitome of modern diseases (Sontag, 1978,
Cantor, 1993; 2007; Pinell, 2004), figuring among the leading causes of death worldwide
(Ferlay et al., 2013). The growing burden of cancer attained recognition by the turn of the
20th century, as it became the “new scourge” of mankind (Hoffman, 1915a,b; Hayter, 2003;
Pinell, 2004) like infectious diseases once were (Sontag, 1978).
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, cancer is an old illness after all, as testified by the
non-human and human paleopathological record. Malignant neoplasms were possibly
present in the life of our ancestors (Odes et al., 2016) and cancer afflicted human
populations at least during the last six millennia (Strouhal & Němečková, 2009).
Evolutionary medicine contributed to the understanding of cancer as a transversal
phenomenon across species. According to Davies & Linewaver (2011: 1) “it is likely that
cancer occurs in almost all metazoans in which adult cells proliferate”. Also, paraphrasing
Aktipis & Nesse (2013: 151-153), we can say that “the story of cancer begins about one
billion years ago at the dawn of multicellularity. [...] Cancer exists because cells were
originally shaped to maximize replication. Cancer is rare because selection at the
individual level has shaped powerful mechanisms to suppress [it]”. These powerful defenses
shaped by natural selection explain why, despite nearly 500 billion cells being replaced
each day in the human body, cancer is so astonishingly inhibited (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013).
Evolutionary medicine also “explains how the limits of these mechanisms arise from the
trade-offs between the risks of cancer and the benefits of retaining dynamic tissue capacities
for development and repair” (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013: 144). If we consider that 8.8 million
lives were taken by cancer in 2015, one might argue that these mechanisms are susceptible
of failure, after all. The reason lies, as Greaves (2008: 278) notes, that “cancer risk is
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underpinned by intrinsic fallibility, increasing in expression age and greatly exacerbated by
some aspects of human activity”. That is, “the mismatch with novel environments, coevolution with fast-evolving pathogens, constraints on what selection can do, trade-offs
between capacity for tissue repair versus risk of cancer, reproductive success (RS) at the
expense of health (e.g., cancer promoting alleles that may increase RS), and defenses with
costs as well as benefits (e.g., inflammation)” resumes some evolutionary factors involved in
the vulnerability to cancer (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013: 145).
Despite this deep-rooted evolutionary phenomenon (Davies & Linewaver, 2011;
Aktipis & Nesse, 2013), the history of cancer and humankind is the focus of a heated debate
among scholars. On the one hand, researchers argue that “cancer is not a disease
exclusively of modern environments” (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013: 153, see also Davies &
Linewaver, 2011; Greaves, 2014). In the paleopathological research, some scholars also
advocate this viewpoint for several decades. Already in the 1990s E. Strouhal argues,
“tumours, and more specifically the malignant ones, were (in spite of much lower life
expectancy in the past) not rarities, but occurred in many populations. Much more
attention should be directed at their detection, including what kind they were, assessment
of their frequency in relation to the age profile of a given human group, and an analysis of
the group's living conditions. Such a study would not only enrich the history of diseases,
revealing their time dimension may help in better understanding their recent
manifestations” (Cockburn, 1991: 6). On the other hand, David & Zimmerman (2010:
731)- in a Nature publication with high media and public impact- writes that “the minimal
diagnostic evidence for cancer in ancient remains indicates the rarity of the disease in
antiquity”, suggesting that cancer is a disease of modernity. Advocates of this viewpoint
sustained their arguments based on past populations’ shorter life expectancy, low exposure
to carcinogens, different lifestyle and dietary habits, or higher mortality due to infectious
diseases, trauma or famine (Waldron, 1996; Capasso, 2005; Nerlich et al., 2006; Strouhal
& Němečková, 2009; Brothwell, 2012; Zuckerman et al., 2016). In the following
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paragraphs we will address some of these topics, adding the importance of methodological
limits, as herein demonstrated.

Longevity and life expectancy
Undeniably, age is a risk factor for both oncogenesis and mortality due to malignant
neoplasms in human societies, as an ageing population is one key driver to cancer’s
epidemiological landscape today (Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Forman & Ferlay, 2014;
Kumar et al., 2015). A longer life span increases the exposure to exogenous and
endogenous carcinogens and allows time for the stepwise acquisition of genetic/epigenetic
changes leading to malignant transformation. Less immune competence and DNA repair
mechanisms efficiency also ensue with increasing age (Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Kumar
et al., 2015). As such, it seems plausible that the demographic profile of past populations,
with a well-known lower life expectancy at birth, contributed to a lower cancer prevalence
in the past, as argued by the proponents of the demographic argument. However, there are
four important considerations that weaken this argument:
i) taking as an example the early Portuguese mortality statistics and the reference
collections (as illustrated in section 5.1), most cancers affected individuals in middle
adulthood (roughly between 50 and 69 years) and not exclusively in the elderly. Successive
increments towards older age classes (70-79 years and older) was a latter phenomenon,
occurring after the mid-20th century in Portugal. In countries where the epidemiological
transition was consolidated earlier, we witness that cancer-related mortality was peaking in
individuals 65 years and older (see section 5.1) already in the beginning of the 20th century.
In the 18th century, John Hunter (1728–1793) refers that “cancerous age is from forty to
sixty in both sexes, though it may occur sooner or later in certain cases” (Shimkin, 1977:
86). Furthermore, the reference collections surveyed in the present study are not extremely
aged demographically (except for the MBISC) and still a reasonable number of cancer
cases were recorded as the cause of death (see section 5.1). This suggests that in past
societies, surveyed in archaeological contexts, we might still find a reasonable number of
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cancer cases in individuals that lived until the pre-contemporary “age of cancer”; i.e. the
middle-aged groups, if demographic arguments were the only to consider. Which leads to
the second point: what do we know about longevity?
ii) one factor that weakens the demographic argument is that longevity and life
expectancy at birth are erroneously used interchangeably, when cancer and age in the past
have been discussed. While life expectancy at birth was quite low in pre-industrial societies
(ca. 30-40 years) (Finch, 2012) and in today’s traditional societies of hunter-gatherers
(range: 21-37 years) or forager-horticulturalists (range: 21-50 years), like the Hazda, Ache,
Hiwi, !Kung, or Agta (Gurven & Kaplan, 2007), the reported values of the effective end of
life span of these groups is about 70 years (average modal age of adult death ranges
between 68 and 78 years), with individuals commonly surviving until this age (Gurven &
Kaplan, 2007). Life expectancy at birth values are strongly influenced by high mortality at
young ages (Gurven & Kaplan, 2007; Hawkes, 2016). “The claim that distinctive human
longevity and our characteristic postmenopausal life stage are very ancient will meet
skepticism from some, based on the firm evidence that human life expectancies at birth
only rose above 50 years in the 20th century. However, it is not a lack of old people that
accounts for average lifespans of 40 years or less through most of human experience. That
misleading average, and its change with the demographic transition, is strongly affected by
the number of brief lives of dying babies and children” (Hawkes, 2016: 18). Hence, the
outdated assumption that early humans and past population people only rarely lived past
the forties or fifties must be reconsidered (Cave & Oxenham, 2016). This assumption has
been recently questioned in paleodemographic studies (Chamberlain, 2006; Konigsberg &
Herrmann, 2006; Cave & Oxenham, 2016). Chamberlain (2006: 53) notes that there is “no
clear historical evidence that maximum lifespan was reduced in earlier historical times”.
Caves & Oxenham (2016:164) refer that taphonomic issues, problems of reference
population, or the bias of age-estimation methods, underestimates the proportion of the old
which are generally lumped into the 45+ years category. This “do not deny the existence of
[the very old] but instead render them invisible”. Studies in modern hunter-gatherers and
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forager-horticulturalists also suggests that extended longevity has a long history (Gurven &
Kaplan, 2007; Osborne & Hames, 2014; Hawkes, 2016). From the study of life tables in
present day traditional societies, Gurven & Kaplan (2007: 348) concludes that “postreproductive longevity is a robust feature of hunter-gatherers and of the life cycle of Homo
sapiens98. Survivorship to grandparental age is achieved by over two-thirds of people who
reach sexual maturity and can last an average of 20 years”. These examples provide
grounds to question the long-standing idea that cancer, a disease of the elderly, was barely
absent in the past.
iii) paleopathological record exposed many other age-related diseases in skeletons
from past populations. Conditions such as arteriosclerosis were diagnosed by CT in 38%
(26 out of 76) of ancient Egyptian mummies and in 37% (23 out of 61) in mummies from
the Americas (Thompson et al., 2013). Osteoarthritis is a common finding in
paleopathology and age plays a role in its development (Waldron, 2009); or osteoporosis,
that “although typically acknowledged as a modern disease, OP [osteoporosis] has a vast
diachronic depth” (Curate, 2014: 120). These examples serve as testimonies that diseases
prevalent in older age categories were often present in past societies.
iv) one cannot address the demographic argument without pinpointing that studies in
paleo-oncology have been obstructed by caveats in the study design and lack of adequate
paleoepidemiological approaches. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are only a few
population-based approaches and the crude prevalence computation is most often the only
measure provided. Rarely, estimation of cancer at population level is done with ageadjusted methods. Since cancer is an age-related condition, the age structure of a skeletal
assemblage has an impact on the comparison of archaeological samples. Lack of systematic

98

This idea is exposed within the discussing the grandmother hypothesis. Although controversial, it relies precisely on the

assumption of longevity- experienced by our species since long- as an important evolutionary driver. The grandmother
hypothesis sustains that postmenopausal longevity was selected for due to the important role of ancestral “grandmothers” in
provisioning for their grand offspring, increasing survivorship, and their daughters’ fertility (Gurven & Kaplan, 2007;
Hawkes, 2016).
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use of sex- and age-standardization methods in bioarchaeological research has been
emphasized by several scholars (e.g. Nerlich et al., 2006; Waldron, 2007; Faltas, 2011;
Zuckerman et al., 2016), and this factor is paramount for paleo-oncology as it is the only
way to establish credible comparisons between groups living in different temporal and
socio-environmental frames. Our data serves to illustrate this point; the difference in the
prevalence of malignant neoplasms between the MBISC and CISC decreases from 3.2% to
1.2%, when crude prevalence (MBISC: 11.6%, CISC: 8.4%) is compared with agestandardized prevalence (MBISC: 7.3%, CISC: 6.1%), using a direct method for age
standardization (standard population: 1980, Portugal). In other words, the difference in
cancer prevalence between these collections was not as high as indicated by crude
prevalence values. Another example is the one noted in Chapter 2, with the reference to
Waldron (1996) and Nerlich et al. (2009) studies. Case-studies represent most publications
on ancient malignant neoplasms up to now. It is unquestionable that descriptive
presentation of skeletons in the form of case studies is at the core of paleopathological
research, as it allows compilations and evolutionary interpretations, reassessment and
replication of previous studies (Stojanowski & Buikstra, 2005). Their usefulness could be
enhanced if they could function as a source for data compilation, useful for broader metaanalytical and paleoepidemiological approaches. This purpose can only be achieved if
detailed information on the “study-base” (total sample under study), sex proportions, and
age at death structures, are consistently reported in case-studies.
Although the demographic argument is very important to understand cancer
landscape, today and in the past, it does not fully justify the absence of cancer in ancient
human groups, as often argued. At least a fraction of the population might have reached
“the age of cancer”.

Reflections on type of cancer, environment and life conditions
While trying to reconstruct cancer landscape in the past we must overcome the
“naïve notion that cancer is one entity, with one cause […] as the complex and dynamic
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nature of cancer is becoming better understood” (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013: 144). We must
consider that under the umbrella term cancer are gathered heterogeneous entities, diverse
manifestations of the same type of cancer, and even heterogeneity of the cell populations
within a neoplasm (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013). Generalizations of the apparent paucity of
cancer in the past, as a homogenous entity, is misleading since it departs from the premise
that all types of cancer were rare in the past. Naturally, paleopathologists will most likely
diagnose osteotropic malignant neoplasms and also the ones in which the individuals had
longer survival span (allowing time for the development of osseous lesions). Were these types of
cancer the most prevalent in the past?
Besides breast and skin cancers, infection-related cancers (e.g. stomach,
uterus/cervix, liver) led the mortality statistics in the Western world up to the mid-20th
century (see section 5.1). After this period, a downward trend occurred for uterine/cervical
and stomach cancers, with a rise of prostate, colorectal, and lung cancers (Hoffman, 1915;
Kumar et al., 2015; WHO, 2014c). These are features of epidemiological transition in a
giving country (Bray, 2014). As discussed in section 5.1, these temporal trends are related
with etiological factors, but also a product of demographic, medical, and cultural practices;
nonetheless it underscores that shifting trends are intrinsic to the history of cancer.
It is also relevant to ponder about the contrasts in cancer landscapes between lowincome countries or traditional societies vs high-income countries as they might shed light
into sociocultural and environmental cancer-related determinants.
Although cancer-related mortality does not seem to have a large impact on extant
forager societies (for example, among the Dobe !Kung neoplasms weigh on mortality seems
to be lower than 8% to 10% [Howell, 2009] and in 13 traditional societies99 Gurven &
Kaplan [2007] reported 6-24% of degenerative diseases), it is important to consider that
large scale epidemiological studies (comparable to contemporary societies) have not been
While considering mortality in these groups, we must emphasize that causes of mortality in traditional societies are
often difficult to account for, by lack of physicians or auxiliary diagnostic methods, autopsies, by frequent comorbidities
with malnutrition and infectious diseases. Moreover, often the cause of death is reported in retrospective interviews
(Gurven & Kaplan, 2007). Furthermore, some causes of death are most likely to be reported than others.
99
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undertaken, contributing to a poor knowledge of its cancer landscape (Rannala, 2003). It is
also relevant to attend to which types of cancer are predominant in these groups.
Reproductive cancer’s risk factors seem to be lower in modern forager societies. Late
menarche and menopause, fewer menstrual cycles, high fertility and multiparity, early
births, and prolonged lactation, non-exogenous hormonal use, characteristic of preagricultural groups, influences the hormonal profiles; thus it lessens the risk of breast,
endometrial, or ovarian cancers (Eaton et al., 1994; Strassmann, 1999; Brinton, 2014). For
example, among the Dogon women of Mali, the average menstrual cycles is approximately
100, which is a third of the value observed in women in the U.S. twenty century preindustrial cohorts; long periods of lactation- three to four years- was recorded in the !Kung,
Australian Aborigines, or the Hadza (Eaton et al., 1994; Strassmann, 1999). Obesity has
been implied in the risk of postmenopausal breast cancer (Brinton, 2014) and it is not
common in traditional groups. Although the link between prostate cancer and androgens is
less well established (Brinton, 2014), a study of the horticultural Tsimane showed trends
towards smaller prostates, lower levels of testosterone, and lower prevalence of benign
prostatic hyperplasia when compared with European or American men (Trumble et al.,
2015). We may hypothesize that breast, or eventually prostate, neoplasms would not be as
frequent in past societies as suggested by current epidemiological trends. Some other
cancer types have been deem more frequent in extant traditional groups. For example,
indigenous populations of the Artic region have a substantially high occurrence of EpsteinBarr virus (EBV)-associated carcinomas, namely from the nasopharynx and salivary glands,
but also a high frequency of oesophagus, cervix, bladder, and liver cancers (Friborg &
Melbye, 2008). Traditional groups of the Brazilian Amazon rainforest have the highest
rates of cervical cancer in the world (Fonseca et al., 2015). A study in Yanomami
communities, isolated hunter-gatherer groups, showed extremely elevated Human
Papillomavirus infection (45.9% of the women surveyed) and a high risk of cervical cancers.
Fonseca et al. (2015:14) claim that this “fact, together with the high genotypic diversity,
suggests that the Yanomami have sustained HPV infections over a long historical period,
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preceding the arrival of European settlers in Americas”. Even if indigenous Australian
groups of the Northern territory adopted sedentary lifestyles at least since the 1950s, their
cancer trends (1991-2012) still show a higher incidence of liver (366% higher), head and
neck (325% higher), cervix (120% higher), and lung (84% higher) cancers than other
Australians (Condon et al., 2016).
Infection-related cancers are still highly prevalent today, with more than 16.1% of
new cancers attributable to viral, bacterial, and parasitic pathogens (Bray, 2014; Foreman
& Ferlay, 2014; Ohshima et al., 2014). In sub-Saharan Africa the value rises to 32.7%
(Ohshima et al., 2014). In low-income countries, these cancers, notably cervical, liver,
stomach, and Kaposi sarcoma, constitute one quarter of the 6.2 million estimated new
cancer cases annually. To a large extent the effect of lifestyles and risk factors associated
with industrialization contributes, although not exclusively, to the predominance of lung,
breast, prostate, and colorectal cancers in high-income countries. Combined they represent
more than one third of the 7.9 million new cases diagnosed annually. Inversely, less than
10% of the cancers are infection-related (Bray, 2014).
More than 11 pathogens are well-established human carcinogenic agents, with many
more having carcinogenic potential (e.g. Helicobacter pylori, Hepatitis B and C viruses,
Epstein-Barr virus, Human Herpes virus-8, Human T-cell lymphotropic virus-1 [HTLV1], Human papilloma viruses, Opisthorchis viverrini, Clonorchis sinensis, Schistosoma haematobium)
(Ewald & Ewald, 2013; Franceschi & Herrero, 2014; Ohshima et al., 2014; Roca &
McCauley, 2015). Some of these pathogens have been found in the bioarchaeological
context and phylogenetic studies posit its co-evolution with pre-modern humans. Viral
agents such as Human papilloma viruses (HPV 18) related with cervical, rectal, vulvar, and
oropharyngeal cancers, have been co-evolving with hominins for at least half million years
(Pimenoff et al., 2017) and uncovered in mummified human remains (Fornaciari & Giuffra,
2012). Other viruses such as HTLV-1 (Sonoda et al., 2000), hepatitis B and C viruses,
Herpes type 1 and 2, cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus (Gerszten et al., 2012) were all
observed in past mummified remains.
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Other infectious agents with carcinogenic potential were identified in past remains as
well. Helicobacter pylori infection is an important etiological mechanism of gastric neoplasms
and MALT-lymphoma (Ewald & Ewald, 2013, Kumar et al., 2015). The presence of this
bacteria in past human populations is evidenced by its detection in Mexican preColumbian mummies (Castillo-Rojas et al., 2008) and North American ones (Swanston et
al., 2011). Moreover, phylogenetic studies claim that H. pylori is as old as are the
anatomically modern humans (Moodley et al., 2012). Schistosoma and other bacteroides species
(clinically associated with bladder and colon cancers) were also extensively detected in
Egyptian and Nubian mummies (Reyman et al., 1977; Esche et al., 2010). These agents are
an important epidemiology of bladder cancer in Africa today (Franceschi & Herrero,
2014). It is well-established the impact of aflatoxin B1, produced by the Aspergillus flavus, on
the development of liver cancers. Aflatoxin is produced by the mold which grows on grains
and ground-nuts under improper storage conditions particularly in tropical climates (Loeb
& Harris, 2008; Wagener, 2009). High prevalence of hepatitis B infection and exposure to
aflatoxin contaminated grains is reflected on the high incidence of liver cancer in many
Asian and African groups today (Jemal et al., 2008; Franceschi & Herrero, 2014).
Conditions of poor storage are easily envisioned in ancient environments. Several parasitic
infections are known to have been an important health concern in our ancestors as
emphasized by diverse studies in paleoparasitology (Dutour, 2013; Mitchell, 2015).
The overall burden of a wide range of infectious diseases in ancient environments is
well established, not only through the study of macroscopic and molecular markers of these
diseases in bones and mummified remains (Roberts & Buikstra, 2003; Gerszten et al. 2012;
Dutour, 2013; Mitchell, 2015). Without sufficient modern knowledge of hygienic measures,
vaccination or therapeutic measures, in the presence of crowded and poor sanitary
environments (e.g. water contamination with human and livestock waste) it is not surprising
the upsurge of chronic infection and inflammation in past human groups. Studies in extant
hunter-gatherers are illustrative. Among the Tsimane, a hunter-forager-farmer group of
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Bolivian Amazon, at least 60% of the population (ca. 7,000) carry parasites, have high
blood C-reactive protein levels and high white blood counts (Finch, 2012).
In this context, it is also important to mention that the relevance of infectious diseases
encompasses its carcinogenic potential but also its role as a promoter of chronic
inflammation. For long it is well established that inflammation-related cellular alterations
are one of the hallmarks of cancer (Weston & Harris, 2010; Vasiliadou & Holen, 2013;
Franceschi & Herrero, 2014; Ohshima et al., 2014; Roca & McCauley, 2015, see Chapter
1). Inflammatory responses are linked to an array of biochemical processes (e.g. releasing
reactive oxygen, proteases, pro-inflammatory cytokines) that can lead to genetic/epigenetic
alterations. Moreover, in recent years research showed that some immune inflammatory
cells within the tumor microenvironment are hijacked to sustain certain hallmarks of
cancer, as for example by releasing diverse signaling molecules that enhance tumor growth
or stimulate angiogenesis, invasion, and metastasis (Weston & Harris, 2010; Vasiliadou &
Holen, 2013; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2015; Roca & McCauley, 2015). Chronic
inflammation is also associated with increased cellular replication boosting the risk of
mutations (Kumar et al., 2015).
Our microbiome itself may play a role in intestinal inflammation. Furthermore,
research is starting to elucidate how “cancer cells also co-evolve with cells from other
species, namely the microbes that make up the microbiome […]. Interactions with these
microbes may, via somatic evolution, increase cancer vulnerability. The presence of certain
microbes is associated with specific cancers including colorectal, gastric, oral/esophageal,
mammary, lung, liver, and blood cancers, suggesting that they may play important roles in
cancer initiation and progression” (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013: 149-150).
As Finch (2012: 22) states, “dust and pollen inhalation is another possible source of
chronic inflammation, which has been neglected” in paleopathology. Fullerton et al. (2008)
study shows that indoor air pollution from biomass fuels (burned plant or animal material)
is a major health burden in low-income countries, representing 76% of air pollution to
which these groups are exposed. “There is now evidence linking an increased risk of
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respiratory tract infections, exacerbations of inflammatory lung conditions, cardiac events,
stroke, eye disease, tuberculosis (TB), cancer and hospital admissions with air pollution
levels” (Fullerton et al., 2008: 843). Domestic smoke inhalation presents a serious health
hazard. The relationship between long-term exposure to biomass fuels and a significant risk
of nasopharyngeal and lung cancers is well-known, particularly in epidemiological studies
from China, India, and Mexico (Mark, 2007; Fullerton et al., 2008). Smoke inhalations
from domestic fire is also exacerbated by improper house ventilation, lack of systems to
exhaust fumes or low combustion efficiency of biomass fuels leaving high levels of residues
that are harmful. These practices are associated with interstitial lung disease, named “hut
lung” (Fullerton et al., 2008). For example, in the Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük, Anatolia,
black staining was observed in the thoracic bones of several skeletons due to the smoke
accumulation in the lungs and deposited in the bone (Andrews et al., 2005). Soot inhalation
causing pulmonary anthracosis was also found in Aleutian and Egyptian mummies
(Aufderheide, 2003). Poorly ventilated housing, common enough in non-industrialized
societies today, would also have a detrimental impact (Capasso, 2005; Brothwell, 2008).
Environmental asbestos and other natural substances impact cancer prevalence in
present-day populations (Baumann et al., 2015) and were likely health hazards in the past.
As Brothwell (2008: 257) refers, “quarry men, mason and miners have been exploring rocks
from millennia”. Lanzirotti et al. (2014) analysis of bone and hair samples from mummified
remains from the Renaissance suggests the presence of heavy metals (mercury and lead)
incorporated in vivo, possibly through pharmaceuticals or dietary sources. Although it is
undisputable that today’s dietary shifts are important drivers to cancer rates, it should also
be acknowledged that an extraordinary amount of mutagens and carcinogens in our diet
are natural components of food (Weinberg, 2014), as illustrated by Ames in the 1980s study
documenting dozen foods with natural carcinogens (Ames, 1983). Practices of preserve
foods, salted or smoked, were also common in the past and a significant source of
carcinogenic compounds (Friborg & Melbye, 2008). In the past, exposure to man-made
carcinogens (for example exposure to lead pipes, copper, or arsenic) must also be
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considered (Tomatis, 1995; Weiss, 2000a; Halperin, 2004; Ozdemir et al., 2010; Delile et
al., 2014).
The effect of sunlight is another element to consider. Greaves (2014) go as far as to
propose the controversial idea that skin cancer was a selective force in hominin evolution; a
proposal vehemently refuted by Jablonski & Chaplin (2014). Sun exposure is a major risk
factor due to mutagenic and mitogenic effects but also because it prompts cutaneous
immune-suppression (Leiter et al., 2014). Occupational UV light exposure is not the only
etiological factor of skin cancers, increased longevity, ozone depletion, genetic factors, or
immune suppression, are evidently of relevance today (Leiter et al., 2014). Yet we could
hypothesize if skin cancers, especially melanoma that occurs at younger ages and that
moderately metastasizes to bone (ca. 23-57%) (Tofe et al., 1975; Tas, 2012; Reith, 2016),
could be more frequent in the past (Urteaga & Pack, 1966).
Furthermore, one cannot be oblivious to the impact of endogenous carcinogens, as
for example, hormones or metabolic products (oxidants and free radicals) or molecules
from methylation (Ames, 1983; Coleman & Rubinas, 2009; Moore & Chang, 2010;
Weston & Harris, 2010; Brinton, 2014; Weinberg, 2014; Ducasse et al., 2015). Research
has shown that reproductive and endogenous biochemical processes are contributions to
genomic mutations (Brinton, 2014; Weinberg, 2014). In sum, natural carcinogenic vectors
(such as sunlight, ionizing radiation, dietary carcinogens, carcinogenic plants, asbestos,
toxic metals), hormonal and reproductive factors (Brinton, 2014), as well as occupational
related carcinogens are only a few of carcinogens that likely impacted pre-contemporary
societies (Tomatis, 1995; Weiss, 2000a; Halperin, 2004).
In all, there are two stances that must be highlighted: first, ancient populations were
likely exposed to a highly infectious and inflammatory environment (Finch, 2012); and not
experiencing a fully carcinogenic-free (endogenous and exogenous) environment as
previously argued by many scholars; second, it is more than likely that the types of cancers
that affected past populations markedly differed from the ones prevalent today. Infectiousrelated cancers, including from the liver, gastrointestinal, rectal, bladder, oropharyngeal,
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and cervical, were probably more common than reproductive (breast or prostate) ones.
The former are much less osteotropic and have a general poorer prognosis and survival
span than the latter; as seen in section 5.2.1. If these were prevailing cancers in past
populations, then our ability to detect such cases is much lower. The skeletal evidence of
cancer in the past is less likely to be uncovered by paleopathologists due to the lack of
skeletal marks of these soft tissue neoplastic processes.

Paleopathology and its constrains
The afore-mentioned stance on shifting cancer types (namely less osteotropic ones) in
past populations allied with a relatively low sensitivity of the paleopathological diagnosis, and
the small number and often fragmentary nature of archaeological samples, obstruct the
detection of a highly significant portion of cases in past times (Waldron, 1996; Capasso,
2005; Brothwell, 2012). As shown in our study, a great proportion of cancer cases either
did not manifest osseous lesions or presented a set of skeletal alterations that were not
specific enough to suggest a diagnosis. These results emphasize the importance of
diagnostic constrains in paleo-oncological studies. Furthermore, non-systematic use of
radiological survey (neoplasms located in the medullary cavity without cortical
breakthrough will remain undetected by gross examination), presence of non-specific bony
lesions in primary or secondary malignant neoplasms, difficulties in differential diagnosis
(particularly with infectious diseases), absence of diagnostic criteria standardization, or the
small proportion of soft tissue neoplasms that produce osseous changes, are all well-known
problems to the recognition of these conditions in archaeological settings (Thillaud, 1992;
Brothwell, 2008, 2012; Zuckerman et al., 2016). For example, Rothschild & Rothschild
(1995) study of cancer in 129 skeletons from the Hamann-Todd collection, showed that
lesions were revealed in 25.5% (n=33) by radiological examination and in 8.5% (n=11) by
visual inspection, that is three times more in the first.
To place major emphasis on a lesser carcinogenic environment in pre-modern
societies as the explanation to cancer’s extreme rarity (David & Zimmerman, 2010) renders
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invisible the effect of many other constraints, namely methodological and diagnostic.
Although it is undisputable that modern societies are exposed to an unprecedented
carcinogenic environment it is also unquestionable that paleopathologists are still not able
to accurately portrays cancer burden in the past. The history of paleopathology might have
contributed to this scenario. There was a marked interest in neoplastic conditions since the
emergence of paleopathology (see Chapter 2), but research was (and it is) mostly oriented
towards infectious diseases- with particular interest on the origin of syphilis- osteoarticular
diseases, trauma, or even paleoparasitology (Pales, 1929; Cook & Powell, 2006; Ortner,
2011, see Chapter 2). By “historical, clinical, epidemiological, and cultural reasons, the past
of diseases like leprosy, syphilis and tuberculosis have been the target of paleopathological
focus” (Matos, 2009: 16). This is evident not only in the surveyed number of the PPA
Newsletter (Chapter 2) but also in other publications. For example, the topical distribution
of the International Journal of Osteoarchaeology between 1996 and 2005 had only 8% of articles
reporting neoplastic conditions (benign and malignant), compared with 28% of trauma,
and 13% of infectious diseases (Stodder et al., 2006). Park et al. (2010) analysis of
publication trends in Britain for 1997-2006, shows that neoplasms accounted for 5%.
Clearly these values are influenced by the small number of cases uncovered by researchers,
but also caused by lack of methodological developments. Although neoplastic conditions
are often part of the differential diagnosis, the theoretical assumption of their rarity often
serves as the main argument to rule them out as a diagnostic possibility, which by its turn
feeds the idea of their paucity in the past, as a self-fulfilling prophecy of sorts. This
theoretical “circular reasoning” is harmful to advances in paleo-oncology.
In all, and borrowing from Wood et al. (1992) expression, we seem to be
experiencing a paleo-oncological paradox.

6 | CONCLUSION
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Paleopathology attempts to reconstruct health and disease in past human groups
creating valuable long-term perspectives on the evolution of human health. These
insights into the past provide a scaffold to understand changes in human health in
response to varying ecological, biological, and sociocultural environments (Ortner,
2003). By examining skeletal remains and documentary sources, paleopathology has the
potential to elucidate towards the history of cancer, a primordial societal problem of
contemporaneity.
The historiography of oncological diseases showed that in spite of a relative
antiquity of the documentary record, with putative illustrations of cancer in the ancient
Egyptian papyri, its past epidemiological landscape is not easily drawn, as most records
are either dubious or refer to sporadic occurrences. The analysis of the evolution of the
scientific thought provides, at least partially, an understanding of this phenomenon.
Despite the important advances on the recognition of cancer by the Renaissance
anatomists (Hajdu, 2011b), there was still a poor ability to differentiate cancer from
many other lesions, namely syphilis, tuberculous nodules, granulomas from
actinomycosis, and other conditions, at least until the mid-18th century (Raposo, 1925).
Its aetiology was also poorly understood and the assumed contagious and infectious
genesis (Lemos, 1909) likely camouflaged oncological disorders within other nosological
groups. The 19th century “saw the birth of scientific oncology” (Javier & Butel, 2008:
7693) and later on that century the rise of oncological diseases as a public health
concern was strongly experienced (Cantor, 1993; Hayter, 2003; Pinell, 2004). It can be
concluded that shifts in the scientific knowledge, with a fairly recent development of
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oncology as a scientific discipline (Shimkin, 1977; Weinstein & Case, 2008), contributed
to our poor perception of cancer in the past (Chapter 2).
The 19th/20th centuries transition brought new insights into cancer epidemiology.
Our survey of the Portuguese reference skeletal collections record files (Chapter 4),
analysed within the scaffold of their socio-cultural and scientific contexts, illustrates the
impact of these conditions on mortality. From a documentary perspective, neoplasms
(n=260), and particularly the cohort of malignant/unidentified (n=240), accounted for a
considerable number of documented causes of death in the four collections surveyed:
Museu Bocage Identified Skeletal Collection (MBISC), the Coimbra Identified Skeletal
Collection (CISC), the Medical School (MSC), and International Exchange Skull
Collections (IEC). By excluding benign neoplasms, i.e. by pooling the malignant and
unidentified cohorts, neoplasms’ prevalence reached 8.1% (240/2951), corresponding to
11.7% (90/769) in the MBISC; 8.1% (41/505) in the CISC; 7.1% (81/1143) in the
IEC, and 5.2% (28/534) in the MSC. These values are the result of a cumulative
number of deaths that span for nearly one century (1880 to 1974). Nonetheless, in the
reference collections neoplasms already figure among the principal ICD-10 causes of
death groups within this time-frame, even if the impact of infectious and parasitic
diseases was still significant, particularly in the CISC, IEC, and MSC. By pooling the
collections, we noticed an increasing number of documented neoplasms along the
chronology of death (p=0.001). Among the malignant/unidentified neoplasms cohort,
the individuals were mostly afflicted by gastric (24.6% [59/240]), uterine/ovarian
(23.9% of the females [34/142]), and intestinal/colorectal (10.8% [26/240]) cancers.
Regarding the sex and age at death profiles in the malignant/unidentified cohort, two
points can be highlighted: i) a general female predominance when pooling the four
reference collections (p=0.030), yet not observable in the collections individually except
in the CISC; ii) a positive increase on the number of malignant/unidentified neoplasms
with age at death (p<0.001), even if most of the cases were allocated in the middle-aged
individuals. Overall, the collections profiles broadly echoes the Portuguese
epidemiological panorama for the 19th and mid-20th centuries, based on coeval
mortality statistics (Ferrão, 1996; Morais, 2002; see Chapter 5). Even if the comparison
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between the reference collections and the Portuguese mortality profiles is imperfect and
must be done cautiously, since the latter are assembled from cemetery remains, it
allowed some degree of confidence in the representativeness of the sample. Thus, it
makes this skeletal assemblage suitable to investigate the paleopathological dimension of
cancer.
The question of cancer antiquity and its paleoepidemiology has been heatedly
debated for several decades and currently remains a major theme in paleopathology
(Zuckerman et al., 2016; see Chapter 2). The overview of the skeletal record seems to
unfold a relatively antiquity of malignant neoplastic conditions as well (see Chapter 2).
The paleopathological case reports of malignant neoplasms are relatively more
numerous than what was previously assumed, totalling 259 to 275 cases reported so far
(Hunt, 2013; C.R.A.B., 2017). This tally challenges the label of rarity often attributed to
paleo-oncological disorders, as postulated, for example, by David & Zimmerman (2010).
Paleopathologists have to surpass several sampling and methodological constraints while
trying to identify these conditions in past human societies (Brothwell, 2012).
The progress of paleopathology is profoundly reliant on the development of
experimental studies, allied with sociohistorical research, in order to amplify and
consolidate our body of knowledge on disease manifestations in skeletal remains (Matos,
2009). For this reason, the study of 131 skeletons, from the Museu Bocage Identified
Skeletal Collection and the Coimbra Identified Skeletal Collection, with a
malignant/unidentified neoplasm recorded in the cause of death contributed to the
solidification of our understanding of the skeletal manifestations of these conditions from
a paleopathological perspective. Among the 131 skeletons surveyed, 62.6% (n=82)
exhibited osseous changes recognized by naked eye. Nonetheless, a malignant neoplastic
or metastatic process was not recognized in all cases. In fact, by applying
paleopathological standard guidelines (traditionally educed from the clinical literature)
for the diagnosis of neoplastic conditions- mostly metastatic bone disease- merely 17.6%
(n=23) of the individuals showed the expected lesional pattern (classified as score 3). The
presence of inconspicuous or non-disseminated skeletal changes, observed in 45%
(n=59, classified as score 2) of the individuals, was not enough to identify an osseous
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neoplastic process, since not all osseous changes could be directly or exclusively
attributed to the underlying condition. Taking into account the reference collections
profile regarding the neoplasm primary site (organ) and the well-established differential
osteotropism, from a theoretical viewpoint we would expect to identify osseous
metastases in 18.9% to 41.0% of the individuals surveyed. The values obtained in our
study (17.6%) are closer to the theoretical lower limit. Lack of a radiological assessment,
presence of unspecific osseous lesions, limited skeletal involvement, and possible
comorbidities are some of the contributors to the low achievement in the
paleopathological diagnosis. The present research contributed with an answer to one of
the fundamental quests in paleopathology: malignant diseases were virtually absent in the past or
the paleopathological record isn’t embracing the full extent of their manifestations? By quantifying the
diagnostic sensitivity in our cohort, and by demonstrating its relatively low performance,
we claim that paleopathological diagnosis hinders the full depiction of the
paleoepidemiological landscape of cancer in the past, contrary to David & Zimmerman
(2010) stance.
One key problem in interpreting disease past prevalence is the conundrum of how
to interpret the absence of lesions in the skeletal remains. As discussed by Wood et al.
(1992) osteological paradox, it is complex to establish a simplistic correlation between
absence of lesions and a good or poor health status of an individual. In the case of
neoplasms this is particularly true, since skeletons without lesions can in fact represent
those individuals that more quickly succumbed to the disease. Moreover, “the
abundance of lesions of a particular condition seen in a cemetery sample does not
directly reflect its abundance in the living population at any given point in time” (Wright
& Yoder, 2003: 45), and the contrary is also true.
From a diagnostic perspective, the present study corroborated the importance of a
detailed analysis of the lesion topography. Overall, osseous lesions were predominant in
the os coxae (40.0%, n=52 of the 130 individuals and 64.2% of the 81 individuals with
all osseous lesions), followed by the ribs (29.8% and 47.4%), scapulas (22.6% and 37.3%),
vertebrae (21.9% and 34.6%), femurs (19.2% and 30.5%), sacrum (18.5% and 29.8%),
and skull (16.8% and 26.8%). However, if we consider the 42 individuals that showed at
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least one lesion indicative of a neoplastic process (32.1% [42/131])- classified as specific
lesions cohort)- as expected, 71.4% (30/42) of these individuals showed osseous
alterations in the os coxae, followed by the vertebral column (48.8%, n=20), ribs
(43.9%, n=18), sacrum (36.8%, n=14), skull (33.3%, n=14), scapulas (30.0%, n=12),
and femurs (28.6%, n=12). Acrometastases were rarely observed. Overall, the
distribution was mostly multifocal in the skeleton (66.7% [28/42]) and bilateral (54.8%,
[23/42]). Our study reinforces the role of the pelvic and thoracic regions in the
diagnosis of metastatic bone disease and these areas should be the focus of a systematic
radiological survey in bioarchaeological settings.
Analysis of the lesion typology showed that emphasis must be placed not only on
the osteolytic lesions with geographic margin (36.6%, i.e. 48 out of 131 skeletons) but
more attention should be paid to the presence of moth-eaten/permeative (19.8%, n=26)
margins and coalescent porosity (16.8%, n=22). Bone changes resulting in accentuated
destruction of the cortical surface (disperse cortical) and total loss of a bone part occurred
less frequently, corresponding to 9.2% (n=12) and 6.9% (n=9), respectively. Inferences
regarding the role of widespread disperse porosity in the bone surface (18.3%, n=24 of the
sample) in the diagnosis of neoplastic conditions was not possible to ascertain as further
studies concerning these bone changes are necessary.
One unexpected finding, was the high coefficients of individuals exhibiting
woven/mix new bone formation (48.9%, n=64) (excluding long bone periosteal
reactions) when compared with other forms of bone proliferation (“coral”, “sunburst”,
and parallel spicules combined represented 16.8% [n=22] of the sample). Although a
direct causality between the presence of woven/mix new bone formation and a
metastatic/neoplastic process was not possible to infer in all cases, multiple lines of
evidence support the importance of these osseous changes from a diagnostic perspective.
Even if the presence of woven/mix bone formation cannot be considered per se a
diagnostic criterion for metastatic bone disease, it elicits the need for a complementary
radiographic exam to detect further bone marrow processes (osteolytic or osteoblastic).
In cancer-related proliferative lesions, a high diagnostic weight must be given to the
“transitions between, and combinations of, the various patterns previously described
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[which] are referred to as combined reactions. […] The combination of slow and rapid
periosteal reaction patterns in a single lesion signifies acceleration in biologic activity
[…]” (Ragsdale et al., 2017: 9).
First the diagnosis of a malignant neoplastic/metastatic process must begin with
an analytical approach similar to the radiologic protocol described in Greenspan &
Remagen (1998) and schematized as follows:
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Second, the “role of the paleopathologist [is] to identify the bone alterations
imputable to a pathological process to proceed with a differential diagnosis and propose
a diagnostic orientation” (Thillaud, 1992: 82). The diagrams (Figures 5.14 and 5.21)
detailed in Chapter 5 provide guidelines towards diagnostic orientation for the identification
of bone metastatic disease, based in the present study and in the clinical literature. It
must be always used in association with a detailed differential diagnosis.
Third, it should be emphasized that the paleopathological praxis of performing
radiographic exam only in areas exhibiting external bone changes (Miller et al., 1996)
must be abandoned. A systematic radiographic survey is necessary to the progress of
paleo-oncology. As stated by Ragsdale et al. (2017: 2) “[c]ompetent pathologists know it
is hazardous to make final diagnoses without film review even more so when attempting
diagnosis of a dry bone from antiquity”. Until now direct observation methods prevailed
while identifying oncological disorders in past populations. In a survey of 230
publications of malignancy in the paleopathological record, Hunt (2013) reported that
only 46% (107/230) used radiology, 16% (37/230) microscopy, and 1.3% (3/230)
biomolecular methods. There are only sporadic biomolecular or histological approaches
(Nerlich, 2017), for example, in 1994 was published the first use of an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with monoclonal antibodies to detect albumin in two
archaeological skeletons with multiple myeloma (Cattaneo et al., 1994). Detection of
PSA in possible paleopathological cases of prostate carcinoma was also achieved
(Schultz et al., 2007; Nerlich, 2017). Bona et al. (2014) study involved proteomic analysis
in a bone sarcoma observed in past remains. Histologic and genomic studies were also
performed in bone or mummified tissues (David & Zimmerman, 2010; Fornaciari &
Giuffra, 2012; Nerlich, 2017). Despite the limits of genomic, histological, and
immunohistological analysis, hopefully this will become an avenue for further research.
Finally, in the present work was address the problem of identifying the primary
site (organ) of the neoplasm based on the skeletal lesions appearance. Despite the fact
that the group of osteotropic neoplasms (n=22) had five times higher odds (p=0.010) of
showing highly consistent (score 3) osseous changes, a variability in disease presentation
was a frequent outcome, similarly to the conclusions obtained in other studies in clinical
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settings and in skeletal reference collections (Chapter 5). Based on differences in
anatomical distribution, the primary organ of the neoplasm was not easily inferred, since
significantly higher scores of osseous lesions were equally detected for pelvic girdle
lesions in uterine, prostate, breast, and intestinal/colorectal neoplasms (all p≤0.026).
Albeit a higher frequency of indicative (specific) lesions in the cohort with breast
neoplasms (83.3%, n=5) no other category of primary site stand out. Furthermore, in
our cohort, all neoplastic categories evidenced more frequently a mixed pattern, except
for gastric (significantly more OL patterns [n=9]), liver (more OB patterns [n=3]), and
the categories “other” (more OB patterns [n=6]). The idea that in paleopathology, most
metastatic bone disease is diagnosed through the observation of a predominantly
osteolytic process must be re-evaluated, and the traditional dualism of OL vs OB lesions
for each category must also be cautiously considered when analyzing past skeletal
remains. Even if inferences are limited due to our small sample size, this is a problem
transversal to the bioarchaeological record. Thus, regarding the question: different types of
neoplasms actually show a bone metastatic pattern that renders them identifiable in paleopathology? We
argue that it is extremely difficult to present a single diagnostic proposal based merely
on likelihood. Clearly, the modern clinical and epidemiological data helps to narrow
down diagnostic possibilities, however paleopathologists should not exceed the
inferences allowed by the skeletal remains. Borrowing the wise words of Ragsdale et al.
(2017: 3) “part of the art of modern pathology is to express opinions in terms that do not
exceed the available evidence”, we would add that it is also part of the art of
paleopathology. Furthermore, as Ragsdale (in Cockburn, 1995a: 8) argued “modern
statistics on the prevalence of various cancers undoubtedly have no relevance to ancient
times. In the short time since 1900 we have seen a precipitous decline in gastric cancer
and an exponential rise in lung cancer, both attributed to altered life styles. The AIDS
epidemic is afflicting large numbers of individuals with new or rare expressions of 'old'
neoplasms such as lymphoma (e.g., primary CNS involvement). Clearly, large changes
in disease incidence are possible over short intervals and in different cultures. Not
uncommonly, a single site of interest to us will have accumulated paleopathologic
material for hundreds or thousands of years, undoubtedly reflecting successive cultural
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(behavioral) influences”. This reasoning also supports the idea, demonstrated in the
present work, that shifting trends in primary cancers also limits their detection in past
remains. As debated in Chapter 5, chronic and non-lethal infectious diseases coupled
with a highly inflammatory environment, likely modulated the types of cancer that were
prevalent in past societies. The likelihood that infectious-related cancers were the
predominant types in the past also contributes to a reduced ability to their identification
in skeletal remains, since these cancers are generally less osteotropic and, in some cases,
have a shorter survival span.
The limits to the paleopathological identification of neoplastic conditions are
many. As stated by several scholars, small sample size, an expected low prevalence,
taphonomic effects, and particularly methodological and diagnostic limits hinder
interpretation of past cancer rates (Waldron, 1996; Capasso, 2005; Nerlich et al., 2006;
Strouhal & Němečková, 2009; Brothwell, 2012; Zuckerman et al., 2016). However, it
seems reasonable to consider that improvement in epidemiological assessment,
diagnostic methods, as well as broadening of the regions surveyed and increment of
sample sizes, could reveal a higher number of cases ensuring a more accurate estimation
of the past prevalence of these disorders (De la Rúa et al., 1995; Waldron, 1996;
Halperin, 2004; Nerlich et al., 2006; Brothwell, 2008; 2012).
Biological, societal, cultural, demographic, and environmental parameters are
amongst the promoters of an undeniable temporal increase of cancer burden. Cancer is
driven by anthropogenic, environmental, sociocultural factors allied with intrinsic
elements, such as genetic susceptibility, hormonal imbalance, harmful product of
metabolism, and immune conditions. Differences in cancer mortality or prevalence
between groups are also related to geographic distances, environmental differences,
sociocultural characteristics (e.g. dietary habits, sexual practices, occupational factors),
and genetic attributes (Weston & Harris, 2010; Casás-Selves & DeGregori 2011;
Weinberg, 2014; American Cancer Society, 2015). Yet, in spite of the extreme
complexity of oncological disorders, the study of their past epidemiology is a worthwhile
and justifiable endeavor. Evaluation of diachronic shifts in cancer, and the search for
explanatory models for its variability, is a crucial, and surely promising, future goal of
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paleo-oncological research. However, it cannot be fully reached without reformulating
some current paradigms and implementing tailored approaches to diagnosis and
paleoepidemiological surveys. Already in the 1990s E. Strouhal plead for “a joint
endeavor to re-check old evidence, look for new, search far better techniques to identify
cancers in ancient bones and tissues, and thus to establish acceptable criteria. Then,
perhaps, we can come to a verdict in the case of cancer, now before the court”
Cockburn (1993: 1). As shown by the present study, the impact of the limits of
paleopathological diagnosis is by no means negligible. The problem of false-negatives is
a real one, and it must be accounted for while debating the scarcity of cancer in the past.
We agree with Faltas (2011) and other scholars that argue that diverse methodological
constraints hinder the appraisal of oncological disorders in past populations. Our study
indicates that there is a relatively low capacity for cancer detection based only in the
visual inspection of human skeletal remains; however there is potential for further
improvements on our diagnostic ability. We also emphasize that one cannot make
generalizations about the overall absence of malignant neoplasms without taking into
account that cancers are not a single entity (Aktipis & Nesse, 2013). Despite the
undeniable fact that the burden of cancer increased dramatically in the last century,
paleopathology still has an enormous potential to uncover more clues to its past
prevalence. Surpassing the current limitations and fragilities can bring new and
profitable avenues to the field of paleo-oncology.
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APPENDICES

A. ICD major groups of diseases with codes and corresponding designation.
Major groups

Designation

(ICD-10)
(A00-B99)

Certain infectious and parasitic diseases

(C00-D48)

Neoplasms

(D50-D89)

Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders involving
the immune mechanism

(E00-E90)

Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases

(F00-F99)

Mental and behavioural disorders

(G00-G99)

Diseases of the nervous system

(H00-H59)

Diseases of the eye and adnexa

(H60-H95)

Diseases of the ear and mastoid process

(I00-I99)

Diseases of the circulatory system

(J00-J99)

Diseases of the respiratory system

(K00-K93)

Diseases of the digestive system

(L00-L99)

Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue

(M00-M99)

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue

(N00-N99)

Diseases of the genitourinary system

(O00-O99)

Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium

(P00-P96)

Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period

(Q00-Q99)

Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities

(R00-R99)

Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere
classified

(S00-T98)

Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes

(V01-Y98)

External causes of morbidity and mortality

(Z00-Z99)

Factors influencing health status and contact with health services

(U00-U89)

Codes for special purposes

B.1. Data collection protocol for the identified skeletal collections.

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

(cont.)

C.1. Coding system for the data collection protocol regarding the preservation and lesion topography.
Lesion Topography
A. Preservation

B. Topography: skeleton

C. Topography: bone

0. Not present: 0%

2.1. Unifocal

C3. Segment
3.1. Middle ⅓ of diaphysis

3.8. Body vertebrae/body rib

0.1. Not observable: 0%

2.2. Multifocal random

3.2. Proximal ⅓ of diaphysis

3.9. Vertebral plates

1.0. 75–100% of bone preserved

2.3. Multifocal bilateral

3.3. Distal ⅓ of diaphysis

3.10. Vertebral circumferential

1.1. 50–74% of bone preserved

2.4. Multifocal symmetric

3.4. Proximal metaphysis

3.11. Vertebral posterior

1.2. 25–49% of bone preserved

a. 2 bones

3.5. Distal metaphysis

3.12. Rib vertebral area

1.3. 1–24% of bone preserved

b. 3-5 bones

3.6. Proximal epiphysis

3.13. Rib sternal area

c. > 6 bones

3.7. Distal epiphysis

3.14. Other areas

C4. Extension
4.1. Involving: > 50%
4.2. Involving: 25-49%
4.3. Involving: <24%
C5. Cross–sectional axis
5.1- External cortical surface
5.2- Cortical
5.3- Intramedullary/ diploë
5.4- Direction: inwards-outwards
5.5- Direction: outwards-inwards
C6. Norm
A. Anterior
P. Posterior
M. Medial
L. Lateral
C. Central (midline)
S. Superior
I. Inferior

C.2. Coding system for the data collection protocol regarding the lesion typology.
Lesion Typology
D1. New Bone Formation (BF)

D2. Bone Destruction (BD)

D4. Lesion shape

D5. Mix pattern*

1.1. Woven

2.1. Porosity

4.1. Circular

5.1- Osteolytic > Osteoblastic

1.2. Lamellar

2.2. Coalescent pores

4.2. Oval

5.2- Osteolytic < Osteoblastic

1.3. Mix (W+L)

2.3. Reticulated

4.3. Irregular

5.3- Osteolytic = Osteoblastic

1.4. Spicules: radiant or parallel

2.4. Osteolytic focal:

1.5. “Coral-like”, “mossy”

2.4a. Geographic

1.6. Trabeculae coarsening

2.4b. Crater-like

*[assessed for the skeletal pattern when

2.4c. Other

osteolytic and osteoblastic reactions

1.7. Shell type
1.8. Other

2.5. Osteolytic diffuse:
2.5a. Moth-eaten/ Permeative
25b. Other
2.6. Absence of parts/ collapse
2.7. Regression of trabeculae
2.8. Other
D2b. Margin
3.1. Demarcated/dense BF/sclerotic
3.2. Demarcated/slight BF
3.3. Demarcated/no BF/no sclerosis
3.4. Poorly defined
3.5. BD surrounded by porosity
D2c. Contour
3.7. Beveled
3.8. Irregular [scalloped/dentation]
3.9. Regular

within the same skeleton, bone or
lesion]

D.1. Percentage of observable bones and intervals of completeness in the MBISC (n=91).

Bone

Side

Interval of completeness

Total
Observable

0%
%

1-24%
n
%

25-49%
n
%

50-74%
n
%

75-100%
n
%

3

3.3

3

3.3

1

1.1

3

3.3

81

89.0

92.3

7

7.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

84

92.3

85

93.4

6

6.6

-

-

-

-

2

2.2

83

91.2

L

83

91.2

8

8.8

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

82

90.1

R

82

90.1

9

9.9

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

81

89.0

L

80

87.9

11

12.1

1

1.1

-

-

1

1.1

78

85.7

Occipital

-

82

90.1

9

9.9

-

-

-

-

3

3.3

79

86.8

Base

-

80

87.9

11

12.1

-

-

-

-

2

2.2

78

85.7

Face

-

81

89.0

10

11.0

4

4.4

-

-

4

4.4

73

80.2

Mandible

-

83

91.2

8

8.8

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

82

90.1

R

84

92.3

7

7.7

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

83

91.2

L

79

86.8

12

13.2

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

78

85.7

R

85

93.4

6

6.6

-

-

4

4.4

11

12.1

70

76.9

L

86

94.5

5

5.5

1

1.1

6

6.6

13

14.3

66

72.5

73

80.2

18

19.7

6

6.6

2

2.2

4

4.4

61

67.0

R

84

92.3

7

7.7

3

3.3

2

2.2

8

8.8

71

78.0

L

82

90.1

9

9.8

1

1.1

4

4.4

6

6.6

71

78.0

-

83

91.2

8

8.8

3

3.3

4

4.4

5

5.5

71

78.0

n

%1

n

-

88

96.7

Frontal

-

84

Parietal

R

Skull (total)

Temporal

Clavicle

Scapula

Sternum
Ribs

Vertebrae
Cervical

Thoracic

-

85

93.4

6

6.6

-

-

1

1.1

5

5.5

79

86.8

Lumbar

-

82

90.1

9

9.9

1

1.1

4

4.4

-

-

77

84.6

Sacrum

-

83

91.2

8

8.8

4

4.4

4

4.4

4

4.4

71

78.0

Os coxae

R

89

97.8

2

2.2

1

1.1

3

3.3

8

8.8

77

84.6

L

88

96.7

3

3.3

1

1.1

2

2.2

4

4.4

81

89.0

R

79

86.8

12

13.2

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

78

85.7

L

78

85.7

13

14.3

-

-

1

1.1

1

1.1

76

83.5

R

81

89.0

10

11.0

-

-

-

-

3

3.3

78

85.7

L

76

83.5

15

16.5

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

75

82.4

R

82

90.1

9

9.9

-

-

1

1.1

3

3.3

78

85.7

L

82

90.1

9

9.9

-

-

-

-

3

3.3

79

86.8

R

88

96.7

3

3.3

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

87

95.6

L

87

95.6

4

4.4

-

-

-

-

0

0.0

87

95.6

R

67

73.6

24

26.4

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

66

72.5

L

69

75.8

22

24.2

-

-

-

-

1

1.1

68

74.7

R

88

96.7

3

3.3

1

1.1

-

-

1

1.1

86

94.5

L

87

95.6

4

4.4

1

1.1

-

-

0

0.0

86

94.5

R

85

93.4

6

6.6

1

1.1

-

-

2

2.2

82

90.1

L

83

91.2

8

8.8

-

-

1

1.1

2

2.2

80

87.9

Handsa

-

81

89.0

10

11.0

20

22.0

35

38.5

23

25.3

3

3.3

Feeta

-

83

91.2

8

8.8

7

7.7

33

36.3

42

46.2

1

1.1

Humerus

Radius

Ulna

Femur

Patella

Tibia

Fibula

Legend: R- right side; L-left side; a- pair of hands and feet; 1- Σ number of observable/number of theories (n=91); Sternum- sternum and manubrium.

D.2. Percentage of observable bones and intervals of completeness in the CISC (n=45).

Bone

Side

Interval of completeness

Total
Observable

0%

1-24%

25-49%

50-74%

75-100%

n

%1

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Skull (total)

-

45

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

45

100

Frontal

-

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

Parietal

R

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

L

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

R

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

L

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

Occipital

-

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

43

95.6

Base

-

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

Face

-

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

2.2

44

97.8

Mandible

-

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

R

42

93.3

3

6.7

0

0.0

1

2.2

0

0.0

41

91.1

L

42

93.3

3

6.7

0

0.0

1

2.2

0

0.0

41

91.1

R

41

91.1

4

8.9

1

2.2

1

2.2

3

6.7

36

80.0

L

41

91.1

4

8.9

0

0.0

2

4.4

4

8.9

35

77.8

37

82.2

8

17.8

2

4.4

2

4.4

1

2.2

32

71.1

R

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

2

4.4

3

6.7

38

84.4

L

43

95.6

2

4.4

1

2.2

0

0.0

4

8.8

38

84.4

-

44

97.8

1

2.2

1

2.2

1

2.2

21

46.7

21

46.7

Temporal

Clavicle

Scapula

Sternum
Ribs

Vertebrae
Cervical

Thoracic

-

45

100

0

0.0

1

2.2

0

0.0

2

4.4

42

93.3

Lumbar

-

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

43

100

Sacrum

-

44

97.8

1

2.2

1

2.2

0

0.0

1

2.2

42

93.3

Os coxae

R

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

2.2

42

93.3

L

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

1

2.2

0

0.0

42

93.3

R

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

L

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

R

41

91.1

4

8.9

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

41

91.1

L

41

91.1

4

8.9

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

41

91.1

R

42

93.3

3

6.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

42

93.3

L

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

43

95.6

R

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

L

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

R

42

93.3

3

6.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

42

93.3

L

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

43

95.6

R

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

L

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

R

44

97.8

1

2.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

44

97.8

L

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

45

100

Handsa

-

45

100

0

0.0

0

0.0

5

11.1

10

22.2

30

66.7

Feeta

-

43

95.6

2

4.4

0

0.0

2

4.4

11

24.4

30

66.7

Humerus

Radius

Ulna

Femur

Patella

Tibia

Fibula

Legend: R- right side; L-left side; a- pair of hands and feet; 1- Σ number of observable/number of theories (n=45).

E. Distribution of frequencies (n) and percentages (%) of cause of death coded by the ICD-10 in the MBISC,
CISC, MSC, and IEC.
Designation

MBISC

(ICD-10)

n

%

CISC
n

%

MSC
n

%

IEC
n

%

247 32.1

104 20.6

95

17.8

217 19.0

163 21.2

158 31.3

144 27.0

406 35.5

91

11.8

45

8.9

31

5.8

93

74

9.6

52

10.3

68

12.7

124 10.8

37

4.8

45

8.9

51

9.6

96

8.4

36

4.7

22

4.4

15

2.8

22

1.9

23

3.0

18

3.6

15

2.8

37

3.2

VIII- Sympt. signs and abnormal clinical
and laboratory findings, not elsewhere
classified (R00-R99)

53

6.9

23

4.6

87

16.3

78

6.8

IX- Othera

45

5.8

38

7.5

28

5.2

70

6.1

Total

769

I- Diseases of the circulatory system
(I00-I99)

II- Certain infectious and parasitic diseases
(A00-B99)

III- Neoplasms

8.1

(C00-D48)

IV- Diseases of the respiratory system
(J00-J99)

V- Diseases of the digestive system
(K00-K93)

VI- Injury, poisoning and certain other
consequences of external causes/Ext.
causes of morbidity and mortality
(S00-T98)/(V01-Y98)

VII- Diseases of the genitourinary system
(N00-N99)

a

505

-Other: sum of the remaining categories ICD-10 major groups (see Appendix A).

534

1143

F.1. Absolute and relative frequencies (n, %) of primary organ by sex subset (Ntotal=260).
TOTAL
T
Location
Circulatory system
Sarcoma carotid, aorta
Digestive System
Intestines1
Liver, biliary tract
Mouth
Oesophagus
Pancreas
Stomach, pylorus
Integumentary system
Lip

n

2

26
8
3
2
5
59

1

M

MBISC
F

T

n

n

n

[%]

[%]

1

1

[0.9]

[0.6]

12

14

[11.3]

[9.1]

5

3

[4.7]

[1.9]

2

1

[1.9]

[0.6]

1

1

[0.9]

[0.6]

3

2

[2.8]

[1.3]

28

31

[26.4]

[20.1]

1

-

1

M

CISC
F

T
n

n

n

[%]

[%]

1

-

-

M

MSC
F

T
n

n

n

[%]

[%]

-

-

1

M

F

T

n

n

n

[%]

[%]

-

[2.8]

13
3
1

6

7
[12.7]

1

2

[2.8]

[3.6]

1

6
3
-

4

2

[23.5]

[7.1]

2

1

[11.8]

[3.6]

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

7
2

1

1

-

1

[6.3]

3

-

-

-

Musculoskeletal system
Maxillae

3

1

-

-

2

5

[5.4]

[8.9]

2

-

-

-

1

1

22

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

3

[3.6]

9

13

[25.0]

[23.6]

-

-

10

-

5

5

[29.4]

[17.9]

-

-

8

8

-

19

[50.0]

-

-

-

1

2

1

[5.4]

[1.8]

6

13

[16.2]

[23.2]

1

-

[2.7]

3

2

1

[1.9]

[0.6]

-

-

[1.8]

[2.8]

3

-

[1.9]

Lymphoma2

n
[%]

[2.7]

[0.9]

Lymphoid and haematologic
Leukaemia2

n
[%]

[2.8]

1

F

[5.4]

[1.8]

1

1

M

[6.7]

[16.7]

-

IEC

1
[0.6]

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

[5.5]

1

1

-

1

[2.8]

-

-

[5.9]

-

1

-

1
[1.8]

1
[3.6]

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pelvic, vertebrae3
Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system
Breast

8

5

12

6

2

[5.7]

[1.3]

1

4

[0.9]

[2.6]

-

12

1

-

1

15

15

-

6

1

46

-

-

7

5

5

46

14

-

Urinary system
Bladder

2

5

2

Multiple and other
No reference
Total

4
21
24
260

-

2

3

-

1

1

[0.9]

[0.6]

5

-

1

1

[6.3]

[6.7]

-

-

4

1

6

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

-

-

6

3

1
[0.6]

9

12

[8.5]

[7.8]

6

18

[5.7]

[11.7]

106

154

-

2

-

1

1

2

2

-

-

-

-

6

-

11

-

11

5

-

[39.3]

-

-

-

-

6

-

5

16

-

-

[33.3]

2

2
2

1

1

-

-

-

-

2

2

-

-

1

1
[1.8]

2

-

-

7

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

36

55

-

1

1

-

1

[6.3]

5
1

2

3

[11.8]

[10.7]

-

[12.7]

91

-

[5.4]

-

1

3

-

[8.1]

[2.8]

-

16

[1.8]

[5.6]

7

-

[28.6]

[2.8]

2

6

[16.2]

[6.3]

-

1

[10.7]
[11.8]

14

-

[1.8]

[5.6]

[2.8]

4
[10.8]

[10.7]

[5.6]

[4.7]

Kidney

-

[25.5]

[4.7]

Lung

3

[19.4]
[29.9]

Respiratory system
Larynx, pharynx

-

1
[5.9]

[10.9]

[14.2]

Uterus, ovary

1

[2.8]

[7.8]

Prostate, penis

1
[1.8]

1

3
9

[3.6]

45

17

28

31

1

-

[2.7]

1

2

[6.3]

[13.3]

3

6

[18.8]

[40.0]

16

15

11
7
93

4

7

[10.8]

[12.5]

3

4

[8.1]

[7.0]

37

56

Legend: T-total; M- males; F- females; %- percent value for organ of affection within sex cohort; 1- combined intestine, colon and rectum; 2-Different forms of leukaemia and lymphomas; 3-Pelvic griddle (hip bones
and sacrum) and vertebrae.

F.2. Absolute and relative frequencies (n, %) of primary organ by sex subset in the malignant/unidentified cohort (Ntotal=240).
TOTAL
T
Location
Circulatory system
Sarcoma carotid, aorta
Digestive System
Intestines1
Liver, biliary tract
Mouth
Oesophagus
Pancreas
Stomach, pylorus
Integumentary system
Lip

n

2
26
8
3
2
5
59
1

M

MBISC
F

T

n

n

n

[%]

[%]

1

1

[1.0]

[0.7]

12

14

[12.2]

[9.9]

5

3

[5.1]

[2.1]

2

1

[2.0]

[0.7]

1

1

[1.0]

[0.7]

3

2

[3.1]

[1.4]

28

31

[28.6]

[21.8]

1

-

1

M

CISC
F

T

n

n

n

[%]

[%]

1

-

-

M

MSC
F

T
n

n

n

[%]

[%]

-

-

1

M

F

T

n

n

n

[%]

[%]

-

[2.9]

13
3

6

7
[12.7]

1

2

[2.9]

[3.6]

-

1

6
3
-

4

2

[25.0]

[8.0]

2

1

[12.5]

[4.0]

-

-

-

1

3

-

-

-

-

7
2

1

1

-

1

[6.3]

-

-

Musculoskeletal system
Maxillae

3
1

1

22
-

-

-

2

5

[6.5]

[10.0]

2

-

-

-

1

-

[3.2]

-

1

1

-

1

-

-

-

3

[4.0]

9

13

[25.7]

[23.6]

-

-

-

1

-

10
-

5

5

[31.3]

[20.0]

-

-

8

8

-

19

[50.0]

-

-

-

1

2

1

[6.5]

[2.0]

6

13

[19.4]

[26.0]

1

-

[3.2]

3

2

1

[2.0]

[0.7]

-

-

[2.0]

[2.9]

3

-

[2.1]

Lymphoma2

n
[%]

-

[1.0]

Lymphoid and haematologic
Leukaemia2

n
[%]

[2.9]

1

F

[6.5]

[1.8]

1

1

M

[8.3]

[17.1]

1

IEC

1
[0.7]

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

[5.5]

1

1

-

1

[2.9]

-

-

[6.3]

-

1

-

1
[2.0]

1
[4.0]

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pelvis, vertebrae3

8

6

2

[6.1]

[1.4]

1

-

1

1

[1.8]

1

-

2

[6.3]

1

1

[6.3]

[8.3]

-

-

4

4

-

[12.9]

Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system
Breast

5
12

1

4

[1.0]

[2.8]

-

12

1

1

6

-

[8.5]

Prostate, penis

7

7

-

34

-

6

34

5

5

-

14

Urinary system
Bladder

2
5

2

Multiple and other
No reference
Total

4
21
24
240

3

-

1

1

[1.0]

[0.7]

5

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

3

1
[0.7]

9

12

[9.2]

[8.5]

6

18

[6.1]

[12.7]

98

142

1

-

6

6

-

[12.0]

1

-

1

2

-

-

-

8

2

-

1

1

-

-

2

10

-

-

[6.3]

14

8

-

-

[32.0]

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

2

2
2

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

1

1
[1.8]

2

-

-

7

-

35

55

-

1

1

-

1

[6.3]

5
1

2

3

[12.5]

[12.0]

-

[12.7]

90

-

3
[9.7]

[2.9]

-

1
[2.0]

[5.7]

7

-

[6.5]

[2.9]

2

10
[20.0]

[6.3]

-

-

[16.7]

[5.7]

[3.1]

-

[2.0]

[5.7]

[5.1]

Kidney

6

[25.5]

[5.1]

Lung

-

[12.0]

[17.1]
[23.9]

Respiratory system
Larynx, pharynx

3

[10.9]

[7.1]

Uterus, ovary

-

[2.9]

1

3
9

[4.0]

41

16

25

28

-

1
[3.2]

1

2

[6.3]

[16.7]

3

6

[18.8]

[50.0]

16

12

11
7
81

4

7

[12.9]

[14.0]

3

4

[9.7]

[8.0]

31

50

Legend: T-total; M- males; F- females; %- percent value for organ of affection within sex cohort; 1- combined intestine, colon and rectum; 2-Different forms of leukaemia and lymphomas; 3-Pelvic griddle (hip bones
and sacrum) and vertebrae.

G. Measures of central tendency and dispersion (years) in the neoplasm and non-neoplasm
cohort.
Measures of central tendency and
dispersion (years)

Collections
n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

TOTAL
Non-neoplasms

2682

47.7 ± 22.8

48.0

0-109

Neoplasms

260

54.5 ± 16.1

54.0

8-100

2942*

48.3 ± 22.3

49.0

0-109

MBISC
Non-neoplasms

678

51.9 ± 26.9

55.5

0-98

Neoplasms

91

63.1 ± 14.6

64.0

15-93

Total

769

53.2 ± 26.0

58.0

0-98

CISC
Non-neoplasms

460

44.3 ± 20.5

41.5

7-96

Neoplasms

45

51.6 ± 15.7

52.0

21-79

Total

505

44.9 ± 20.2

43.0

7-96

MSC
Non-neoplasms

494

49.1 ± 18.0

49.0

11-92

Neoplasms

31

47.2 ± 14.6

45.0

14-80

Total

525*

48.9 ± 17.8

49.0

11-92

IEC
Non-neoplasms

1050

45.9 ± 22.4

44.0

1-109

93

49.9 ± 14.9

49.0

8-100

1143

46.2 ± 21.9

45.0

1-109

Total

Neoplasms
Total

Statistics
t-studenta
t=6.237
df=367.227
p<0.001
]4.666-8.963[

t=6.080
df=185.832
p<0.001
]7.570-14.842[

t=2.886
df=59.652
p=0.005
]2.246-12.388[

t=-0.641
df=35.961
p=0.526
]-7.329-3.808[

t=2.412
df=132.150
p=0.017
]0.733-7.416[

Legend: n- number of individuals; SD- standard deviation; *-Value inferior to the previously reported due to the
absence of registry for age at death (n=9); a- t-student with Welch correction; ]-[- 95% CI.

H.1. Measures of central tendency and dispersion by age at death (years) and neoplasm location (n=260).

Location

TOTAL
n

Mean

SD

Median

Min.

Max.

2

41.5

23.3

41.5

25

58

2

41.5

23.3

41.5

25

58

Digestive System*

103

57.8

14.7

57.0

24

93

Intestines1

26

59.0

16.9

59.0

24

93

Liver, biliary tract

8

58.1

13.6

59.5

40

73

Mouth

3

62.0

21.4

55.0

45

86

Oesophagus

2

68.5

19.1

68.5

55

82

Pancreas

5

54.6

17.6

58.0

30

75

Stomach, pylorus

59

56.8

13.6

56.0

25

84

1

77.0

77.0

77

77

1

77.0

77.0

77

77

6

44.5

20.4

49.5

15

66

Leukaemia

3

36.0

26.7

27.0

15

66

Lymphoma

3

53.0

10.4

58.0

41

60

9

43.1

19.4

52

14

62

Maxillae

1

58.0

58.0

58

58

Pelvic, vertebrae

8

41.3

19.8

48.5

14

62

5

41.6

15.4

52.0

21

53

5

41.6

15.4

52.0

21

53

73

54.7

15.0

52.0

24

100

Breast

12

55.3

12.0

51.0

40

78

Prostate, penis

15

71.5

12.4

70.0

53

100

Uterus, ovary

46

49.2

12.2

46.5

24

78

Respiratory system

7

53.1

11.2

52.0

36

68

Larynx, pharynx

5

57.0

9.7

54.0

45

68

Lung

2

43.5

10.6

43.5

36

51

Urinary system

9

59.7

15.0

59.0

39

84

Bladder

5

56.6

13.9

59.0

39

72

Kidney

4

63.5

17.5

61.0

48

84

Multiple and other

21

46.5

16.6

50.0

8

69

No reference

24

54.9

19.3

54.0

18

91

Circulatory system
Sarcoma carotid, aorta

Integumentary system
Lip
Lymphoid and haematologic

Musculoskeletal system

Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system*

Legend: n- number of individuals; 1- combined intestine, colon and rectum; 2-Different forms of leukaemia and lymphomas; 3-Pelvic
griddle (hip bones and sacrum) and vertebrae. *- Statistics= t=1.334, df=174, p=0.184, 95% CI ]-1.448-7.491

H.2. Measures of central tendency and dispersion for age at death (years) and neoplasm location (MBISC [n=91] and CISC [n=45]).
Location

MBISC
Median

Min.

Max.

n

Mean

SD

Median

Min.

Max.

25.0

25.0

25

25

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

25.0

25.0

25

25

-

-

-

-

-

-

Digestive System*

41

66.2

12.9

67.0

32

93

20

55.7

15.9

58.0

24

79

Intestines1

13

67.4

14.6

68.0

45

93

6

52.8

18.4

53.5

24

72

Liver, biliary tract

3

61.0

11.3

67.0

48

68

3

62.0

19.1

73.0

40

73

Mouth

1

86.0

86.0

86

86

-

-

-

-

-

-

Oesophagus

1

82.0

82.0

82

82

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pancreas

1

65.0

65.0

65

65

1

75.0

75.0

75

75

Stomach, pylorus

22

64.7

12.2

63.5

32

84

10

53.6

54.5

36

79

Lymphoid and haematologic

41.0

41

41

-

-

-

Circulatory system
Sarcoma carotid, aorta

n

Mean

1

SD

CISC

14.2

4

41.5

24.4

42.5

15

66

1

41.0

Leukaemia2

3

36.0

26.7

27.0

15

66

-

-

Lymphoma2

1

58.0

58.0

58

58

1

41.0

41.0

41

41

1

62.0

62.0

62

62

2

58.0

58.0

58

58

-

-

-

-

-

1

58.0

58.0

58

58

1

62.0

62.0

62

62

1

58.0

58.0

58

58

1

53.0

53.0

53

53

3

34.3

16.7

29.0

21

53

1

53.0

53.0

53

53

3

34.3

16.7

29.0

21

53

27

61.3

13.0

60.0

32

87

13

49.8

15.6

45.0

24

77

Breast

6

61.2

11.9

60.5

47

78

-

-

-

-

-

-

Prostate, penis

7

70.4

13.7

67.0

53

87

2

69.5

0.7

69.5

69

70

Musculoskeletal system
Maxillae
Pelvic,

vertebrae3

Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system*

-

-

Uterus, ovary

14

56.7

11.3

57.0

32

78

11

46.2

14.2

42.0

24

77

Respiratory system

3

57.0

7.9

54.0

51

66

-

-

-

-

-

-

Larynx, pharynx

2

60.0

8.5

60.0

54

66

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lung

1

51.0

51.0

51

51

-

-

-

-

-

-

Urinary system

4

62.8

11.6

65.5

48

72

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bladder

2

65.5

9.2

65.5

59

72

-

-

-

-

-

-

Kidney

2

60.0

17.0

60.0

48

72

-

-

-

-

-

-

Multiple and other

2

68.0

1.4

68.0

67

69

5

47.0

14.6

53.0

26

60

No reference

7

72.3

13.3

74.0

54

91

1

65.0

65.0

65

65

Legend: n- number of individuals ; 1- combined intestine, colon and rectum; 2-Different forms of leukaemia and lymphomas; 3-Pelvic griddle (hip bones and sacrum) and vertebrae.*- Statistics= MBISC:
t=1.554, df=66, p=0.125, 95% CI ]-1.421-11.390[; CISC: t=1.052, df=31, p=0.301, 95% CI ]-5.563-17.424[

H.3. Measures of central tendency and dispersion by age at death (years) and neoplasm location (MSC [n=31] and IEC [n=93]).

Location

IEC

MSC
Median

Min.

Max.

n

Mean

SD

Median

Min.

Max.

58.0

58.0

58

58

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

58.0

58.0

58

58

-

-

-

-

-

-

Digestive System*

9

44.9

12.6

42.0

25

69

33

51.9

10.6

52.0

30

80

Intestines1

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

48.9

13.1

44.0

35

68

Liver, biliary tract

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

48.0

5.7

48.0

44

52

Mouth

1

45.0

45.0

45

45

1

55.0

55.0

55

55

Oesophagus

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

55.0

55.0

55

55

Pancreas

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

44.3

14.0

45.0

30

58

Stomach, pylorus

8

44.9

13.5

41.5

25

69

19

54.4

9.8

52.0

45

80

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

77.0

77.0

77

77

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

77.0

77.0

77

77

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

60.0

60.0

60

60

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

60.0

60.0

60

60

Musculoskeletal system

2

33.0

26.9

33.0

14

52

4

36.0

18.9

34.5

17

58

vertebrae3

2

33.0

26.9

33.0

14

52

4

36.0

18.9

34.5

17

58

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

52.0

52.0

52

52

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

52.0

52.0

52

52

5

43.0

13.0

40.0

25

60

28

52.8

48.0

33

100

Circulatory system
Sarcoma carotid, aorta

Integumentary system
Lip
Lymphoid and haematologic
Lymphoma2

Pelvic,

Nervous system
Brain
Reproductive system*

n

Mean

1

SD

14.7

Breast

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

49.3

9.5

47.0

40

67

Prostate, penis

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

73.3

14.0

70.0

59

100

Uterus, ovary

5

43.0

13.0

40.0

25

60

16

46.4

8.8

45.0

33

71

Respiratory system

1

68.0

68.0

68

68

3

44.3

8.0

45.0

36

52

Larynx, pharynx

1

68.0

68.0

68

68

2

48.5

5.0

48.5

45

52

Lung

-

-

-

-

-

1

36.0

36.0

36

36

Urinary system

1

50.0

50.0

50

50

4

59.0

20.5

56.5

39

84

Bladder

-

-

-

-

-

3

50.7

14.6

46.0

39

67

Kidney

1

50.0

50.0

50

50

1

84.0

84.0

84

84

Multiple and other

3

48.0

9.2

46.0

40

58

11

41.9

18.2

44.0

8

62

No reference

9

51.1

17.1

45.0

33

80

7

41.1

15.7

51.0

18

57

-

-

Legend: n- number of individuals; 1- combined intestine, colon and rectum; 2-Different forms of lymphomas; 3-Pelvic griddle (hip bones and sacrum) and vertebrae; *- Statistics= IEC: t=-0.271, df=59,
p=0.787, 95% CI ]-7.389-5.625[.

I.1. Absolute and relative frequencies of all osseous lesions distributed by
anatomic region and laterality in the total skeletal sample (n=131)*.
Distribution of skeletal lesions
Observable
N
130

n
22

%
16.8

Claviclea
Clavicle R
Clavicle L
Clavicle Tb

124
123
118
241

14
12
10
22

11.3
9.8
8.5
9.1

Scapulaa
Scapula R
Scapula L
Scapula Tb

124
123
124
247

28
25
18
43

22.6
20.3
14.5
17.4

Sternum/manubrium

107

8

7.5

Vertebraea
Number vertebrae

128
2834

28
274

21.9
9.7

Ribsa
Ribs R
Ribs L
Ribs Tb

124
124
124
248

37
31
30
61

29.8
25.0
24.2
24.6

Number ribs
Ribs R
Ribs L

2651
1332
1319

321
321
158

12.1
12.2
12.0

Os coxaea
Os coxae R
Os coxae L
Os coxae Tb

130
130
129
259

52
44
40
84

40.0
33.8
31.0
32.4

Sacrum

124

23

18.5

Humerusa
Humerus R
Humerus L
Humerus Tb

122
120
119
239

14
9
12
21

11.5
7.5
10.1
8.8

Radiusa
Radius R
Radius L
Radius Tb

121
120
115
235

6
2
4
6

5.0
1.7
3.5
2.6

Ulnaa
Ulna R
Ulna L
Ulna Tb

125
122
123
245

6
4
5
9

4.8
3.3
4.1
3.7

Femura
Femur R
Femur L
Femur Tb

130
130
128
258

25
25
20
45

19.2
19.2
15.6
17.4

Patellaa
Patella R
Patella L

112
106
109

0
0
0

-

Skull

Lesion

Patella Tb

215

0

-

Tibiaa
Tibia R
Tibia L
Tibia Tb

130
130
129
259

18
15
14
29

13.8
11.5
10.9
11.2

Fibulaa
Fibula R
Fibula L
Fibula Tb

128
126
125
251

5
3
5
8

3.9
2.4
4.0
3.2

Handsa
Number hand bones

123
3668

1
2

0.8
0.1

Feeta
Number feet bones

123
3858

8
58

6.5
1.5

Legend: *- tabulation of the number of observables differs from Chapter 3 because
benign neoplasms are not included, N- number of skeletons/bones observable, acalculated per skeleton when at least one bone present, b- calculated per total number of
bones, n- number of skeletons or bones with lesion. %-percentage, R- right side, L-left
side, T-total (sum right and left number of bones).

I.2. Absolute and relative frequencies of all osseous lesions distributed by
anatomic region and laterality in the cohort with lesions (n=82).
Distribution of skeletal lesions
Observable
N
82

n
22

%
26.8

Claviclea

77

14

18.2

Scapulaa

75

28

37.3

Sternum/manubrium

68

8

11.8

Vertebraea

81

28

34.6

Ribsa

78

37

47.4

Os coxaea

81

52

64.2

Sacrum

77

23

29.8

Humerusa

78

14

17.9

Radiusa

78

6

7.7

Ulnaa

79

6

7.6

Femura

82

25

30.5

Tibiaa

82

18

22.0

Fibulaa

81

5

6.2

Handsa

78

1

1.3

Feeta

78

8

10.3

Skull

Lesion

Legend: N- number of skeletons/bones observable, a- calculated per skeleton when at
least one bone present, n- number of skeletons with lesion. %-percentage.

I.3. Absolute and relative frequencies of specific lesions distribution by
anatomic region and laterality in the total skeletal sample (n=131)*.
Distribution skeletal lesions
Observable
N
130

n
14

%
10.8

Claviclea
Clavicle R
Clavicle L
Clavicle Tb

124
123
118
241

8
5
6
11

6.5
4.1
5.1
4.6

Scapulaa
Scapula R
Scapula L
Scapula Tb

124
123
124
247

12
11
11
22

9.7
8.9
8.9
8.9

Sternum/manubrium

107

7

6.5

Vertebrae

128

20

15.6

Ribsa
Ribs R
Ribs L
Ribs Tb

124
124
124
248

18
17
17
34

14.5
13.7
13.7
13.7

Os coxaea
Os coxae R
Os coxae L
Os coxae Tb

130
130
129
259

30
24
24
48

23.1
18.5
18.6
18.5

Sacrum

124

14

11.3

Humerusa
Humerus R
Humerus L
Humerus Tb

122
120
119
239

11
8
7
15

9.0
6.7
5.9
6.3

Radiusa
Radius R
Radius L
Radius Tb

121
120
115
235

1
0
1
1

0.8
0.9
0.4

Ulnaa
Ulna R
Ulna L
Ulna Tb

125
122
123
245

0
0
0
0

-

Femura
Femur R
Femur L
Femur Tb

130
130
128
258

12
12
8
20

9.2
9.2
6.3
7.8

Patellaa

112

0

-

Skull

Lesion

Patella R
Patella L
Patella Tb

106
109
215

0
0
0

-

Tibiaa
Tibia R
Tibia L
Tibia Tb

130
130
129
259

4
2
3
5

3.1
1.5
2.3
1.9

Fibulaa
Fibula R
Fibula L
Fibula Tb

128
126
125
251

0
0
0
0

-

Handsa

123

1

0.8

Feeta

123

3

2.4

Legend: see legend of I.1.

I.4. Absolute and relative frequencies of specific lesions distribution by
anatomic region and laterality for the cohort with at least one specific
lesion (n=42).
Distribution skeletal lesions
Observable
N
42

n
14

%
33.3

Claviclea

41

8

19.5

Scapulaa

40

12

30.0

Sternum/manubrium

37

7

18.9

Vertebrae

41

20

48.8

Ribsa

41

18

43.9

Os coxaea

42

30

71.4

Sacrum

38

14

36.8

Humerusa

41

11

26.8

Radiusa

41

1

2.4

Femura

42

12

28.6

Tibiaa

42

4

9.5

Handsa

38

1

2.6

Feeta

40

3

7.5

Skull

Legend: see legend of I.2.

Lesion

J1. Computation of all osseous lesions and specific lesions by primary organ
of the neoplasm.
Sample

All osseous

Specific

N

n

%

n

%

Stomach

32

15

46.9

6

18.8

Uterus

21

15

71.4

8

38.1

Intestines

18

10

55.6

7

38.9

Prostate

9

8

88.9

3

33.3

Liver

6

6

100.0

2

33.3

Breast

6

5

83.3

5

83.3

Leuk. lymph.

5

3

60.0

2

40.0

Skeleton

3

3

100.0

1

33.3

Bladder

2

2

100.0

0

-

Brain

4

2

50.0

1

25.0

Kidney

2

1

50.0

0

-

Larynx. phar.

2

1

50.0

1

50.0

Pancreas

2

1

50.0

1

50.0

Multiple

7

5

71.4

1

14.3

Other

4

3

75.0

2

50.0

NR

8

2

25.0

2

25.0

131

82

62.6

42

51.2

Total

Legend: N- number of skeletons in the sample. n- number of skeletons with lesion; %percent Intestines-intestines. colon and rectum; Prostate- prostate and one case of penis
neoplasm; Leuk. lymp- leukaemia. lymphoma and similar; Larynx. phar.- larynx and
pharynx; Other-lung. carotid/aorta. mouth. oesophagus; Multiple- multiple organs. and
diffuse in the abdomen. peritoneum. mediastinum; NR- No reference (no data for primary
site). Of note that these values are slightly different from the scoring groups because the
presence of at least one specific lesion does not imply a specific pattern.

J2. Measures of central tendency and dispersion for the number of foci by
primary organ of the neoplasm.
Number of foci
Stomach
Uterus
Intestines
Prostate
Liver
Breast
Leuk. limph.
Skeleton
Bladder
Brain
Kidney

n

Mean ± SD

Median

Min.-Max.

All lesions

15

5.1± 4.7

3.0

1-16

Specific

6

6.7± 5.5

5.5

1-16

All lesions

15

5.7± 4.5

4.0

1-15

Specific

8

3.1± 2.9

2.0

1-9

All lesions

10

4.1± 5.3

3.0

1-19

Specific

7

3.7± 6.8

1.0

1-19

All lesions

8

5.4± 4.8

3.5

1-14

Specific

3

11.0

3-14

All lesions

6

9.3± 5.7
2.3± 1.4

2.0

1-5

Specific

2

1.5±0.7

1.5

1-2

All lesions

5

10.4± 5.8

8.0

5-18

Specific

5

7.0± 4.4

8.0

2-12

All lesions

3

6.7±4.9

9.0

1-10

Specific

2

8.0

6-10

All lesions

3

8.0± 2.8
5.3±3.1

6.0

2-8

Specific

1

-

-

1

All lesions

2

2.0± 1.4

2.0

1-3

Specific

-

-

-

-

All lesions

2

-

-

1

Specific

1

-

-

1

All lesions

1

-

-

5

Specific

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

3

Specific

1

-

-

2

All lesions

1

-

-

2

Specific

1

-

-

1

All lesions

5

2.0± 1.4

1.0

1-4

Specific

1

-

-

3

All lesions

3

5.7± 4.7

4.0

2-11

Specific

2

6.0± 7.1

6.0

1-11

All lesions

2

12.0± 2.8

12.0

10-14

Specific

2

11.0± 1.4

11.0

10-12

Larynx. phar. All lesions
Pancreas
Multiple
Other
No reference

-

-

Legend: n- number of skeletons with lesion; Intestines-intestines. colon and rectum; Prostateprostate and one case of penis neoplasm; Leuk. lymp- leukaemia. lymphoma and similar;
Larynx. phar.- larynx and pharynx; Other-lung. carotid/aorta. mouth. oesophagus; Multiplemultiple organs. and diffuse in the abdomen. peritoneum. mediastinum; NR- No reference (no
data for primary site).

K.1. Absolute and relative frequencies of all osseous lesions, distributed per anatomic site and category of
primary organ of the neoplasm.
Skull (n1=22)
STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST

LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

32

20

18

9

6

6

5

3

7

24

3
13.6

2
9.1

2
9.1

1
4.5

2
9.1

2
9.1

0
-

1
4.5

0
-

9
40.9

9.4

10.0

11.1

11.1

33.3

33.3

-

33.3

-

37.5

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

Neoplasm (n3)

31

20

17

8

6

6

5

2

6

23

Lesion (n2)
%Within clavicle

1
7.1

1
7.1

2
14.3

2
14.3

1
7.1

3
21.4

2
14.3

0
-

1
7.1

1
7.1

3.2

5.0

11.8

25.0

16.7

50.0

40.0

-

16.7

4.3

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

31

21

18

9

6

5

4

2

6

22

4
14.3

6
21.4

2
7.1

3
10.7

1
3.6

2
7.1

0
-

2
7.1

0
-

8
28.60

12.9

28.6

11.1

33.3

16.7

40.0

-

100

-

36.4

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

25

17

18

7

4

5

5

3

5

18

3
37.5

0
-

1
12.5

1
12.5

0
-

2
25.0

0
-

0
-

0
-

1
12.5

12.0

-

5.6

14.3

-

40.0

-

-

-

5.6

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

SKL

MULT

OTH

32

19

18

9

6

5

5

3

7

24

4
14.3

7
25.0

2
7.1

2
7.1

1
3.6

3
10.7

2
7.1

1
3.6

2
7.1

4
14.3

12.5

36.8

11.1

22.2

16.7

60.0

40.0

33.3

28.6

16.7

Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within skull
[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Clavicle (n1=14)

[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Scapula (n1=28)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within scapula
[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Sternum* (n1=8)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within sternum
[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Vertebrae (n1=28)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within vertebrae

BRST LEUK/LI

[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Ribs (n1=37)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within ribs

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

SKL

MULT

OTH

29

18

18

8

6

BRST LEUK/LI
6

5

3

7

24

6
16.2

6
16.2

2
5.4

2
5.4

3
8.1

5
13.5

2
5.4

2
5.4

2
5.4

7
18.9

20.7

33.3

11.1

25.0

50.0

83.3

40.0

66.7

28.6

29.2

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

32

21

18

9

6

6

5

3

6

24

8
15.4

11
21.2

8
15.4

6
11.5

3
5.8

5
9.6

3
5.8

2
3.8

2
3.8

4
7.7

25.0

52.4

44.4

66.7

50.0

83.3

60.0

66.7

33.3

16.7

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

30

21

18

9

6

5

4

3

6

22

4
17.4

5
21.7

5
21.7

3
13.0

0
-

2
8.7

1
4.3

0
-

1
4.3

2
8.7

13.3

23.8

27.8

33.3

-

40.0

25.0

-

16.7

9.1

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

SKL

MULT

OTH

32

20

18

9

6

6

5

3

7

24

8
25.0

7
21.9

1
3.1

4
12.5

1
3.1

3
9.4

2
6.3

1
3.1

0
-

5
15.6

25.0

35.0

5.6

44.4

16.7

50.0

40.0

33.3

-

20.8

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

30

20

17

9

6

6

4

3

7

24

3
37.5

2
25.0

1
12.5

0
-

0
-

1
12.5

0
-

0
-

0
-

1
12.5

10.0

10.0

5.9

-

-

16.7

-

-

-

4.2

[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Os coxae (n1=52)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within os coxae
[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Sacrum (n1=23)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within sacrum
[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Long bones (n1=32)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within long
bones [n2/n1]
%Within neoplasm

BRST LEUK/LI

[n2/n3]

Hands/feet (n1=8)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within
hands/feet [n2/n1]
%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Legend: n1- number of skeletons with lesion in the correspondent anatomic area; n2- number of skeletons with lesion in the
correspondent anatomic area and category of primary neoplasm; n3- number of skeletons for each category of primary neoplasm (with
and without lesion); * - sternum and manubrium; STM- stomach; INT- intestines and colorectal; LEUK/LI= leukaemia. lymphoma
and similar; LIV- liver and biliary duct; UTE- uterus; BRST- breast; PRT-prostate; SKL- skeleton; MULT- multiple (multiple organs
and diffuse in the abdomen, peritoneum, mediastinum); OTH- other (all other categories neoplasms and no reference). Long bones
grouped with exception of clavicle and hand/feet.

K.2. Absolute and relative frequencies of specific lesions, distributed per anatomic site and category of
primary organ of the neoplasm.
Skull (n1=14)
Neoplasm (n3)

Lesion (n2)
%Within skull

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

BRST

LEUK/LI

SKL

MULT

OTH

32

20

18

9

6

6

5

3

7

24

3
21.4

1
7.1

2
14.3

0
-

0
-

2
14.3

0
-

0
-

0
-

6
42.9

9.4

5.0

11.1

-

-

33.3

-

-

-

25.0

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

SKL

MULT

OTH

31

20

17

8

6

6

5

2

6

23

1
12.5

1
12.5

1
12.5

2
25.0

0
-

0
-

2
25.0

0
-

0
-

1
12.5

3.2

5.0

5.9

25.0

-

-

40.0

-

-

4.3

STM

UTE

INT

PRT

LIV

SKL
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31
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9

6

5

4

2

6

22
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1
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1
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0
-

2
16.7

0
-

0
-

0
-
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25.0

6.5

4.8
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-
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-

-

-

13.6
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LIV

SKL
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7

4

5

5

3

5
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3
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0
-

1
14.3

1
14.3

0
-

2
28.6

0
-

0
-

0
-

0
-

12.0

-

5.6

14.3

-

40.0

-

-

-

-
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LIV
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32
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9

6

5

5

3

7

24
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1
5.0

3
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16.7
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-

14.3
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%Within neoplasm
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Clavicle (n1=8)
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%Within neoplasm
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Scapula (n1=12)
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Lesion (n2)
%Within scapula
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[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Sternum* (n1=7)
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Lesion (n2)
%Within sternum

BRST LEUK/LI

[n2/n1]

%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]

Vertebrae (n1=20)
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Lesion (n2)
%Within vertebrae

BRST LEUK/LI
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%Within neoplasm
[n2/n3]
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29
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8

6
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6

5

3

7
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-
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-
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%Within
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Legend: see legend of table K1.

L. Results of the logistic regression for the variables sex, age at death, and lesion typology.

WLB

ENL

β

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(β) 95% C.I. Exp(β)

Age Death
Sex

-.023
-1.039

.017
.627

1.829
2.745

1
1

.176
.098

.977
.354

.946-1.010
.104-1.209

Age Death
Sex

-.013
-.545

.018
.631

.514
.745

1
1

.473
.388

.987
.580

.953-1.023
.168-1.998

Age Death
Sex

.012
-.357

.015
.507

.606
.495

1
1

.436
.482

1.012
.700

.982-1.042
.259-1.891

Age Death
Sex

-.002
.711

.015
.545

.020
1.699

1
1

.888
.192

.998
2.035

.970-1.027
.699-5.925

Age Death
Sex

.011
1.247

.014
.477

.599
6.824

1
1

.439
.009

1.011
3.481

.984-1.038
1.365-8.875

Age Death
Sex

.004
.527

.014
.504

.072
1.095

1
1

.788
.295

1.004
1.694

.977-1.032
.631-4.549

Age Death
Sex

.012
.908

.015
.543

.633
2.797

1
1

.426
.094

1.012
2.479

.983-1.041
.856-7.182
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Legend: WL- woven and/or lamellar bone; ENL- widening bone contour (enlargement of bone); SPIC-spicules
(coral. radiant. parallel); COAPOR- coalescent porosity; GEO- geographic lesion; MOTH- moth-eaten lesion;
DISPOR- disperse porosity; DISCORT- disperse cortical destruction; APART- absence of parts.

